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ABSTRACT
This dissertation explores the multilayered connections between music, emotionality, social and
cultural belonging, collective memory, and identity discourse. The ethnographic case study for
the examination of all these relations and aspects is the Pontic muhabeti or parakathi. Parakathi
refers to a practice of socialization and music making that is designated insider Pontic Greek. It
concerns primarily Pontic Greeks or Pontians, the descendants of the 1922 refugees from Black
Sea Turkey (Gr. Pontos), and their identity discourse of ethno-regionalism. Parakathi references
nightlong sessions of friendly socialization, social drinking, and dialogical participatory singing
that take place informally in coffee houses, taverns, and households. Parakathi performances are
reputed for their strong Pontic aesthetics, traditional character, rich and aesthetically refined
repertoire, and intense emotionality. Singing in parakathi performances emerges spontaneously
from verbal socialization and emotional saturation. Singing is described as a confessional
expression of deeply personal feelings and memories that ideally entails the sharing of pain.
Sharing and expression of memories, personal feelings, and pain take place through the
dialogical performance of short poetic forms, distichs, sung to riff-like tunes played by the Pontic
fiddle, the lyra.
This dissertation documents the poetics, aesthetics, rhetorics, and pragmatics of the
intimate emotional socialization, nostalgic remembering, and participatory dialogical singing that
characterize parakathi and illustrates how these processes negotiate the broader discourses of
ethnicity, nationalism, and regionalism that contextualize Pontic Greek senses of belonging. This
analysis demonstrates the musical limits of discursivity, the special connection between music
and emotion, the significance of music for imagined communities of sentiment, and the
importance of musical performance in the cultural negotiations of collective memory,
subjectivity, and emotionality. It also provides important information about the aesthetics, styles,
structures, and genres of Pontic music, which remain rather understudied, contributing to the
expansion of the ethnomusicological field.
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TRANSLITERATION NOTE
There are no agreed upon and generally accepted conventions regarding transliteration from
Greek to English. Hence, it remains highly subjective. The main reasons for the lack of an
agreement are that both Greek and English use historical spelling, that many Greek phonemes do
not exist in English and vice versa, and that there are many Greek words in English transliterated
through Latin that follow the classical Greek pronunciation that differed from that of Modern
Greek. For the needs of this dissertation I employ my system that tries to follow, wherever
possible, a phonetic approach. Hence, I use:
gh for γ: the Greek ghamma (Γ, γ)
dh for ð: the Greek dhelta (Δ, δ)
e for /e/: the Greek epsilon (Ε, ε) and alfa iota (ΑΙ, αι)
o for ō: the Greek omikron (Ο, ο) and omegha (Ω, ω)
i for ē: the Greek eta (Η, η), iota (Ι, ι), ypsilon (Υ, υ), omicron iota (ΟΙ, οι), and epsilon iota (ΕΙ,
ει)
I break off these conventions when I want to emphasize the meaning of a Greek term by
connecting it with its English/Latin version and classical origin. Also, I do not follow the
phonetic conventions mentioned here for names, preferring the transliteration choices of the
names’ owners. For example I prefer to transliterate the vernacular version of my name as
Yannis, but for Mr. Tsanasidis, I follow his own transliteration, Giannis. For the same reason I
do not transliterate his last name as Tsanasidhis. Information regarding every Greek term and its
pronunciation according to the International Phonetic Alphabet is provided in the Appendix A:
Glossary.
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PRELUDE

Thanasis Stilidis is a successful lawyer with a full life. It was late afternoon, our third interview,
and he looked tired. After all, I was an addition to his busy schedule, although he had told me
that my visits were a source of pleasure. He could talk about his passion—Pontic music—his
favorite occupation—playing the Karadeniz fiddle, the lyra (Gr.) or kemence (Tr.)—and what he,
beyond everything else, is: a Pontian. This is why he often kept his clients waiting for my sake.
After an hour of talking about Pontic history and culture, the discussion moved to music.
Thanasis told me that it would be better for me to experience what he was talking about. We
stopped the interview and left for the small ouzo place (ouzeri) named “Pontos” across the street.
Ouzeri “Pontos,” known to Pontic music aficionados after the owner as “Spyros’s place,” is a
long, narrow room located on the ground floor of a gray concrete office building. It has space for
two double rows of tables, about five pairs per row. The decoration is simple, with a few items
typical of taverns (an old-fashioned menu, a list of drinking rules, some humorous proverbs
regarding married life) and several emblems of Pontos: a map of the region, a painting of the
sera dance, a photo of the legendary lyra player Gogos Petridis, an actual lyra, and a small flag
bearing the eagle of the Trebizond Empire. Spyros’s place is a landmark in Pontic music
geography and a hangout for Pontic musicians.
Thanasis entered with the confidence of a regular. He asked for food and Spyros filled a
table with fries, two salads, chickpeas, beef stew, fried meatballs (kyofte), and a few dips. While
we were eating, Thanasis started talking with two other clients sitting at nearby tables. They too
were Pontic lawyers. The discussion quickly left the law and, as if it were the most relevant
topic, moved to Pontic music. Everybody had something to say. Spyros mostly talked about the
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muhabetia of his youth. Thanasis coordinated the discussion, by clarifying issues regarding the
lyra and its repertoire. It was not long before our conversation about music provoked a
discussion of Pontic history and identity. The new topic did not replace the previous one.
Musical repertoires and styles were held up as evidence of regional origin and collective
memory.
After approximately one hour and the arrival of some other clients, Spyros took the lyra
off the wall and gave it to Thanasis. Thanasis played a couple of tunes but complained about the
instrument. He ran across the street to his office and returned with his own. The first tunes were
widely known songs that evoked general participation, but after awhile Thanasis started playing
more specialized repertoire for Spyros. Most of the clients were listening attentively. A tall, thin
guy in his mid 50s popped into the ouzeri. He was greeted cordially. After complaining jokingly
that the lyra had interrupted his siesta (at 6:00 p.m.?), he recited an improvised distich,
dedicating it to Thanasis, and joined in the singing. Thanasis was playing one tune after another
in accordance with people’s participation. At times he stopped to explain the style and to share a
story or two regarding a legendary performance or musician. The participants joined in either by
singing known verses or by improvising distichs on the spot. Spyros sang constantly and often
responded to Thanasis’s reflections, sharing his own anecdotes.
When I left the ouzeri it was well past 10:30 p.m. Thanasis had left one hour earlier,
succumbing to the third phone call from his wife. He had been replaced by another lyra player, a
young civil engineer, who works nearby, and also an ouzeri regular. Babis, the second lyra that
evening, did not intend to visit “Pontos,” but was lured by Thanasis’s sound. I excused myself
after the second phone call from my wife. “Well, you should let her wait,” somebody said
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jokingly, “How else will you understand the essence of muhabeti?” I asked Spyros for my bill
but he replied that it had been added to the permanently open tab of Mr. Stilidis.
I left together with an older gentleman who escorted me all the way to Aristotelous
Square (a central square in Thessaloniki). He told me about his village: how they commemorate
the Pontic genocide every May 19 and about the museum of folk art that they keep. At the end he
made me promise that I would come and visit. I got his business card and bid him farewell.
Arriving back home I could feel the alcohol in my blood: a rhythmic beating in my temples (it
was in 5/8, I thought, like most Pontic repertoire). I decided to sit down and organize my
fieldnotes but my notebook had apparently fallen out of my pocket along with the gentleman’s
business card. Fortunately, the recording device with the interview and two hours of singing was
still with me. Upon realizing that much of a day’s data had vanished somewhere in the muddy
and dusty streets of Thessaloniki I started swearing loudly.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This dissertation is about a particular practice of socialization and music making, called
parakathi or Pontic muhabeti (pl. parakathia and muhabetia), that concerns a loosely defined
and unspecified group of musicians and aficionados. The members of this unspecified group
share the same ethno-regional identity (Vergeti 2000[1994]: 57). They are Pontic Greeks or
Pontians: descendants of the 1922 Greek Orthodox refugees from Black Sea Turkey (Gr.
Pontos). More specifically, this dissertation examines the poetics, pragmatics, and discourses that
concern parakathi or muhabeti. It demonstrates how the social, musical, and poetic processes
entailed in parakathi drive performances, negotiations, and representations of Pontic musical
aesthetics, emotionality, affect, subjectivity, collective memory, and community. On a more
abstract level, it examines the relation between participatory musical performance and
discursivity: how a practice of musical participation relates to an identity discourse.
My study is based on 14 months of fieldwork carried out from December 2011 to
February 2013 in Greek Macedonia, plus two months (June and July) in 2014. In my fieldwork I
researched as many aspects of Pontic life and music as possible. My initial objective was an
exhaustive ethnography of the relation between Pontic identification and music, the latter defined
as practices of performance, production, and consumption. This plan proved too ambitious due to
the multifariousness both of Pontic senses of belonging and Pontic music. However, the main
reasons for focusing on parakathi are both personal and research-related.
My relationship with Pontians is life long. I grew up in the Athens suburb of Kallithea,
founded by Pontic refugees in 1918. Hence, I have always had Pontic friends and classmates.
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Similarly, I have experienced Pontic music and dance since my early childhood through TV and
at folk dance performances. As a child during the 1980s, I looked to Pontic music and dance as
emblematic representations of Greek heroism. The Pontic dances sera (Tr. horon) and maheria
(Tr. piçak oynu) became my favorite images of the historical heroic Greekness I was taught
about in school. I used to take special pride when in the company of family friends from abroad,
I watched the Pontic “warrior-like” dances. Shaking ammo belts and shiny clanging knives fed
my childish imagination of a Greek toughness I never had. Such impressions and memories are
typical of how many urban middle-class Greeks understand the Pontians: as an essential and
heroic part of Greece, often exemplary of the nation (folk dance), that, however, is also
associated with peculiarity and buffoonish behavior and that is the subjects of anecdotes and
humorist stereotypes.1 Eventually, at age 20, I joined the dance course of the Pontic folkloric
association Argonautai-Komninoi. I took classes for two years on a weekly basis, and I
symbolically graduated with a basic knowledge of the twenty most popular dances (out of the
approximately one hundred genres that comprise the repertoire, according to Pontic folklorists).
My request to join the association as a member was amicably denied on the grounds that I did
not have any grandparents from Pontos. I realized, thus, for the first time, that Pontians keep
something to themselves.
During my pre-research relationship with Pontians, I realized that there are many ways
and degrees of being Pontian. I met Pontians passionate about their heritage and those who could
not care less. I also experienced Pontic music in a variety of contexts and through many
mediums. Parakathi was not one of them. I knew about parakathia long before my research.
Slavs and1

There is a genre of Greek humor, called Pontic anecdotes, that depicts the Pontians as buffoons
and stupid. Also, in some Greek slang the word “Pontian” may mean “idiot.” These insults are related to the
pre-1950s reception of the Pontic refugees (see Chapters 2 and 3). Most Pontians are amused by the anecdotes.
However, in 1998, when an important Greek linguist decided to record in his dictionary the insulting meaning
of the word “Pontian,” the reactions from Pontic institutions were fierce.
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However, I was under the impression that they were similar to the guitar gatherings of my
college years. It was during my fieldwork when I realized that parakathia possess characteristics
and associations that differentiate them sharply from other participatory musical gatherings.
They have many of the elements of commensality and connectedness that describe a successful
guitar gathering, but they also entail special cultural capital, particular repertoire and aesthetics, a
fluid structure, and the burden of Pontic collective memory.
More importantly, parakathia are the main contexts in which Pontians address other
Pontians in terms and ways that are characteristically Pontic. This does not mean that broader
Greek tropes and discourses are absent. On the contrary. After all, all Pontians are much more
than Pontians and identify strongly with their Greek ethnicity. Still, parakathia are the insider
musical practices of Pontianness, an ideal site for an examination of the relations between
discursivity, musical practice, and senses of belonging. In summary, this dissertation is an
ethnographic analysis of parakathi in relation to Pontic senses of belonging. There are four main
analytical trajectories that crisscross my analysis: identity politics, especially ethnicity and
nationalism, collective memory, emotionality and affect, and musical performance. Before I
proceed with the theory, a short literature review of Pontic music and identity is necessary.
Literature Review: The Pontians and Their Music
Pontic music: Literature on Pontic music has proliferated in the last two decades. The
bulk consists of Greek folkloric studies on the definition, description, and classification of Pontic
folk dance genres (e.g., Moysidis 2007; Samoulidis 1990; Zournatzidis 2014). Organological
studies come second in number with a few articles on the Pontic bagpipe (tulum or aggion; e.g.,
Ahrens 1973; Marmaridis 2011), many Pontic lyra method books (Kaliontzidis 2008;
Koutsogiannopoulos 1977[1922] and 2011[1927]; Tsakalidis 2006), and lyra history articles
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(Tsakalidis 2007a and 2007b). Most of these studies are of a practical character. Tsakalidis alone
articulates a historical analysis.
Studies of the Pontic musical system and analysis are scarce. All the lyra method authors
attempt theorizations of the instrument’s musical system, but their studies are not analytical per
se. Marmaridis’s 2014 morphological study is the most complete Pontic musical analysis.
Marmaridis adopts the parataxis analytical model of Sarris, et al. (2010a and 2010b); however,
he does not reproduce a typical formal model. The recognition and definition of musical
structural units is filtered through his own experience as a lyra player. Hence, he moves away
from a mere recognition of structural patterns, towards an insider’s understanding of musical
structure.
There are only four studies about Pontic music in the English language: the dissertations
of David Kilpatrick (1980[1975]), Matthaios Tsahouridis (2007), and Konstantinos Tsachouridis
(2008), as well as a 2013 article by the latter. M. Tsahouridis’s dissertation is an organological
study of the lyra and as such it shares ground with Greek lyra methodbooks. He presents the
instrument’s construction, repertoire, history, and technical limits. Being himself a virtuoso lyra
player, he incorporates a reflective description of his own techniques, adopting, essentially, a
performance-practice and auto-ethnographic approach. The work of Konstantinos Tsachouridis,
Matthaios’s brother, is similar. A virtuoso singer, he deals with the technique of Pontic singing,
also following a performance-practice and auto-ethnographic perspective,2 while touching on
issues of physiology and embodiment. Both studies lack an ethnographic agenda, but this does
not reduce their academic value.
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The two brothers are actually a music duo and Pontic music stars with a rich concert career.
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Kilpatrick’s study (1980[1975]) is the only one with a clearly articulated ethnographic
agenda. He provides a challenging and nuanced theoretical discussion of Pontic music. His
Pontic rhythm theory is ingenious as he combines a variety of theoretical perspectives, but he
gives priority to native musical concepts. Of similar sensitivity are his descriptions of
ornamentation and musical structure. Kilpatrick is limited by the theoretical priorities of his era.
He applies Hood’s model of music versus culture (Hood 1971), combined with structuralfunctionalism (already obsolete by the 1970s). In his quest for culture-tokens, he ignores seminal
processes of the period and provides a generalizing description of the cultural context. He does
not explain why and how Pontic music is important for Pontians. My music analytical chapters
(Chapters 4 and 6) are based on these studies.
Pontic ethnography: The Pontians have been relatively neglected in English-speaking
academia. The few Pontic studies belong to the discipline of history, with Fann-Bouteneff’s
work on Pontic identity and theater (1991 and 2000) being the only exception. Fann-Bouteneff,
through a thorough examination of the Pontic theater’s texts in relation to historical experiences,
reaches two important conclusions. The first is that Pontic identity discourse is framed by the
Greek identification between ethnicity and nation (2000: 7). The second is that the Pontic theater
functions as texts and performances of catharsis related to Pontic collective trauma (ibid.). Both
conclusions inform my study deeply. From the historical scholarship, Alexandris’s exemplary
1982 analysis is maybe the only study (along with Clark’s 2006 chapter) specifically about the
experience of Pontic dislocation. The remaining sources are Anthony Bryer’s historical and
archaeological work (Bryer 1980 and Bryer and Winfield 1985). Bryer has provided two
exemplary analyses of Pontic identity discourse that support my approach: a 1988 article on
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Matsouka pastoralism and a 1991 article on pre-1922 Pontos, the most impartial description of
pre-1922 “Pontic” identity discourse that I encountered.
The Pontic case is also partially examined in historical studies of the 1922 exchange of
populations (Alexandris 1999; Clark 2006; Hirschon, et. al. 2006[2003]; Kontogiorgi 2006;
Lampsidis G. 1989; Pentzopoulos 2002[1962]), the preceding genocides (Hoffman, Bjornuld,
and Meichanetsidis, et al. 2010; Meichanetsidis 2015; Shirinian 2012), Greek Macedonia
(Karakasidou 2004; Koliopoulos 1994), and the Black Sea (King 2004; Lowry 1991). It also
figures in cultural and ethnographic studies of the Asia Minor Greeks (Hirschon 1998;
Mackridge 2006[2003]), contemporary Karadeniz (Bryer 1988; Meeker 2002 [2001]), and Greek
Macedonia (Cowan 1990 and 2000; Karakasidou 1997; Velou-Keil 2002). Some of these studies
pay special attention to the Pontic case. Clark’s book devotes two chapters to the memory of
Pontic dislocation (2006: 65–87 and 108–31). Genocide studies make substantial references to
Pontos, as its Christian inhabitants were targeted more systematically. In this diverse literature,
Pontians are presented as a sub-category of the larger refugee population. Their particularity is
recognized (Hirschon 1998), but at the same time it is a reason for their exclusion. This literature
is important as it deals with issues that concern Pontians directly as members of broader
collectivities (refugees, Greek Macedonians, Greeks).
In Greek language the Pontians are represented by a large bibliography that
unsurprisingly is mostly by Pontic authors. It is a diverse body of family accounts, travelogues,
and folkloric and historical studies. Three topics dominate Greek Pontic scholarship: the
genocide (Agtzidis 2005, 2013, and 2015; Enepekidis 1962; Fotiades 1990 and 2004), general
Pontic history (Pelagidis 2004; Samoulidis 2002; Valavanis 1986[1925]), and folklore. The latter
is the largest category. It stems from the Greek emphasis on salvage folklore for nationalistic
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purposes. The Pontic folklore literature concerns the reassembling of Pontic memory through the
recovery of the historical truth about Pontos and Pontic culture. A large part of this literature
follows early twentieth-century cultural authenticity theories of folkloric primordial nationalism:
the concepts of tradition, of the Greek nation, and of the Pontic people are taken for granted as
objective, diachronic, and superorganic entities; urtext analysis, cultural essentialism, crude
symbolism, and idealism are dominant. Another characteristic, typical of nationalist folklore, is
the identification between the folklorist and the folk culture. The urban folklorist appropriates the
folk culture he studies, based on the sharing of the same ethnic and/or national identity with the
people. Hence, he projects the representation of an idealized pre-modern self through the
construction of the traditional folk Other (Kavouras 2010).
However, there is a multitude of recent Pontic folkloric studies that escape these obsolete
characteristics. In this dissertation I specifically use the works of Odysseas Lampsidis (1968 and
1973–1974) on Pontic memory, Galanidou-Balfousia’s (1999) presentation of Pontic calendrical
traditions, Mentesidou’s (2008) on contemporary Pontic pastoralism, and Andreadis’s (1984) and
Terzopoulou’s (1966) on pre-1922 Pontic ethnicity discourse. These studies make a clear
distinction between memory, history, tradition, and longing.
The literature on Pontic identity is short. The historical journalism of Athanasiadis and
Michailidis (2010), the historical study of Alexandris (1980), and the political anthropology of
Marantzidis (2001) afford illuminating insights into intra-Pontic identity and internal division
addressing the political, cultural, and ethnicity discourses of the Kars and western Pontians
respectively. Marantzidis provides a nuanced constructivist analysis where categories of
political, sociological, and ethnic beloging are not taken for granted. Both studies reveal the
multidimensionality of Pontic identity and the discursivity of the category “Pontian.”
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Vergeti’s 2000[1994] and Kailaris’s 2002 sociological studies also deal with Pontic
identity. Kailaris offers a quantitative study where he correlates Pontic identity tropes with
broader socio-economic data; hence, he shows how Pontic identity politics have been
empowered by Pontic economic and social elevation. Vergeti provides a detailed account of
Pontic identity discourse and history through the narrative accounts of different generations. She
analyses the incompatibility of the category “Pontian” with traditional categories of social
analysis, suggesting and defining the concept of ethno-regionalism. Vergeti’s book informs my
dissertation substantially, but being a sociological study, it does not deal with cultural processes.
Identity and Sense(s) of Belonging
Identity, both as an analytical category and as a subject of study, has a dominant place in
public discourse, the humanities, and social sciences. The centrality of the concept dates since
the late 1960s as a response to a general call for self-understanding (Brubaker and Cooper 2000:
2–4).3 Initially a signification of ontological essence and permanence, identity ended up
referencing the multiplicity of being, as one of the most celebrated concepts of postmodernism.
This transformation from essentialism to pluralism took place through postructuralist and
historical constructivism. Hence, the recent intellectual history of identity presents similarities
with other grand idées of social and cultural analysis, like culture and tradition. The prehistory of
identity can be traced in psychology and in mathematics (Brubaker and Cooper 2000: 2–3;
Malesevic 2006: 13–8). In the latter, identity refers to equality of numerical quantities; in
psychology it used to reference the real and complete self. It is in the latter meaning that the
concept found its way to politics and the public discourse, as an individualizing metaphor of
3

This call was manifested in numerous movements that questioned established structures: for example, the
1960s uprisings against the post-war political regimes on both sides of the Iron Curtain, the USA Political
Rights movement, the philosophical movement of existentialism, the popularization of psychoanalysis, and a
mystical, albeit orientalist, popular crude fascination with Far Eastern cultures.
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collective ontological permanence—a reference to the sharing of certain attributes across
contexts and periods that define the collective self.
The essentialist understanding of identity was challenged by the identity politics
approach. The identity politics approach refers to a rich body of literature, initially on ethnicity
(Barth 1996[1969]) and nationalism (Anderson 1983), that embraces a constructivist perspective.
These studies examine collective identity as the negotiation of cultural and social boundaries,
often by adopting Marxist and postructuralist models of analysis. The identity politics approach
deconstructed the taken-for-granted presentation of ethnicity and nation as cultural essences. The
first ethnomusicological studies that dealt specifically with collective identity follow the broader
trend of identity politics, by examining the musical negotiation of ethnic, national, and social
boundaries (e.g., Buchanan 1991; Stokes 1994; Turino 1993; Waterman 1990).
In the 1980s and early 1990s, identity acquired extra momentum in the context of the
post-modern relativization of “culture” (Clifford and Fischer 1986), initiated by Geertz’s
hermeneutic phenomenological approach (2000[1973]), and the consequent re-conceptualization
of ethnography as a dialogue between the researcher and the Other (e.g., Rosaldo 1989; Salmond
1982; Silverstein and Urban 1996). Contrary to the reifying character of culture, “identity,” as
self-representation, provided both an analytical concept and a subject of research for the
development of dialogical ethnography. The ethnographer and the Other negotiate dialogically
their identities vis-à-vis each other’s self-representation. Postmodernism extended the
constructivism of the identity politics approach, by emphasizing the multiplicity, partiality, and
performativity of identity, the fluidity between personal and collective self-representation,
difference, and reflexivity. In the context of the postmodernist call for interdisciplinarity, identity
became a central category in studies of self-representation and of the fluid boundaries between
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the individual and the collective. Hence, it became omnipresent in a large number of studies
from various disciplines (Brubaker and Cooper ibid.).
The omnipresence of “identity” led eventually to a number of theoretical impasses.
Identity critics emphasize two interrelated problems: (1) a contradiction between the
diametrically opposite uses of identity in academia and in public discourse, and (2) a general
theoretical confusion regarding the definition of the concept. Regarding the first problem, the
researcher, by adopting the term identity, is caught in a contradiction of deconstruction versus
reification that can either oppose the discourse of his interlocutors or circumscribe his analysis.
The representation of the multiplicity of being, the argument goes, cannot be supported by a
concept so broadly understood as referencing ontological permanence. However, it is exactly this
contrast, reification versus constructivism, that makes collective identity an interesting and
challenging subject for analysis and a useful analytical category for ethnographic dialogue.
The second problem is more complicated and concerns theoretical confusion as a result
of the overuse of the concept. Identity has a rich academic history in at least three different
intellectual realms (du Gay 2011[2000]). In discourse analysis, it is defined generally through
Althusser’s interpolation in close relation to subjectivity (2011[2000(1969)]: 31–9): as a topdown, hegemonically imposed category of self-ascription that affects the sense of the self deeply
and often in an unconscious manner. In sociology, it is central to symbolic interactionism (Burke
and Stets 2009), an approach that stems out of Simmel’s sociology (1996[1908]) and Mead’s
social psychology (Burke and Sters 2009: 19). Here, identity is understood more as a role and a
category of practice and social emplacement and as such as a partial representation of the self. In
studies of a psychoanalytical origin, identity is conceived either based on Freud as “thick self”
developed over time (Evans 2011[2000]: 122) or according to the Lacanian idea of the
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permanently torn self, arrested in the emergence of language (Homer 2005: 65–81; Lacan
2011[2000(1989)]: 44–51).
The common ground for all of these theorizations is the constructivism of identity, which,
however, understood differently according to each paradigm, varies from “soft” to “hard”
representations (Brubaker and Cooper 2000: 10–11). Hence, interdisciplinarity has been replaced
by a foggy intellectual landscape with not much to offer apart from a confirmation and repetition
of identity’s constructed nature—what Brubaker and Cooper call “clichéd constructivism”
(Brubaker and Cooper ibid.; Rice 2010). In a manner characteristic of every grand idée, identity
has become what Bateson calls a “black box” (2000[1972]): an obfuscating cluster of concepts
and approaches. Similarly to “culture” before the 1980s, identity has ended up signifying either
perplexedly too much, as a general index of ontological fluidity, or disappointingly too little, as a
partial representation of the self (Brubaker and Cooper 2000; Malesevic 2006).
Since the first complete critique of identity in 1996 (Hall and du Gay, et al.), but also
before, a variety of alternatives and modifications have been offered. Hall (1996) calls for a
focus on the processes of identity and more specifically on how individuals and collectivities
identify with specific representations. Hence, he proposes a modification of the reifying noun of
ontological permanence, “identity,” into the process noun, “identification.” I understand
“identification” as referring both to the identity agency of individuals and collectivities and to
categorizations imposed by powerful institutions, authoritarian discourses, and social majorities:
both as insider and outsider recognition.
Another modification was a turn from the general “identity” into the more specific
subjectivity, understood as self-representation according to collectively disseminated and
negotiated senses of individuality, and to the various embodying processes that subjectivity
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entails (Cowan 1990: 25–28; Sugarman 1997: 27–29 and 262). Subjectivity defines a meeting
ground between collective and individual identities, exemplifying the potentially reifying
character of both representations. It constitutes the most consistent theoretical application of
Althusser’s interpolation theory.4 As such it is an extremely useful concept for my analysis.
There are also suggestions for a replacement or analysis of the concept. Malesevic (2006:
1–13) advocates a return to ideology, as conceived by Althusser but liberated from structural
Marxism, and to earlier analytical categories like ethnicity. Brubaker and Cooper (2000) propose
a descriptive dismantling of identity into its constituent phenomena. They suggest the descriptive
concepts of categorization, self-understanding, social location, commonality, connectedness,
groupness, and identification—the latter as defined by Hall (1996). More recently,
ethnomusicologists, resonating with the dismantling approach, have moved their attention to
citizenship and cultural intimacy, as cases of identity (Stokes 2010b), or better said collective
belonging, that do not necessarily present a public discourse of permanent essence (Buchanan
2006; Stokes 2010a).
In this dissertation the word “identity” is present, but to a minimal degree. I approach
identity as a process; hence I adhere wholeheartedly to Hall’s ingenious concept of identification.
I accept the distinction between individual and collective identity and I am dealing obviously
with the latter. However, I do not conceive these two categories as mutually exclusive. The
concept of subjectivity is especially helpful in mediating this distinction. I understand collective
identity as the consciousness of belonging to a category of collective particularity and difference
versus a broader whole. Particularity and difference are defined according to a discourse of
4

It is important here to clarify that both Cowan and Sugarman base their analyses on Gramsci’s hegemony
and Bourdieu’s habitus rather than Althusser’s ideology. Hence, the interpolation or self-interpolation is
understood as a conscious and embodied acceptance of the social conventions and power structures regarding
the subject (Cowan 1990: 12–4; Sugarman 1997: 22–30).
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permanent essence, through a negotiation of social and cultural, symbolic and imaginary,
frontiers. I borrow the concept of frontiers from King (2004: 6–8) as it references boundaries and
special connections, entrenchments and routes, between the individual and the collectivity, the
person and the imagined self, the self and the Other. MacIntyre’s concept of “narrative history”
(1984: 217) is also of special usefulness here. MacIntyre’s “narrative history” refers to a
narrative that connects birth, life, and death. This narrative of ontological continuity can refer to
both subjectivity and collective belonging. Narrative history, by defining a life route, positions
the subject in relation to and within other narrative histories, which concern both other
individuals and collectivities. This positioning takes place through the very performance of the
narration (Kavouras 2010: 15–8). I accept the gist of the identity politics approach, but I focus
both on the separating and the connecting effects of the boundary negotiations.
I also support a distinction between sense(s) of belonging to a collectivity in general and
sense of belonging to a collective identity. Not every assertion of collective belonging constitutes
a case of collective identity. Every predicament suggests a category and hence has generalizing
and collective attributes (Fernandez 1974). As soon as there is a conceptual categorization (“I am
X”), being becomes belonging.5 However, sense of belonging becomes collective identity when
the discursive category of belonging mediates also a sense of particularity and difference.
“Sense(s) of belonging” is a broader concept. It can refer to self-inclusion into groups that lack a
claim of difference or particularity. I do not mean here the assertion of certain groups that they
are especially connected to cosmopolitan values, interpreted as universals. Such an assertion can
be a very powerful statement of identity, supportive of the claim of difference versus the Other
or an undifferentiated majority (see Chapters 7–9). When identification with the universal
5

This can even be said about the category of non-inclusion to any group of the hardcore existential
individualism (see Bourdieu’s ingenious critique of Sartre [1992(1977)]: 73–6).
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category is recognized as a particular group attribute, then there is a claim of difference that can
support an identity discourse. Cultural particularism and universalism are not mutually exclusive.
There is more to every case of identity than the ideology of difference and particularity.
On these grounds, I suggest also a distinction between identity in general and identity discourse.
I mean the latter obviously as the verbally mediated negotiation of a sense of belonging to an
identity. MacIntyre’s narrative history (1984: 204–225) is one of the components of the identity
discourse. I use discourse as the process and negotiation of narrative history. I do not agree with
Malesevic’s flattening equation of discourse with ideology (2006: 227–30). On the contrary, I
adhere to Foucault’s concept and to his often neglected distinction between discourse and
discursive formation (1972[1969]: 31–41), that mitigates in my opinion the contradiction
between discourse as a doxic validation of deeper cosmologies and discourse as changing and
open-ended (Mills 2003: 54–7).
I use Brubaker and Cooper’s factors of social location, commonality, connectedness, and
groupness, but I classify them under the general “sense(s) of belonging.” These factors can refer
to any sense of belonging, and not specifically to one defining difference and/or particularity.
The distinction between collective identity and sense(s) of belonging is fluid and highly
performative. The power of any musical performance lies in collapsing the experiential
difference between any and all these categories. Musical experience allows embodiments of
social location, commonality, connectedness, and groupness in relation to an identity discourse—
hence the holistic experience of identification. Malesevic’s suggestion that discursive categories,
like ethnicity, nation, or diaspora substitute for identity does not work in the Pontic case.
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Theorizing Pontic Identity Discourse: Ethno-regionalism and Greek Nationalism
According to a common approach, Pontians can be interpreted as an ethnic group and
their identity as a form of ethnicity. Ethnicity is one of the most contested concepts in the social
sciences. Recognition of its reifying effects when used by colonialists and nationalists led to its
constructivist reinterpretation as the politicization of cultural difference (Barth 1996[1969];
Fisher 1986; Weber 1996[1922]). This constructivist reinterpretation avoids primordialism and
essentialism, but runs the risk of reducing cultural difference into a mere symptom of political
agency, an epiphenomenon (Erisken 2000; Höfer 2000).
Epistemologically, ethnicity remains vague, with some researchers understanding it
strictly as a discursive category, suitable only for cases where the term is already used by the
subjects of study (e.g., Comaroff and Comaroff 2009; Fisher 1986; Sollors 1996: x–xiv and 2–
13); others use it heuristically for cases of politicized culture (e.g., Karakasidou 1997; Malesevic
2004) or cultural difference (e.g., Smith 1993 and 2004). The discursive conceptualization
characterizes ethnicity studies in pluralistic societies, colonialism, postcolonialism, and
globalization. In these cases ethnicity is defined against a national majority or dominant culture.
The heuristic approach is preferred in studies of ethnonationalism, applied to majorities or
dominant nationalisms as well. The discursive conceptualization has been criticized for
reproducing the ethnocentrism of early anthropology, dividing humanity into a-ethnic, postethnic or universalist groups on the one side, and ethnic cultural deviation on the other (cf.
Eriksen 1993 and 2000). The heuristic approach has been criticized for reproducing the
reifications of nationalism and Marxism.
Pontians can be interpreted as an ethnic group only heuristically. The Pontic group is subnational, defined versus and within a broader national society. Pontic identity discourse lacks any
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rhetoric of political independence and state formation. The main goal is the recognition of the
Pontic genocide and of Pontic cultural distinctiveness. An ethnicity interpretation is also
supported by the voluntary, but genealogically framed, culture-focused character of Pontic
identification (Fann 1991; Fann-Bouteneff 2002: 10–3; Lampsidis O. 1973–1974; Vergeti
2000[1994]: 59–79). While Pontianness is negotiated and constructed primarily as cultural
difference, it does not define a cultural identity. Knowing or participating in Pontic culture does
not make you a Pontian. This is exemplified by my own experience. Although I know Pontic
culture better than some Pontians, I am still not designated a Pontian and I do not identify myself
as one. The general expectation that Pontic culture is for Pontians is one more example of the
genealogical frame. Often when I say to non-Pontic Greeks that I enjoy Pontic music, I face the
question “How come? Are you a Pontian yourself?” followed by surprise when I say I am not.
All of these factors describe the Pontic group as a typical case of Barthian ethnicity: as
genealogically framed, but redefined through the construction of cultural boundaries. Pontic
culture is defined as a heritage: as “culture projected into the past and past congealed into the
future” (Comaroff and Comaroff 2009: 16).
The ethnicity interpretation collapses, however, when we examine Pontic identity
discourse. Pontians deny any suggestion of Pontic ethnicity along with any accompanying status
as a minority population. This aversion is related to their strong identification with the Greek
nation and its ethnonationalist orientation.6 The main and most powerful criterion of Greek
nationality is its identification with an ethnically Greek culture, which is defined as having

6

I am using here the distinction between civic and ethnic nationalism only on the level of discourse
description, without buying into the qualitative distinctions of Kohn (Özkırımlı 2005[2001]: 31–8).
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existed diachronically and constantly since antiquity.7 This is manifested beyond doubt by the
Greek word for nation, which is ethnos. In short, the ethnic and the national in Greek nationalist
discourse are identical (Hobsbawm 1992: 63–7 and 160; Koliopoulos and Veremis 2010: 2). As
a result, there is no space for ethnicity within the Greek nation. Non-Greek ethnicity equals nonGreek nationality, or a national minority (Fann-Bouteneff 2002: 8–11; Herzfeld 1982: 3–21).
Another powerful argument against an ethnicity interpretation stems from the very myth
of Pontic origin. In the vast majority of ethnic groups, the myth of origin is different from that of
the national majority. Hence, the most characteristic cases of ethnic groups are: (1) groups of
immigrants and/or refugees, coming from outside the imagined or real territory of the nation, and
(2) indigenous or native groups that pre-date the (violent) arrival of a colonizing force.8 In cases
of ethnic oppression the ethnic myth is concealed (domination), silenced (hegemony), or
devalued (self-othering). The Greek myth of national ethnicity defines clearly and without any
doubt Pontos within the Greek world. Pontians are recognized as the cultural descendants of
those Greeks who inhabited the area of northeastern Anatolia in antiquity. Pontians came to
Greece from a territory that already belonged within the imagined national Greek homeland.
They identified with the Greek nation before an earnest emergence of Pontic identity.
Pontians prefer to present themselves as regionally distinct. Pontic cultural difference is
interpreted as a regional manifestation of a broader pre-modern national Greek civilization.
However, such regionalism is shipwrecked by the founders on the main condition of the
irrevocable loss of the Pontic region, a fact that is the most important premise of Pontic identity.
The Pontians are a historical-regional group: a regional group without a region. For these
7

I am describing here the official, non-radical, national Greek discourse. The truth is that the distinction
between cultural and genetic continuity is often left purposefully blurry.
8

In the national states of the Americas we encounter both cases. See Cohen 1996[1974]; Gans 1996[1979];
Hannerz 1996[1976]; Paredes 1958; Ramsey 2003; Scales 2004; Turino 1993.
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reasons, Vergeti offers a new concept for the sociological categorization of the Pontians, as an
“ethno-regional group” (2000[1994]: 41–79). Ethno-regional identity delineates a middle ground
between a region-based identification with the Greek national mainstream and a cultural
particularity-based differentiation from the national whole (Tsaousis 2000[1994]: 11–7; Vergeti
2000[1994]: 56–8). On the one hand Pontians, being of refugee origin, do not inhabit their
region, so their identity is not based on a firsthand experience of the territory. On the other hand,
although they differentiate themselves culturally from other Greeks, they do not define this
cultural difference as ethnicity. The two components of the “ethno-regional” exist in a dialectical
relationship of mutual framing. Cultural difference is contextualized as regional, while the lost
region is entextualized as cultural heritage: through the language, the performance arts, and the
customs brought to Greece by the Pontic refugees (Lampsidis O. 1968).
The success of Vergeti’s approach lies in its encapsulation of the dynamic play between
the differentiation from and the identification with the national mainstream: the construction of
Pontianness as both nationally exceptional and exemplarily Greek. However, for the majority of
Pontians the academic classification of their collective identity is not important. Few of my
interlocutors use the concept of “ethno-regional” identity when talking about their Pontianness.
“Tradition” is sufficient.
Collective Memory and Tradition
I understand collective memory, following Wertsch, as a shared text negotiated
dialogically in the course of broader discourses (2002: 14–5). Wertsch’s definition is compatible
with Halbwachs’s understanding of memory as creatively re-assembled, or re-membering
(Halbwachs 1980[1950]: 36–7). Collective re-membering is located in the discursive space of
representation: in the processes, practices, and mediums where the representation of the self, of
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the Other, and of the cosmos takes place. As such it concerns the present as much as it deals with
the past. This is not the collective memory of cosmopolitan public discourse, the aggregate of
individual memories. It refers to a dynamic process that involves purposeful remembering,
remembrances, and cognition (Douglas 1980).
I also take into consideration the following analytical distinctions regarding memory: 1)
personal and collective memory; 2) inscriptions, commemorative ceremonies, and habitual
practices (Connerton 1989); and 3) semantic, processual, and episodic memory (Boyer’s 2009).
Finally, I emphasize the differences between (4) collective memory, identity discourse, tradition,
longing, and nostalgia.
Regarding the first analytical distinction, I do not adhere to the obsolete dichotomy of the
individual versus social or collective. Hence, I prefer to avoid the concept of individual memory,
unless interlocutors use it. I prefer personal memories. I conceive personal memory according to
Halbwachs as dialogically emerging between the remembrance of the past and synchronic
negotiation of recollections. I further use “personal memory” for the totality of memories of an
individual, including deeply personalized and embodied recollections that are often recognized
as existing beyond verbal mediation. Hence, memory can be also embodied, felt and performed,
in experiential realms beyond verbalization. Identification takes place in relation to both realms
of remembering: personal and collective.
Connerton’s tripartite model enables an analysis beyond linguocentrism, accounting for
embodiment and the performance of collective memory. Connerton makes a distinction between
verbal representations of memory, or inscriptions; commemorative ceremonies; and habits as
embodiments of the remembered. The three kinds of remembering form a continuum. He bases
his understanding of habits on Bourdieu and Proust. I take my distance from the monumentalism
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implied in the category of “commemorative ceremony,” preferring to talk more broadly about
performances and practices. Connerton understands commemorative ceremony as specific
reference to a past event, a ritual where shared symbols are negotiated (1989: 41–72). While I
agree with his definition of commemorative ceremony, I believe that symbols and
representations of the past are negotiated in a multitude of performances that are not conceived
necessary as commemorative, as referencing something specific from the past. Commemorative
ceremony is one kind of memory performance.9
Boyer’s distinction of semantic, processual, and episodic memory concerns mostly
personal memory (2009: 3–5). However, it can also be useful here, regarding what is
remembered. Semantic memory refers to the remembering of conceptual categories, processual
to the remembering of a practice, of how something is being done, and episodic to the
remembering of the experience of learning concepts and processes. Boyer captures the
commemoration of a past event in a much broader and general way (episodic) that can involve
both conscious remembering and simple remembrance.
The fourth group of distinctions requires detailed clarification. Collective memory is
central in identity discourses. This is the case especially with imagined communities defined on
the diachronic axis, like ethnic and national groups. Belonging to an ethnic group or to a nation
means sharing the same membership both with people who you do not personally know and with
people who no longer exist. The canonization of collective memory through identity discourse
allows the validation and naturalization of the diachronic community. It contributes to the
representation of permanence entailed in the public use of identity. It also selectively promotes

9

In general, Connerton’s approach leaves space for a performance-oriented analysis of collective memory
(e.g. Ramsey 2003). Connerton’s broad understanding of ritual as negotiation and not simply as expression
(1989: 44) resonates ethnography of performance and Turner’s symbolology.
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certain memory inscriptions as tokens of a shared myth of groupness, achieving the connection
between past and present. The shared texts of collective memory support the very process of
identification. They allow the reproduction of the self-constitutive discursive position of
individual remembrance, the I/eye of the personal recollection, but in the realm of collectivity.
Moreover, the canonization of collective memory allows the conflation between the
political and the historical, leading to the naturalization of the identity myth as “collectively
remembered” and therefore as objectively and superorganically present. The historical, and
inevitably political, interpretation of the past acquires the status of a historical object itself.
Interpretation and the object of interpretation merge into one, the essence of ethnonationalist
teleology. The teleological interpretation of history allows the representation of the group as
natural and objective, as existing diachronically, transcending historical periods (Comaroff and
Comaroff 2009). The identity dogmas acquire the status of a universally recognized collective
subjectivity. In short, the canonization of collective memory is essential for the reification of
collective identity.
While Wertsch examines these processes from the vantage point of the historian, presupposing the constructivism of the collective memory vis-à-vis historical research (2002: 40–6),
I want here to also point to the reverse: the neglect of certain collective memories in favor of
academically and politically promoted representations. Historical discourse is always political.
The usable past (Todorova, et al. 2004) that results from the conflation between historical
discourse and collective memory inevitably retains tension between remembrances, their
collective negotiations, and their canonizations.
This tension is negotiated differently according to the process and/or text of memory. The
difference is not only between different categories of remembering—it goes without saying that
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a habitual embodiment is different, for example, from a shared text—it exists also within the
same category. Different texts, for example, reproduce differently the same tensions. In addition,
as parts of a shared meta-text, different kinds of remembering affect each other. Hence,
differences and similarities can be located across and within categories of memory and in
relation to a general shared text. These tensions reveal collective memory as a site of competition
between the various agents and social groups that comprise the imagined community (Confino
1997). Hence, the shared texts of collective memory reproduce the power inequalities that
determine the relationships between these groups.
A theoretical account of collective memory, even introductory like this one, cannot be
complete without a special reference to how modernity has affected the public discourse of
memory. Modernity is a multivalent and particularly dense category. I am using it here in its
basic meaning as the cosmology that grew out of the Enlightenment and that has dominated
western cosmopolitanism. Among the main characteristics of modernity are a linear conception
of historical time, and a clear distinction between present and past. The modernist schism
between past and present is a constituent of the most powerful modern belief: the liberating
envisioning of the future as a “contour on an open horizon” (Therborn 1995). The schism of time
presents memory as pertaining to the past. Memory theorists, at least since Bergson, have
combated the meshing of memory with the past.
The effect of modernity on the politics and poetics of memory has a central place in my
dissertation. The schism between past and present has empowered the politics of memory,
proliferating practices and discourses that emphasize the necessity of recording, saving, and
preserving memory. The archive, genealogy, and the idea of cultural tradition have acquired
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special momentum since the eighteenth century (Nora 1996–1998).10 The global dominance of
modernity has tied together cultural particularity, memory, and the past: hence, the emergence of
the idea of cultural tradition, where memory, commemoration of the past, nostalgia, and identity
become one.
The idea of cultural tradition is closely associated with modernity. It is central in the
nationalist folklore of the early twentieth century and in post-1940s anthropological relativism.
The main problem with tradition in both movements lies with the very anti-modernist polemics
of tradition. The idea of traditional cultures, pre-modern and natural, that pre-exist the violent
advent of modernity and progress, is a mere reversal, a negative projection, of the modern. The
acceptance of traditional cultures invites the validation of modern cultures and of the dichotomy
of progress versus conservation that is fundamental for modernity (Coplan 1993; Handler and
Linnekin 1984; Herzfeld 1982; Hobsbawm 1972; Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983). The dichotomy
of tradition versus modernity reproduces all the other modernist dualities: past versus present,
memory versus change, ethnic versus universal, local versus global, and subjective versus
objective (Kavouras 2010:46–50).
The acceptance of these interpretive principles validates the modernist discourse and
empowers hegemonically the institutions and powers that represent modernity. The
understanding of the pre-modern as folk tradition ties it to the past, leading to its museumization.
Tradition has been used extensively in the localizations of the modernist ideas of progress and
nation. Representations of national traditions have a central role in the canonization of collective
memory. The dematerializing idealization of the agrarian as folk, as a negative or reversed
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I am using only Norra’s account on modernity memory practices, not his theoretical assumptions.
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reflection of the urban, is maybe the most common example (Boym 2001; Buchanan 1995, 2006;
Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983; Taruskin 1992; Turino 1993: 153–4; Williams 1977: 115–20).
The scrutinizing of the concept of tradition, presented above, belongs to a broader
movement of constructivist and neomarxist analysis initiated by the seminal essay of Hobsbawm
(1983) about the “invention of tradition.” This criticism has revealed the constructivist character
of tradition in the context of modernity, deconstructing the nationalist and cultural essentialism
of the concept, but ignores realities, of both macroscopic historical and microscopic
anthropological character. Tradition (especially in its plural as “traditions”) is a concept older
than modernity. The identification of tradition with modernity ignores a long history of the term
in pre-modern cultures and civilizations. On a microscopic and synchronic level, tradition has a
central place in the identity discourses, politics, and movements of indigenous and native
populations, minorities, and dislocated groups (Diehl 2002; Kavouras 2010). These uses are
silenced by the designation of tradition exclusively as a modernist intellectual concept. Finally,
the distinction between traditional and actual pre-modern, implied by the constructivist criticism,
reproduces the modernist duality of authentic versus fake (Clifford 2004).
There is a need for a flexible analytical model of tradition that would allow space for
modern, constructivist, pre-modern, and non-cosmopolitan representations. Talal Asad (1991),
James Clifford (2004), and Alasdair MacIntyre (1984) offer such models. MacIntyre and Asad
begin with pre-modern conceptualizations of tradition, in Christianity and Islam, respectively.
Clifford focuses on the use of tradition in indigenous political movements. These three
intellectuals differ significantly in their analytical departures and theories. Regarding tradition,
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they share four elements.11 First, tradition belongs both to the present and the past. It is neither
exclusively of the past as the survival of the pre-modern era, nor of the present as a modernist
fabrication of the past. Asad defines tradition as a hermeneutical model of the past that exists and
moves in the present. Clifford, in his turn, understands tradition as a negotiation of
representations of the past and a critical retheorization of elements that are coming from the past.
This understanding of tradition can be summarized as “tradition as continuity” in contrast with
the modernist “tradition as preservation.” Secondly, as a model that connects past, present, and
their respective representations, tradition is anything but unvarying and singular. On the
contrary, it defines a realm of dialogue, competition, and conflict, between representations of the
past and the present. In short, tradition is a kind or type of collective memory.
The third element is a consequence and condition of the two first. It concerns tradition as
consciousness of modernity. Tradition is not simply dominated by the modernist discourse; it can
also mediate the experience of modernity and the realization of the traumatic consequences of
modernist transformations (Clifford 2004). Tradition when used as realization and consciousness
of modernity is inherently self-contradictory and therefore postmodern. It may encapsulate
among other things: (1) the consciousness or realization of the folkloric and modernist
appropriation of the pre-modern as traditional; (2) the transformation of the sense of time
through the past-future absolute dichotomy (Boym 2001: 9-12); and (3) the struggle against or
with the power-structures of modernity. These three elements when mediated through discourses
of tradition exemplify by the interlocutors a deep understanding of the distinction between the
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Asad’s approach is essentially from history and cultural criticism. MacIntyre follows Aristoteleian theory.
Clifford, as a postmodern anthropologist, uses extensively phenomenology and phenomenological
hermeneutics. For a concise comparison see Kavouras 2010.
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pre-modern, tradition, and folklore (se Chapter 3) and a consequent realization of the
impossibility of revival and credible or unchanged reproduction of the pre-modern.
The fourth point is that representations of tradition are central for identity negotiation. It
is MacIntyre’s approach that I find the most useful in this regard. He understands tradition as a
kind of collective narrative history. As such, tradition entails and is entailed in a route of birth
and life, a powerful representation of collective identity that is based on a common narrative of
telos: origin as completion. It delineates a diachronic route in relation to other collective
narrative histories. However, tradition, according to MacIntyre, is not merely a trope. It involves
ethical issues. MacIntyre relates tradition to virtue, which he contrasts with modernity. Virtue is
related here to experiences of holistic being that escape cultural translation and oppose the
fragmentation of the modern being. Hence, tradition means more than mere participation in
groups. It requires respect, above all else, of an existing historical and transgenerational entity of
communal life.
The Pontic case resonates with this theorization. The concept of tradition, paradhosi in
Greek, has a pre-modern origin in Greece from the religious traditions of the Orthodox Church.
In Pontic identity discourse, tradition has a most central and convoluted position. It is used
instead of the terms “identity” or “Pontic culture.” The centrality of tradition is not surprising,
given the ethno-regionalist character of Pontic identity discourse, and the traumatic memories of
dislocation. The dislocation and its representations also emphasize the centrality of the
experience of modernization for Pontians. The emergence of a Pontic identity was the result of
the national homogenization, hence modernization, of Greece and Turkey. In this dissertation I
will demonstrate how Pontic tradition mediates the traumas of Pontic modernity. Resonating
with both Clifford and MacIntyre, the Pontic discourse of tradition offers a negotiation of
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memories and representations of pre-modernity in relation, against, and through the traumas and
discourses of modernity. Moreover, I will show how the Pontic discourse of tradition relates to
the ethics of Pontic identity (Chapters 3, 8, and 9).
In summary, I conceive tradition as one kind of discourse and practice of collective
memory that emphasizes the identification dynamic of the latter, by offering narrative histories
of collective identity. Collective memory can refer to a variety of discourses and narratives. Still
tradition is one of the most powerful discourses of collective memory. A last aspect that needs to
be emphasized here is the close relation of tradition to nostalgia. Kavouras, summarizing Asad’s
theory of tradition, remarks (2010: 56–7):
Tradition is a hermeneutical model of the past that moves in the present. Tradition is
interwoven into the experience of nostalgia, the strong desire for the impossible of return.

Pontic tradition, by offering a model for the negotiation of the continuity between past and
present, also mediates the severe schism between the Pontic pre-exile past with the post-exile
present and the consequent desire for a return.
In the same manner that tradition is one kind o collective memory, I also understand
nostalgia as one kind of longing. Following Boym’s celebrated theorization I conceive longing as
the desire for the absent and nostalgia as the desire for the unattainable (2001). Given the
contemporary recognition by the Pontians of the impossibility of return to the ancestral
homeland, nostalgia is an essential part of Pontic collective memory through the representations
offered by Pontic tradition (see Chapters 3, 8, and 9). There is a difference between folkloric
nostalgia and the personal longing for experiences and narratives of the Pontic past.
Emotion, Feeling, Affect, and Sentiment
Emotionality and affect have recently acquired special momentum in both
ethnomusicology and musicology (Finnegan 2012). I am not going to attempt here an account of
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their intellectual history. Such a copious task would be the topic of a long theoretical monograph.
However, it is useful to recall that ethnomusicologists have been in a privileged position in
researching emotionality (Gill 2016). This is exemplified in ethnomusicological literature. The
relation between music and emotion has been present in a multitude of studies since the very
beginning of the discipline, although the terms “emotion” and “sentiment” are not usually
applied as analytical categories.12 The hesitance of ethnomusicologists to apply analytically these
terms is justified, given the concepts’ loaded content in western cosmopolitan discourses.
In the epoché of western cosmopolitan idealism, emotion and sentiment have been
strongly associated with the representation of various Others: the carnal sinner of Christian
theology, the blinded irrational denier of the truth in the Enlightenment, the primitive of
colonialism, the effeminate and idle sentimentalist of Orientalism, the Id-dominated psychotic of
early psychoanalysis—to mention only a few. Emotions and sentiments have a central position in
all these stereotypes, as symptoms or sources of the lack of control, the absence of intellect, and
the dominance of the self by the body (Ahmed 2004: 1–5; Becker 2004: 13–25).13 Not that all
emotions are rejected; there are emotions that are accepted as good, but this takes place in
accordance with the spirit-body dichotomy. The good emotions neighbor or tend towards
spirituality and intellect; they support the control of the body by the intellect and ideals. Lack of
control is often interpreted or identified as dominance of the subject by emotions. Hence, while
the ideal subject is emotionally balanced, with his emotions controlled by the spirit and intellect,
12

For a concise account of the intellectual history of “emotion” in musicology and ethnomusicology see
Finnegan 2012 and Gill 2011b: 18–21. For early analyses of emotionality in ethnomusicology, see Blacking’s
work on cognition (1995: 236–42), Berliner 1993[1978], Chernoff 1981 [1979], and Quereshi 1986. The first
and most celebrated ethnography about music and emotion is Feld’s study of the Kaluli (1990[1982] and 1996).
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An important aspect of this dichotomy is also its application on geography. In the context of evolutionism
and colonialism the dichotomy of body versus intellect has been used extensively to delineate certain regions
and people as intellectually and culturally inferior. The literature on this subject is endless. My study is
informed among else by Said 1979[1978] (especially 49–73) and Van de Port 1998: 67–91.
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the problematic individual is dominated by his emotions. The most famous exception in western
civilization is Romanticism, where emotions are idealized and celebrated. However, even in this
case, emotions are still understood as opposing rationalism and as divided into transcendentally
good and dark. The binary of body/emotion versus spirit/intellect is verified in reverse.
The use of emotion as an analytical category runs the risk of imposing on ethnographic
representations the negative attributes of the cosmopolitan spirit-body dichotomy. Even worse, it
risks reproducing the body-spirit dichotomy itself. These are maybe the main reasons why
emotionality in ethnomusicology has been widely addressed through studies on music and
cognition and via phenomenological hermeneutics, a philosophical tradition that opposes directly
the intellect/spirit versus instincts/body dichotomy. In this respect, ethnomusicology has
contributed in major ways, not only in elevating emotionality, but also in liberating emotions
from these dichotomies (Becker 2004: 8–10).
There are two reasons why I have decided to use emotions as an analytical category. The
first is that my interlocutors use feeling, emotion, and sentiment repeatedly when they reflect on
music, parakathi, and Pontic subjectivity. The second reason is that the use of these terms
exhibits western cosmopolitan influences, psychoanalysis and folkloric Romanticism being the
most obvious. The Pontians, like the Greeks more broadly, are part of western cosmopolitanism,
not only due to globalization, but also through the identity discourses of Greek nationalism and
Pontic ethno-regionalism, and the sharing of cultural elements with the “west” long before the
solidification of the west-east orientalist dichotomy. In short, Greece is part of “Europe,” albeit
marginal, something that poses always special challenges for the ethnographer (Dubiesh 1995:
15; Herzfeld 1989[1987]: 1–28).
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In this dissertation I do not attempt a philosophically accurate definition of emotion. I
follow a descriptive distinction between affect, feeling, emotion, and sentiment that is partially
based on everyday Greek understandings of the concepts. I use feeling to refer to personal and
embodied sensations, while I apply emotion for shared feelings: feelings that are cognitively,
socially, and discursively assessed and negotiated. Feeling is not deprived of intellect and
cognition. I use it for both bodily sensation and for the consciousness and realization of this
sensation. Feeling, the way I understand it, already involves judgment, since we always assess a
body sensation as pleasant, unpleasant, weak, strong etc. Even if the recognition of the sensation
is unclear, the very feeling of confusion is also the result of judgment. The subject judges the
feelings as confusing and/or unfamiliar. However, with mere feeling the subject has not yet
categorized the sensation as belonging to a genre of psychological and intellectual character, a
specific emotion. In short, I use feeling for unspecified emotionality, in assertions that something
is felt without any further clarification.
Emotion includes feeling but also a broader assessment of it according to shared
representations of feelings and sensation. Essentially I follow Solomon’s general understanding
of emotions as the quintessential meeting ground between the intellect and the body (1993). I do
not designate either the body or cognition as the primary source or cause of emotions, something
that would reproduce the body-intellect divide. Emotions can emerge from body sensation
(feelings), abstract thinking, and/or other emotions. They are all over the place as essential
components of every communication. Moreover, since emotions always involve feelings, they
are always embodied and they can influence the intellect; they affect cognition. Borrowing from
phenomenological hermeneutics, I conceive understanding not as abstract and detached
cognition, but as entailing emotionality. Understanding involves a degree of identification
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between the interpreter and the text, manifested often as a sensation of illumination, an “aha
feeling” (Ricoeur 1977 and 1979). This identification defines the fluid dialectical space between
interpreter and text. In this sense, emotionality is fundamental for intellect. I conceive emotion as
a fluid realm where cognition is felt and becomes understanding.
The descriptive distinction between feeling and emotion I propose here is partially based
on the etymological relation between equivalent concepts in Greek language—the mother tongue
of contemporary Pontians. In Greek, feeling is esthima (A.Gr. aestheema) and emotion is
sinesthima (A.Gr. synaestheema); emotion is syn-feeling, feeling with somebody else and/or
feeling plus something extra.14 Esthima and sinesthima are far from clear. They are fluidly
connected and overlapping (exactly like their English counterparts). The Greek syn/sin
emphasizes the shared, social and discursive character of emotions versus the personal
embodiment of the feeling. Hence, I have decided to use feeling (as esthima) for personal
experiences, and emotions (as sinesthima) for the sharing, understanding, and negotiation of
feelings. This does not mean that feeling is a-cultural or un-social, embedded in the hard core,
exclusive-to-the-individual, self. The very sense of individuality, the consciousness of the self, is
culturally and socially framed.
My understanding of emotions and emotionality is further informed by Ahmed’s
pioneering work (2004). Ahmed approaches emotion etymologically. Based on the Latin radical
movere, she conceives emotions as movements, as fluid, circulating, and communicated. In her
approach emotions refer to movements of meaning and feeling between “bodies” (2004: 8–15).
Bodies are both physical and imagined: physical living bodies, cultural objects, and their
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Syn can refer both to co- (with somebody else) and to plus- (with something else). Also, it is useful to point
out here the use of these terms in English in relation to sensation and art, in general, as something that appeals
to the senses: aesthetics, synaesthesia/synesthesia, synaesthetics, etc.
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discursive representations that endow them with meaning. Ahmed does not separate the
intellectual/verbal from the physical. She defines the latter as a whole, inextricably connected to
its discursive representation, its identity. The most interesting aspect of Ahmed’s theorization is
her focus on what emotions do. Emotions, by moving between bodies, effect impressions. They
impress on the representations of the bodies, giving them their form and identity (2004: 5–9).
This remark is of fundamental importance for any study of identity and self-representation.
Emotions are neither symptoms nor causes; they neither come from within the individual nor
from the social whole or the group. They are in-between: they define the border (or frontier) of
contact between identity formulating representations, the self and the other. Emotions and
feelings stick. They are the glue between the object and the sign, what achieves the experiential
conflation between representations of appearances and essences (2004: 4–5). Ahmed understands
emotions essentially as affective processes of contact.
Emotions are part of every major process that concerns this dissertation: identity
discourse, identification, musical performance, tradition, and remembering. Identification is
beyond everything else an emotional process. Social groups are communities of sentiment.
Hence, instead of focusing on the labyrinths of discourse, Ahmed analyzes how identification
takes place through emotional attachment. The members of an imagined community share the
same stickiness—the same attachment to a common identity discourse. Ahmed focuses primarily
on textual analysis. In this dissertation I will extend Ahmed’s theories to musical performance.
Regarding the other concepts, I use sentiment for authoritative and general
representations of emotions and feelings as central for collective psyches. I use, for example,
sentiment to describe Pontic nostalgia. While longing is an emotion, shared and poetically
negotiated, Pontic nostalgia, the longing for the unattainable Pontic ancestral homeland, is
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presented as an essential part of the Pontic collective psyche. Such appropriations and
negotiations in the context of nationalist and ethnic discourses are common (Boym 2001: xiv). In
some cases, sentiment can be a representation of emotion; in others it can be a representation of
feeling. National sentiment, for example, refers to the feeling of belonging to a nation, without
any specification.
Affect has attracted a variety of philosophical and theoretical approaches, making it an
opaque concept (Bible and Thompson 2013; Greg and Seigworth 2010). I have decided to use
affect for “that realm of experience that is preverbal and pre-conscious” (Gill 2015: 1).
Following my interlocutors, I use affect for the recognition of a feeling-power that directly
affects the body and is located outside the self, inherently, always and already, in certain cultural
objects. In short, I use affect to reference the recognition of the ineffability of feeling. In this
dissertation I will demonstrate how parakathia constitute performances of circulation and
intensification of feelings, emotions, and affects.
The Site of Identification: Musical Performance
As I have indicated from the very first lines of this dissertation, I am dealing here mainly
with a practice of musical performance. I examine the analytical categories touched on in the
previous sections—identification, remembering, and emotion—through the musical experience
and performances of parakathi. Parakathi is the site for the negotiation of these phenomena. I do
not assert that it is the only such site. I am also examining other practices, but in an ethnographic
manner, through the analysis of parakathi. In this last section I provide some necessary
clarifications regarding musical performance.
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I understand performance, following Abrahams (1981), Bateson (2000[1972]), Bauman
(1975), Behague (1984), and Goffman (1974),15 as structured behavior and practice that entails a
frame of exceptionality. Frame refers to fluid conventions that are negotiated and keyed through
the very performance (Abrahams 1981: 74; Bateson 2000[1972]: 177–93; Bauman 1977: 9 and
15–24; Goffman 1974: 10–11). In this sense a performance always involves some sort of
structures, poetics, strategies (rhetorics), and pragmatics (Abrahams 1972). Poetics refers to the
relation between the frame and the actual performance practice, meaning the behaviors, actions,
and agency of the performers; strategies and rhetorics refer to the techniques employed by the
performers to achieve certain goals, and pragmatics to their actual outcome (Abrahams 1968 and
1981: 77).
Regarding the frame of a performance there are two things that have to be made clear
here. First, frame entails an element of iconicity (resemblance). The actions and agencies of the
performers are evaluated and understood as iconic (through resemblance to) of behavior defined
by the frame. This means also that there is some sort of iconicity between the performance
behavior and actual behavior but through an, often unsaid, agreement of non-literality. This latter
point is rather obvious: a murder on stage is not an actual murder, dancing is not walking, music
is not noise, singing is not talking, etc (Bateson ibid.; Bauman 1977: 10). However, all these
performance practices resemble somehow literal realities and are evaluated according to the lack
or presence of resemblance to everyday life. In most cases, the ideal performance should be felt
as natural. It should resemble a feeling of literality in order to be captivating. However, if this
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The ethnography of performance stems from the 1950s borderlands folklore (e.g. Paredes 1958),
Jakobson’s linguistics (1960), and communication theory. It was a first attempt for an ethnographic analysis
beyond deep structure. See Abrahams 1968, 1972, and 1981; Bateson 2000[1972]; Bauman 1977; Buchanan
2014; Hymes 1964; Goffman 1974. The ethnography of performance is closely related to the anthropology of
experience, especially the work of Victor Turner. See, Turner 1969 and Turner, Bruner, et al., 1986. The
ethnomusicology of performance dates since the 1980s with the studies of Quereshi (1986), and Seeger (1987).
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resemblance is perceivable, then the performance becomes perfunctory (Bateson 2000[1972]:
189–92), or simply put, bad.
The second point has to do with the fluidity of the frame. The frame and consequently
also the performance emerge out of the everyday and in relation to the everyday. The successful
and captivating performance involves an experiential turn in which the performer, participant, or
audience member realizes and simultaneously is captivated by the performance’s frame. This
experiential turn is a willing letting-go to the space and time carved out by the performance
(Bateson 2000[1972] ibid.).16 Bauman encapsulates this turn with the phrase “emergent
performance.” The performance emerges through and together with its very practice through
“interplay between communicative resources, individual competence, and goals of the
participants” (1977: 38). In short, performance and non-performance, the metaphorical/iconic
and the literal, exist in a continuum. The emergent character of the performance ties it strongly to
broader social and cultural phenomena. In this sense, the literality of everyday sociality and the
non-literal exceptionality of the performance co-exist and are often defined dialectically, what
Abrahams has dubbed as “in and out of the performance” (1981). The relation between the
performance and its broader reality, the latter defined variously as context, culture, society, or
discourse, has been the primary subject of inquiry in the anthropology and ethnomusicology of
performance.
In my approach I have found especially useful Guss’s reworking of Singer’s (1959)
celebrated concept of cultural performance (2000: 7–12). Guss liberates cultural performance
16

Bateson, in his article on play, makes this point about mediation and the willing capitulation to the frame of
the horror film. The spectator knows that what he sees is not true but still feels fear. Bauman makes a similar
point when he talks about emergent performance. Similar points are made for performances that lead to loss of
consciousness. Freidson, for example, in his analysis of trance, emphasizes how the performers fall willingly
into trance by adopting the body stances and postures of the tranced (2011: 35–7). Freidson uses MarleauPonty’s analysis of falling asleep. The subject adopts the body posture of the sleeping person. Here we have
only iconicity, not and a metaphorical relation.
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from Singer’s Kroeberian cultural determinism, by replacing culture with discourse (ibid.: 10).
Foucault’s dialogical, processual, and open-ended concept (1972[1969]) is much more suitable
for performances of identity. The focus on discourse repositions performance at the center of the
dialectics between entextualization and contextualization: the process for the generation of
meaning and self-representation (Silverstein and Urban 1996). In a characteristically dialogical
performance practice, like parakathi, discourse is an ideal category.
One of the main advantages of this approach is that it draws attention to the principles
and power structures that are doxically validated through the negotiation of discourse. The
ethnomusicology of identity politics has systematically and meticulously dealt with the metadiscursive relations that frame the musical negotiation of identity as representation, exemplifying
the fluidity of the very identity discourses and how certain musical practices verify, negotiate, or
nullify unaddressed or unsaid narratives. This is the case both for studies that focus on state
identity discourses (e.g., Buchanan, 1995 and 2006a; Cowan 1990; Sugarman 1999; Turino
2004; Van de Port 1998) and for studies that deal with the identity discourse of minorities (e.g.,
Pettan 1996; Ramsey 2003; Seeman 2002; Turino 1993; and Velou and Keil 2002).
I position my study in relation to others dealing with phenomena similar to that of
parakathi according either to musical practice itself or to cultural proximity. Turino’s continuum
of four fields of music making (2008), especially his distinction between participatory and
presentational fields (Turino 2008: 22–7), informs my approach to a significant degree.
Kavouras’s (2005) distinction between dialogical and monological Greek participatory music
making (ghlendi) provides also a useful model for the understanding of parakathi in relation to
other Pontic kinds of musical participation (see Chapters 4 and 5). Both authors emphasize the
fluidity between participation and presentation: the existence of presentational elements in
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participatory performances and vice versa. I find that the participation-presentation continuum
resonates also with Butler’s continuum of behavior, performativity, and theatricality (1993;
borrowed and developed from Goffman 1974). An analysis of parakathi, and of its dialogues,
can provide an interesting comment on these relationships, especially given the continuum
between the emergent quality of music and the verbal socialization that must precede it that is
definitive for parakathi (see Chapter 5).
Certain case studies of dialogical music making from the eastern Mediterranean, the
Balkans, and the Middle East that resemble parakathi have exerted special influence on this
dissertation. Such cases in the literature are the Albanian (Tosk) muabet (Sugarman 1997 and
1999), the Cretan parea or pareaki (Herzfeld 1988[1985]; Magrini 2000), the Karpathian glendi
(Kavouras 1991, 1994, and 2005), the muhabbet of Arabesk (Stokes 1992), the Alevi devotional
rituals (Bates 2009; Markoff 1986), and the muhabbet of classical Ottoman music (Gills 2011b
and 2016). All of these cases embrace a variety of musical idioms and styles, but they are similar
on the levels of poetics and of broader discourses. In this literature, dialogical and participatory
singing are examined in relation to processes of memory (Gill 2011b; Herzfeld 1988[1985];
Kavouras 1991, 1994, and 1999; Magrini 2000; Sugarman 1997), regionalism (Herzfeld
1988[1985]; Kavouras 1991), nationalism (Herzfeld 1988[1985]; Gill 2011b and 2016; Stokes
1992; Sugarman 1997 and 1999), gender (Herzfeld ibid.; Gill ibid.; Kavouras ibid.; Magrini
ibid.; Sugarman ibid.), emotionality (Gill ibid.; Stokes ibid.), reflexivity and intersubjectivity
(Kavouras ibid. and 2005; Sugarman ibid.), and religion (Bates 2009; Gill ibid.; Markoff 1986;
Stokes ibid.). With the exception of religion, all topics pertain to my case study as well. Of
special influence have been studies on the Greek lament, as they deal with an antiphonal
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structure, and with emotionality (Alexiou 2002; Auerbach 1989; Caraveli-Chaves 1980 and
1986; Danforth 1982; Seremetakis 1991).
From these diverse bibliographies I borrow extensively from Kavouras the idea of the
performatively emergent community (1994) and the idea of poetic allegory (1991, 1994, 2005).
However, I prefer to analyze allegory in semiotic terms (Short 2007). Sugarman’s work (1997
and 1999) has also deeply influenced me, especially her use of subjectivity and habitus. From the
broader bibliography, Cowan’s (1990) and Velou and Keil’s (2002) descriptions of Greek kefi
are particularly useful.
Chapter Overview
This dissertation is about the dialogical musical performance of ethno-regional
identification and emotional remembering. An examination of parakathi can contribute
significantly to the study of these factors. Pontic identity is based on an experience of dislocation
memory, non-ethnic cultural difference, and no-region regionalism. At the same time, Pontians
have cultivated a self-representation that depends upon music. I find the unclassified character of
Pontic identity discourse fascinating for an examination of the musical limits of discursivity, the
power of emotionality, and the identity-role of collective memory, with all its multifarious
negotiations and contradictory representations. This dissertation can be summarized by three
questions: Why has Pontic identity persisted? In what ways do the practices of Pontic muhabeti
relate to this discourse and in general to the Pontic senses of belonging? And finally, what can
these relations tell us about music, discourse, emotionality, and memory?
This dissertation is divided into three parts. The first consists of Chapters 2-4 and is about
Pontic social reality in general. The second, Chapters 5-7, concerns Pontic muhabeti or parakathi
practice. These three chapters offer an ethnographic description of parakathi performance,
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aesthetics, and poetics. In the third part, Chapters 8 and 9, I examine how parakathia relate to
Pontic identity discourse as a whole. I attempt this through an ethnographic analysis of memory
discourse. Chapter 8 concerns the negotiation of Pontic collective memory through parakathi
practice; Chapter 9 moves the discussion from remembering through parakathi, to the memory
of parakathi.
More specifically, the second chapter provides a general outline of post-1922 Pontic
history, of the main political and social processes that since WWI have determined the current
social and cultural reality of Pontians in Greece. Special emphasis is placed on the 1917-1923
dislocation and the post-1922 Pontic integration into Greek society. The third chapter surveys
four open-ended and overlapping discursive positions that comprise Pontic identity discourse:
regionalism, ethnicization, nationalization, and folklorization. Special attention is given to the
discourse of Pontic tradition. These four discursive positions co-exist from the very first
emergence of a Pontic collectivity, but every single position acquires dominance with a different
Pontic generation.
In these two introductory chapters, I try my best to keep a distance from larger schemata
of historical and sociological analysis, both from the ethnocentrism of Greek nationalism and the
class determinism of traditional Marxism. Instead, the second chapter reflects the general Pontic
narrative of normalcy-dislocation-integration, but without the teleological interpretations of
Greek nationalism. The third chapter avoids nationalist primordialism. I attempt a discourse
analysis inspired by Foucault’s theory of archaeology (1972[1969]), but without the denouncing
tone of mainstream Marxism and post-structuralism. I analyze Pontic identity discourse as a
creative negotiation of the collective self, responsive to conditions imposed from elsewhere. The
fourth chapter is a concise general panorama of Pontic music and how it has evolved in relation
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to the modernist dichotomy of tradition versus modernity. I describe Pontic instruments,
especially the lyra, genres, music history, performance practices and contexts, major music
forms, and basic stylistic elements. In this factual musicological description I consciously avoid
anchoring my presentation around notions of authenticity. Authenticity assertions are presented
as subjective discursive positions of certain groups.
The fifth chapter is the first of purely ethnographic content. It starts with a detailed
description of a characteristic Pontic muhabeti performance and goes on to discuss parakathi
terminology, basic definitions, and general characteristics. It provides a general account of the
muhabeti practice; it has, thus, a quasi-introductory character in the sense that most of the topics
and issues mentioned here are analyzed further in the following four chapters. Special emphasis
is placed on defining the dialogical and spontaneous characteristics of parakathi. Chapter 6 is in
dialogue with Chapters 4 and 5, as it describes the aesthetic characteristics of the parakathi
repertoire. It opens with a classification of the repertoire, and it goes on to address motivic
musical structure, meter, rhythm, and the lyra’s timbre. My main objective in this chapter is to
expose sonic manifestations of affect. Chapter 7 analyzes the poetics of Pontic muhabeti practice
with special emphasis on what I call the “poetics of empathy,” meaning the poetics of emotional
expression and communication. In Chapter 7, I extend the analysis of prosaic language versus
shared sung poetry began in Chapter 5. Feeling and emotion are central here. Since emotionality
is directly related to poetry and behavior, Chapter 7 includes an overview of parakathi poetry,
and etiquette.
Chapter 8 examines the role of parakathi practices in relation to Pontic collective
memory. Here, I attempt to show how parakathi performances offer a merger between personal
and collective memory. I also introduce native concepts that concern the Pontic representation of
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memory, like vioma and arothymia, and I exemplify how the Pontic situation constitutes a case
of postmemory. Chapter 9 examines the impasses that contemporary practitioners of Pontic
muhabeti face. More specifically, I analyze how contemporary parakathi practice is affected by
the discourses of nostalgia that surround parakathi, Pontic identity, and Greek nationalism in
general. The main body of the chapter is about the memory of past parakathia and how it relates
to the urban nostalgia for the rural community, Greek urbanization, and the nostalgia for the
folkloric archetype of the Greek pre-modernity. Some aspects of parakathi memory discourse
negate the nostalgic idealizations of the past. The chapter finishes with an examination of how
contemporary practitioners deal with the challenge of nostalgia and authenticity and a
commentary on whether and how parakathia groups realize the imagined community of Pontic
sociality. My Conclusions include a summary of the dissertation and a presentation of factors
that have remained outside this analysis and deserve further research. The dissertation concludes
with five appendices: a glossary of non-English terms, a list of music examples, and three
appendices that hold musical examples and charts, supplementary to Chapters 4 through 7.
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CHAPTER 2
FROM PONTOS TO GREECE: A SUMMARY OF PONTIC HISTORY

This chapter constitutes an introduction to the political and social processes that have marked the
Pontic history. I am using the term “Pontians” here in its contemporary sense to refer to the pre1922 mainly Greek Orthodox populations of northeastern Turkey and to their post-1922
descendants in Greece.17 This historical review is structured around 1922, the year that signaled
the expulsion of the Greek Orthodox populations from their native land to Greece. Given the
ethnological re-emergence of the term “Pontians” in the nineteenth century, I have not extended
the reference to the Greek Orthodox populations of this region prior this time. I do not deal with
the pre-modern history of Pontos.
The chapter begins with a short allusion to the pre-1922 social and ethnological reality of
the Greek Orthodox populations of Karadeniz. A description of the violent events that led to the
1922 dislocation follows. The bulk of the chapter deals with the post-1922 Pontic history, which
I have divided into three periods according to events that mark broader socio-political processes.
The first period, between 1922 and 1951, is characterized by the struggle of the Pontic refugees
to re-construct their lives in Greece. The founding of the new Pontic Monastery of the Virgin
Mary of Sumela on Greek soil (1951) signifies the completion of this process. The second
period, from 1951 to 1994, was characterized by the Pontians’ efforts to integrate into Greek
society. The 1994 recognition of the Pontic genocide by the Greek parliament manifests their
success in achieving this objective. The third period begins in 1994. Since then, Pontians have

17

There were also small minorities of Catholics and Protestants.
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acquired a leading role in promoting genocide recognition, which has put extra pressure on
Pontic and Greek identity politics.
The present chapter introduces issues and concerns, such as the content and character of
the identity category called “the Pontians” and the relation of Pontic self-representation to Greek
nationalism, which will be answered in the following chapter. Every section is opened by a
Pontic verse (common in parakathia) that encapsulates or reflects on the issues under
description.
I never, ever, forget Pafra [Bafra] and Samsounta [Samsun],
Kotyroa [Ordu] and Pulancak, and the poor Kerasounta [Giresun].

Defining the Pontic Ancestral Homeland: Pontos before 1922
Pontos (Lt. Pontus) generally refers to the southern coast of Black Sea, part of the
contemporary administrative region of Karadeniz, Turkey. Most encyclopedias and dictionaries
define Pontos as the coastal area demarcated by the Pontic Alps (Americana 2005; Hewsen 1988;
Niehoff and Olshausen 2006; Broughton, Shannon, and Mitchell 2003[1949]). The mountains
separate Pontos from the interior of Anatolia, trapping the humidity from the sea, and defining a
natural region. The humid climate and the mountainous terrain create a microenvironment
particular to the region and an equally particular economy, way of life, and social structure
(Bryer 1986; Bryer and Winfield 1985; Filippidis 1933).18 The populations of this natural region
follow a characteristic way of life that involves small landownership, a binary economic model
of small-scale animal husbandry and agriculture, and a clan-based social structure (Bryer 1988;
Meeker 2002[2001]: 13–21). These particularities have historical ramifications. Since Hellenistic
18

Most of the encyclopedia and dictionary entries, based on Strabo (12,1,4: 3,2), recognize as the western and
southwestern frontiers the Halys (Kızılırmak) River, as the eastern frontier the Acampsis River (Çoruh), which
lies east of the Pontic Alps, and as the southern frontiers the undulating valleys of the Iris (Yeşil Irmak) and
Lycus (Kelkit) Rivers, themselves shaped between the ranges of the Pontic Alps. However, there is no absolute
unanimity regarding the exact frontiers of the geophysical or natural region of Pontos. For different conceptions
of the natural region of Pontos see Filippidis 1933: 28 and Bryer 1985: 2.
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times, most of this territory has constituted a single political or administrative unit. The area
demarcated by the Pontic Alps corresponds roughly to the early Hellenistic Kingdom of Pontos
(301–279 B.C.), the Roman province of Pontus Polemonianus, the Byzantine Thema Haldias
(600–1204 A.D.), the Empire of Trebizond (1204–1461), and the Ottoman administrative
provinces (1461–1922) (Boroffka and Olhausen 2006; Makris and Strobel 2006).
In Pontic identity discourse the ancestral homeland is defined according to ethnological
criteria: Pontos is where Pontians used to live. This definition embraces the academic
demarcation of the region but combines it with the contemporary realities of Pontians. Hence, we
can discern two Pontic definitions of Pontos that correspond to different periods of Pontic
history. I call the first the “1919 definition” or “claimed Pontos,” and the second, the “post-1922
definition.” The 1919 definition was formulated in the context of the Pontic diplomatic struggle
for independence and was promoted unsuccessfully in the margins of the Paris Peace Conference
(1920). The criterion of ethnological designation was ecclesiastical. It followed the organization
of the Greek Orthodox communities of northeast Anatolia into bishoprics. Hence, claimed
Pontos corresponds to a territory of 78,000 km2 formed by the six Greek Orthodox bishoprics
that were organized under the Archbishopric of Trebizond: the bishoprics of Trapezounta
(Trebizond, Trabzon), Amaseia (Amasya), Neokaisaria (Niksar), Haldia (Gümüşhane), Kolonia
(Şusehri), and Rodopolis (Maçka) (Constantinides 1988[1918]; Samoulidis 2002: 222; Valavanis
1986[1925]: 18).19
The post-1922 definition does not take into account the ecclesiastical divisions. It is
purely ethnological. Since 1922, there have been no Pontians in Pontos to be liberated,

19

The organization into dioceses did not coincide absolutely with the administrative division of the Empire
into vilayets (regions), sancaks (districts), and kazas (counties). In parentheses I mention here the Turkish
names of the sancak seats.
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consequently no territorial claims to be made and no need for the delineation of a specific
territory. The main post-1922 concern is the cultivation of the memory of Pontos. Accordingly,
Pontos refers to the places where the ancestors of contemporary Pontians used to live. These
places comprise an extended territory of unspecified frontiers with “claimed Pontos” at its center.
According to the Encyclopedia of Pontic Hellenism (2007), Pontos is:
[…] the territory that corresponds to the following contemporary provinces of Turkey:
Kastamonu (Kastamoni), Sinop (Sinopi), Kargı (Ghagra), Çorum (Ivora), Samsun
(Amisos/Samsounta), Zyogat (Iosgati), Amasya, Tokat (Eudokia), Ordu (Kotyora), Şivas
(Sevastia), Giresun (Kerasounta), Trabzon (Trapezounta/Trebizond), Gümüşhane
(Argyroupolis), Erzurum (Theodosioupolis), Rize (Rizounta), Kars, and Of (Ofi)
(EPH(8): 325).

This definition is a-historical. It comprises territories that have never all been under the same
administrative unit and that obviously do not form a unified region. Some of them belong clearly
to other historical and “natural” regions. Kars and Erzurum, for example, belong to Turkish
Armenia. The region of Kars more specifically at the beginning of the twentieth century did not
even belong to the same state as the rest, the Ottoman Empire. It was under Russian
administration as a result of the 1776 Russo-Turkish war. In short, the post-1922 definition
functions as a memory map, including in “Pontos” all the territories where by WWI, there were
significant Greek Orthodox populations, the descendants of which designate themselves today as
Pontians. It is a summarizing definition that reflects the projection of contemporary Pontic
identity onto the pre-1922 dispersion of the Greeks in northeastern Anatolia. As such it is
characterized by the diachronic criteria that often typify identity-based theorizations of history.
Indicative of the “memory definition” is that in many of the corresponding maps the region lacks
specifically delineated boundaries (EPH(8): ibid.).
This enlarged territory is further divided sketchily into five provinces with often
overlapping frontiers: west Pontos, central Pontos, east Pontos, inner Pontos, and Kars. West
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Pontos refers to the areas from Inepolis (Inebolu) in the west to Kotyora (Ordu) in the east, to the
Yozgat province in the south, all the way southeast to the city of Koloneia (Şusehri). Central
Pontos usually refers to the territory from Ordu to Giresun (Kerasounta) plus the inner enclave
shaped by Koloneia (Şusehri), Gharasari (Şebinkarahisar), and Nikopolis (Koyulhisar). East
Pontos refers to the territory from Giresun all the way to Rize—the inner areas of Torul and
Gümüşhane (Argyroupolis) around the Paryadris (Çimen Mountains) included. Inner Pontos
refers in general to the areas around and in between the Pontic Alps, parallel to the coastal zone,
formulated by the valleys of the Iris (Yeşil Irmak) and Lycus (Kelkit) Rivers west of the Çimen
Mountains. Inner Pontos overlaps with all three sub-provinces mentioned above (Hewsen 1988;
Samoulidis 2002: ibid.). The fifth sub-province is the region of Kars. From now on, any
reference to Pontos will be made according to the post-1922 definition.
The Pontians can create Byzantium anew…

The Pontians before 1922
The Greek Orthodox populations of Pontos formed enclaves among a largely Muslim
majority. Pontians also lived outside Pontos, forming an extended diaspora in the cities of Ak
Dağ Maden and Gümüş Maden near Ankara, in Adapazar of Bithynia, in Istanbul, and outside
the Ottoman Empire, in Georgia and the Russian Caucasus. Greek Orthodox populations were
more concentrated in three locations: the area of Amisos (Samsounta/Samsun) and Bafra, the
areas south of Trabzon in a zone shaped between Trabzon and the Çimen Mountains, and in
Kars.
The “Greek” populations formed a diverse linguistic body united by Greek Orthodoxy,
belonging in this way to the Rum millet of the Ottoman Empire. The Rums of east and central
Pontos spoke in their majority Pontic, a Greek language, which itself possesses several local
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dialects.20 The majority of the western Pontians were Turkish speakers, with the exception of
some Pontic speakers around Samsun. The Rums of Inebolu and Sinop spoke a mainstream
Greek dialect. Professions differed according to local resources with the majority being farmers
and pastoralists. The Christians of the two Madens and of Gümüşhane were predominately
miners. Most of the Christians of the Amisos and Bafra area were tobacco farmers and
merchants. The coastal populations apart from farmers were also fishermen, merchants, or
artisans in the Ottoman shipyards (Kailaris 2002: 75–82).
The dispersion of the Greek Orthodox subjects among the region’s Muslim majority
coincided to a high extent with Christian institutions. The Greek Orthodox population was higher
in and around the bishoprics’ seats and powerful monasteries. Terrain and economic factors also
contributed to the ethnological map. In the Trabzon-Çimen enclave, for example, where the
Christian element had been the most populous, Christianity resisted the general Islamization of
the sixteen and seventeen centuries thanks to the mountainous terrain, the administration of the

20

I define Pontic Greek as a language and not as a dialect, following a communication-based approach.
Pontic Greek is not intelligible to the speakers of Modern (common) Greek. The Greekness of Pontic Greek due
to its close relation to archaic Greek linguistic idioms is beyond doubt. See Mackridge 1991. Greek languages
refer to a main official language, called common or Modern Greek, a large number of local idioms and dialects
and at least four linguistic idioms that are not intelligible by a common Greek speaker and hence can be
interpreted as different languages. These are Cypriot Greek, Pontic Greek, the grekani, spoken in mountainous
area of Calabria in Italy, and the tsakonika spoken in the mountainous areas of central Peloponnese. These
idioms present vocabulary, grammatical, even structural differences from common or mainstream Modern
Greek to be designated different languages. They are Greek languages because they stem out from Medieval
Greek and the Greek of the Hellenistic and Roman period (koine). Actually Cypriot, Pontic, and tsakonika
Greek are more conservative languages and their connection to the earlier phases of Greek language is stronger.
Finally, Cypriot and Pontic Greek present their own dialects. Pontic Greek includes at least four distinct inner
dialects. The distinction between dialect and language is quite elusive and constitutes always a heated issue for
linguists. The majority of Pontic intellectuals prefer to define Pontic Greek as a dialect, fearing that the
language definition implies an exclusion of the Pontians from the national Greek whole. For a concise summary
on
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visit
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http://www.lmp.ucla.edu/Profile.aspx?LangID=30&menu=004
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Gümüşhane mines by Christian metallurgists, and the four major Byzantine monasteries (Bryer
1980(XI): 30–54 and 1986; Kailaris ibid.; Pelagides 2007; Samoulides 2002: 132–48).21
The dispersion was also the result of migration from and to Pontos.22 The high number of
Christians in the Samsun area was due to the nineteenth century development of the tobacco
business that attracted people from all over Anatolia (Bryer 1991; Dieterich 1918). The small
Greek enclaves in the Ankara province were created in the nineteenth century by Gümüşhane
miner migrants. The Rums of the AdaPazar in Bythinia were the descendants of migrants from
central and inner Pontos. The frequent wars between the Ottoman and the Russian Empires
during the nineteenth century that often turned Northeastern Anatolia into a battelfield caused a
regular stream of Christian migration to the Russian lands (Vergeti 2000[1994]: 93–5). After and
during the war of 1776, 75,000 Greeks moved to the Kars region (Athanasiadis and Michailidis
2010).
The urbanites of Trabzon (Trapezounta) and Samsun (Samsounta/Amisos) excelled
economically among the Greek Orthodox populations of Pontos. The urbanites of Trabzon were
traditionally the leading group, due to their affiliation with the Archbishopric and the
monasteries. They had profited from the silver mines of Gümüşhane, the Trabzon-Tabriz trade
route, and the new prospects that opened in the nineteenth century, from the steamboat
connection of the Karadeniz ports with Istanbul and the north Black Sea coast (King 2004: 195–
200). The urbanites of Samsun (and Bafra) had evolved econmically and socially through the
tabacco business. They formed a newly emerged bourgeoise, that often questioned the leadership
of Trabzon (Bryer 1991).
21

The four major monasteries, the Virgin Mary of Sumela, Saint George of Peristereota, Saint John of
Vazelonon, and the Virgin Mary of Goumera, enjoyed special privileges from the Porte.
22

Migration was common in the Ottoman Empire as the result of war, social conflicts, economic crisis or
opportunity, the organization of guilds, and central Ottoman policies. See Inalcik 1973.
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The prosperity of the Rum communities on the eve of WWI is measurable by the number
of their institutions: 1,900 Greek Orthodox churches, the majority built after 1856; more than 47
associations or social clubs, in both urban and rural areas; several journals; and, most
impressively, 1,000 Greek schools (Fotiades 2004: 50; Lazarides 1988; Parotides 2007). In
summary, the Greek Orthodox Black Sea communities of the late nineteen and early twenty
century presented social and economic prosperity and a stable orientation to western European
models exceptional by Ottoman standards. This thriving cultural and economic presence came to
an end in a most violent way.
Many Romiyi [Greeks] lost their lives on the way to Erzurum.
May these years go away and never come back.

The Termination of the Greek Presence in Pontos: Genocide and Exile
The evacuation of Karadeniz by its Greek Orthodox inhabitants is described in Greek
historiography as part of the Catastrophe: the violent termination of the Greek presence in Asia
Minor (Anatolia), an immediate result of the defeat of the Greek army by the Turkish
Nationalists (August 1922) that concluded the 1919–1922 Greco-Turkish war. However, the
violent expulsion of the Greeks of Anatolia has been recently re-interpreted as part of a broader
policy of ethnic cleansing,23 which has been recognized as “the genocide of the Armenians, the
Assyrians, and the Greeks,” or as the “genocide of the Ottoman Christians” (IAGS 2007).24

23

I use “ethnic cleansing” as a general category for the description of events of massive ethnic violence. I use
the term “genocide” according to the definition of the Rome convention (12/9/1948) for cases where there is
intention, when the ethnic cleansing is the immediate result or outcome of a broader plan of population
engineering. The distinction between ethnic cleansing and genocide is a disputed topic that concerns genocide
theory and lies outside of the span of this dissertation. For a critique see Bloxham 2007[2005]; Jones
2011[2006]; Powel 2011.
24

The International Association of Genocide Scholars (IAGS) recognized the persecution of the Greeks and
Assyrians
as
a
case
of
genocide
with
the
resolution
of
2007
(see
http://www.genocidescholars.org/resources/resolutions), based on evidence from a variety of sources: the
reports of the Patriarchate of Constantinople; accounts of survivors; reports from American, Austrian, Danish,
French, German, Greek, Soviet, and Swedish diplomats; reports of American and German missionaries,
especially of the Middle East Relief; memoirs of Armenian survivors who witnessed the application of the same
measures on Greeks; and the practicum of the 1919 Istanbul trials. See Hofmann, et al. 2010; Meichanetsidis
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The genocide of the Ottoman Christians was perpetrated by the Turkish nationalists
between 1913 and 1923. It was an ultimate measure for the preservation of the Empire’s
crumbling territorial integrity (Akçam 2004: 115–58) and a radical and final stage in the Turkish
nationalist movement (Hofmann 2010). The extermination was premised on the ideology of
radical Turkish nationalism according to which the Ottoman territory should be reclaimed by the
Turkish population against the “internal tumors” of the Christian minorities. The latter are
described in Turkish nationalist history as disloyal and treacherous elements that cooperated with
the imperialist west and plotted for the disintegration of the Empire. This untruthful and
occidentalist representation of the Christian minorities reproduces the basic dogma of
nationalism: the definition of an Other through the construction of a collective guilt. The
accusation of treachery was further supported in Turkish nationalist discourse by social
stereotypes, religious bias, class competitions, and the dogma of social Darwinism (Agtzidis
2013; Akçam 2004; Bloxham 2007[2005]). According to Hofmann (2010: 47):
The genocide of the Armenians, Greeks, or Arameans/Assyrians should therefore be
understood […] as a stage in the Turkish nationalist movement, which as a reaction to the
continuing disintegration of the Empire settled on a narrow nationalism and excluded the
indigenous Christians of Asia Minor from the moral universe of the state.

The Turkish nationalists targeted the Armenians and the Assyrians between 1915 and
1917, and the Greek Orthodox populations, in a discontinuous way, between 1913 and 1923. In
the Greek case, the practices of extermination were applied and performed gradually in different
areas according to immediate military and political goals, resulting in a “cumulative genocide”
(Hofmann 2010 and 2012). Cumulative genocide describes a policy of extermination

2015; Shirinian et al. 2012; Travis 2013. For an exemplary description of the Greek genocide thesis see
Hofmann 2010.
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characterized by genocidal intent but by partial application that follows the immediate
circumstances (Hoffmann 2010: 43–7).25
The practices of extermination entailed the destruction of habitats, massacres, and
deportations to distant locations (death marches). Practices of direct violence were preceded by
suffocating economic sanctions against Christian businesses, religious pressure, the use of
Muslim Balkan refugees against the Christians, and the obligatory service of the Christian youth
in the work battalions of the Turkish army. The latter, initially a form of alternative military
service, evolved eventually into heavy, exterminating, labor (Agtzides 2013; Fotiades 2004).
The genocide was conceived by the Community of Union and Progress (CUP), the
political and military organization that came to power after a series of coups (1908, 1913). By
the eve of WWI, CUP officers had already conceived a plan of population engineering that
precluded the reduction of the Christian population to “safe” percentages by region (Akçam
2006: 109–49).26 For this purpose they organized the “Special Organization,” a paramilitary
force charged with the control of the “internal tumors” (Akçam ibid.). After 1919 the
Nationalists of Mustafa Kemal continued more or less the same practices. The CUP and the
leadership of the Kemalist movement, Mustafa Kemal himself, belonged to the same sociopolitical environment and shared the same political ideology (Akçam 2004: 1–11, 39–59 and
2006: 82–108).

25

For an alternative interpretation of this claim see Mazower 2001.

26

The intentions of the CUP are indicated by a variety of incidents and declarations testified to in a multitude
of documents. The two most frequently referenced by Pontic historians are the July 24, 1909 report of the
German ambassador in Istanbul Wagenheim to the German chancellor Bülow in which Wagenheim conveys the
discussion between the Ottoman minister of the Exterior Sefker Pasha and the Patriarch of Constantinople
(Hofmann 2010; Vergeti 2000[1994]) and the resolution of the 1911 CUP Thessaloniki conference (EPH(2):
413).
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In Karadeniz the persecution took place in two phases, 1916–1918 and 1919–1923, by
the CUP and Kemal’s movement respectively. The victims were mainly the rural populations of
west and inner Pontos. Due to the occupation of Trabzon by Russian forces for two years (1916–
1918), the Rums of eastern Pontos suffered fewer casualties. The massacres and the deportations
were initiated as measures against “Greek revolutionary activity.” Historians who support the
Turkish nationalist approach (e.g., McCarthy 1995) describe as Greek revolutionary activity the
armed resistance of the Christians of west Pontos to some of the CUP policies, namely the forced
conscription in the working battalions and the settlement in their areas of Muslim Balkan
refugees. The presence of the Russians in Trabzon and their efforts along with the Amisos
(Samsun) bishop to organize the Christian self-defense into a revolutionary guerilla movement
further alarmed the CUP authorities (Maratzidis 2009[2001]: 57–60).27 During the first phase
massacres and deportations were perpetrated in the entire Ottoman-controlled Pontos, both
repressively and preemptively against Christians who had not initiated any kind of armed activity
(Agtzides 2005; Fotiades 2004: 159–229). After the departure of the Soviets (Brest-Litovsk
treaty 1918), the cleansing operations were extended to east Pontos, where the Rums again
organized armed groups for self-defense.
The end of WWI and the Paris Peace Conference brought a short break in the
persecutions in anticipation of the negotiations. The rebuttal of Ottoman hopes, the landing of
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The bishop of Amisos (until 1917), Germanos Karavangelis, was a fervent Greek nationalist, with
experience in the organization of guerilla warfare from his previous post as the Metropolitan Bishop of Kastoria
during the Bulgarian-Greek guerilla confrontation. Karavangelis in his new post was apparently eager to initiate
a policy of guerilla warfare (Maratzidis 2009[2001]). He secured for a period Russian support to his plans and
managed to organize some of the Christian groups into militias. It can be suggested that the CUP saw in Pontic
armed resistance and in Karavaggelis’s role a verification of their fears and an opportunity to justify their
policies. The emergence of a western Pontic resistance movement was the combination of a variety of factors:
the endemic Ottoman brigandry, the nationalization ad politicization of the local brigandry in the context of
nationalism policies, and the oppression by CUP that pushed many local Christian to reside with the armed
gangs. This movement cannot be really described as organized or as revolutionary. For a concise and clear
analysis see Marantzidis 2009[2001]: 57–85.
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Greek forces in Izmir (March 1919), and the arrival of Mustafa Kemal Pasha in Samsun (19 May
1919) caused the recommencement of the atrocities. The aggression of the Turkish nationalists
was perpetuated further by the crimes of the invading Greek army in western Anatolia.28 During
the second phase the extermination of Christians was extended also to east Pontos and
systematically against the Greek elite. Between 1920 and 1921, the Kemalists executed the
majority of the western Pontic Greek elite (bankers, teachers, doctors, merchants, publishers,
journalists, some high priests, etc.) in the Amasya revolutionary trials. As a result of the
violence, by summer 1922 most Rums had already abandoned Pontos or had been deported to
inner Anatolia and the Middle East (Fotiades 2004: 365–428).
The Christian genocide was completed in western Anatolia, after the departure of the
Greek army in September of 1922, with the massacre of 30,000 local Greeks by the
paramilitaries of the Kemalist forces (Clogg 2000: 97). The massacres caused the massive flight
of the Greeks of western Asia Minor and European Turkey to Greece. By January 1923, Greece
had received 900,000 refugees. Anatolia had been for the most part de-Christianized; Pontos in
particular was totally Christian-free. The completion of the goal was summarized by Mustafa
Kemal Pasha in his famous statement, “At last we uprooted them” (Hofman 2010:94). Another
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The degree of Kemal’s involvement has not been totally clarified. However, apart from bearing, as the
leader, the main responsibility, he organized his resistance movement almost entirely from CUP militias to
which he gave a free hand. He entrusted, for example, the organization of the Turkish forces in Karadeniz to the
notorious Topal Osman, a local CUP paramilitary leader who had organized the massacres against the Greek
Orthodox populations of the Giresun and Tirebolu areas in 1916. It is difficult to believe that Kemal did not
have knowledge of Osman’s recent past. Historical evidence verifies actually the opposite (Fotiades 2004: 265–
71). Shortly after the defeat of the Greeks, Topal Osman fell into disfavor and Kemal ordered his arrest. Topal
Osman committed suicide in his house as soon as Kemal’s men came to arrest him. Regardless, Topal Osman is
honored in Turkey as a national hero. In the War of Independence museum of the Kemal Mausoleum in Ankara
there is a section devoted to Topal Osman and his men. Another incident that indicates Kemal’s knowledge of
the massacres is his persecution of 60 Ottoman Turkish urbanites of Samsun who mediated against the
deportation of their Greek colleagues in 1920. Finally, Kemal had in 1923 and 1924 a large number of Turkish
nationalists executed. They were known for committing atrocities against Christians. Kemal maybe issued the
executions in an attempt to present the massacres as individual acts or in order to cleanse his state mechanism of
criminal elements (see Hofman 2010).
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188,000 Greeks arrived after the Lausanne Greco-Turkish agreement of population exchange in
1923. The following year (1924) 400,000 Muslims, obedient to the treaty, left Greece for
Turkey.
The exact number of casualties of the Greek genocide are difficult to estimate for a
variety of reasons. The deaths as a result of massacres, deportations, and forced labor are
calculated anywhere between 400,000 and 1,500,000 (Hofman 2010). Pontic scholars, based on
the Patriarchate’s census of 1919, calculate the Pontic genocide casualites as 353,538, 50.5% of a
total Pontic Greek population of 700,000 (Agtzidis 2005 and 2013; EPH 2007; Fotiades 2004;
Pelagidis 2004; Valavanis 1986[1925]). Most non-Pontic Greek scholars, based on the 1914
ecclesiastical census, estimate the Pontic casualties as around 150,000 people out of a total Greek
Orthodox population of 475,000, one third of the overall Pontic population (31.6%) (Alexandris
1999; Pentzopoulos 2002[1962]).
Due to the continuous persecution, the Pontic populations arrived in Greece in fragments
and successive waves, as early as 1918 and as late as 1933.29 The first large stream was 32,000
Pontians from Kars who came to Greece via Georgia, between 1918 and 1920.30 Many Pontians,
followed the war migration pattern of the nineteenth century, stayed in the Soviet Union,
expecting that they would be allowed back to their homes after the war. These populations came
to Greece as late as 1933 after the Ankara declaration of Greco-Turkish friendship (1930) and

29

The first Pontians who arrived to Greece (1918) were 3,000 survivors of the Tirebolu massacres (Vergeti
2000[1994]: 172–3).
30

The Greek state managed to come to an agreement with the Soviet authorities in Georgia and to organize a
refugee relief organization.
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the relinquishment of the Greek state to reparations for the Christian properties in Anatolia.31
The vast majority arrived after the collapse of the Greek front between 1922 and 1924.
The exodus to Greece was for the Pontic refugees a continuation of the massacres and
deportations. Those who had survived the persecutions gathered in one of the three major ports
(Samsun, Giresun, Trabzon) where they were crammed into ships to Greece. Support from the
authorities, Greek or Turkish, was minimal and as a result, the refugees died in massive numbers
both on board and in quarantine in Istanbul, Thessaloniki, and Athens, due to malnutrition,
unsanitary conditions, and lack of medical support (Alexandris 1982). Even the Kars refugees
who were not subjected to genocide experienced the exodus in similarly morbid terms.
The number of Pontic refugees who arrived in Greece up until 1933 is not easy to
estimate. According to the Greek statistics, by 1925 the refugees were more than 1,200,000.
Among them, the Pontians and Caucasians (Kars and Georgia) were at around 187,000.
However, the Greek authorities registered the refugees into regional categories according to the
majority’s departure location and not according to place of origin (Vergeti 2000[1994]: 169–71).
Hence, many Pontians who came via Istanbul along with refugees from western Anatolia or
Thrace were recorded under the category of the majority of their co-refugees. Given the arrival
of more Pontians via Georgia in the 1930s, Pontic historians claim a number at around 300,000.
Kalamaria, Kalamaria , surrounded by graves;
open them and gaze, inside there lies the youth of Kars.

The Refugee Settlement
The presence of more than 1 million famished refugees needing urgent aid put huge
pressure on the Greek state of less than 5 million. The danger of a humanitarian disaster led to
31

More Pontians arrived from the Soviet Union in 1936, 1939, 1960–1964, and 1988–1990. These migratory
movements took place in relation to certain political developments in the Soviet Union and in the context of
diplomatic agreements. The history of the Pontians of the ex-Soviet Union constitutes a special historical and
ethnographic case. For a detailed study see Agtzidis 1991 and 2005; Karpozilos 1991; Vergeti 1991 and
2000[1994]; Voutira 1991; Xanthopoulou-Kyriakou 1991.
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international mobilization and to the formation of the Refugee Settlement Commission (RSC).
RSC was an independent organization, under the trust of the League of Nations, charged with the
refugees’ settlement and with the management of a large loan that Greece received for the same
purpose.32 The Greek state, on the other hand, supported during the 1920s the settlement of the
refugees by offering them 4.56% of its annual budget and through special legislations,
requisitions, and expropriations of land and buildings. By 1928, 607,000 refugees had settled in
Greek Macedonia, of which more than half a million settled in rural areas. Approximately
400,000 (one third of the refugee population) had settled in Athens doubling the capital’s
population. The remainder (more than 200,000) settled mostly in Greek Thrace, Crete, and
Epirus (Vergeti 2000[1994]: 169–88).
Greek Macedonia was given priority as a place of resettlement for a variety of reasons.
The province had always presented a relatively low population density, but in the 1920s that was
the case even more due to the Neilly (1919) and Lausanne (1923) population exchange
agreements.33 The Muslim landowners had left behind fields, declared “exchangeable lands,” the
cultivation of which could provide for the refugees and was much needed for the rebirth of the
war-ravaged Greek agricultural sector. Security also dictated the suitability of Greek Macedonia.
The repopulation of the border regions was imperative. These areas, deserted due to the wars,
had been left exposed to the activities of the International Macedonian Revolutionary
Organization (IMRO).34 Directly related to security were also ethnological and political issues.
The refugee population would hellenize a region that by mid 1910s had only a thin majority of
32

The loan was paid by British and French banks with the supposedly favorable interest of 18%.
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The Neylli agreement issued a voluntary population exchange between Greece and Bulgaria.
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IMRO was a Bulgarian paramilitary and revolutionary organization founded in 1893 for the incorporation of
the Salanik and Manastir vialyets (Macedonia) to Bulgaria. In 1923 IMRO led a violent coup against the
democratically elected Bulgarian government of Stamboliyiski. For more see Koliopoulos ibid.; Stavrianos
1964.
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ethnic Greeks, large part of which was a Slavic speaking peasantry ambivalent to Greek national
sentiment (Koliopoulos 1994). Finally, a rural settlement was preferred due to the rising
influence of Communism among the urban proletariats.
The settlement was combined with infrastructure projects and new legislation leading to
extensive reforms. A much needed and demanded landownership reform took place, at last
favoring small landowners and farmers. Reclamation projects were undertaken and land
cadastres were finally created. The benefits from the settlement were mostly visible in Greek
Macedonia. According to Kontogiorgi (2006: 297)
By the time it [RSC] was liquidated [1930] over half a million refugees were settled on
5,629,210 stremmata [1 stremma = 1,000 square meters] in Macedonia (out of which
3,676,960 were cultivable lands), in a total of 1,381 settlements, both new refugee
settlements and existing villages. […] the RSC organized a cadastral survey that extended
to more than 2 million acres (810,000 stremmata), built about 60,000 houses, provided
livestock, seed, and agricultural machinery and tools. It established model farms,
experimental plots, and stud farms. […] the RSC constructed local roads, bridges,
dispensaries, and schools, and dealt with works for water supply, drainage, and irrigation.
[…] Rotation of crops was applied for the first time and polyculture replaced
monoculture; agricultural resources were exploited more intensively.

The demographic impact on the region was equally important. The Greek population rose from
58.01% in 1916 to 87% in 1925 (Kontogiorgi 2006: 247–51). The economic sizes on a national
level reflected as well the beneficial effects of the refugee settlement. By 1930, the agricultural
production had been quadrupled; the cultivated land had risen by 56.8%, the number of small
industries by 40%, and the value of industrial production by 700% (Kailaris 2002: 148–50;
Lampsidis G. 1989: 139–49 and 156–7).
Regardless of the macroscopically beneficial effects, resettlement was a rather painful
experience for the refugees. The RSC conducted the process by offering small plots to nuclear
families (married couples). The refugees had to buy the land by taking a low interest loan from
the Greek National Bank. The distribution of land to nuclear families defied the traditional
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kinship structures, breaking up Pontic clans, leading to marriages of interest and complications
for the large number of widows. Moreover, the existence of “empty lands” in Greek Macedonia
neither meant that the region provided land for everybody, nor that the offered land was
sufficient for a comfortable existence. The population density was low in the first place because
arable and cultivable land was scarce. Reclaiming the marshes around the lakes, streams, and
rivers that fractured the Macedonian plains took considerable time. The first palpable results
were visible in the mid-1930s (Kontogiorgi 2006: 280–4). In short, the refugees’ new lives were
from the very beginning conditioned by poverty.
More importantly, the scarcity of resources brought the refugee populations into direct
and often violent conflict with the locals of Greek Macedonia. The small landholders and the
landless agricultural workers who comprised the majority of the local peasantry were in a
comparable state of poverty. For these groups, the exchangeable lands, the best land of the region
anyway, were a poverty solution. Locals and refugees recognized the lands as their own, the
former because they had already been working on them and the latter as a petty compensation for
the much better properties they had left in Turkey. Many of the locals had appropriated
exchangeable land, often as early as 1913, by buying it from the departing Muslims.35 The Greek
state issued a series of legislations that declared these transactions illegal but the lack of a
cadastre complicated the situation. As a result, by the 1930s, although the majority of the rural
refugees had acquired land indebting themselves, many did not have deeds of ownership. In
many cases the deeds were given as late as the 1950s. These refugees were virtually renting the
land they had been promised. The locals, on the other hand, felt left out. The RSC included in the
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According to the Ottoman statistics of 1914 approximately 115,000 Muslims had come to the Ottoman
domain from Greek Macedonia before the population exchange (Kontogiorgi 2006: 38).
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land distribution landless local Macedonians but the nuclear family criterion, which was alien to
the Slavic extended family structure (zadruga), discouraged many.
The refugees who chose urban settlement faced different problems. The majority of Asia
Minor refugees were of urban origin; hence the RSC emphasis on agriculture did not satisfy their
needs. Actually, many were forced to become farmers in order to secure a living, often with poor
results. Moreover, the housing of the urban refugees was neglected in comparison to the
revitalization of agriculture. The refugees could theoretically purchase houses according to the
same favorable terms with which they could buy land. However, this was permitted only for
houses built especially for the refugees by the state. The Greek state, lacking resources, took its
time. Indicative of this tardiness is that the refugee housing issue was legally settled
concludingly only in 1985 (Vergeti 2000[1994]: 187).36
Malaria was the third calamity that afflicted the refugees. This disease was endemic in
Greek Macedonia due to the marshes. The refugees, with the exception of those from Amsisos
and Bafra, did not have any experience of malaria; hence, their resistance to the disease was
particularly low. By 1928, deaths among refugees were twice as high as births with malaria
being the most common cause (33%). According to reports from the “Society for the Antimalaria Campaign,” the average refugee morbidity rate in 1925 was higher than 50% and
mortality as high as 7% (Kontogiorgi 2006: 268).37 The experience of arrival and resettlement
was a nightmarish final chapter in the refugees’ persecution and dislocation. The traumas of
violence and dislocation ended in poverty, hostility, and an inhospitable natural environment.
We came to Greece and were refugees for 30 days;
we forgot about butter and we learned to chew quinine.

The Pontic Resettlement
36

The law issued the free housing of 2500 families and the waiver of the refugee debt.

37

Both rates were much higher in 1923 exactly after the arrival.
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In general, the RSC emphasis on agriculture benefitted the Pontians, who were mostly of
rural origin. By the mid 1930s, more than 200,000 Pontians from Karadeniz and Kars had settled
in Greek Macedonia, forming probably the largest refugee group in the region (ca. 33%)
(Kontogiorgi 2006: 74; Vergeti 2000[1994]: 361–2). Significant Pontic populations had also
settled in Greek Thrace and in Athens and Thessaloniki. In Athens Pontians formed the suburbs
of Argyroupoli and Kallithea. In Thessaloniki they settled mostly in Kalamaria, where they were
initially temporarily housed, turning this suburb 90% Pontic. Small numbers of Pontians settled
elsewhere in the country.
The large presence of Pontic refugees in Greek Macedonia did not mean that they had
privileged access to the lands under distribution. RSC and the Greek state treated all the refugees
the same, regardless of origin and number. However, certain inequalities were inevitable.
Refugees who arrived earlier or who had managed to bring with them money, livestock, or tools
were in a much more advantageous position. The former faced less competition in the land
distribution, the latter were in a position to cultivate the land immediately, contributing to
agricultural production, and hence they were given priority.38 The refugees from Kars who
arrived before the large refugee wave belonged to the first category. They settled massively in
the fertile areas of the Thessaloniki plain, in the Kilkis (KushKush) prefecture.39 A handful of
wealthy Pontians from Trabzon, Samsun, and Giresun belonged to the second category. They
had managed to transfer part of their wealth to Greece before 1922. Some of them also had
business or even kinship ties with locals or with members of the pre-1922 Pontic Greek diaspora.
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The refugees from Thrace, for example, had followed the orderly 1923 retreat of the Greek army from
European Turkey and had managed to bring with them tools and livestock. Also, many Thracians migrated for a
short time to Greek Macedonia after the 1914 pogrom, and knew where to claim land.
39

The province was deserted in 1920, after the 1913 violent ethnic cleansing of the Bulgarian inhabitants by
the Greek army. See Karakasidou 1997: 127; Kostopoulos 2007: 47–61.
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Obviously the overwhelming majority of Pontic refugees did not belong to these two
categories. On the contrary, they arrived later than most of the other refugees, in a fragmentary
way, bringing with them absolutely nothing. In many cases, they had to adapt to an already
initiated process of land distribution. Pontians, for example, who arrived in Greece via Georgia
after 1928 took whatever had been left. Christos Tsenekidis whose family came in 1928 from
Georgia remembers, “We had to rent land in order to cultivate our tobacco. We did not have
plots. The plots were given later and they were actually from the salty lands next to the sea”
(Tsenekidis, Chr., Int. 5/2/2012).
All the refugees attempted to rebuild their communities in their new country. Patterns of
settlement emerged along the lines of kinship networks. Nuclear families (married couples)
attempted to obtain land in close proximity to that of other family or community members.
Wherever land was scarce, the community was divided. In many cases Pontic communities were
already so decimated that they had to co-settle with others. Mixed villages were the norm.
Nevertheless, Pontic-only villages were quite common, although stemming from a variety of
Pontic communities. Also, certain refugee groups settled in larger numbers in specific areas,
without however constituting the only population or the absolute majority.40
The physical reconstruction of the Asia Minor communities was followed by their
symbolic rebuilding via the naming of the new settlement according to the original community in
Anatolia and the building of churches devoted to the corresponding saint. The refugee villages
and suburbs can be easily recognized in Greece by the adjective “new” in front of their names.
The naming process was not left totally to the refugees. The Greek state imposed one and only
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For example, a large number from the decimated populations of West Pontos, especially from Bafra and
from the rural areas of Amisos, settled in northeastern Macedonia, between the cities of Serres and Drama,
around the Strymonas River. The Pontians of Matsouka (Rodopolis) settled massively in western Macedonia, in
certain locations around the cities of Kozani and Ptolemaida (Kailaria).
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criterion: that the new names should be Greek. Renaming resulted in a Hellenization of the
multilingual toponyms of Macedonia, a reclaiming of the region for Greece on the symbolic
level.
The waters of Katerini and the snow of Berroia [cities of Greek Macedonia],
did not manage to wash away the pain from my heart

The Pontians in Greece: 1922-1951
Pontians describe the first three decades of their new life in Greece as years of struggle.
This struggle was two-fold: escape from the absolute poverty, and acceptance by a hostile Greek
society. The two struggles are related but not dialectically, at least not in general terms. The
hostility towards the refugees was never institutionalized or adopted as an official policy by the
Greek state. The refugees were not excluded from certain realms of economic activity or from
political representation. They were granted full citizenship and in possessing a Greek identity did
not face systemic policies of oppression.41 Hence their impoverishment resulted from the scarcity
of resources, and from the troubled interwar Greek economy.
Hostility towards the refugees has been described and analyzed in a variety of studies
(e.g., Clark 2006; Hirschon 1998; Hirchon, et al. 2006[2003]; Kontogiorgi 2006; Vergeti
2000[1994]). The general consensus is that their rejection had a material premise: competition
between refugees and locals for limited resources. The resettlement reforms disturbed existing
power structures and established interests, affecting all economic strata. The estate owners of
Greek Macedonia, for example, lost the opportunity to expand their property, while industrial
workers faced much more competition, due to the oversupply of cheap labor by the newcomers.
These hostilities are typical of social conflict resulting from massive migration.
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Some of the Slavs of Greek Macedonia and the Cham (Albanian Muslims) of Epirus, not fitting into the
ethnic essentialism of Greek nationalism, faced systematic policies of discrimination and forced Hellenization,
especially during the Metaxas Dictatorship (1936–1940). See Margaritis 2005.
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The hostility towards the refugees started as an aversion to their famished and deplorable
state. The storming of the Greek cities by the desperate, famished, and dirty refugee masses
generated the typical aesthetic, moral, and hygiene-related aversion.42 The misery of the
devastated is at the same time the cause and the result of their Otherness. The petty urbanites of
the Greek state recognized in the devastated masses a threat to public hygiene and social
morality. Such clusters of hygienist, aesthetic, and moral bias often characterize constructions of
social stigma (Kontogiorgi 2006: 169). The refugee stigma, the representation of the refugees as
abject, dirty, and immoral, dominated and tormented the lives of Pontians for the two first
decades of resettlement.
The refugee stigma soon acquired cultural representation and political expression, which
disguised the material source of the conflict. Cultural differences were mobilized for the erection
of symbolic and social boundaries. Visible cultural traits of the refugees were distortedly
presented as manifestations of immorality and ethnic impurity, results of Turkish influence. The
questioning of the refugees’ Greek ethnicity became part of political rhetorics. The refugees,
being impurely Greek, should have restricted access to political rights and to resources. Priority
should be given to the “indigenous” populations, the true Greeks (Kontogiorgi 2006: 182–3;
Vergeti 2000[1994]: 188–9).
The negative representation of the refugees as immoral, ethnically impure, and Turkified
was condensed in insults and derogatory characterizations. The word for woman from Smyrna,
smirnia, became a synonym for prostitute. The locals called the refugees, as a whole, “Turks”

42

I remember the narration of an old aunt of mine, when I was a child. She told me that she was walking
across the port in Corfu when she saw the boat with the Pontic refugees arriving and that she felt the lice
jumping all the way from the boat to her body. This exaggeration exemplifies the locals’ fear of the refugees.
Regardless of the obvious untruth of this narrative, I would not be surprised if indeed my aunt felt like
something was attacking her body just by seeing the boat, an automatic and intuitive embodiment of her
hygiene anxiety.
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(Turkii, Turklaria), or “Turkish-seeds,” or “sowed by Turks” (Turkospori, Turkosporites),
questioning their Greek ethnicity in genetic terms. The religious identity of the refugees was also
questioned.

The

refugees

were,

according

to

some

locals,

“baptized

in

yogurt”

(yaurtovaptismeni). The genetic and racist character of the insults can be interpreted in relation
to three factors. First, it reflected the broader racist assumptions of the era regarding the essence
of the nation. Secondly, racist references were a safe strategy. Many of the locals could not
provide cultural arguments of Greekness over the refugees. Thirdly, and most importantly,
genetic references were much more insulting. The reference to Turkish seeds suggested openly
that the female ancestors, the mothers and grandmothers, of the refugees had engaged in sexual
intercourse with Turkish men (hence the Turkish seeds). The insult reproduced the immorality
argument in a characteristic “honor and shame” fashion, grounding the moral degeneration of the
hostile collectivity in the behavior of the group’s women. These insults were extremely painful
for the refugees, as they had paid a much heavier price for their identification with the Greek
nation than the locals. Moreover, the questioning of their Greek identity was ethnographically
invalid and unfair, especially coming from a social body with large numbers of non-Greek
speakers.
In the Pontic case the cultural bias was even stronger. Pontians were distinctively
different from both the locals and other refugees. After all, Thracians, western Anatolians, and
the locals shared the same Aegean Sea and more or less the same official Greek linguistic idiom.
They were in contact through commerce and migration long before 1922. They shared similar
cultural characteristics due to the presence of common Aegean cultural traits, similar
localizations of Greek, western European, and Ottoman cosmopolitanisms, or simply due to
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geographical proximity.43 On the contrary, the Pontians were from a totally different region that
never had direct contact with the Aegean space. The language barrier was particularly strong.
Pontic Greek, although a Greek language, was unintelligible to the local Greeks. Hence, it
carried the highlighted strangeness of the familiarly alien. In short, the bias towards the Pontians
acquired an intensified cultural character that was expressed, among other functions, through
ridicule of the Pontic language and in representation and designation of Pontians as mentally
impaired, simply put, stupid.
The stereotype of the stupid Karadenizli, usually meant as a playful and humorist tease,
was part of a broader tradition of regional stereotype-based humor and predated 1922. In a way
Pontians in Greece and the Laz (Karadenizlis) in Turkey share a reputation similar to that of
Belgians in France, the Irish in England, and the Polish in the USA: that of the familiarly
different and therefore buffoonish.44 In post-1922 Greece, the stereotype, combined with the
refugee stigma and its cultural guise, acquired an almost racist dimension. The designation of
Pontians as stupid was combined with the other insulting stereotypes. In short, the Pontians were
stupid on top of everything else (Kalairis 2002: 321–337).
The hostility between locals and refugees also acquired political expression. The refugees
were in favor of the Venizelos party, while many of the locals supported the Royalist party
(Maratzidis 2009[2001]: 100–9). The two parties had brought the country to the brink of civil
war during WWI.45 Hence, royalist newspapers, in the context of the political divide, initiated an
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For example, the Greek dialect of the northwestern Anatolia is identical to that of the north Aegean and
very close to the idiom of Thessaly and west Macedonia.
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The stereotype constituted a distortion of a local Black Sea tradition of jokes that usually employ a couple
of buffoonish friends. These two anecdotal characters were transformed from representations of Karadeniz
goofiness into representations of Karadeniz/Pontic people in general.
45

The conflict between the two leading political parties of the era is known as the “National Schism” in
Greek historiography. See the relevant chapter in Clogg 2001; Galland 2000; Koliopoulos and Veremis 2010.
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openly anti-refugee propaganda that reproduced all the racist stereotypes mentioned above and
called on authorities to protect the rights of the indigenous and authentic Greeks against the
ethnically impure invaders (Konotgiorgi ibid.). In Greek Macedonia, in areas of thick Pontic
settlement, the political dimension often took the form of state oppression, since most of the state
representatives were from old Greece and therefore often supporters of the Royalist party. In this
way the locals-refugee conflict also contributed to the center (Athens) versus periphery
(Macedonia) competition and to the separation between nation and statecommon and
constitutive elements of Greek nationalism (Koliopoulos and Veremis 2010: 5–6).
Social seclusion, mutual hostility, the refugee stigma, and its cultural representation
began to wane during the 1940s as a result of the WWII and the Civil War (1944–1949). The
experience of WWII functioned as social glue. Locals and refugees found themselves fighting on
the same side against a common enemy. Many of the southern Greeks encountered Pontians in
very positive terms while fighting along the borders of Greek Macedonia (Vergeti 2000[1994]:
230–2). The Nazi occupation (1941–1944) and the Civil War created new political and social
divisions that reproduced only partially the older divide.46 The hostility between locals and
refugees played out often during the Nazi occupation and the Civil War, with the two groups
choosing opposite sides. However, it did not acquire a unified nationally manifestation.
Even though Romanía [the Roman lands, Byzantine Empire, metonimically Pontos] is gone,
it flourishes again and gives fruit anew.

Social integration: 1951–1994
The 1950s were years of slow but stable improvement for the Pontians. The Pontic
Greeks gradually started winning the acceptance of mainstream Greek society. The main reason
46

The Greek Civil War took place between the guerilla organization of EAM, led by the Greek Communist
Party, and the National Greek army supported by the UK and USA. It ended in 1949 with the defeat of the
Communists, leaving the country totally ravaged and destroyed and with casualties as high as those of WWII.
For a preliminary discussion see Koliopoulos 1997; Maratzidis 2009[2001]; Margaritis 2001; Stavrianos 1964.
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for this transformation was that contrary to the previous decades by the 1950s the refugees
stopped being visibly underprivileged, (Kailaris 2002: 151). The 1940s reshuffled economic
inequality according to new premises. The destruction, dislocation, and famine brought by the
Nazi occupation and the Civil War harmed all Greeks to similar degrees, throwing the majority
of the population, locals and refugees alike, into conditions of devastation and desperation like
those the refugees had experienced in the 1920s.
A second factor was the inclusive policies of the Greek state. Institutional and legal
equality between locals and refugees enabled Pontians to participate in the country’s economic
life, regardless of discriminatory behavior by individual state representatives. The new social
divisions mitigated further the locals-refugees conflict. The uninstitutionalized discrimination
against refugees had been replaced by a centrally promoted, institutionalized and legal,
systematic discrimination and persecution of any Greek citizen of “leftist” personal or family
sympathies, regardless of origin.
These state policies initially brought results in the 1960s and 1970s. They were reflected
and manifested in the emergence of a new refugee generation who, having participated in the
Greek educational system, were able to function more efficiently within Greek society. The
linguistic barrier was demolished, since the new generation was fluent in Modern Greek. Many
of the second-generation Pontic refugees had managed to acquire above average education and to
become specialized professionals. The social visibility of Pontic teachers, bureaucrats,
policemen, and even doctors and lawyers in some rare cases,47 improved the group’s reputation
as a whole.

47

I am referring to the education beyond the elementary level, which was mandatory. In the 1950s, the
profession of a clerk in the civil sector could be claimed only with a high school degree. College degrees
demanded tuition that few were able to afford.
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Pontians recognize education as the most powerful factor for their integration. In fact,
they present themselves as more skilled in letters than other groups in Greek Macedonia.
According to Pontic stereotypes, the Vlachs have excelled in livestock farming, the Thracians in
agriculture, the Asia Minor Greeks in commerce, and the Pontians in letters. Consider the
following anecdotal tale:
God dropped [rained] plows on a field. The Thracians went and took them. Then he
dropped scales, the Karamanlis [generic term for Turkish speaking Greeks; here meaning
Asia Minor refugees] went and took them. Lastly he dropped books. These were taken by
the Pontians.

Whether this is really true is open to question.
An unquestionable manifestation of the Pontic social integration during the 1950s is the
re-establishment on Greek soil of the religious institutions of the ancestral Pontic homeland. In
1951, Pontic politicians and intellectuals, led by the playwright, doctor, and journalist Filon
Ktenidis, founded the new monastery of the Virgin Mary of Sumela, on the Vermion Mountain.
The project had been conceived by Ktenidis and promoted by a Pontic association he organized
for the cause. The foundation of the monastery enjoyed the support of the Greek state and of the
majority of the local population. The new monastery became the new home of the legendary and
miraculous icon of the Virgin Mary.48 The monastery’s administration was assigned to a
committee comprised of church notables and of the heads of the Pontic association. It was an
official recognition of the primacy of Pontians in Macedonia, and also epitomized the
transformation of Macedonia into the new fatherland of the Pontic refugees.
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The icon was hosted for centuries in the original Monastery of the Virgin Mary in Pontos. According to
Orthodox religious lore the Apostle Luke himself created it in Athens, where it was kept before its transfer to
Pontos in the fifth century A.D. The salvage of the icon resembles a spy movie. The fleeing monks buried the
icon outside the old monastery in Turkey, fearing it would be destroyed. In the 1930s, in the context of the
Ankara Agreement, the Turkish authorities gave permission to Pontic monks to visit the location, dig out the
icon, and take it with them back to Greece. Until 1952, the icon resided in the Byzantine Museum of
Thessaloniki.
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Within the following three decades Pontians “rebuilt,” the three other historical Pontic
monasteries in Greek Macedonia as well: Saint John of Vazelonos, Saint George of Peristereota,
and the Virgin Mary of Goumera. The new Pontic monasteries can be interpreted as nodes in a
semiotic fusion between Pontos and the new homeland of Greek Macedonia. All four
monasteries, and, thanks to the icon, the new Monastery of Sumela especially, have become panOrthodox pilgrimage centers, attracting visitors from throughout Greece and abroad. In short, the
rebirth of the Pontic sacred geography in Macedonian soil offered a new spiritual mapping of the
region that follows Greek-centric religious symbols and institutions. The re-establishment of
Pontic religious institutions in the 1950s was part of the political use of religious sentiment
against the spread of Communism. The distorted representation of Greek Communism as an
atheist, Slavic, irredentist ideology dominated the official political discourse of the Cold War era.
In this context, the politics of religious affect acquired special momentum. Religious sentiment
was promoted as a barrier to Communist promises of equality.
Regardless of institutional support from the state and Church, social integration was
gradual and slow. Pontic Greeks narrate incidents of verbal abuse, ridicule, and violence as
common through the 1960s and still happening as late as the 1980s. Thanasis Stilidis in one of
the interviews narrates:
When I came in Thessaloniki to study [early 1980s], I joined the Pontic Student
Association. I remember, that on the eve of Christmas we were going out all the Pontic
students to chant the Pontic carols in the streets of the city. Well, in Kapani [covered
market in the city’s center], some, many actually, people would turn to our direction and
spit with contempt (Stilidis, Th., Int. 3/27/2012).

However, the post-1950s narratives of abuse are different compared to those before. Examine the
two examples that follow. The first quoted in Vergeti’s book (2000[1994]: 245), is from before
the 1950s, the second by the president of the Pontic Association Euxeinos Leshe of Thessaloniki,
Kostas Apostolidis, took place in the 1960s.
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In 1949, when I was seven years old, the population of my entire village was moved into
a village of locals. The reason was the civil war. Our village was near the mountains and
the communist guerillas would often use it to get supplies. It was there and then that I
experienced what the grown ups were talking about: that we were not welcome, that we
were refugees, strangers. […] We, the Pontic kids, would play and walk even, all
together, because the kids of the locals if they get us by ourselves, alone, would beat us. I
still remember the fear I felt once when a local kid chased me. I still remember his friends
shouting, “Get him! Get him!”
It was when I was in Kozani [city of western Macedonia], in junior high. There, in the
school, we were from different backgrounds and from all the surrounding villages:
Vlachs [Aromanians], Pontians, Slavic Macedonians, local Greek Macedonians etc. So I
remember we were playing basketball and in the course of the game one from the
opposing team, a local Macedonian from the town of Kozani, turned and told me “Get
lost! Tourklari!” [variation of the main insult of Turk,] I got furious!!! Without thinking
anything I jumped on him, I am short as you see and he was really tall, and start beating
him. We ended on the ground wrestling before the others separated us. They took us to
the headmaster. He got the local kid suspended for five days. I got nothing!

The two narratives differ on a variety of levels, signaling the gradual integration of
Pontians and refugees, as well as changing social realities. In the first case the violence is
collective and takes place as community conflict: the Pontic youth versus the local youth, the
Pontic community versus the local community. The competition and hostility reflects the pre1950s division into insular communities. In the second case, the narrator is an urban
immigrant—a social reality more and more common after 1960. Violence in the second case is
individual, from one person to another. As such it is more manageable. In the first case, the
response of Pontians is passive. It is characterized by fear and exemplifies the refugee
predicament and the sentiment of alienation and isolation. The Pontian ran to escape the
tormentor. In the second case, the Pontian responds dynamically. Even more importantly, the
defensive posture of the Pontian does not get him into trouble. The insulter is penalized and the
Pontian is vindicated. Most of the violence and abuse accounts of the 1950s and 1960s exemplify
the will and decision of Pontians to fight back (see also Chapter 3). In general, the second (or
third according to others) generation of Pontians presents an obvious determination to win the
social place and acceptance they deserve.
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Refugee integration was furthered during the 1960s and the 1970s as a result of broader
social and economic transformations. By the 1970s, a large number of Greek workers emigrated
to the USA, Canada, Australia, and Germany. From 1960 to 1980, Greece experienced a
relatively rapid economic development and intense urbanization. Migration, urbanization, and
technological progress deconstructed Pontic agricultural autonomy along with the last remnants
of social seclusion. Urban and foreign immigrants found themselves belonging to new social
categories and identities that imposed new lines of connections, affiliations, and division.
Economic development and social transformation were accompanied and supported by the
rhetoric of modernism. Greek identity was reshaped in accordance with a mainstream
nationalism, presented as cosmopolitan citizenship, distanced from the regional and ethnic
attachments of the recent past (Clogg 2007; Close 2002).
By the 1980s, the Pontians had fully integrated into the Greek state. Certain economic
developments favored parts of the Pontic population. The impressive development of Greek
tourism after 1970 skyrocketed the value of the seaside. The high demand for housing in Athens
and Thessaloniki as a result of urbanization similarly affected the value of the refugee properties
in the outskirts of the two large cities. Urban refugees and seaside farmers thus acquired wealth.
For example the once muddy and malaria-stricken Pontic seaside suburb of Kalamaria, in
Thessaloniki, became one of the most expensive suburbs in Greece during the 1980s. Pontians
who had settled there in 1923 became the owners of some of the most expensive property.
The democratization of Greek society since 1974 and the rise in living standards after
1980 encouraged the promotion of cultural difference and alternative Greekness. Hence,
Pontians acquired special symbolic capital as the bearers of a different Greek culture. The very
cause of the 1920s social isolation was now celebrated as a sign of cultural particularity. In this
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new favorable climate Pontians began promoting their particular interpretation of Greek history
in more persuasive ways. The re-interpretation of the 1913–1923 violence in Anatolia as
genocide was first adopted and promoted in Greece by Pontic historians. In the context of this
discourse, Pontians appear as representatives of Greeks in general, acquiring a national role. If
the 1950s witnessed Pontians acquiring an important role within Greek Macedonia, the 1980s
witnessed them developing an agency of national scale. Since the 1980s, Pontians have not
demanded simply the acceptance of the broader Greek society but the recognition of their
particular cultural heritage and historical interpretation. They demand integration on their own
terms. In 1994 the Greek house of parliament officially adopted the Pontic historical
interpretation by proclaiming May 19 as a national day of memory, devoted to the
commemoration of the Pontic genocide.
Right to Remember!
(Charalambidis 2004)

After 1994: Recognizing the Pontic Genocide
Pontic identity politics have been dominated since the 1980s by two activities: the
cultivation and propagation of Pontic cultural heritage, especially Pontic music, and the
promotion of the recognition of the Greek/Pontic genocide. I will close this chapter with a short
description and commentary on the latter practice.
Since the 1980s and early 1990s, when the first claims about the Pontic genocide were
made, Pontic historical discourse has won the support and acceptance of Greek public opinion
and of the majority of the political parties. In recent years, May 19 is honored as the day of
Pontic genocide commemoration. A variety of commemorative ceremonies take place in the
entire country, organized usually by Pontic associations but with the participation of state
officials. The most official recognition is the appearance of the presidential honor guard wearing
the Pontic folk costume.
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In addition, Pontic associations and cultural institutions have exerted significant influence
on other realms of Greek politics. Their activities eventually prompted institution representatives
of other Greek refugees to join the genocide recognition struggle. In 1998 the Greek parliament
proceeded with a new law that recognized as genocide the 1913–1923 extermination of the
Ottoman Greeks in general. In 2006 the Pontic associations led the reactions against a
controversial history school textbook, eventually achieving its revision. Pontic associations
supported the Ecumenical Patriarchate in its efforts to gain the permission of the Turkish
authorities for an annual re-operation of the historical monastery of the Virgin Mary of Sumela
in Turkey. In 2010 the efforts of the Patriarchate brought fruit and the monastery’s main church
operates every 15th of August for the celebration of the Domrition. In 2014, Pontians demanded
and achieved the inclusion of the Greek genocide within the new anti-racist legislation.
In general, the promotion of the Greek, and Pontic more particularly, genocide has been
by far the most powerful aspect of Pontic identity politics. The Pontic genocide movement has
questioned the officially established Greek historical discourse; it has disturbed the Turkish
nationalist discourse at its core; it has flattered Greek nationalism and political conservatism,
exposed the theoretical and historical inconsistencies of the Greek left, and it has affected
negatively, without, however, disturbing practically, the relations between Greece and Turkey.
Greek and Turkish official historical discourses present the ethnic violence that signaled
the collapse of the Ottoman Empire as initiated, and perpetrated more systematically and to a
larger extent, by the opposite side. However, both discourses describe these events as the result
of an inevitable conflict between the two competing nations that got out of hand due to the
severity of the fighting. In this context, the violent events that marked the conclusion of the
Ottoman era are represented as a tragedy, the unavoidable outcome of national conflict.
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In Turkish nationalist discourse the final outcome of the wars is represented as a victory,
a final salvation of the nation from the exterminating policies of the imperialist west and a rebirth
of a new nationalist, and therefore real, Turkey. The 1919–1922 conflict, more particularly, is
actually celebrated in Turkey as a “war of independence,” a paradoxical characterization given
the course of the historical events. Contrary to the Turkish interpretation of a war of
independence, the 1919–1922 conflict was between Greece and the Turkish nationalists over the
imposition of the Sevres treaty, the result of WWI, in which the Ottoman Empire had willingly
participated, joining the Central Powers from the very beginning. Moreover, the Ottoman
territory was not entirely occupied. The conflict can be characterized at beast as defensive for the
Turks/Ottomans, not as a war of independence.49
The idea behind the characterization of “independence” is that the Sevres treaty
constituted an enslavement of the Turkish nation worked out by the Ottomans and the foreigners
who controlled them. The Christian minorities are included in the latter category and equated
with the foreign powers. In this way the Empire’s Christian minorities, Ottoman citizens
themselves, are easily characterized as foreign agents, a foreign body to the Turkish lands,
regardless of their native status and their political ideologies. More importantly, the Christian
minorities are paradoxically identified with the Ottoman authorities versus the Turkish nation
and hence defined as part of the very power structure system that initiated the Christian
expulsion and extermination in the first place. Turkish nationalist discourse demonizes Christians
and Ottomans together, while simultaneously validating the policies of the latter (Akçam 2004:
16–25). It conceals the continuity between the Ottoman elite and the ruling class of the Turkish
republic, and exonerates the Kemalist leadership from every criminal accusation. The
49

Even this characterization, of the 1919–1922 as a defence war, can be questioned. The characterization and
historical definition of this armed conflict is not a priority of this dissertation.
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designation of the conflict as a war of independence not only justifies the violence against the
Christian minorities as defensive, but also represents it as a necessary condition for national
independence and political autonomy. The foreign body had to go. It was the only way for the
Turkish nation to survive. I have encountered this belief many times among secular Turks,
usually, summarized in the phrase, “Back then, it was either you or us.”
The assertion of a Christian genocide exemplifies that the extermination and expulsion of
the Christian populations were not necessary for the survival of the Turkish population. They
were a stage of national homogenization directed by the interests of the Ottoman-Turkish elite.
The selection of May 19, the date on which Kemal initiated the armed resistance against the
invading Greek army, for the commemoration of the Pontic genocide is neither accidental nor
random. By promoting this date, Pontic institutions and historians interrogate the essence of
Turkish nationalist discourse (Charalambidis 2004). Given the questioning of the very Turkish
nationalist myth by the genocide discourse, some diplomatic tension is to be expected.
The established Greek approach to the 1913–1923 events is characterized by an
overemphasis on the events of 1922 and a general stance of mourning. The overemphasis on the
1922 events exemplifies the gaze of the Greek majority, of the Aegean area. Hence, the
experiences of the Thracian and Pontic Greeks who were targeted earlier in a more systematic
way are relatively downplayed in the official discourse. The stance of mourning is exemplified in
the use of the words “tragedy” and “Catastrophe.” Catastrophe encapsulates the terminal
destruction of the Hellenism of Asia Minor. The consequences of irrevocability that the word
implies suggest the loss of the lands of Anatolia for good and the final death of the vision of a
greater Greece. The interpretations of tragedy and Catastrophe almost endow the 1913–1923
events with the inevitability of a natural disaster. The pre-1994 Greek discourse describes the
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violence against the Ottoman Greeks in a generalizing fashion as Turkish crimes against the
successful Greek liberation campaign—as an ad hoc violent reaction to the Greek liberation
expeditions and not as part of an organized, centrally promoted plan. While the impression is that
the Pontic interpretation is nationalistic, this is far from truth. A serious genocide thesis,
historically well documented, recognizes certain perpetrators and ideologies. The pre-1994
Greek interpretation suggests a representation of the Turks as innately violent, validating, in this
way, the Greek expedition as a necessary act against a naturally and innately violent Other.
In summary, Greek and Turkish established discourses promote a mystifying and
ideological interpretation of the violence that can be crystallized in three theses of which the first
is common: (1) the natural conflict thesis, according to which the extermination was the
inevitable outcome of ethnic conflict; (2) the defensive thesis of Turkish nationalism, according
to which the extermination was the only viable option for the defending Turks; and (3) the Greek
nationalist thesis of innate Turkish violence. All three theses are premised on recognizing the
Greeks and Turks as two separate nations that need to occupy respective national territories.
The reinterpretation of these events as genocide troubles these theses in a variety of ways,
opening several possibilities of discursive development. These possibilities can be both superand anti-nationalistic depending on the political ideology of the interpreter. The genocide claim
locates certain responsibilities and demands further analysis and explanations. At the same time,
it can be used for the vindication of more conservative Greek nationalist theorizations,
encouraging dormant but always present irredentist tendencies within Greek society, and
allowing the development of discourses of ethnic purity and national superiority. More
importantly, it can hypothetically encourage practices of political destabilization, irredentism,
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and the export of revolutionary ideology, especially among the Pontic-speaking populations of
contemporary Karadeniz. The latter possibilities are the main concern of Turkish diplomacy.
The individuals and institutions, historians, politicians, and cultural associations that have
promoted the Pontic Greek sensitivities have clearly distanced themselves from any destabilizing
and irredentist agendas. The Pontic associations have declared that they do not desire any kind of
compensation either in land or in money from Turkey and that they demand only an official
apology on behalf of the Turkish state (Charalambidis 2004). The vast majority of Pontians I
have worked with understand land compensation as both impractical and unfair. In short, there is
no official, conscious, or visible irredentist demand in Pontic discourse. The discourse is purely
historical, reflecting the past-oriented character of Pontic identity (see Chapter 3). Even Pontians
who have visited the properties and houses of their ancestors in Karadeniz reject the idea of
compensation as politically destabilizing, dangerous, and unfair for the people who live currently
in the once Pontic lands. Moreover, they all agree that their future and lives are in Greece.
Consider the following statements by my friends and fieldwork associates, Theofilos Kastanidis
and Dimitris Yopaz Sotiriadis:
We are not talking about return of territory. No, no, no, no, no, no! Such ideas are
dangerous! The only thing we are asking for is an apology: the phrase “we are sorry” and
a promise that such things will not happen again. Border changes!? This is beyond
discussion! We are not even discussing such a possibility! No!
I like the idea of returning back to the lands of our ancestors, but only under the
necessary condition or guarantee that our return would not somehow disturb or harm the
people that currently live there.

Even more indicative of the general Pontic mentality of no reclamation is the following narration
from a 2012 interview:
Intrelocutor: Actually I have 30 stremmata there [meaning contemporary
Pontos/Kardeniz] that are under my father’s name. Supposedly I can go and claim them
with the support of three local witnesses… but what can I do with such land? […] Go
there and live among the Turks? It is a field of hazelnut trees. […]
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Ioannis Tsekouras.: You know, I do not think you can claim the land, anyway.
According to the Lausanne treaty it must be exchangeable property…
- No, man. I can claim it, I tell you. But there is the issue of what to do with it….

The interlocutor in this excerpt is under the illusion that he can reclaim part of his ancestors’
property.50 However, he finds it rather unnecessary to do so, even though the property seems of
high value (a hazelnut field). His life is in Greece. To be in Karadeniz surrounded by people of a
different nationality seems to him unrealistic and unimportant.
Regardless, the Pontic genocide movement has attracted a typical crowd of public
“dancers” (to use Kountera’s benign phrasing for parasites): conservative politicians, selfproclaimed specialists, political consultants, and retired military officers have highjacked the role
of the Pontic and Greek memory protector. These individuals reproduce a polemical and
emotional rhetoric that, based on nationalist stereotypes, flatters Greek chauvinism. Although
this discourse has never been officially adopted, it exerts significant charm and has found its way
into many Pontians’ discourse, usually in the context of partial debates or in efforts to sensitize
the public opinion.
Such phenomena are common in every public debate. In the Pontic case, they have been
encouraged by the general neglect of Pontic history by Greek academia. This neglect is the
indirect result of the complete identification of Pontians with Greek ethnonationalism and of the
consequent compartmentalization of Pontic identity and history as a topic of Greek regional
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I encountered many narrations regarding visits of Pontians back to Karadeniz and of how the locals of their
ancestral villages treated them with exceptional hospitality. Many of these narratives were about the offering of
property by the locals to the visiting Greeks, very often of that left behind by their ancestors. The encounter
between Pontians and contemporary Pontic-speaking Karadenizlis needs special study. Visitors from Greece
often develop a discourse of exotic idealization that misrepresents the Pontic-speaking Muslims. Regardless of
the intentions of the locals and the credibility of the Pontians’ narratives, all property left behind by the Greeks
has been declared as exchangeable with the 1930 complementary agreement between Kemal and Venizelos. In
this sense, the deeds the interlocutor talks about are useless. The Greeks are not only forbidden from claiming
the property left behind by their ancestors, they are also forbidden according to Turkish law to purchase as
individuals any land property in Turkey. The same prohibition exists also for Russian and Armenian citizens.
This is not the case for companies or institutions from these countries.
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studies (see Chapter 3). Initially the Pontic genocide claim did not receive any kind of official,
state or academic, support. The first to support a genocide thesis was the University of Vienna
professor and Pontic historian Polychronis Enepekidis (1962). Enepekidis based his
interpretation only on the Austrian archives, failing to persuade Greek academia. As a result, the
genocide claim acquired a popular and amateur character, emerging during the 1980s in the
context of a Pontic revival (see Chapter 3) and thanks to the efforts of the Pontic visionary and
politician Michalis Charalambidis. This political, unofficial, and non-academic, mobilization,
entailed a voluntary, private, and unorganized engagement of individuals and Pontic institutions,
and as a result lapsed often into frail historical interpretations, exaggerations, and sloppy, often
contradictory, emotional argumentation—an ideal environment for the public opinion dancers.
Eventually, the Greek political establishment supported the Pontic demands in the context of
political competition with Turkey. The recognitions of 1994 and 1998 took place within the
intense political and diplomatic conflict between the two countries of the 1990s. Many of the
politicians who pushed the issue in the house of parliament meant the genocide claim as part of
“a new strategy of a dynamic response to the Turkish aggression” (Kostopoulos 2007: 266–73).
A systematic genocide history recommenced during the 1980s and the 1990s among a
few Pontic academics. It was the first complete historical analysis of the Pontic demands but it
did not escape the polemical character of socio-political mobilization. Fotiades (1990), for
example, argued in more persuasive ways for a genocide interpretation using a variety of
resources and archival evidence. Nevertheless, his early writings suffer obviously from obsolete
theories and crude generalizing interpretations that echo Greek nationalism.
As a result, a significant number of Greek academics, especially those identifying with
the Marxist and post-structuralist schools, rejected the Pontic claim, recognizing it as a populist
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nationalist reinterpretation that reproduces Greek ethnocentrism and double standards. The
detractors’ arguments are equally sloppy in the sense that they usually do not deal with the
historical evidence, they base their claims almost entirely on theoretical analysis exemplifying
this way an anti-historical ideological essentialism, they reproduce a reversal of the nationalist
discourse that they supposedly fight, and they exemplify a shocking ignorance of genocide
theory. The rejection of the Pontic thesis has also attracted self-proclaimed anti-nationalists, who
do not hesitate to reproduce claims of Turkish nationalism and of old-fashioned anti-refugee
discourse with a Marxist or anarchist guise.51
Pontic historians have further developed and refined their analysis (e.g. Agtzidis 2005;
Fotiades 2004). Lately Pontic and in general Greek genocide claims have received support
outside Greece (e.g. Agtzidis et al. 2013; Hofmann 2010). The detractors have failed to address
this more developed discourse. The silence of the deniers regarding the 2007 IAGS resolution is
characteristic. In short, the majority of the disclaimers do not really react to the interpretation of
genocide but to the political momentum it has acquired and especially to the effort by some
Pontic representatives to transform the acceptance of the genocide interpretation into a
normalizing law. Like every claim of genocide, the Pontic/Greek case evokes difficult questions
regarding the legal treatment of genocide recognition, the limits of historical research, and the
theoretical validity of the term “genocide” itself. Moreover, like every such movement, the
“Right to Remember” group presents popular characteristics and theoretical contradictions.
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This mentality exemplifies in my opinion a deep guilt of the Greek left for the crimes committed by Greek
nationalism. The interesting and especially problematic issue here is that the rejection of the Pontic claims as
nationalistic burdens with the guilt a group that had the smallest involvement to the pre-1922 Greek ethnic
violence. The representation of the Pontians as nationalists is also inaccurate and deeply insulting for the largest
part of the Pontic populations who have traditionally supported politically the Left and the Socialist Party of
Greece. In short, most of the deniers do not have a clue about the Pontians and they premise their critique
exclusively on theoretical analyses that concerns hypothetical theoretical consequences of the genocide claims
under a nationalist political agenda.
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Regarding the Pontic identity discourse, the genocide debate reveals two important
characteristics. First, Pontians have propagated a claim of genocide, without any obvious
material and political outcome. The genocide concerns predominately Pontic and Greek
collective memory. This connection is exemplified beyond any doubt by the very slogan that
summarizes the Pontic struggle for genocide recognition, “Right to Remember!” In this sense,
even in its most political and controversial aspect Pontic identity discourse concerns history and
defines a community of memory.
Secondly, the absence of any compensation demands, the purely historical and idealist
character of the demands for recognition, the normative tendencies of the demands within
Greece, and the debate against Greek scholars, reveal that Pontians are equally concerned with
the acceptance of their claim by the entirety of Greek society. The Pontic genocide discourse
seems often to address not so much the Turkish, but the Greek state, articulating indirectly but
clearly a complaint of neglect and the marginalization of Pontic identity. The clarification of
these two conclusions demands a close examination of Pontic identity discourse and its relation
to Greek nationalism.
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CHAPTER 3
PONTIC IDENTITY DISCOURSE:
BETWEEN NATIONAL MAINSTREAM AND CULTURAL PARTICULARISM

In Pontic Greek the sense of belonging, inclusion in a group, in short, collective identity, is
connoted with the special expression t’ emeteron, literally “of our own,” or “one of us.” In this
chapter I provide a concise presentation of the different significations entailed in the t’ emeteron
expression, the different meanings and conceptualizations of the Pontic senses of belonging
throughout Pontic history. I consider these resignifications collectively as Pontic identity
discourse. In other words, I conceptualize “Pontic identity discourse” as the discursive
negotiations, definitions, delineations, and crystallizations of the social category of collective
identity called “Pontians,” or “Pontic Greeks.”
In this chapter, I address the ideological, social, and political negotiation of this category
of collective identification—the power structures, social processes, and ideological constructs
that have informed and affected who the Pontians are, and what is considered Pontic. More
specifically, I examine the discursive formation of Pontic identity in relation to the broader
discourses of regionalism, ethnicity, nationalism, and modernity that frame it. I deal here only
with symbolic, oral and written, articulations of Pontic sense of belonging, rather than broader
semiotic processes. This distinction is premised on the discourse of my interlocutors, who
recognize the musico-poetic experience of the parakathi as ineffable: in contrast to and beyond
the strict definitions offered by language.52

52

Needless to say, this distinction is more of a perspective, a point of view. As it is demonstrated by a
multitude of studies on performance the symbolic of language and the ineffable of the affective are inextricably
connected within the continuity of the performance experience (e.g., Guss 2000).
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I analyze Pontic identity discourse according to four, vaguely defined, interrelated and
overlapping, formations that I call discursive crystallizations: (1) regionalism or regionalization,
(2) ethnicization, (3) nationalization, and (4) the discourse of tradition or “folklorization.” I call
these formations, discursive crystallizations because they exist as tendencies or incomplete
processes: discursive routes or rhetorical strategies that emphasize different but related
connections to broader world-organizing discourses. They exist in a continuum rather than as
organized and separated ideological positions and they overlap from the very first emergence of
the ethnological category of “the Pontians.” Nevertheless, they dominate different periods of
Pontic history. Regionalism dominates the pre-1922 period; ethnicization concerns the post-1922
emergence of the Pontians as a sub-national dislocated Greek group; nationalization refers to the
negotiation of the Greek citizenship of the Pontians in relation to the Greek nationalist discourse,
a process that dominated the 1951–1994 period. Finally, the grand idée of tradition (paradhosi)
and the folkloric discourse that surrounds it, bring all these discursive formations together
signaling the emergence of a Pontic movement of self-presentation.53 The final section deals with
how contemporary Pontians reflect on their identity and more specifically on how they
understand the process of identification with Pontic tradition. Concerning the post-1922 era, the
periods of the discursive crystallizations, emerge in relation to generation cycles (Eyerman
2004). Every new generation of Pontic refugees articulates its discourse of Pontic historical
continuity negotiations of the collective traumas of genocide and dislocation. Collective trauma
and historical continuity are negotiated in close proximity to the social and political conditions of
the Pontic reality.

53

As I explain in the introduction, ethno-regionalism, albeit useful, constitutes an academic concept.
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Regionalism: Pontic Identity and the Birth of the Greek Nation
It is highly doubtful whether there was any Pontos-focused sense of belonging among the
Greek Orthodox Ottoman subjects of northeastern Anatolia before the emergence of Greek
nationalism. The scarce data do not clarify whether they understood themselves in relation to a
representation of a common region. However, we can safely assume that the word t’ emeteron,
“of our own,” a generic recognition of belonging to a common group, pre-dated the emergence
of Greek nationalism. The scarce evidence indicates that prior to developing national
consciousness the Christian inhabitants of northeastern Turkey espoused identity constructs
similar to those of other Ottoman Christian subjects (Andeadis 1984; Bryer 1991; Terzopoulou
1966).
Ethno-social identity within the Ottoman Empire was fluid and multidimensional. The
millet system provided broad categories of religious affiliation that were divisible into, and
transcendable by, multitudes of group formations and cohorts determined by both micro-local
factors, like kinship, community, and clan, and by translocal factors like professional, religious,
and cultural networks. Clan relations, kinship, and community often provided the grid for the
building of trans-local networks. This does not mean merely that a person had multiple identities
(true for personhood in general) or that there were no culturally and linguistically defined
groups, but that identities could be defined and experienced in relation to categories that existed
both across and within linguistic and territorial frontiers (Mazower 2000; Finkel 2005). In short,
collective identity in the Ottoman Empire did not give priority to the ethnological (territorial and
linguistic) terms of the Enlightenment ethnicity (as a sub-category of or basis for nation),
initiated by Herder and Montesquieu (Özkırımlı 2005[2001]: 16–20).
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In pre-nationalist Karadeniz or Pontos, clan was extremely important. On a transOttoman level, the millet identity, although broad, provided a powerful religious-based sense of
belonging that negotiated the religious inequality of the Empire’s power structures. The category
of Rum millet, although an Ottoman construct, reproduced a sense of belonging to a pre-Ottoman
community of sentiment, that of the Orthodox Church. Membership in the Church and the
experience of the Orthodox religious affect, the latter mediated and performed through the
ecclesiastical ritual practices and hierarchies, provided a powerful sense of historical continuity
and cultural belonging (Runciman 1968; Stavrianos 1964). Therefore, in the pre-nationalism era
Karadeniz, the Pontic phrase for “our own,” t’emeteron, depending on the context, could signify
membership in a clan, a community, a locality, a professional group, and/or the pan-Ottoman
Rum millet of Orthodox faith.
The name “Pontos” was withdrawn from official use by the sixth century A.D. The reemergence of the geographical term, and consequently of the group denomination “Pontians,”
took place in the nineteenth century in the context of the Greek national awakening. Pontic
identity discourse constituted first a case of regionalism, defining the “Pontic” as a regional
manifestation of a broader Greek nation. The promotion of a regionally Greek identity
contextualized all the pre-nationalist senses of belonging as parts of the broader group of the
Greek nation. In the Ottoman Empire, nations emerged out of the millet religious communities
(Koliopoulos and Veremis 2010: 4; Stavrianos 1964). It was a process of ethno-nationalism, in
the sense that the emerging nations were defined ideologically on cultural criteria (Özkırımlı and
Sofos 2008[2007]: 34–7); cultural differences were mobilized and constructed for erecting ethnic
boundaries that delineated separate nations (Barth 1996[1969]; Wilson 1973). Greek nationalism
entailed the transformation of the Rum millet into a nation; the Orthodox Christian religious
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community, the yenos of the Romans, was transformed into the ethnos of the Greeks.54 The term
yenos, meaning literally genus, lies closer to the Latin natio. It referred to the living bodies that
comprised the Orthodox Church and to the religious traditions that ensured the collectivity’s
diachronic existence (Augustinos 1995).
The Greek word ethnos, of obvious etymology, suggested a new criterion of group
formation, the Greek civilization or culture (Koliopoulos and Veremis 2010: 4–7). The new
criterion meant also a change of the myth of origin. The Greek ethnos was born in classical
antiquity (Hellas/Greece) and not in the Byzantine era (Roman Empire). However, the traditions
of the Church were included into the Greek civilization as epochal manifestations of the
diachronically present Greek civilization, the essence of the cultural continuity thesis.55 In other
words, the emergence of the Greek ethnos suggested a broadening of the historical scope. Other
than this fundamental change, the transformation reproduced social and power structures that
characterized the Rum millet already. The leading class in the Greek ethnos was more or less the
leading class of the Rum millet (yenos) and the Orthodox Church could keep and actually renew
its spiritual role.56 More importantly the physical space of the Rum millet and of the Greek
nation were identical. The Greek nation claimed as its territory the Greek Orthodox dispersion
within the Empire and the economic networks they defined. The geographical presence of the
Church became the blueprint for the Greek national territory.
54

Needless to say that this was the initial objective of the eighteenth and nineteenth century Greek
intellectuals. The emergence of a multitude of nations out of the Rum millet indicates that the theories and
power structures of Greek nationalism did not appeal to a large part of the Rum subjects. The Ottoman category
and its internal structure validated the leadership of the Greek elite and reproduced inequalities of power,
cultural differences, and competitions that pre-dated the Ottoman conquest, including the division of the
Orthodox Church into Greek and Slavonic.
55

The continuity thesis asserts the diachronic presence of a Greek national civilization since the antiquity
through epochal manifestations. See Demaras 2000[1977].
56

Needless to say that this transformation, presented here rather crudely, involved a re-negotiation of power
relations, social conflicts, and ideological differentiations.
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The re-emergence of the name Pontos, and consequently of the Pontic identity, took most
probably place in the context of what Wolf terms “philosophical geography” (Wolf 1994)—the
nineteenth century revival of classical geographic denominations for contemporary territories.
Philosophical geography was central in Greek ethnogenesis. It allowed a connection of the
ancient past with contemporary political domains, the conflation of the classical Greek
geography with the administrative organization of the Orthodox Church. Philosophical
geography was essential for the validation of the national Greek civilization continuity thesis.
The name Pontos reproduced the idea that the territory of the Trebizond archbishopric is an
indispensable part of the historical motherland of Hellenism and its Greek Orthodox inhabitants,
the Pontians, part of the Greek nation.
The name “Pontos” entails the national Greek perspective also because it reproduces the
gaze from Aegean Greece. The meaning of the Greek word “Pontos” is “sea.” The use of the
term for land was initially a metonymy that stemmed from the Greek name for the Black sea,
Euxeinos Pontos. It referred to the “lands beyond the sea,” the limited territory of the Greek
colonies, in reality trading posts, of the antiquity (King 2004: 25–9). Hence, “Pontos,”
constitutes a metonymical connection between medium, the sea, and destination, the land,
reproducing the gaze of the traveler from the Aegean.57 The concepts of Pontos and the Pontians
were promoted via the Rum millet educational system, the quintessential propagator of Greek
nationalism in the Ottoman Empire after 1856. The education provided by the Greek schools was
organized according to the curriculum of the Greek state and it emphasized the inclusion of the
local Greek Orthodox populations in the Greek nation. In this ideological context, the regionalist
57

Maybe the most celebrated narrative of this gaze is Xenophon’s description of the reactions of the Greek
mercenaries when they faced the Black Sea from the mountains south of Trebizond (IV,vii: 20–26).
Xenophon’s Cyrus Anabasis had become an indispensable part of the curricula of the Greek schools of Pontos
already by the mid nineteenth century (Bryer 1991).
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character of Pontic identity discourse emphasized the connection between the locals and the
remaining Rums, as Greeks. Local cultural characteristics that today are celebrated, honored, and
mentioned as the essence of Pontianness, like the Pontic language, were excluded from the
educational curriculum. Τhe use of the Pontic language was often forbidden both in school
lessons and during recess (Vergeti 2000[1994]: 225).
It is not certain to what extent the Greek Orthodox Christians of northeastern Anatolia
adopted the terms “Pontos” and “Pontians.” By the second half of the nineteenth century and
early twentieth century, the graduates of the Greek schools were aware of the denominations and
of the historical and ethnological interpretations they implied (Bryer 1991). The pioneering
Pontic folklorists of the era use the name “Pontos” and to a lesser degree the identity
denomination “Pontians” extensively (Ioannidis 1981[1870]; Melanofridis 1987[1910];
Parharidis, A.I. 1985[1911]; Parharidis I. A. 1926). The ways that the inclusion into the regional
category validated national membership remain unspecified. This is not only due to the
uncertainty regarding the degree of identification with the Pontic collectivity, but also due to the
varying character of Greek nationalism among the Ottoman Rums.58
In summary, the identification with the Greek nation pre-contextualizes the emergence of
Pontic identity. Pontos and Pontic identity were initially parts of a Greek national regionalism
that emerged at the same time or even earlier as in other territories of the Empire. Pontic
regionalism manifested the rising identification of the pre-1922 Greek Orthodox Ottomans with
the idea of the Greek nation and it mediated the transformation of pre-existing identity
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Greek nationalism is not a unified movement. It presents a variety of inner discursive formations, often
conflicting. In the nineteenth-century Ottoman Empire there are two contrasting, although communicating,
theories of Greek nationalism: (1) the irredentist of the Greek state, and (2) the intellectual non-violent
nationalism, a kind of Ottoman Greek ethnicity, according to the teachings of the Greek intellectual Adamantios
Korais (1748-1833) who envisioned a cultural renaissance of the Greeks ethnos within the Ottoman Empire. See
Augustinos 1977; Kitromilidis, et al. 2010.
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constructs, like that of the Rum millet and of the clan-premised localism, into representations of
regionally manifested Greek ethnicity.
Ethnicization: the emergence of Pontic identity and the refugee predicament
In Greece, Pontic identity acquired its sub-national character. The denomination
“Pontian” became a term of self-ascription for more or less all the refugees from the Black Sea
region, signaling the emergence of the Pontians as a specific group. Most Pontians I worked with
point to this reality in an especially emphatic way: “We became Pontians here, in Greece!” or
“they called us Pontians for the first time here, in Greece!” The inclusion of the Pontians into the
Greek society redefined and transformed the Pontic sense of belonging, connoting cultural and
linguistic difference rather than a simple regional association.
Like every case of identity discourse, Pontianness exemplifies the dialectics between
negative, positive, outsider, and insider definitions (Burk and Stets 2009: 9–17). Identity
constitutes representations of what the self is that imply or respond to representations of what the
self is not or cannot be (Deridda 2011[2000(1972)]). Both negative and positive definitions are
shaped externally and internally: they are both imposed by outsiders and developed from inside
the group. These dialectics also mediate the hierarchical relations that frame how the “order of
things” takes shape, the broader structures within which social categories acquire meaning.
External (imposed) and negative definitions (what the self is not) usually precede the insiders’
(developed and responsive) and positive definitions (what the self is), without necessarily
emerging meticulously in this order. In short, collective self-representations emerge and are
negotiated in response to exclusion and inclusion to certain social and cultural categories by
institutions, the authorities, and the social majority and in relation to economic and social
realities (Seeman 2002; Turino 1993: 25–8).
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We can recognize four interrelated factors that demarcated the Pontians as a particular
collectivity: (1) the imposition of the term “Pontians” by the Greek authorities as a category of
ethnographic description; (2) the refugee stigma with all its traumatic complications; (3) cultural
and linguistic difference from a non-Pontic Greek majority, and (4) an intra-Pontic integration,
itself the outcome of the co-existence of Black Sea Greeks of different localities within the same
limited geographical space. The order of reference here is not meant as chronological. In reality
these four factors happened simultaneously as a snowballing of traumatic transformations.
Regarding the first factor, while in Pontos the category “Pontian” was part of an
education that was accessible by few, in Greece it became a top-down term of general ascription,
component of a social-ordering discourse. The denomination “Pontian” was one of four
categories used by the Greek state and the RSC for the classification of the refugees into
population groups, the other three being Thracian, Mikrasiatis (from Asia Minor), and Caucasian
(Kontogiorgi 2006: 95–6). More importantly, these categories were meant as taxa of refugee
membership, hence the second factor. In the new homeland the denomination “Pontian” was
meant as a refugee category suggesting a double negative definition of the Black Sea Greeks.
The refugee status meant that Pontians could be neither inhabitants of their ancestral homeland,
given their fait accompli expulsion, nor indigenous to the new homeland. This frustrating double
exclusion, what Clark calls “twice a stranger” (Clark 2006), lies at the core of the refugee
predicament. Refugees from Pontos and from Asia Minor frequently summarized double
exclusion as: “In Turkey we were Greeks and in Greece we were Turks” (Hirschon 1998 and
2003).
The realization of cultural and linguistic differences together with the local hostility
solidified the sentiment of exclusion, particularity, and differentiation from the rest of the Greeks
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(Fann 1991; Fann-Bouteneff 2002; Kailaris 2002; Lampsidis O.1973–74; Vergeti 2000[1994]).
This is characteristically manifested in the transformation of the t’ emeteron expression into an
in-group term—a fellow Pontian. This transformation among else resulted obviously from the
fact that only Pontic speakers are able to understand it.
The realization of the cultural difference came somehow as a shock, dominated by the
traumas of the refugee predicament and by the rejection from Greek society. Pontians
encountered a Greece much different than the idealized motherland of their school education.
Hence, the solidification of Pontic identity, the realization of a unifying Pontic cultural
difference that defines particular groupness, was accompanied by a deep disillusionment with the
new homeland (Vergeti 2000[1994]: 220–4). However, this rejection always had as an object the
Greek state, not the idea of Greece in general. Greece remained intact in the Pontic imagination
and was actually redefined in relation to the Pontic ancestral homeland. The gaze from the
Aegean, embodied in the name Pontos, was somehow reversed with Greece being the province
and Pontos being the real center of the t’emeteron Greece. The disillusionment can be interpreted
as a Pontic manifestation of a broader Greek rejection of the political center of Athens and its
representatives as insufficiently responding to the ideal and heritage of Greece (Herzfeld
1988[1985]: 26–33; Kavouras 1991: 385–96). As such, the Pontic disillusionment fits in a
broader distinction between state and nation that characterizes Greek regionalisms and
nationalism and lies at the core of Greek cultural intimacy (Herzfeld 2002[1997]: 1–6).
Rejection of the new country was combined with an idealized remembrance of the pre1922 life in the old homeland. Lampsidis describes this phenomenon as recall or recollection
(Lampsidis O. 1968). Recollection of the pre-1922 past is central to how Pontians distinguish
themselves from their Greek brethren. Recollection of and/or nostalgia for pre-1922 Pontos
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consists of practices of socialization that can be deemed particularly Pontic. The recollection of
the ancestral homeland exists as a socially and culturally differentiating attachment to the object
of loss that entails rituals of remembering. This attachment constitutes the means and the
objective in the performance of Pontic identity. It emerges, in an almost Lacanian character, as
an all-encompassing, self-defining, and unresolved lack (Homer 2005: 26).
The last factor, that of intra-Pontic integration, was of special importance in the
consolidating of Pontianness. The imposition of the ascription “Pontians” on the Black Sea
refugees as a whole meant neither an immediate and inclusive awareness of who Pontians are nor
an acceptance of every assertion of Pontianness. The different groups of Black Sea Greeks had
the tendency to recognize as “Pontians” (t’ emeteron) refugees of their own Pontic microlocality, sub-region or province of Pontic origin. The top-down and external origin of the refugee
classification contributed to the initial confusion. The class of the “Caucasians,” for example,
referred to the Pontic Greeks from Kars and Georgia. The negative connotations of the category
“Pontian” and the availability of another category of social placement caused many “Caucasian”
Greeks to deny Pontic identity and to promote a Caucasian identity instead (Athanasiadis and
Michailidis 2010). This separation was short-lived. The majority of the Greeks from Kars and
Georgia, aware of their cultural and historical relation to the rest of the Black Sea Greeks,
abandoned this line of internal differentiation quite early, claiming their membership in the
Pontic collectivity. Caucasians (or Karslidhes) refers today to a Pontic sub-group.
The proximity of settlement and the frequent socialization between the remnants of the
pre-1922 communities emphasized both similarities and differences. Certain sub-groups of
Pontians tended to exclude others on a variety of criteria. The micro-local ramifications of
broader social realities and identities played an important role. The civil war of the 1940s is a
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characteristic case. For certain Pontic Macedonian groups, Pontic identity was strongly
associated with political identity. The Turkish-speaking Pontians of Bafra and Samsun origin, for
example, were often excluded from the t’ emeteron designation by leftist Pontians due to the
formers’ strong identification with the conservative camp. That was the case especially between
the Caucasian Pontians from Kars who had sided with the left. Western Turkish speaking
Pontians and Caucasian Pontians fought ferociously against each other during the last year of the
German occupation and the civil war (Maratzidis 2009[2001]: 165–211). However, in many
cases, Pontic identity functioned inter-politically and against the broader divisions of the Greek
society.
For example, the community of the interlocutor below was, until recently, divided into
locals and Pontians. The latter were mostly from Kars, identified strongly, even before their
arrival in Greece, with the Left. The division between the village’s two communities was so deep
that intermarriage was avoided as late as the 1980s and the Pontic refugees, excluded from
community religious services and spaces, were forced to create their own graveyard and church.
During the 1940s Pontians of this village participated in the leftist guerilla movement led by the
Communist party, while locals supported the anti-communist forces.
We were all leftist, the locals were all conservatives and by conservatives I mean
collaborationists... […] on the April 2 1944 [...] the Germans came to the village
accompanied by the Yermanotsoliadhes [Nazi security force of Greek volunteers]. They
surrounded the village in order to execute the [Pontic] inhabitants; […] So, they
concentrated all the Pontians to execute them. Among the collaborationists were also the
so-called Turkophones, the forces of Kezar Batza, to be precise, renowned already from
their armed struggle in western Pontos [...] When the rounding up took place the women
of the locals were shouting, “Kill them! […] Kill the Pontians!” Kezar Batza hearing
these shouts, was insulted, “We are gathering the Pontians to kill them?? I am a Pontian
too!” So he started arguing with the locals and swearing at them in Turkish. In the
confusion the troops of HELAS [acronym for the “Hellenic People’s Army” of the
Communist Party] arrived, a battle started, and most of our people managed to escape. I
mean they executed after all only 35.
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In this case the leader’s Pontic identity caused him to avoid executing the Nazi orders.59
In summary the Pontians emerged as a distinctive sub-national group during the 1920s.
By this period we can talk about an awareness of a unifying and differentiating Black Sea culture
and origin. The emergence of Pontic identity and Pontic collectivity involved a process of
ethnicization, a culture-based sub-national differentiation, which, however, was far from
homogeneous. It entailed a negotiation of pre-1922 memories and realities according to
contemporary struggles and top-down taxonomies. A homogenous sense of Pontic identity
emerged later, as a result of the Pontic struggle for social integration into Greek society and the
mitigation of earlier social divisions.
Nationalization: The Pontians as Exemplary Greeks
The Pontic response against the “twice a stranger” character of the refugee predicament
can be analyzed in relation to two discursive strategies that are key to Pontic identity politics.
The first is that of nationalization, or the normalization of Pontic identity discourse within the
dogmas of Greek nationalism. The second is the celebration, preservation, and cultivation of
Pontic cultural difference as exemplary Greekness (Fann 1991). The nationalization process
dominated Pontic self-representation from 1950 to 1980. It concerned what most studies describe
as second-generation Pontians, those who were born in Greece between 1930 and 1960
(Efstathiadis 1992: 279–89; Vergeti 2000[1994]: 19–21 and 233–49). This does not mean that
the other discursive strategy was absent. It means simply that the celebration of cultural
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Many western Pontic guerilla groups started collaborating with the Axis powers and later with the Greek
national army because of changes in the Communist Party’s policies. In 1944 the Communist Party, in an effort
to both broaden its political base and to apply the principles of transnational emancipation, accepted in its ranks
Slavic paramilitaries. Many of the local Slavs of Greek Macedonia had sided already with the Bulgarian
occupation troops reacting to the oppressive policies of Hellenization applied by the Metaxas regime (1936–
1940). The Bulgarian occupying forces offered citizenship and privileges to the local Slavs and persecuted
vehemently the refugees. The Pontic guerillas who had been fighting against the Bulgarian occupying forces in
eastern Macedonia interpreted the Communist amnesty to the Slavic collaborationists as treachery. Also at the
same time, the Communist forces turned against the non-Communist guerillas, in order to set the resistance
movement under the absolute control of the Party. See Koliopoulos 1997; Maratzidis 2009[2001].
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difference acquired momentum after the inclusion into the national whole had been secured.
Both strategies claim social integration by asserting a double inclusion. Pontians, as indigenous
Greeks of the Greek region of Pontos, are included both in the ancestral region of origin, from
which they were expelled, and in the new homeland. In total verification of Foucault’s classic
remarks regarding discourse, the very terms of the Pontians are formulated according to the
discursive strategies employed: means and objective merge.
The nationalization of Pontic self-representation can be summarized in two tropes. The
first is that of the heroic Pontians. It entails a self-representation according to the heroic
discourse of Greek nationalist historiography. Pontians are represented as freedom fighters and
exemplary Greek revolutionaries, in accordance with the national heroic narrative of Greek
mainstream historical discourse, and especially that of the 1820s revolution. The second trope is
that of ethnic purity. The Pontians are represented as ethnically purer than the local Greeks, as
exemplifying continuity with the ancestral ancient culture to a higher degree.
The nationalist trope of heroism is not exclusive to Greeks. The representation of the
nation as exemplary and universally heroic is maybe the most common trope of nationalism in
general. It often entails an appropriation of pre-existing narratives and discourses of heroism and
machismo that defined the heroic individual as the exemplary member of the identity group
already. In the Balkans and eastern Mediterranean such discourses of gender identity have been
the subject of numerous studies, part of an extensive literature on gender (e.g. Cowan 1990;
Herzfeld 1988[1985]). The appropriation of pre-existing representations of machismo by
nationalist theorists constitutes, maybe, the most common example of the domestication and
localization of the initially alien cosmopolitan discourse of nationalism (Hosbawm 2000;
Koliopoulos 2005[1996]). It is a characteristic case of persuasive resemblances (Herzfeld
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2002[1997]: 26–32), a creative construction of iconicities between two initially disparate and
distanced cosmologies.
The merger between Greek nationalism and machismo had started already in Pontos,
being part of Pontic regionalism. It is manifested beyond doubt in the content and use of the term
“Greek,” elinas [hellenas], among the Pontic-speaking populations. According to the existing
evidence, in Pontic pre-1922 folk discourse, especially in the folk songs of armed resistance,
machismo, and brigandage, Greek (Hellenas) is not so much a noun of collective identity as
much as an adjective of bravery used often interchangeably with “brave man” or “brave warrior”
(Andreadis 1984; Terzopoulou 1966). Hence, the exemplary Roman or Christian was called
Greek, turning the national denomination into an ideal to be attained.60 Whether this adjectival
use predated the emergence of Greek nationalism is open to debate; however, there is no doubt
that it functioned as a typical merger between the pre-existing stereotype of the brave fighter and
that of the ideal citizen/national.
In post-1922 Greece, there is a reversal in the use of the terms: the adjectival use of
“Greek” in Pontic folk poetry testifies to the strong national sentiment of the Pontians, their
heroic past that manifests their exemplary Greekness. While before 1922, being Greek meant
you were braver, post-1922 being braver meant you were/are more Greek. This reversal results
from the reconceptualization of the term Greek from a military accolade to an identity category.
After 1922, being Greek is not exceptional anymore. Exceptional now is to be Pontian. Consider
the following account by Labis Pavlidis:
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This needs further study. The Pontic researchers’ quotes here, adopt a nationalist interpretation. According
to them the existence of the noun “Greek” in the folk poems, the latter conceived as monuments of the word,
testifies to an early national Greek consciousness. In support of their assertions, there is evidence that “Greek”
was used regularly as a pronoun of identity already since the fourteenth century. Moreover, the “Byzantines”
presented themselves as Greeks more than Romans when they were conversing with Arab and Persian states.
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When I was in elementary school I did not want to wear the tsolias costume [generic
reference to the folk costume of southern Greece that is celebrated as the national folk
costume and the costume of the 1820s Greek revolutionaries]. They wanted me for a
sketch about Athanasios Diakos [Greek revolutionary who suffered a martyr’s death in
1821]. “I do not feel like it,” I told them. “I know Koca Nastaz and Captain Eukleidis!”
[Pontic leaders of the 1915–1923 armed self-defense] “If you want I can wear their
costume and play them!” They said to me, “What are you talking about?” and I
responded, “I was liberated by them!” So I was expelled from the school and we had to
move to Thessaloniki so I could attend school there. […] They interpreted my reaction as
anti-national and revolutionary. They told us, “The History of Greece.” Well no! We
wrote the history of Greece! If you think about it we are twice Greeks in comparison to
the rest. Since we left Sparta in Antiquity for Pontos we have been fighting. We were not
liberated by Kolokotronis [leader of the Greek 1821 revolutionaries] or by Papaflessas
[another important 1821 figure]. After I reacted, they told me, “You know, we will throw
together another sketch and you will play Ali Pasha…,” “You must be out of your
minds!” I replied. Imagine how rude I was! I was young, eight or nine years old. But you
see my grandpa had told me all about the resistance of the Pontians and our guerillas.
[…] (L.Pavlidis, L., Int. 4/22/2012).

The way Pavlidis compares Pontic and mainstream Greek histories manifests the role of
the latter as a yardstick for the negotiation of Pontic identity. Pavlidis also exemplifies the selfrepresentation of the Pontians as exemplary Greeks. The narrative is especially interesting
because it reveals the response of the nationalist educational regime. In the 1960s, the insistence
of a Pontian to elevate and include the Pontic historical experience in the national liberation
narrative was interpreted as anti-patriotic. The school personnel’s ignorance of Pontic history led
to a misinterpretation of the reactions of this nine-year-old. The misunderstanding resembles the
language gap described in other cases of ethnic oppression (e.g., Paredes 1970[1958]). The
disobedience cost Pavlidis expulsion from school, a serious punishment.
Pavlidis’ account exemplifies also that the mere demand of recognition was not
successful. The particularity of the Pontic identity had to succumb to the national norm.
Narratives of linguistic and cultural oppression by the school system are common among
Pontians of the second generation. They had grown up in Pontic homes but were forced to forget
their Pontianness in the school environment (Vergeti 2000[1994]: 235–36). The most common
narrative is that of punishment, usually beating, when Pontic students conversed in their own
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language. In short, the Greek state demanded from all citizens compliance with the views
promoted by the institutions. Once the assimilation had taken place, then the particular position
of the Pontians could be recognized. Consider the following interview excerpt by Nikos
Somataridis. The incident took place in 1963 in the interlocutor’s military service:
So, at a point we had to be examined by a major; he was the psychologist [typical process
for the new conscripts]. So, eventually I entered his office. He seemed rather exhausted.
Now you know, we used to have spikes on the sole of our military boots back then. I
stood up straight and saluted him, stomping my foot on the ground! Bam!! He jumped of
his chair! “Easy, son! You will give me a heart attack!” After I requested to become a
cadet he said, “So, you want to become a cadet? None of the people who passed by my
office today wanted such a thing! In which military branch would you like to become a
cadet? – In the infantry, sir! – Infantry??? You must be kidding me! 500–600 people
stopped by here today; nobody wanted to be in the infantry, not even as a common
soldier! Why? Honestly? –Because, I want to continue a tradition, sir! – Tradition, son?
What tradition? – I am a Pontian and I want to continue the tradition of the Pontic
guerillas, sir! – You are a Pontian, son? And you say it so proudly?? – Yes, sir! I have
always said I am Pontian and I will say it for the rest of my life, sir!” […] “There was
guerilla resistance in Pontos, and there also was here…” “Ah, you must be from
Macedonia! I served in Paranestio of Drama [border location in eastern Greek
Macedonia]. There I met many of yours! – I am one of them! One of those Turk-eaters! –
Well done, son! Well done!” he told me. “Go now and be assured you will be included.”
(Somataridis, N., Int. 6/14/2012)

The two accounts are united under the same broader topic: the promotion of the Pontic
heroic heritage within the Greek state institutions, first in the school, and second, in the army. In
the first case, the demand that Pontic history be recognized is rejected as an anti-patriotic
reaction, and the Pontian gets the heaviest possible penalty. In the second case, the Pontic
particularity is recognized. In the first case, the Pontian questions the validity of the official and
institutionalized Greek historical discourse. In the second case, he claims an exemplary
Greekness but without defying or disobeying the national institutions. On the contrary, he obeys
to a heroically excessive degree. He is willing to undertake the hardest possible task for a
conscript doing his military service. This excessive, self-sacrificing, obedience is presented as
part of a Pontic tradition of serving the nation. In short, the Greekness of the Pontian is declared
in Somataridis’ account as a sacrifice of the exemplary part, the Pontians, for the whole, the
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nation. In Pavlidis’ narration, on the other hand, the whole, the Greek society and its historical
discourse, are accused of being less Greek. Pavlidis demands the primacy of the Pontic over the
official Greek; Somataridis declares this primacy through devotion to the Greek nation.
The similarities between the two accounts are also revealing about the relation between
Pontic identity discourse and the integration process. Both interlocutors declare their Pontic
identity, an act that in the second case is received with surprise. In both cases the refugee stigma
is defied by a declaration of Pontic identity, contrary to the practice of concealment, which was a
common behavior among many first-generation Pontians (Vergeti 2000[1994]: 224–31).
Pavlidis’ statement that “we are two times Greek” is a direct reverse of the “twice a stranger”
predicament. Issues of etiquette are also prevalent in these accounts. Somataridis’ behavior was
from the very beginning in exemplary accordance with military etiquette, as indicated by his
model salutation. In summary, integration into Greek society was both the cause and the result of
Pontians’ strong compliance with the broader national discourse.
This brings us to the second trope, that of purer Greekness. The severity with which
Pontians deny and reject any relation and association with Turkey constitutes a characteristic
manifestation of this trope. It also constitutes an example of the harmonization of Pontic identity
discourse with the core of Greek nationalism: the representation of the Ottoman Turk as Other.
In Pavlidis’ tale the absolute rejection of the Ottoman Turk is expressed in his adamant refusal to
impersonate Ali Pasha, an iconic figure of Ottomanism in Greek folk nationalism.61 In
Somataridis’ narrative the anti-Turkish sentiment is expressed in the proud characterization of
his Pontic sub-group as “Turk-eaters.” In Pontic discourse, the Turk emerges in general as the
61

Ali Pasha of Tepelena or of Yannina (1740–1822) was an important Ottoman governor who became
virtually independent from the Porte. His administration was successful but he could be excessively violent and
oppressive against his political opponents. Ali Pasha has been appropriated by Albanian nationalist discourse.
See Finkel 2005 and Stavrianos 1964.
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quintessential Other, the opposite of the self. The othering of the Ottoman and/or of the Turk is a
central component of Greek, and in general Balkan, nationalism, combined usually with the
orientalizing gaze of nineteenth century western cosmopolitanism. In the case of Greek
nationalism, the othering of the Ottoman Turk was the theoretical tool that enabled Greek
irredentism and the west-oriented, modernizing Greek domestic policies of cultural reform. The
othering of the Ottoman Turk was also the premise for the commitment of a multiplicity of
heinous crimes against Muslims by the Greek army and paramilitaries and for a general
devaluation and questioning of the Ottoman and Turkish states by denying Turks any kind of
racial, cultural, or national integrity. Hence, the othering of the Turk expresses a violent, even
racist, Greek nationalism.62 The Turk as Other is everything that the Greek is not, including
nationally and culturally impure.
In the case of the Pontians the othering of the Ottoman Turk emerges partially out of the
trauma of the genocide. The Turk Other does not exist exclusively through the orientalist gaze of
Greek nationalism but through the memory of the merciless persecution and violence Pontians
suffered at the hands of the Turkish nationalist forces. In this sense, the adoption of the
nationalist otherization of the Turk is a result and reaction to the Othering of the Greeks by the
Turkish nationalists. The experiences of the genocide and the dislocation came to verify the
Greek nationalist gaze. This dialogical otherization gets us back to the chicken-egg question
regarding the emergence of nationalism within the Ottoman Empire. The only thing that can be
said with certainty is that the Christian minorities of Anatolia never adopted, before 1922, the
absolute demonization of the “Turks” and the Muslims as Others. The vast majority of the
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Many of these excesses are still present in contemporary Greek nationalism. The denial of purity to the
Turk emphasizes the desired purity of the self, the elevation of the Greeks into a diachronically present and
culturally integrated nation.
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Ottoman Anatolian Greeks made a clear distinction between the Turk as Other and the everyday
Turk. Turkish and Muslim friends and neighbors were “our Turks.” “The Turks,” referred to the
oppressive authorities and since 1922 to an impersonal mass of violent people, usually
paramilitaries, that “coming out of nowhere,” brought violence, rape, murder, and destruction
(Papazoglou 2003).
After 1922, due to the loss of Asia Minor with its Turks and the exclusivist accusations of
“Turkishness” against the refugees, the trope of the Turkish Other acquired a special momentum.
The more aggressive the rejection of the Other, the more important his role for the construction
of the self (Derrida 2011[1972]), the more perceivable the connection between self and other is.
The othering of the Turk necessitated a self-reform and a self-censorship: the rejection, denial, or
avoidance of any cultural elements of strong Ottoman and/or Turkish associations. Pontic Greeks
are still sensitive regarding any insinuation that their culture and way of life has Turkish
influences. The Turks are directly or indirectly defined as absent from the Pontic pre-1922
reality. This hard-to-believe assertion is premised on two historicist arguments: the
representation of Karadeniz as a closed natural region whose mountain communities functioned
in isolation from broader cultural influences, and the misrepresentation of the Turkish nation as a
mere artificiality, an inauthentic nation that has only a power-based and fictive substance.
According to the second argument Turkish influences are the result of Ottoman and Turkish
oppression, imposed top-down, never willingly adopted.
Maybe the most characteristic example of these discursive strategies is how Pontians
negotiate the existence of Turkish-speaking Pontic Greeks. Many of my interlocutors seem to
have accepted a para-historical interpretation, disseminated by the very Turkish speaking
Pontians already before 1922 (Marantzidis 2009[2001]: 39-57), according to which the Greeks of
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western Pontos faced the dilemma of language or religion in the Ottoman encounter. They had to
adopt the Turkish language in order to keep their Christian religion (Maratzidis 2009[2001]).
Consider the following interview quote:
It was a result of the oppression they were facing. [...] They had priests and teachers, but
all their leaders were under the control of the Turks [...] As a result there was oppression.
They told them, “Either your language or your religion.” This is why there are Turkishspeaking Pontians. And actually they were admirable Pontians because they changed
their language but they managed to keep their religion. They did not change their faith.
You see this was the most important, their faith.

In some cases the dilemma is presented as an official Sultanic decree, even as part of renowned
decrees, like Hatti Humayun (Tentes 1999). In reality, though, the Ottomans never paid attention
to the language of their subjects; nor did they initiate any program of linguistic Turkification
until the very last decades of the Empire. In fact, linguistic Turkification became the backbone of
Turkish cultural policies after 1923 (Robbins 1996). Most probably, the Turkish-speaking
Pontians were descendants of Christians who adapted to the language of Anatolia’s newcomers
or of the Ottoman authorities. The possibility that they did so in order to fit better into Ottoman
society and to minimize their cultural visibility vis-à-vis the Muslim authorities cannot be
excluded, but the assertion of a centrally organized Ottoman policy of linguistic Turkification
officially stated in dilemmas of “language or religion” is not verified by any historical study.
The language or religion dilemma myth constitutes also a projection of recent historical
experiences to the Ottoman rule as a whole: the interpretation of the historically distant Ottoman
era according to recent historical experiences and consolidated realities. The genocide was much
more systematically committed in west Pontos; hence a generalizing argument about permanent
higher oppression in the west of the region seems reasonable and plausible. The familiarity of the
recent experience of oppression is projected into the past, providing explanations and
justifications for inconsistencies and antinomies of the discourse of self-representation, in this
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case an incompatibility with the linguistic continuity thesis of Greek nationalism. The success of
Pontic self-censorship is manifested in the disappearance of the Turkish language. There are no
Turkish-speaking Pontians in Greece today.63
The presentation of Turkish influence as the resulting from Ottoman Turkish oppression,
part of the Pontians-as-purer-Greeks argument, enables the development of another Pontic trope,
that of the national sacrifice for the broader Greek whole. This trope brings national heroism and
ethnic purity together. In this rhetorical strategy, the tragedies and traumas of Pontic history, the
genocide, the dislocation, and before that, Ottoman oppression, are presented as sacrifices of the
Pontic people for the Greek nation, as the special price Pontians had to pay for their Greekness.
The fact that the Pontians managed to survive all these hardships and to keep their cultural Greek
identity and their Greek Orthodox religion intact constitutes, according to this line of discourse, a
beyond-any-doubt proof of their exemplary Greekness. This self-validating rhetoric carries some
truth. It is true that Pontians paid a heavier price for their Greekness than most other Greeks.
Moreover, the Greek authorities had used the Anatolian Greeks instrumentally for several
nationalistic projects, regardless of the desires of the latter: nationalist irredentism, the
hellenization of Greek Macedonia, and the promotion of religious anti-communism. In this
sense, Pontians contributed to the stabilization of the Greek state in a major way.
In the context of the self-victimization discourse, these historical facts are exaggerated as
a general and permanent condition of historical being, a fate. The Pontians are transformed into
the defenders and self-sacrificing protectors of Hellenism. This representation is encapsulated in
the literary image of the akrita: the defender of the Byzantine Empire and of Orthodox
Christianity, or of Hellenism in the context of the Greek nation continuity theory (Demaras
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The Greek educational system and the media have played a major role in linguistic hellenization.
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2000[1977]). The border-like character of Pontos, from the standpoint of the Greek Aegean gaze,
validates further this Pontic self-representation. Moreover, the settlement in Greek Macedonia,
another “border” area, albeit one fourth of the Greek territory, is presented further in Pontic
Greek nationalism as a continuation of the historical fate of the defenders of Hellenism.
In short, the trope of the victimized Pontic collectivity is dialectically related to the selfrepresentation of collective heroism, as two sides of the same coin. The Pontians, defenders of
the Greek nation and opponents of the Turks, survived the nightmarish historical circumstances
triumphantly. The winning narrative of the genocide survivor meets the nationalist narrative of
the borders’ defender. More importantly, heroic self-idealization suggests that Pontians hold a
national leadership role.
There is a last point that needs to be made in relation to the tropes of heroism, purity, and
victimization. The nationalist narrative of sacrifice comprises a historical telos for the Pontians,
the de facto and natural inclusion into the Greek nation. This telos, both a beginning and an end,
is verified by the genocide experience. The Pontians were exterminated because of their
indigenous-exemplary Greekness and they found themselves in Greece for exactly the same
reason. In this sense, the nationalization of Pontic identity discourse provides an allencompassing interpretation and rationalization of the traumas of the genocide and exile and
nullifies totally the double exclusion of the refugee predicament. The collective traumas, in
themselves nightmarish experiences that defy any kind of rational explanation in the severity of
their violence, acquire a reason. It is Pontic identification with the Greek nation that caused these
calamities. The calamities are transformed from traumas into credentials of power and success—
scars of pride. The Pontians not only survived; they won in preserving their Greekness against all
the hardships and pogroms of the last period. In this sense the nationalization is a powerful
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narrative that functions as the “pool of Siloam,” to use Fann-Bouteneff’s powerful metaphor,
washing away the trauma (2002).
The Folklorization of Pontic Identity: Cultural Associations, Ethno-regionalism, and Folk
Tradition
The discursive crystallizations described above, ethnicization and nationalization, are
responses of Pontians to the social and ideological realities they were thrown into. The
devastation of the exodus and the difficulties of the first decades of settlement did not allow the
development of an organized Pontic self-representation. Pontic identity politics emerged in
earnest after the 1950s and acquired dynamism during the 1980s. During this time we can even
talk about a Pontic identity movement or a “Pontic revival.” It took place through the foundation
and operation of folkloric associations. These have a salvage folkloric agenda: the preservation
and revival of the rich Pontic cultural heritage, against the destructive consequences of
dislocation and modernity.
Pontians have a long tradition of self-representing institutions. In the post-1856 Ottoman
Empire, the foundation of cultural associations and social clubs was common among Ottoman
Rums. Associations were founded either under cultural agendas, such as the promotion of letters,
poetry, sports, and music, or in relation to specific projects that would benefit the Christian
community (Theofylaktou 1988). In Greece, Pontic associations were initially founded in Athens
and Thessaloniki as community centers, substituting for the agrarian community and offering
solidarity against local hostility. Since the 1950s, the Pontic associations acquired a folkloric
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character.64 Simultaneously, they proliferated. Most of the 134 seminal associations presented in
EPH (2007(12): 347–417) were founded after 1970.65
In short, Pontic identity discourse is folkloric. Salvage folklore is a common place among
refugee groups, especially when the lived-experience of the ancestral homeland fades away. The
longer the time distance from the ancestral land, the higher the need for a regulation of the
collective memory and the more powerful the salvage folkloric discourse of tradition becomes
(Diehl 2002: 1–11 and 64–8). In this sense, the associations’ movement is a common course of
refugee identity organization (Hirschon 1998).
There are three characteristics that make the Pontic identity movement particular. First, it
is not directed by the state or in general by a central political institution. The Pontic associations
are voluntarily and privately organized; they do not appear to follow centrally dictated policies.66
Secondly, regardless, the Pontic movement is hegemonically Greek, reproducing, often in an unaddressed fashion, the main dogmas of Greek nationalism. Thirdly, the Pontic folkloric
movement is musical. Pontic music and particularly dance have the lion’s share. These three
characteristics tie it to a broader Greek movement of amateur dance folklore.
Folklore has a formative role in Greek nationalism. In accordance with the continuity
thesis, Greek folkloric discourse interprets the rural agrarian cultures of the nineteenth century as
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A handful of associations were founded under non-folkloric agendas.
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EPH mentions 134 Pontic associations. Of these, 102 operate in Greece and 32 abroad. Of the 102 Greek, 9
were founded before 1950, 47 between 1950 and 1980 (second generation) with almost half (22) after 1974, and
44 after 1980 (third generation). In short, 66 out of the 102 most active associations in Greece were founded
after 1970. Their locations are also indicative of their urban character. All 9 pre-1950 associations are situated
either in Athens or in Thessaloniki. 62 associations are located in rural areas with the rest operating in Athens
and Thessaloniki. The rural associations were all founded after 1970, after urbanization. All 32 diasporic
associations are urban. Of them, only 2 date from before the 1950; 14 operate in Germany, 6 in Australia, 5 in
the USA, 2 in Ukraine, 2 in Canada, 2 in Switzerland, and 1 in Russia. These numbers reflect the post-1950
Greek migration patterns.
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The involvement of the state has been indirect usually through legislation and sponsorship.
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folk manifestations of a diachronic Greek civilization (Hezfeld 1982). The nineteenth century
Greek folklore defines tradition (paradhosi)—a concept of ecclesiastical use initially—as,
transferred from generation to generation, national folk culture. As such, “the tradition of the
Greek people” carries survivals of earlier historical phases (Politis 1909). Amateur dancecentered folklore, dating since the early twentieth century, has been an urban popularization of
the academic nationalist folklore. It consists in the operation of amateur dance clubs for the
teaching, dissemination, and ultimately salvation of folk dances and songs. The amateur folkloric
movement followed the principles of a Greek ethnomusicological folklore that extended Politis’
theories to music as a whole. It advocated an inclusive interpretation of tradition, (Baud-Bovy
1994[1984])—a reaction to the poetry-obsessed orientalist excesses of the nineteenth century
philological folklore (Kallimopoulou 2009).67
Similarly to other folkloric cases, the Greek amateur folk dance movement contributed to
an urban appropriation of the rural cultures. It played a major role in the transformation of the
agrarian into folk—a dematerializing conceptualization of the rural cultures according to the
cosmologies of nationalism and modernity (Williams 1975). The promotion of the folk music
followed the de-contextualizing, objectifying, museumizing, and presentational criteria of the
cosmopolitan urbanites. The salvage rhetoric of tradition consolidated reversely the modernist
dichotomy of stagnation versus progress, rural versu urban (Turino 2000). Nevertheless, the
67

The folklorists of the nineteenth century excluded folk music from the national tradition as coarse and
Turkified, focusing only on poetry. A group of mostly Church-educated musicologists reacted and promoted the
“folk song of the Greek people” as a whole, extending Politis’ theories of the historical survival and of the
monuments of the word to music, and resonating this way with Bartok and Braiolou. This academic
development became eventually dominant leading to the birth of Greek ethnomusicology. Nevertheless, it has
never been adopted entirely by the Greek state. Even today, folk poetry is taught in the Greek schools as a
philological subject, separately from music. The academic institutionalization of Greek ethnomusicology was
delayed until the 1980s. The two first research institutions of Greek musical folklore were the Association for
the Dissemination of the National Music, founded by Simon Karas in 1929, and the Center of Asia Minor
Studies, founded by Octave and Melpo Merlie in 1930. Both institutions are private but they regularly receive
state sponsorship. The first amateur dance association was the Lyceum Club of Greek Women, founded in
1911. See Kallimopoulou 2009.
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folkloric movement re-articulated a permanent demand for an inclusive definition of the national
culture (Herzfeld 1982: 3–5) and created new social spaces for rural music.
Amateur dance folklore acquired special momentum after the 1950s, due to the rising
urbanization and the immigration abroad. Many villages, Pontic included, were eventually turned
into summer resorts, or became nodes in broader semi-urban settlements (Manolidis, Kanarelis,
et al. 2008). Urbanization and immigration, imposed as the only ways out of poverty, were
experienced in a negative way. These fast social changes validated the discourse of modernity,
which was further affirmed by technological and infrastructure developments. Fast social change
renewed the urban nostalgia for an idealized rural past and created fear of a cultural grey out. In
this context the idea of folk tradition acquired cosmological validity. Music and dance defined a
field for the negotiation of these transformations that was compatible to the new social reality.
The practice of folk dance offered aesthetic experiences of recreational socialization that allowed
the individual to cultivate an idealized memory of the agrarian past and retain the ties with the
rural community without falling into the category of the country-bumpkin.
The folkloric organization of the Pontic self-representation emerged within these
ideological and social environments. The inclusive vision of the amateur folklore supported the
Pontic claims for recognition of their Greek ethnicity—a necessary condition for the reverse of
the double exclusion. The urban nostalgia for the rural community echoed the Pontic nostalgia
for the ancestral homeland and the pre-1922 rural way of life. The urbanization of the 1960s and
1970s and the migration abroad were interpreted as culmination of the modernizing process that
started with the 1920s traumatic events.
Pontic music and dance, folklorically mediated, constituted a benign field for the
negotiations of the Pontic cultural difference and of the framing historical and social
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transformations. Engagement with the dance did not contribute to the linguistic barrier and the
consequent social exclusion of Pontians and the folklorization of the discourse did not require
any special attachment to specific political parties. Mihalis Karavelas, involved in the 1960s
Pontic movement, a highly politicized period in Greek history, remembers:
The youth department of Euxeinos Leshe [major Pontic association of Thessaloniki] dealt
with issues that concerned the young people, obviously. But these issues were of cultural
character not of political. It goes without saying that young people were especially
concerned about politics, but in the Leshe you would hang the political or, better say,
party hat outside the door (Karaveals, M., Int, 9/5/2012).

The focus on dance renewed the social role of the Pontic associations as community centers.
Rehearsals and dance events function as spaces of carefree socialization renewing the severed,
due to urbanization, family ties and friendships. In the words of Theofilos Kastanidis, the
president of the Argonaute-komnini Pontic cultural association:
The association is like our village, the one we never had. In the village you will find the
elder, your customs, your origin. The same happens for us with the association
(Kastanidis, Th., p.c., 6/2006).

Kastanidis is affirmed by the high number of intra-Pontic marriages that took place through the
associations especially among refugees of second generation (1950–1980).
Hence, the Pontic associations became hives for the cultivation and preservation of
Pontic music and dance that were elevated eventually into the central practices of Pontic identity.
According to Elina Kniazeva, dancer and dance instructor:
Most people do not evaluate the associations according to their general activity, but
according to their dance department, according to the dance troupes that the associations
train: how good the dance troupe is, whether they danced well in a particular
performance, the size of the troupe, etc. The main criterion is the dance troupe. […] The
dance troupe is both the window and the main activity of the association […] (Kniazeva,
E., Int. 2/09/2012).

Dance events became the main venues of Pontic enculturation and the folkloric performance of
the dance repertoire became the dominant means for the presentation of the Pontic cultural
heritage to the broader public.
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In summary, the folklorization of Pontic identity discourse and of Pontic urban
socialization does not really constitute a change of ideology, but a reconciliation of the previous
crystallizations of nationalization and ethnicization in the terms of the former. It allowed the
contextualization of the Pontic cultural difference within the Greek nation as regional and
historical manifestations of a common, ethnically Greek, civilization—the essence of ethnoregionalism. Given the emergence of Pontic identity as regional to a Greek ethnicity,
folklorization re-constituted the initial, pre-1922, identity discourse, allowing a Pontic discourse
of citizenship into the Greek state. The Pontians are rightfully members of the Greek society
because they came from a Greek land that they lost exactly because of their Greekness. Finally, it
provided the merger of the refugee and urban nostalgias demonstrating the complete inclusion of
the Pontians into the Greek state and the dominance of modernity.
In summary, during the second and third generations of Pontic refugees, the Pontians
developed their own movement of self-representation, around the grand idée of the Pontic
tradition. Pontic tradition, as it is used and propagated through the practices and discourses of the
folkloric associations, has an institutionalized, albeit unofficial, character. In this institutionalized
and popularized form Pontic tradition is easily accessible by non-Pontians too and presents the
ideological characteristics of modernity. I conclude this chapter with a detailed examination of
how contemporary Pontians understand and reflect on Pontic identity and tradition.
Pontic Identity in the 21st Century: Tradition, Experience, and Emotionality
In contemporary discourses, both oral and written, Pontic identity is discussed in relation
to two concepts: (1) tradition, and (2) voluntariness (Fann-Bouteneff 2002; Kailaris 2002;
Vergeti 2000[1994]). Tradition (paradhosi) is the most significant concept in Pontic identity
discourse. In this last section I attempt a short presentation of the tropes that are condensed
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through the grand idée of tradition; how tradition, culture, and identity overlap, signifying an
experiential and emotional understanding of Pontianness.
Pontic tradition as culture
Pontianness is most commonly described as a “way of life,” clarified further as the
cultivation and practice of certain Pontic cultural elements: customs, cuisine, especially music
(dance included) and language:
I think that in the Pontic way of life everything has to do with the music and the language. I
mean my entire life, my everyday life, is about listening all day long to Pontic music. All I do
with my friends is muhabetia or talking about Pontos (Efraimidis, P., Int. 2/9/2012).
I think that the pillars of our identity, of this poor identity, have always been the language and
our unintelligible music. Language and music have always been the two things that set us
apart from the others (Stilidis, Th., Int. 4/20/2012).

A “Pontic way of life,” as the cultivation of cultural elements, combines two early
conceptualizations of culture: the ethnological with the early humanist (Williams 1977). This
combination is neither new nor particular to Pontians; it is a commonplace in most discourses of
collective cultural identity and ethnicity (Hall, et al. 1996)—its philosophical roots traceable all
the way back to Piaget, Vico, and Herder (Hawkes 2003[1977]: 1–6). The identity category is
validated in terms of cultural particularity—the original definition of ethnicity (Sollors 1996)—
that emerges out of the dialectics between cultivation and way of life. Hence, Pontic culture is
represented as of particular character because it defines a way of life; and vice versa it defines a
way of life because it reflects and manifests a unique mentality and cosmology, characteristic to
Pontians.
In this sense, Pontic cultural identity is represented in terms of ethnicity, as the Pontic tile
in the world’s cultural mosaic. The focus on specific cultural elements as manifestations of
cultural particularity reveals an objectification of Pontic cultural difference in the context of
modernist folklore. This objectification takes place within the context of Greek nationalist
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discourse, enabling the inclusion of the Pontic into the national imagined body, under the
appropriate taxa. Hence, ethnicity is never used for Pontianness and the Pontic cultural
particularity is rarely referred to as culture.
The dominant term of signification is “Pontic tradition” (pontiaki paradhosi). The
discursive dominance of tradition is indicative of the ethno-regional status of the Pontic
collectivity within Greek society and in agreement to Greek nationalism. The Greek terminology
for ethnicity, culture, and civilization reproduces the world-ordering principles of Greek
nationalism. Ethnicity (ethnotikotita) exists in Greek only as an academic term. It lies too close
etymologically to the Greek word for nation, ethnos, insinuating in everyday speech a separation
from the national body. The Greek word for culture, kultura, is used in everyday discourse to
signify highbrow cultivation, of a cosmopolitan character. The word for civilization, politismos,
is used for both civilization and the ethnological concept of culture, exemplifying the merger
between the microscopic of the everyday and the macroscopic of the epochal, one of the basic
arguments of the national Greek culture continuity thesis. None of these terms seems appropriate
for Pontic cultural difference. The Pontic way of life is not non-Greek to be described as
ethnicity; it is not highbrow to be referenced as culture; and it is not epochal to be presented as
civilization.68 The folkloric concept of tradition secures the inclusion of Pontic cultural
difference within the continuity of Greek civilization/culture. It mediates Pontic agrarian culture
both as a way of life and intellectually as cultivation. At the same time it carves out a discursive
space of difference in between mainstream everyday Greekness and national highbrow
cultivation. Pontianness is a culturally particular way of life.
68

I use “epochal” and “epoché” in the way defined by Heidegger in his theory of deep history, as referring to
a long period dominated by a widely disseminated and powerful cosmology. Modernity, for example, can refer
to and define an epoché and the same can definitely be suggested for Western cosmopolitan idealism (Clark
2011[2002]: 29–43).
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Pontic tradition as a way of life
The modernist folkloric interpretation of Pontianness as folk tradition locates the Pontic
in a specific time and space, attaching it to the past. Hence, Pontic cultural difference as tradition
emerges, at first, outside the identifying subject; it is an entity that belongs to another reality, and
has to be discovered, secured, salvaged, and ultimately revived. Consider the following quote by
from organic intellectual Eleni Mentesidou:
I would watch my grandma preparing the makarina.69 A company of older women would
gather in the fall and prepare it. One of the grandmothers would prepare the dough, an
other would roll it out, a third would cut it, and having eventually prepared a significant
amount [of makarina], they would store it for the winter and share it […] Every
grandmother would take her own share […] This was part of life. They were doing it
because they needed it. I was a mere observer. […] Afterwards I came to Thessaloniki
where I studied archaeology and in a course on folklore, I realized that this was the
traditional way of preparation, at least according to the concepts we were taught in the
university. Still, for me this was an everyday thing. I did not have to revive anything. I
first witnessed the tradition happening, and then I realized it was tradition. (E.
Mentedisou, E., Int. 3/8/2012).

Eleni states clearly in the above quote that the Pontic tradition is an everyday way of life
but not her way of life; it is that of the grandmothers; she is only an observer. The dual character
of Pontianness as a way of life and as cultivation, the dialectics between the ethnological and
humanist representations of culture, has its source in the recognition of this distance. The Pontic
way of life becomes tradition, hence culture, for Eleni when she approaches it as culture, through
the folkloric gaze she was taught in the university. The Pontic way of life is a cultivation of spirit
and soul because it comes from somewhere else; it lies outside the mainstream culture. At the
same time, this place is also familiar because it belongs to the immediate family and community
environment. Consequently, recognition of Pontic tradition comes from outside the tradition as a
way of life. It is the outcome of contact with cosmopolitan academic discourses and it takes
place in the urban, non-traditional, environment. Eleni’s Pontic identity consists in the realization
69

Makarina is homemade pasta, similar to tagliatelle.
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of her childhood experiences as traditional. It has the character of an awakening, which,
however, became possible when Eleni moved away from the traditional environment and turned
her gaze to it from the vantage point of the external observer.
The awakening realization of Pontic identity as the distanced recognition of an
experiential relation to Pontic tradition characterizes the vast majority of narratives of urban
migrants, immigrants, and in general Pontians who grew up in a Pontic rural environment.
Stelios Stergiou, a Pontic-American, admitted when we talked in 2006, that he realized his
Pontic identity after he moved to Chicago for studies, upon joining the local Pontic association.
Christos Theodoridis, a recognized dance teacher, researcher, and dancer, and the legendary lyra
player Giorgos Amarantidis (1944–2013) described the same experience of identification (Tentes
1999; Tsekouras 2008). They both moved from rural western Macedonia to Athens. In this sense,
the folkloric association offers more than a substitution for the community; it provides the
reflection of identity awakening, the re-membering of the self.
Elenis’ quote is more revealing if we examine the relations between identity, tradition,
and folklore. According to her discourse these three entities are related but separate. Tradition
exists outside of identity, the latter being the identification with the tradition, the recognition of
tradition as personal heritage. Folklore, on the other hand, is only an analytical tool, of
potentially limited value, for representing and discovering tradition. The preparation of makarina
is tradition “at least according to the concepts we were taught back then in the university.”
Folklore is interpretive and as such it has only limited potential in grasping tradition. In Eleni’s
discourse, Pontic tradition emerges as more than a folkloric category; it lies beyond the academic
concepts. Tradition refers to a way of life that belongs somewhere else in time and place. Hence,
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tradition carries the status of the unattainable that is partially transferred outside its context by
the folkloric discourse as cultivation of spirit and soul.
By separating tradition from folklore, Eleni shows that she does not buy the folkloric
reification of tradition as transmittable cultural objects and demarcated practices, at least not in
its entirety. A distinction is made between the representation of tradition and tradition as
representation (Kavouras 2010: 64–74). Pontic tradition as representation refers to the
understanding of the ancestral Pontic way of life. The representation of tradition refers to the a
priori partial, reflective, and mediated presentations of this way of life through contemporary
folkloric discourse and/or on stage. This distinction puts the work of the associations and the
unofficial institutionalization of Pontic tradition under scrutiny. It evokes a discourse of
authenticity, which is, however, recognized also as inevitably restricted by its distance from the
traditional. Hence, tradition in its entirety, as a holistic experience and entity, is revealed through
the realization of the incompleteness of its representation. Pontic music and dance play a central
role in revealing the unattainable of the traditional. The folkloric on-stage performance, for
example, more than representations, is meant as a snapshot of a broader whole that cannot be
fully presented (Floraki 2010; Loutzaki 2010; Papapavlou 2010). Elina Kniazeva, an
accomplished dancer and instructor, reflects:
They are dancrs. It is not after all so important whether they dance traditional dances or
not. They are always dancers who give a performance on stage in front of an audience
(Kniazeva, Int. 3/26/2012).

This statement is revealing regarding the homogenizing effects of the stage on the presentation of
the tradition. After a while, whether traditional or not, the medium and the manner of
performance are the same. Hence, the folkloric stage positions the traditional in a non-traditional
context.
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Eleni provides indirectly a comment on the ineffable of the lived experience, the way of
life. She is aware of the most dominant modernist dichotomy: the partiality of ideological
representation versus the holistic of experience. This point connects her reflection with the
analysis of identity as a discursively mediated and ideologically organized category (e.g. Butler
1993; Hall 1996) as well as with the post-modern critique on the constructivist scrutinization of
tradition (Asad 1991; Clifford 2004; Kavouras 2010; MacIntyre 1984). Identity emerges out of
an experience of incompleteness, itself the result of the distancing reflection on an objectified
self, the severing of the holistic being by the reifying and interpolating intrusion of modernist
ideology (Althusser 2011[2000(1969)]). Pontic identity seems in reality a recognition of the
unattainability of the Pontic way of life. Hence, Pontic identity entails nostalgia for the holism of
Pontic tradition. This nostalgia is the field both for the modernist appropriation of the culturally
different by the empowered individual (Bartra 1992; Boym 2001; Giddens 1994) and for the
realization of this appropriation as partial, incomplete, and invented (Clifford 2004; Kavouras
2010).
In conclusion, tradition emerges in contemporary Pontians’ discourse as a field of
dialogue and conflict between the authentically traditional or pre-modern, the incomplete
modernist interpretation of the pre-modern through the limits of the folkloric approach, and the
consciousness of these limits. Pontic tradition as discourse exemplifies the inherent contradiction
between the way of life and cultural cultivation that exists in the very theorization of culture and
identity. Recognition of this contradiction results from a reflective approach towards the
modernist discourse of tradition, a stance that is post-modern in essence. These relations become
clearer if we examine Pontic tradition in relation to voluntariness, as individual agency related to
representations of virtue.
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Tradition as virtue
The voluntary quality of identification goes hand in hand with the cultural character of
Pontic identity. The focus on the cultivation of certain cultural practices as a “way of life” means
that being Pontian is something that people do. Pontianness is not a quality assigned by birth,
inheritance, class, social status, or citizenship. Mere Pontic ancestry does not account for
membership in the group, at least not for complete membership. Those who, although of Pontic
ancestry, do not follow the Pontic way of life are characterized as yalanci Pontians—fake or
inauthentic:70
In my opinion a Pontian who does not apply the Pontic ways, the customs and the
traditions, and most importantly the language [...]is a yalanci Pontian. He is just called
Pontian. He had the luck to be born from Pontic parents.

Voluntariness means that Pontic tradition is neither essential for survival nor obligatory. It is not
part of the public educational curriculum.71 You can be Greek without being Pontian, even if you
are of Pontic ancestry. Hence, Pontianness exists as a cultural sub-nationalism that appeals to
some Greeks of Pontic ancestry. It is cultural but genealogically framed. It is up to the individual
genealogical Pontian if, how, and to what extent he would identify with Pontic tradition. This
results in different ways and degrees of identification. Consider the following excerpt from Eleni
Mentesidou:
I can make sort of a distinction, not that I have specific categories in my mind, but you
can say that Pontic music appeals differently to different people. [...] There are some
students, [...] who come to Thessaloniki and although Pontians, their parents were not
involved in Pontic tradition. So, many of these kids discover Pontic tradition through
their social circle and lacking personal memories and experiences are not able to feel any
special emotional attachment. But, at least they have fun. Because, you see, they learn
70

The term is Turkish and it means “false,” “liar,” or “pretender.” In Greek it is used mostly as culinary
terminology, for Lent (vegan) versions of certain dishes; dishes that lack meat. Yalanci means in the Greek use
meatless, so metaphorically, without power and essence.
71

I am not asserting, of course, that there is no room for individuality and difference in national
identification. I simply remark that national identity is promoted and defined according to common cultural
traits that are supported, promoted, and taught through an obligatory educational curriculum.
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how to dance. And their involvement is just that. On the other hand there are other kids of
similar family background, who really discover Pontic tradition through the dance, the
most popular medium by the way. These people are really involved and passionate. They
study, they research in an effort to discover things, and although they have not grown up
in a Pontic environment, they find out that the tradition really talks to their soul! At the
same time, there are others who have grown up in Pontic environments and they simply
do not care about any analysis. They do not care to know from where exactly in Pontos
the dance or the music piece is, or to discover exactly how it should be played. They have
grown up with this music and dance and it moves them anyway, the music reminds them
of things (Mentesidou, E., Int. 2/8/2012).

Eleni in this quote encapsulates how most contemporary Pontians understand their
Pontianness. The dominance of the grand idée of tradition is obvious. She uses neither “culture”
nor “civilization” to refer to Pontic cultural particularity. Pontic identity as identification with the
Pontic tradition is taken for granted. Tradition stands for both the collective of the way of life
and the individual of cultivation. Eleni verifies also the cultural and music-centered character of
Pontic tradition. Music and dance are the main venues for discovering Pontic tradition.
Eleni defines Pontians in broad and inclusive terms, without applying absolutisms and
authenticity judgments. However, she recognizes three loose groups based on degree and means
of connection to Pontic tradition: Pontians whose involvement consists only or mainly in
participating to the associations’ dance practices; Pontians who study the tradition in detail and
with vigor; and Pontians who practice the Pontic way of life habitually and to an extent
unreflectively. She indirectly suggests an authenticity distinction based on emotionality,
memory, and experience. Pontians of the first category lack emotional connection to the Pontic
tradition because the Pontic tradition does not “remind them of things,” a result of a lack of
Pontic experiences. Their participation in the Pontic reality is a pastime, neatly scheduled around
the associations’ operation and activities. It lacks existential depth; it is circumstantial,
occasional, and fragmentary—in one word compartmentalized. In another part of her interview
she makes the compartmentalization criticism clearer:
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Here in Thessaloniki, I have met Pontians who are more Pontic when they are at the
association. I mean they have their social life, unrelated to anything Pontic, and they are
Pontians when they are in the association. In my village this was not the case. You were
just Pontian. We were all Pontians (Mentesidou, E., ibid.).

This remark is also indicative of how Eleni, and most Pontians in general, differentiate between
tradition and folkore. The associations can provide only a point of entrance into Pontic tradition,
a necessary minimum.
Eleni makes a distinction also between ideological and experiential identification. She
attributes to the former knowledge and a passionate emotionality, but at the same time, she
interprets it as lacking an experiential connection. Knowledge and identity are presented as signs
or symptoms of experiential incompleteness. This distinction resonates with the discovery of
tradition as a recognition of incompleteness. The experiential identification, on the contrary,
describes the esoteric certainty of a personalized connection with Pontic tradition, the security of
unquestionable belonging. However, this security emerges as potentially unconscious. The
experiential Pontians do not care to know in detail about their way of life for the very simple
reason that they do not approach it as differentiation from the mainstream culture.
Taking all her quotes together, Eleni suggests four loose categories of Pontic
identification that comprise a continuum from the unconscious experientiality and holism of “the
grandmothers” to the ideological and then to the compartmentalized. The distinction between
compartmentalized and truthful identification lies in the recognition of the supremacy of the
experience and the need for emotional investment. The ideological Pontians lack on experience
but they are aware of the unattainable of the tradition and the need for lived experiences, this is
why they turn their lives into Pontic, identifying strongly and emotionally with the Pontic
tradition. The distinction between experiential and ideological Pontians is that the latter have to
revive the tradition while the former need simply to remember it.
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Eleni also makes an interesting point regarding the ontology of Pontic tradition. Personal
cultivation of spirit and soul, the humanist conceptualization of culture, cannot exist without at
least the desire to turn that cultivation into a way of life. The compartmentalized engagement is
by definition superficial. Being Pontian, although predominately culture-related, is not the same
as joining a reading group or choosing a pasttime of personal refinement. In addition, the three
ways of identification reveal indirectly three representations of tradition: the compartmentalized,
the ideological, and the habitual. In accordance with the criticism of constructivism we can
suggest a loose correspondence between the three representations proposed by Clifford (2004).
The compartmentalized tradition of the folkloric associations is an example of modernist
appropriation. The Pontians of this category have redefined Pontic tradition as an objectified
cultural difference to be occasionally practiced. The tendency of the ideological identification
corresponds to the invented tradition stance. It implies an effort to reconstruct the traditional
beyond the limitations. The third category seems reconciled with the unattainability of tradition
and suffices in the continuation of what is already familiar. Hence, the experiential Pontians
emerge here as of a pre- and/or post-modern approach towards tradition.
Eleni’s views are of course subjective, but they reflect a broader focus in Pontic identity
discourse on the supremacy of experience and memory regarding Pontianness. Her views
deserve also special attention because of the multiple ways she relates to her Pontianness.
Without adopting exclusivist assertions of authenticity, Pontians who grew up in Pontic
communities and eventually moved to urban environments carry a more varied relation with
representations of Pontianness, than those who have lived in a single environment for most of
their lives. They have carved out routes of identification by negotiating their self-representation
in a variety of social spaces. Nevertheless, it goes without saying that other individuals hold
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different opinions regarding not only how they identify with Pontic tradition but the degree of
their identification and hence the very ontology of Pontic identity. Hence, an experiential Pontian
of the first group, according to Eleni, one of the grandparent generation, told me in an interview
that Pontic identity is up to the individual and everybody can be a Pontian in the way and to the
degree that he likes “I am not going to tell anybody how to be a Pontian or whether he is more
Pontian than me.” Other Pontians of the same “group” were aggressively judgmental:
They say they are Pontians and they cannot speak a word of Pontic. They tell you “I can
speak a little…” What does this mean? You either know the language or you do not!

The multiplicity of opinions regarding how and whether somebody is Pontian testifies
beyond doubt to the voluntary and discretionary character of Pontic identity. The focus on
culture, the constant references to the unattainable and endangered status of Pontic culture, and
the centrality of memory discourse manifest how the discourse of tradition mediates the common
refugee assimilation anxiety: the distance from the original experience of ancestral homeland that
is lost for good, and the understanding of Pontic cultural difference as belonging to past and to
collective memory.
More importantly, however, the discourse of tradition reveals the conflicting character of
Pontic identity discourse and Pontic folklore. Recognition of tradition’s unattainability reveals an
inherent contradiction, which is constructive of Pontic identification: the condition for the
compartmentalization of Pontic senses of belonging is the very reason for the empowerment of
Pontic identity discourses and practices. In short, identity emerges along with the realization of
loss, trauma, and of the unattainability of complete belonging.
The voluntary and culture-focused character of Pontic identity is the cause and the result
of the integration of the Pontians into the Greek society: the termination of social seclusion, the
Pontians’ adaptation to the linguistic and cultural environment of the Greek state, and the
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overcoming of poverty. Pontians stopped sticking out negatively. This allowed them to gradually
escape the refugee stigma and the very singularity of identity it imposed. Pontians ceased being
only or mainly Pontians and refugees. They started identifying and relating with other social
groups of Greece. This resulted in the transformation of Pontianness from “the identity” into
“one identity;” the gradual change of the Pontic membership from a pre-assigned condition of
life, an externally imposed predicament, into an issue of personal choice, individual and
collective agency. In Turino’s terminology the Pontic group was transformed from a cultural
formation, an externally imposed, top-down, life-conditioning social grouping, into a cohort, a
social group that results out of collective volition (Turino 2008: 107–13). The social majority
stopped essentializing the Pontians to such a great extent, enabling the development and
flourishing of positive identity definitions from inside the Pontic group. Negative definitions,
what the Pontians cannot and should not be, gave way to positive, insider definitions. The
dynamic cultural emergence of Pontians in the 1980s is not accidental. By this period the last
traits of the refugee stigma were fast disappearing.
Pontic identity becomes powerful in the very social conditions that have causes its
relativization—hence, the multiplicity of Pontic identification. This contradiction is mediated
through the postmodern experience/practice versus ideology binary, presented above, and the
consequent rejection of Pontic compartmentalization. There is one general and common
agreement between all Pontians: that mere participation in the folkloric movement is not enough.
Identification with Pontic tradition, in order to be sincere and meaningful, needs to be holistic for
the life of the individual, either through an ideological identification or through experiential and
habitual continuation. In short, Pontic identity through Pontic tradition is an issue of virtue
(MacIntyre 1984). The individual Pontian is sincere towards Pontic tradition when he/she
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understands his/her involvement as an ethical responsibility, hence the emotional character of
identification. Pontic tradition is not merely a decorative exotic cultural difference, what in
Greek is often called ethnic. It means connection with an existing historical and transgenerational
entity of communal life (MacIntre 1984: 204–25), the community of the older generations.
Moreover, given the supremacy of the experiential over the ideological, Pontic tradition refers to
experiences of holistic being that escape cultural translation (hence their unattainability) and
oppose the fragmentation of the modern being (ibid). Pontic music has a central position in
providing such experiences and in revealing the impossibility of cultural translation.
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CHAPTER 4
PONTIC MUSIC: AN OVERVIEW

In this chapter I provide a basic description of the instruments, genres, categories of
performance, and repertoires that describe Pontic music. I do not address here issues of musical
style as I am dealing with these aspects extensively in Chapter 5. This summarizing description
is meant as a general introduction to Pontic music, one necessary for positioning Pontic
parakathi.
Instruments
a) The Pontic Lyra or Kemence
The identity of a music category (genre, tradition, repertoire etc.) is understood and
recognized through certain musical indices: signs that connect the discursive category of
identification directly and often unconsciously with the experience of the musical sound (Turino
1999 and 2014). In this process identity categories (taxa of identification) emerge often as selfexplanatory, as meta-discursive realities. They appear to exist objectively and experientially,
beyond the subjectivity, the antinomies, and the historical contingency of the very discourses that
contextualize them.72
Musical instruments have a central position in this process of recognition, identification,
and differentiation. A musical instrument is not merely a sonic device. It functions as a “sign
vehicle:” a condensation of semiotic realms, a material object that bears a multiplicity of
associations and significances (Turino 2008 and 2014).73 At first glance we can detect a tripartite
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Of course this is the case with discursive categories in general.

73

I do not imply here that this is the case only with music instruments. In reality every entextualization and
objectification involves a multiplicity of semioses.
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(at least) significance. A musical instrument provides a sonic image of characteristic texture and
timbre, a visual image of materiality as an object, and a performance image (sonic and visual) of
musical practice. These three realms of images are inextricably connected in the very materiality
of the instrument, which is associated and defined within fields of meaning and practices (Miller
1998). A musical instrument, as a cultural object, can function as a sign vehicle for the broader
socio-cultural contexts associated with its performance (e.g. Berliner 1993[1976]; Dawe 2007a
and 2012).74
In the case of Pontic music, the instrument that carries the above tri-partite significance
and functions as an emblem of Pontic identity is the Pontic lyra (Gr.)75 or kementze(s) (Tr.).76
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There is a multitude of high quality ethnographies of organological character. I am mentioning ehre some
that have influenced my approach in particular.
75

The name lyra in Greek (pronounced lira) had been initially used (in Ancient Greece) for a type of plucked
chordophone performed in the accompaniment of poetry. The poetry of the lyra, “lyric poetry,” (lyrike poiesis)
emerged as a major category in classical Greek literature in the later Archaic and early Classical eras and is
represented by a large opus composed by famous poets (Alcaeus, Anacreon, Pindar, Alkman, Sappho, etc.).
Later in Greece the same name was given to bowed chordophones used in rather similar performance practices,
to support the singing of poetry. The noun lyra is female in Greek. The noun kemence or kemenche is Turkish
but in Pontic Greek it is commonly used as a male noun (but not always) so in compliance with Greek grammar
they add a final s (from kemence to kemences, written in Greeklish as kementzes). The Turkish language is
genderless. In Turkey kemence refers to the bowed chordophone of the Black Sea region, the Pontic lyra
(Karadeniz kemence) and to the bowed chordophone of Ottoman classical music (fasil kemence or Rum
kemence). The name is related to other denominations of bowed chordophones of the broader Middle East, such
as the Persian kamancha. In of the music of the Ottoman court, Greek musicians were often performers of the
fasil kemence, as indicated partially by the designation of the instrument as “Greek” (Rum, Roman) (Bates
2009: 48–9). For a glance at the participation of Greek musicians in late Ottoman music see
http://www.recordingpioneers.com/tg_GRURKS.html
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The oldest depictions of bowed chordophones west of the Middle East come from western European
manuscripts and date to the middle of the ninth century A.D. The general consensus is that bowed
chordophones arrived to Europe from Asia via the Byzantine Empire and the Maghreb. Depictions and
references of bowed chordophones in Byzantine manuscripts are a couple of centuries younger with the
exception of a 538 A.D. ambiguous reference by the Byzantine chronicler Theofilactus Simokattes. He
mentions Slavic mercenaries holding lyras (maybe gusles?). There is no specific information about whether the
lyras were bowed or plucked (Tsakalidis 2007: 11). The first complete literary description of a bowed
chordophone on Byzantine soil is by the Persian traveler Ibn Kurdadhbin at the end of the tenth century (Liavas
1986; Maliaras 2008: 43–6; Tsakalidis 2007a: 13). Kurdadhbin describes in detail an instrument that resembles
the Cretan lyra. He compares it to the Middle Easter rebab. According to Tsakalidis (2006: 17–20; and 2007a:
13) the first Byzantine depictions that somehow resemble the Pontic “bottle-shaped” lyra date back to the end
of the tenth century A.D.
As far as the Pontic lyra or kemence is concerned, according to some researchers it is more similar to
medieval western European bowed chordophones like the rebek than to Middle Eastern instruments like the
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The Pontic lyra is a three-stringed, vertical, “bottle-shaped” bowed fiddle (as opposed to the
“pear-shaped” lyras of Crete, Thrace, Karpathos, and Constantinople [Istanbul], the latter being
the Turkish fasil/Rum kemence; see Anoyannakis 1999[1979). The strings of the instrument are
usually tuned in fourths (from the higher/left string to the lowest/right: a-e-B), but other tunings
are also common. The exact tuning pitch differs from instrument to instrument or according to
the occasion and the singer’s voice.77 The lyra comes in three sizes. The larger lyra (the largest

rebab or kabak kemane. Reinhard (1966 via Picken 1975: 316–7) supports this historical assumption. He goes
further by asserting that rebek was transferred to Karadeniz by Genoese traders. The similarities of the Pontic
lyra to European medieval chordophones has been used often in the context of a discourse that struggles to
prove the European identity of the instrument and of its music. This assertion holds some truth, especially given
the parallel polyphony of the lyra’s texture, but it very often reproduces an Orientalist discourse, especially
given the fact that the main characteristics of what we understand today as a “European sound” had not been
exactly formulated by the eleventh century A.D. We cannot talk about a single European music this early,
unless we refer to certain translocally performed repertoires of the Roman Catholic Church. Moreover, much of
the visual evidence that this kind of discourse evokes as “historical testimonies” of the similarities between
“European” and “Greek” instruments is far from objective. Depictions of musical instruments in manuscripts
and church murals are not necessarily photographic or realistic (Maliaras 2008: 99–15, 136). An accurate
analysis of such depictions necessitates a deep knowledge of the aesthetic conventions. Tsakalidis (2006, 2007a,
and 2007b) and Maliaras (2008) have managed to avoid anachronisms. Maliaras, especially, takes the aesthetic
conventions seriously into account and he provides one of the most complete and accurate organological
histories on the subject. Liavas (1986) does not use so much visual evidence as much as literary sources and
actual instruments. Tsahouridis (2007) and Chairopoulos (1984), on the other hand, have fallen into this
parochial organological trap.
Picken reveals Reinhard’s weakness by focusing on certain details of the instrument’s construction and
body structure (more particularly the pegs). In his book, by far the most complete description of the music
instruments of Turkey, he engages the reader in a detailed description of the different theories regarding the
kemence’s origin, but he very cleverly avoids reaching a final conclusion. Picken seems to lean towards the
theory that the instrument is local to the region and developed from other instruments of neighboring regions
(Caucasus, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Iran, etc.) (1975: 323). Nevertheless, he does not escape the limitations of a,
symptomatic of his time, product-oriented organology. In an effort to emphasize the Turkishness of the
instrument he denies any special contribution by the Greeks. He exemplifies a shocking ignorance about the
Pontians describing them as “immigrants” and as having settled in the Greek islands! The denial of the Greek
contribution comes in total contradiction to other descriptions in his book. For example, in page 325 he
mentions that the most developed style of kemence music is that of Maçka. This micro-region had been a Greek
enclave until 1922—forty years prior to Picken’s research—and maybe presented the highest percentage of
Pontic-Greek speaking Greek Orthodox population of the entire region (see Chapter 2). Many of the inhabitants
of contemporary Maçka speak still Pontic Greek. However, Picken seems totally unaware of all this
information.
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The alternative tunings imitate the Pontic bagpipe (known as askavli, aggion or tulum). These tunings are
known by the names tulumi (according to tulum, or in tulum style) or gaida (the Slavic name of the same
instrument): from highest to lowest strings, from left to right: a-a-E and a-A-E. There is a type of tuning that lies
closer to that of bağlama, a-e-A, preferred for the repertoire of West Pontos. The exact pitch usually follows the
voice of the singer. Certain lyras also might tune better at different pitch levels, due to their construction. Zil
and zilokapano are often tuned lower than the corresponding kapani octave so that the tension of the strings is
lower. For a more detailed description see Anoyannakis 1999(1979); Kaliontzidis 2008; Pavlidis 2011;
Tsahouridis 2007; Tsakalidis 2006. For the tuning of the kemence in Karadeniz see Picken 1975: 298.
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circa 60 cm. in length) is called kapan(i) (from the Turkish kaba, dense, thick), the smallest
(usually at around 45 cm.) and highest in pitch is called the zil (Turkish for bell and/or cymbal),
and there is an in-between size which combines sonic attributes from both, named zilokapano.
In Pontic lyra, as with the violin and the Turkish kabak kemane and contrary to the
majority of the upright fiddles of the region,78 the fingers press the strings vertically. The
musician stops two strings with one finger (left and middle strings or middle and right)
producing a texture of parallel fourths that endows the lyra with a very distinct sonic
personality.79 Pontic music is one of the few polyphonic music traditions in the broader region of
Southeast Europe and the Middle East, hence a reference on the lyra’s texture is necessary.
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Gudulka; Cretan lyra; the lyra of Karpathos; the Ottoman fasil or Rum kemence; Macedonian kemane; the
Bosnian, Serbian, and Croatian gusle.
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The centrality of the interval of the fourth has led several folklorists and musicologists into national
continuity theories according to which Pontic music constitutes a direct survival of ancient Greek music (in
Aristoxenus’ music theory the fourth is the most basic intervallic value for the creation of the different modal
systems). This is not the case only among Greek scholars. Kilpatrick, for example, seems to espouse this idea
(1980[1975]) and it is via Kilpatrick that Tsahouridis reproduces it in his own dissertation (2007). Kilpatrick’s
argument is that ancient Greek scales consisted of two conjunct tetrachords with the addition of a lower tone
(tone-tetrachord-tetrachord). In Aristoxenian music theory, the two external pitches of the tetrachord, the base
and the top, always remain stable, while the changing pitches are the two middle ones. Kiplatrick makes the
observation that lyra music presents a similar construction since the instrument is tuned in fourths, so the stable
pitches of the open strings are a fourth apart. He further interprets this similarity as a possible connection
between ancient Greek music theory and Pontic lyra music. The argument is persuasive, but it is rather broad. It
can be basically reproduced for every kind of tuning in fourths. Tetrachordal music constructions are common
in Middle Eastern, Balkan, Byzantine music and all over the Mediterranean, so Pontic lyra is not the only case.
In addition, the ancient Greeks had two scalar constructions, one based on conjunct tetrachords and one based
on disjunct. Aristoxenos interprets the two different constructions in relation to the placement of the “added
tone,” which can be placed either below the first tetrachord or below the second. Hence, the European scalar
construction can be also interpreted as equally related to ancient Greek theory. In short, these theories are based
on nothing more than contingent similarities. Nevertheless, they are still more credible than the corresponding
western European appropriations of ancient Greek music theory that are often taken for granted. The
interpretation of ancient Greek music as ancestral to western European music is present in many introductory
educational handbooks. This is not the case with Middle Eastern music when presented to the broader
cosmopolitan public. In this case the “other” music is presented in its synchronic reality deprived of any deep
historical associations, even though the majority of the Middle Eastern music theorists allude the Ancient Greek
treatises with a higher theoretical consistency than their western European colleagues have ever done. For the
European appropriation of the ancient Greek music (and not only) in the context of a discourse of evolutionary
universalism see the obsolete but “classical” music histories of Vuillermoz (1973[1949]) and Headington
(1980).
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In lyra music polyphonic and diaphonic textures are described according to the playing
technique as dhiplohordia (double stringing) or, less often, sinhordhia (“co-stringing”), or
simfonia (“co-voicing” or “consonance”).80 More specifically, we find three textures: (a)
monophony (monohordhia), (b) parallel polyphony, (c) and melody and drone (diphony).
Dhiplohordhia describes textures (b) and (c). Texture can differ according to the repertoire and
musician. Nevertheless, the core repertoire of Pontic lyra and Pontic music has dense
dhiplohordhia with regular use of parallel polyphony.
The most characteristic texture of the Pontic lyra is that of the parallel fourth, but the
fourth is not the only resonance. Fifths, sixths, sevenths, and more rarely, also thirds, are
common. However, fourths, and to a lesser extent fifths, are the only intervals that are played in
a parallel fashion. Sixths and sevenths are shaped over a drone, which is usually movable. The
drone pitch is articulated according to the rhythmic pattern performed by the lyra player. This
way the dissonances (sixths and sevenths) can result from an articulated drone and not the
resonance between a pre-articulated droning pitch and the melody. Hence, the movable drone
gives the sound of the lyra a characteristically dissonant texture. It also creates a sonic fluidity
between the two textures of the parallel fourths and the melody and drone. The lyra player often
alternates between parallel polyphony and diaphony (melody and drone). For this reason
sevenths, although recognized as dissonant intervals, are often played on downbeats or are used
strategically by the lyra player in the context of word-painting and rhythm accentuation
(Kilpatrick 1980[1975]: 237–9).
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Dhiplohordhia is by far the most common and popular term. Simfonia is used basically only by
Koutsogiannopoulos (1927) and sporadically by some folklorists. The name sinhordhia was suggested to me by
the lyra player and authority in Pontic music Giorgos Amarantidis (1944–2013) in several discussions we had
together in 2005 and 2006. The name sinhordhia is avoided though because in Greek it also means accord and
chord, hence it creates confusion. Similar points can be made for simfonia, which also means symphony and
consonance.
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The use and the character of the texture are conditioned by the structure and the
technique of the lyra. The tuning in 4ths results in the use of the pitches that correspond to the
open strings as the stable points that bound and structure melody and harmony. In this way, the
polyphonic texture corresponds to specific finger positions on the instrument; they are to an
extent standardized. A typical kapan lyra tuned in the classical way in fourths has an overall
range of two octaves, B-a’, distributed in the three stings as follows: 1st (left, lower) string: Be(f); 2nd middle string e-a(b); 3rd (right higher string) a-a’ (Kaliontzidis 2008: 28; Tsakalidis
2006: 31; Tsahouridis 2007: 47). However, in the majority of the traditional repertoire of east
Pontos (see later in this chapter) the overall range, melodic and harmonic, is B-f’ (Pavlidis 2011:
23; Tsakalidis 2006: 31). The melody is usually performed on the middle and highest strings,
hence the melodic range is typically e-f’. Since the doubling of the melody a fourth lower takes
place inevitably on the first and second strings, tuned on B and e, and since the second string
does not exceed a fifth, it is obvious that the instrument affords the performer the opportunity to
double the entire typical melodic range.
In the majority of the traditional repertoire, however, this is rarely the case. Most of it is
performed in the first hand position, which also happens to be the most convenient (Kaliontzidis
2008; Tsahouridis 2007).81 The higher pitches are more difficult to double. The musician must
overextend his fingers to the bottom of the instrument in more inconvenient positions; such that
the pressing of two strings simultaneously becomes awkward. Hence, the pitches doubled a
fourth lower are usually lower than c’, which means that g (the third pitch produced by the
second string) is usually the highest doubling note. For these technical reasons parallel
81

There are four hand positions in lyra. Most of the traditional repertoire is played on the first position and
some on the second. The third and fourth hand positions are more recent developments, used often in nontraditional repertoires, hence the frequency of monohordhia in newly composed Pontic music. See Kaliontzidis
2008: 20–1; Tsahouridis 2007: 45–9; Tsakalidis 2006: 28–31.
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polyphony is more commonly produced between the middle and the first strings, while the third
string is preferred for the melody. On a typical kapan lyra this means that the tetrachord e-a
(middle string) provides the higher pitches in the texture of the parallel polyphony. In general,
parallel polyphony is the only texture when the range of the melody is narrow (less than a sixth),
as in the most popular repertoire of the tik dance songs.
For similar technical reasons, in the traditional repertoire, when the melody moves higher
than a, and almost always when it moves higher than c’, melody and drone are preferred over
parallel polyphony. Apart from the hand position, the drone is produced more conveniently with
these pitches because they correspond to open strings. Open strings provide more stable and
resonant pitches and simultaneously enable the performer to liberate his fingers from the double
stopping and to provide the articulation of the drone only by bowing. Hence, when there is
melody and drone, the drone is produced by the instrument’s left and middle (lower and middle)
open strings. It is also relatively easy to produce a drone on a pitch a tone higher from the pitch
of the open string, again because of hand position (see more on Kaliontzidis 2008 and
Tsahouridis 2007). Returning to our lyra this means that the most typical sixths are B-g, and c-a,
between the first and the middle strings, and e-c’ and f-d’, between the middle and the right
string. Similarly, the most typical sevenths are B-a, and c-bb, between the first and the middle
strings, and e-d’ and f-e’, between the middle and the third. All this said the character of the
texture, the density of parallel polyphony and the location of the dissonances, depends on the
skill of the lyra player. The description I provide here concerns the rule or most typical style of
the average performer and it is based to a high degree on pedagogical transcriptions of Pontic
music that provide the basics of the style (e.g. Pavlidis 2011).
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The lyra is the unquestionable queen (or king as kementzes) of Pontic music. The duet of
lyra-davul (double headed barrel-shaped bass drum) is the most common and celebrated
ensemble of Pontic music. The lyra has the widest and most varied repertoire of any other Pontic
instrument. It is actually the only instrument used for the entire Pontic repertoire. The association
of the instrument with the Pontians is extremely strong and resonates with the association
between the Cretan lyra and Cretan regional identity (Dawe 2007a). In fact, responding, also, to
the question of the definition of Pontic music, we can assert that for the common non-Pontic
listener, Pontic music is any kind of music that is played by the Pontic lyra. The emblematic
significance of the instrument is evident in its use as a decorative object in Pontic houses, as a
sticker on the back windows of cars, as an object of visual art in exhibitions, and as a sculpture in
Pontic monuments.
b) The other instruments
The Pontic lyra is not the only chordophone used in Pontic music. The violin, the
kemane, and the ud are also in use but only in specific sub-regional repertoires. Moreover, these
three instruments are neither mainly nor exclusively Pontic. The violin is common in the music
of west Pontos, of the “two Madens,” and to a lesser extent of the Gharasari enclave.82 The violin
was played vertically in Pontos, like if it was a lyra. Hence, it possessed a “hybrid” or “lyralized”
technique and practice of playing.
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Picken verifies to an extent this geographical distribution of the instruments in 1960s Turkey. He locates
the lyra/kemence in eastern Karadeniz. In accordance with most Pontians, he designates the “border” between
the lyra and the rest of Anatolian instruments at Ordu (Kotyora) in Central Karadeniz (Picken 1975: 552), the
“border” more or less between Central and West Pontos (see Chapter 2). However, Picken does not mention as
of “western Karadeniz” the same instruments that the Pontians recognize as western Pontic.
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The Greeks describe as kemane a “pear-shaped” vertical bowed chordophone that is
played like the violin (Tr. keman) by pressing the strings on the fingerboard.83 It has four main
strings and four sympathetic strings that produce a droning, chord-like cluster. The sympathetic
strings are tuned in unison with the main strings. In Greece, kemanes is known more as an
instrument of inner Anatolia and more particularly of the Greeks from Cappadocia. According to
Giorgos Poulantzaklis, the most prolific researcher and performer of the instrument, there are
two main tunings of the instrument: a Cappadocian and a Pontic. In the Cappadocian tuning the
chords are in fifths, as on the violin. The Cappadocian tuning was common in inner Anatolia (the
two Madens and Gharasari of Pontos included). The Pontic tuning resembles that of the lyra; the
three higher strings are tuned in fourths, the lower string, usually having a droning role, is tuned
“an eighth lower than the second chord” (hence a fifth lower from the third). This tuning was
used more on the coastal areas of Central Karadeniz and in the Pontic diaspora of AdaPazar in
Turkish Bithynia (Poulantzaklis 2007). This tuning can be interpreted as influence of the Pontic
lyra. Both kemane and violin have limited use in Pontic music. They usually perform the
repertoires of the sub-regions they are associated with. The violin is no longer played vertically.
The kemane would have been totally abandoned but for the revivalist efforts of Poulantzaklis and
a handful of other musicians.
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In Turkey keman refers to the violin. Kabak kemane refers also to a spike fiddle very similar to the Persian
rebab and almost identical to the Persian kamanche. It is obvious here that there is a group of names in
circulation that refer to similar bowed chordophones: keman, kemane, kabak kemane, kamanche, kemenche,
kemence. All these instruments are played by pressing the strings on the board with the exception of the fasil
kemence (or rum kemence, or politiki lyra) and the Macedonian kemane. In those two instruments the technique
is that of pushing the string with the finger, like in gudulka and the lyra of the Aegean (Karpathos, Crete).
Adding also the gusle, we see an astonishing variety of vertical fiddles in the Ottoman lands. As far as Greece is
concerned the predominance of the violin since the mid nineteenth century led to the abandonment of most of
these bowed chordophones with the exception of Crete, Karpathos, Pontos, and Thrace. The difference and
uniqueness of these instruments versus the violin had as a result their elevation within Greek folklore into
ethno-regional emblems. For keman and kemane in Turkish folk music see Picken 1975: 339–43.
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Pontic music includes also a number of aerophones that are similarly associated with
specific repertoires and sub-regions of the Pontic ancestral homeland. The aggion, or tulum, or
aski, or askavli, or gaida84 is a kind of bagpipe almost identical to the tsambouna of the Greek
islands. It has two melody pipes and no drone (Ahrens 1973; Anoyannakis 1999[1979]; Picken
1975; Sarris 2007; Sarris et al. 2010b). The double pipe allows the doubling of the melody on the
same pitch and an occasional breaking of the unison when one of the hands covers a different
hole, an ornament that is called “doubling,” or in Pontic Greek, dhiplarisma. Hence, the tulum
produces a texture of diaphonic heterophony, like the lyra, usually with consonances at the
fourth or fifth.85
Another common aerophone is the seliavli, or seriavli, or ghaval or floyera.86 It is a sixhole duct flute very similar to those used in Celtic music (in many cases Pontic musicians use
Celtic duct flutes or Indian muralis). Ghaval does not have a beak on the mouthpiece. The
window lies at the bottom-top of the tube, very close to the lips of the performer. The musician
can half-cover the window hole with his bottom lip, dividing the stream of air, and producing a
dense timbre, of almost diaphonic character, called kaba. Other aerophones regularly used in
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All these names signify the same thing in different languages or idioms. The Greek word aggion means
vessel for fluids, water, olive oil, and blood (when in the body). Fluids used to be kept in bags made out of the
skin of animals. Aski means bag, and askavli means bagpipe (in Ancient Greek askaylos or askavlos). Tulum is
Turkish and means skin or leather. It is used metonimically also for the water or oil vessel. Gaida is a South
Slavic name for bagpipe that was given to the Pontic instrument after the arrival of the Pontic Greeks in Greek
Macedonia. For more on the Pontic/Karadeniz bagpipe see Ahrens 1973, Marmaridis 2011, and Picken 1975:
529–47.
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The limited range of the instrument (a sixth) does not allow a texture of parallel polyphony as with the lyra.
Diaphony is not produced continuously but on specific beats in a process of improvisatory variation and
rhythmic punctuation. In essence the diaphony of the tulum can be better described as a broken/movable drone
but the degree of dissonance depends on the musical imagination of the performer (Ahrens 1973; Marmaridis
2011; Picken 1975).
86

The multiplicity of names is again similar to that of the aggion. Ghaval (ğaval) is the Turkish name of the
instrument. Floyera is a generic Rumanian name for flute (recorders, traverse, and of the type of ney/kaval)
adopted by the Pontians in Greece. Seliavli and seriavli are again archaic Greek names for a recorder, and the
actual translation would be “the flute of the hands.”
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Pontic music are the zourna, the pipiza, the clarinet, and the accordion. Pontians regularly use
only one percussive instrument, the davul. Riqq, def, and spoons are used sporadically. Finally,
in more contemporary, and “hybrid,” versions of Pontic music, there is use of the synthesizer, the
drum set, the electric bass, and the bouzouki.
Summarizing, Pontic music presents a variety of musical instruments, three of which are
polyphonic and/or diaphonic, the kemane, the aggion, and the lyra. The lyra is the only Pontic
instrument of a pan-Pontic significance and use, that is directly recognized as exclusively Pontic,
and used outside traditional music repertoire. The rest of the instruments are designated either of
non-Pontic origin (clarinet, accordion, davul, zourna) or at least of not exclusive Pontic identity
(aggion, kemanes, seliavli).
Music Genres
Pontic music is divided into two sub-genres that are defined according to the interpretive
dichotomy of tradition versus modernity: traditional Pontic music (paradhosiaki Pontiaki musiki)
or Pontic music proper, and new Pontic music, known as neopontic (neopontiaki). Traditional
Pontic music refers to that brought from Pontos and its continuation in Greece. By continuation I
am referring to songs and melodies that are designated as sharing the same stylistic
characteristics with those of pre-1922 Pontic repertory. Neopontic music refers to a sub-genre
that makes a clear break with tradition. It emerged from the 1970s nightclub scene and early
Pontic recording production of the same period. As such, neopontic music is associated from the
very beginning with representations of modernity. However, repertoires and musicians
recognized as neopontic have been around for more than forty years. Hence, neopontic music has
its own history—its own tradition of modernity.
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The most obvious and visible stylistic characteristic that differentiates neopontic from
traditional Pontic music is the instrumentation. In neopontic music, the lyra is part of the
nightclub music ensemble; it coexists with the synthesizer, the drums, and the electric bass, and
also often with the clarinet, the bouzouki, and the electric guitar. This mixed instrumentation
results in a “hybrid” sound where different stereotypical musical phrases from the broader
repertoires of every instrument merge together in a musical pastiche. This blending of sounds
takes place usually within the tropical idiom of “Mediterranean harmony” (Manuel 1986).
Another unifying characteristic of the neopontic sub-genre is the verse-chorus binary structure
(AB) of the songs and the prominence of a duple, tsifteteli-like meter, which among Pontians is
often danced as an omal from Kars.
Apart from these broad characteristics, there are few stylistic elements that demarcate
neopontic music as a unified and integrated genre. Neopontic music consists for the most part of
a repertoire of songs heavily influenced by Greek popular music. Given the emergence of a
variety of categories of Greek popular music during the last 40 years, neopontic comprises
various styles and trends. Hence, every kind of Pontic music performed by a nightclub ensemble
is described as neopontic: nightclub ensemble renditions of traditional songs, newly composed
hybrid Pontic music where traditional and Greek pop elements are mixed together, and Greek
pop with Pontic lyrics. As such neopontic music is fluidly defined in the negative: whatever is
not traditionally Pontic is neopontic.
Traditional Pontic music is usually subdivided according to the regional origin of the
repertoires that comprise it. The only repertoire-based division suggesting a difference of style
and genre is that between the music of east and west Pontos. Music of west Pontos refers to the
repertoires brought to Greece from the areas west of Kotyora (Ordu) and from inner Pontos. The
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criterion of categorization is again mainly organological. West Pontos repertoires are performed
also by the kemane, the violin, and the ud. West Pontos is represented by a handful of songs,
many of which are not exclusively Pontic, and by a large number of dance tunes that correspond
to an equal number of dance genres (usually there is one dance tune per dance genre). Pontic
music has an exceptionally rich repertoire of dances, the majority of which are circle (line)
dances.
As with neopontic music, that of west Pontos cannot be securely defined as a single,
integrated, musical genre. It describes in reality a multitude of scattered and partially represented
repertoires, the remnants of the music brought by the western Pontians to Greece. These
remnants emerge as a single repertoire in contrast with the repertoire of east Pontos. The
underrepresentation of the music of west Pontos in Pontic musical practices can be interpreted as
the result of three interrelated factors: (1) the decimation of the west Pontic population as a result
of the genocide; (2) the rejection of the Turkish language, mother tongue of most western
Pontians, and the consequent abandonment of any repertoire with Turkish verse; (3) the
promotion, construction, and cultivation of Pontic cultural difference in the context of the
folklorization of Pontic identity politics. The latter development rendered the music of east
Pontos more appropriate for the promotion of Pontic cultural heritage due to its stylistic
distinctiveness.
Some stylistic characteristics, broadly speaking, characterize this music as generally
Anatolian: the majority of the tunes follow the local Anatolian folk modal system, the most
common meters are 4/4 and 9/8, and the melodic structure emerges as less segmental than that of
east Pontos. The performance context that popularized the music of west Pontos has had a
significant effect on its genrification. As a musical category (repertoire and genre), it belongs
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mainly to the folkloric stage. This is indicated by the fact that it is represented mainly by dance
tunes. It became part of public Pontic identity discourse mostly after 1990. It was primarily a
development of the cultural associations, part of a broader effort of rediscovering and saving the
endangered Pontic tradition. This means that the representation of this repertoire is highly
modified by the performance context of the folkloric stage. In the few villages where it is still
performed in everyday and participatory contexts, west Pontos music might present different
stylistic characteristics.87 Today, the music of west Pontos is celebrated, being an indispensable
part of every folkloric dance performance. Many of its dance genres enjoy high popularity and
are by now performed in the context of public participatory dance events. An emerging number
of dynamic musicians, like the lyra player Antonis Papadopoulos, attempt the cultivation of the
repertoire outside the folkloric stage.
The music of east Pontos refers to the repertoires that originated stylistically in the areas
east of Kotyora (Ordu), especially of the mountainous areas around Trabzon, Gümüşane, and
Kars. This is the music most easily and directly identifiable as Ponticthe subgenre against
which nepontic and western Pontic music idioms are defined. The prominence of this musical
tradition results from its stylistically distinctive character (see Chapter 6) and the simple fact that
the vast majority of the Karadeniz Rumlar who made it into Greece came from the eastern areas
(see Chapter 2). The music of east Pontos has had a continuous presence and is usually referred
to simply as “Pontic music,” without the regional adjective. It dominates Pontic repertoire and is
represented by both dance tunes and songs, the latter divisible into four categories that are
defined according to a variety of criteria: regional origin, performance contexts, and stylistic
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This hypothesis needs systematic research. It seems though to be the case, at least according to the
multitude of researchers, dancers, musicians, and amateur folklorists who have undertaken this task in the last
couple of decades.
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characteristics. The dances of east Pontos have a very distinctive personality that sets them apart
from those of Greece and the rest of Turkey: a vertical motion that varies from a light bouncing
all the way to a feverish shaking or trembling of the body (tremolo), small steps, dense dance
formation, and no dance leader.88
East Pontos music is dominated by the lyra or Karadeniz kemence. The development of
the lyra repertoire reflects to a high extent the emergence and development of east Pontos music
as a unified genre. In short, east Pontos music is more or less the music of the lyra. Most
Pοntians attribute the development of the lyra music to the special contribution of certain
talented musicians of the 1950–1980 period, and especially to the lyra player Giorgos Petridis
(1917–1984), known as Gogos (pronounced Ghoghos) and the singer Chrysanthos Theodoridis
(1934–2005).
There is a general agreement that Gogos was the most influential lyra player. He is
attributed both with the revolutionary reform of the lyra technique and with the integration and
completion of the instrument’s repertoire and style. His two main reforms were the use of the
fingertips for stopping the strings and a horizontal movement of the bow. These techniques
resulted in a “cleaner lyra sound” characterized by intonational accuracy, melodic clarity, and a
fuller tone. They also allowed for a larger range and faster tempi (Tsahouridis 2007). Giorgos
Petridis is also recognized as the first lyra player who had a complete knowledge of the entire
repertoire of east Pontos, giving it this way a unified and genrified character. He is finally
praised for his extraordinary musical imagination and improvisational skills. Songs or melodies
are not attributed to him, but he is designated the creator of the Pontic lyra improvisation and
melody building techniques (see Chapter 6; Marmaridis 2014; Tsahouridis 2007).
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For a concise diagram of the Pontic dances see Appendix 3.1. For a comparative chart of how Pontic
dances differ from the folk dances of Greece and Anatolia see Kilpatrick 1980(1975): 105–6.
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According to most lyra players I worked with, Gogos systematized and perfected already
existing techniques thanks to his innate musical genius but also by combining them with
elements borrowed from the bouzouki, which was his secondary instrument (Tsahouridis 2007).
He was able to learn high lyra techniques from his father, the legendary lyra player Stavros
Petridis, known as Stavris (1896–1949), and from other important lyra players all over Greek
Macedonia. Gogos began his career in the 1950s by touring Macedonian Pontic festivals and by
regularly participating in the pan-Pontic religious festival of the Virgin Mary of Sumela. By the
late 1950s he had already become extremely popular all over the region, acquiring the status of a
star (Piperidis, D., Int. 3/12/2012).
Giorgos Petridis was a performer of the live scene. He built his career by performing in
public dance events and festivals (paniyiria, see later), Pontic nightclubs in Athens and
Thessaloniki, and on the radio. He avoided recording his music; hence he has left a
disproportionally small commercial discography. The vast majority of his discography consists
of amateur field recordings, often of low quality, made on the spot by friends and admirers. He
never had students in a systematic fashion, but the most successful lyra players of the 1970s and
the 1980s were all either his disciples or his admirers.89 A few fanatic collectors of Gogos’ music
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The post-1970s Pontic music scene was dominated by the following lyra players: Kostikas Tsakalidis
(1932–1982), Georgoulis Kougioumtzidis (1935–2007), Giorgos Amarantidis (1944–2013), Panagiotis
Aslanidis (b.1947), Kostas Petridis, Gogos’ son, (1958–2011), Kostas Siamidis (b.1960), and Michalis
Kaliontzidis (b.1960). Kostikas Tsakalidis was the only successful post-1970s lyra player who was not a
disciple of Gogos. Georgoulis Kougioumtzidis, the first lyra musician who recorded systematically, was an
admirer and disciple of Gogos. The same goes also for Panagiotis Aslanidis, who along with Amarantidis and
Kougioumtzidis has the largest discography. Kougioumtzidis and Aslanidis followed Gogos in his tours and
tried to learn from him in the traditional fashion of “stealing” from his playing. According to rumors, Gogos
treated Kougioumtzidis as rather hostile, as a competitor, but he loved Aslanidis, who was also his relative.
Giorgos Amarantidis, Kostas Siamidis, and Michalis Kaliontzidis also admire Gogos. They have studied
Gogos’s style through his recordings. Kostakis Petridis was Gogos’s son, so he was directly influenced by his
father’s music, although allegedly not always in a positive way. Interestingly, but not surprisingly, his musical
style is designated the most differentiated among all of his fathers disciples.
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became major educators of Pontic lyra just because they had a large recording archive of the
master’s music from which they could teach.90
Due to his legacy, Giorgos Petridis is known as the “patriarch of the lyra,” a title of
obvious ecclesiastical origin that emphasizes the sacred status of the instrument among Pontians.
His life and character are surrounded by a legend of mystifying overtones that often follows the
widely disseminated cosmopolitan trope of the “tormented artist.” The same trope is reproduced
for his son Kostas. The scarcity of his recordings has added to his legend. People who knew
Gogos describe him as grave, silent, unable to express himself through words, sui generis, and of
rough manners. His extraordinary musical talent is interpreted as a result of his inability to
communicate otherwise. Similarly, his music is described as mathematically accurate,
transcendentally virtuosic, ecstatically balanced, in one phrase as “the classical music of the
Pontians.” He is often characterized as a “cold instrument of execution” (Piperidis, D., Int.
3/12/2012; Stilidis, Th., p.c., 2/8/2012)91 or he is compared to legends of western music, for
example, as “the Bach of Pontic music” (Aslanidis, P., p.c., 10/10/2012).
Chrysantos Theodoridis is the most celebrated singer of east Pontos music. Although
younger than Gogos, he built his career more or less during the same period and by participating
in similar venues. Chrysanthos recorded systematically, acquiring a larger commercial
discography than any other Pontic musician before him. He eventually recorded western Pontos
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The most famous case is that of Takis Sahinidis, known also by the nickname “Gogos’s suitcase.” Sahinidis
followed Gogos, recording him. He carried the recording equipment in a suitcase, hence his nickname. He
created the largest archive of Gogos’s music and made a career as a teacher of Gogos’s techniques. Sahinidis
was not simply a teacher. He offered access to his archive and his knowledge as a kind of unofficial higher or
graduate studies to musicians who had already reached a certain technical level and knew the repertoire. Most
of the lyra players who emerged in the 1980s and 1990s have taken lessons from Sahinidis.
91

The expression is a play on words. In Greek, concert performance of a musical piece and execution are
signified with the same word (ektelesi); tool, instrument, and organ are also signified by the same word
(orghano). So the play is between the meaning of an instrument of performance and tool of execution. An
English translation would be Gogos is killer musician.
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music as well. He also had an extraordinary career of live performances and made his way to the
non-Pontic music scenes of Athens, working with Greek artists of a national popularity like
Nikos Xylouris (1936–1980) and Mariza Koh. Chrysanthos is celebrated for his transcendentally
high-pitched voice, which changed the aesthetics of Pontic singing, his interpretation of
traditional melodies, his extraordinary vocal tremolo, his deep well-rounded knowledge of the
repertoire, and his allegedly unnaturally large vocal range. Chrysanthos and his lyra player
Georgoulis Kougoumtzidis allegedly established the dance cycle or song medley and
standardized the form of Pontic dance tunes.
The history of Pontic music is a convoluted subject that needs to be examined on its own
merits. The processes that allowed the emergence, development, and transformation of the genre
of “Pontic music” are not the only subjects of special interest. The oral discourse regarding the
representation of this history is equally interesting. The Pontic discourse about tormented artists,
major reformers, and transcendental sounds mediates a local appropriation of cosmopolitan
tropes about musicality, art, and individualism.
There are three important points that need to be emphasized here. Firstly, the fact that the
music of east Pontos is interpreted in relation to a shared text of collective memory exemplifies
in itself the centrality of this genre for Pontians—its omnipresence in Pontic public social life
through networks of translocal range. This is not the case with the other two subgenres.
Secondly, the reform of lyra style and technique demonstrates that the concept of tradition, when
used by Pontians, is not characterized by the theoretical clarity of its folkloric definition.
Traditional Pontic music describes a dynamic style, which although aesthetically integrated is
anything but religiously reproduced. Like other cases of “traditional music,” east Pontos music is
constantly changing. The term “traditional” refers mostly to the struggle for a historically
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continuous stylistic and aesthetic distinctiveness—the very essence of musical identity. Most
Pontians recognize these theoretical antinomies and they often admit, “if the first [refugee]
generation was able to listen to the traditional Pontic music we perform today maybe they
wouldn’t like it” (e.g., Tentes 1999).
Thirdly, the innovations, reforms, and developments attributed to Giorgos Petridis and to
Chrysanthos Theodoridis are directly and inextricably related to the modernization of Greece.
Both artists built their careers thanks to the homogenization of the Pontic senses of belonging as
a result of the post-1950s translocal organization of the Pontians: the emergence of pan-Pontic
festivals and mass dance performances, the foundation of monasteries, the Pontic folkloric
movement, the introduction of new technologies, the improvement of motorized transportation,
and general social mobility. Modernization was manifested musically in the transformations of
the agrarian musical practice from communal participatory into public and professional—the
emergence of folk music professionalism and of commercialized genres, like folk, traditional,
and neopontic. Such transformations are a common place in periods of social change, especially
after the 1950s, and have been documented in a multitude of cases (e.g., Buchanan 2006; Rice
1994; Turino 2000).
In the case of Pontic music, the use of metal lyra strings, of electronic amplification—in
a primitive fashion already since the late 1950s—and the introduction of the lyra into the radio
and the recording industry played a significant role in the formation of a “traditional” style.92 The
refined finger and bow techniques of Gogos, for example, would not have the desired results in
zil lyras due to the latter’s high string tension. The pre-Gogos masters, who used techniques of a
similar refinement, were in their majority indoors musicians who performed in the coffee houses
92

Of course all these developments have their own history. Electronic amplification especially and Pontic
recordings present distinctively different sonic personalities over the decades.
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and taverns (so essentially in parakathia) using kapan lyras. The introduction of Gogos’
techniques on the nightclub stage and the public dance events were possible due to the
introduction of the kapan in these loud spaces, something impossible without metal strings and a
form of electronic amplification. In short, Gogos managed to perfect the old masters’ techniques
thanks to technological developments. In conclusion, the style of east Pontos music, the e
traditional music of Pontians par excellence, is a product of the modernization it supposedly
opposes—a direct and palpable manifestation of the “conflicting complementarity” (Creed 1998:
5) between tradition and modernity.
Most Pontians summarize Gogos’s contribution with the phrase “Gogos turned the lyra
into a [musical] instrument.” This phrase manifests the transformation of east Pontos music from
communal participatory to a commercial and often presentational musical genre that addresses a
wider audience. “Musical instrument” [musiko orghano] is a terminology borrowed from
cosmopolitan musical discourses. The transformation of the lyra into a “musical instrument”
indexes the elevation of the instrument into spaces of music professionalism and high cultural
capital, namely the nightclub and the folkloric stage. Thanks to Gogos, the lyra stopped being an
agrarian toy and became a respected musical artistic object that shares the same classificatory
category with the violin, the piano, and the bouzouki. According to another typical phrase,
“Gogos raised the lyra on the stage [patari lit. platform].” This phrase refers directly to the
transformation described above. The verb “raise” is both literal and metaphorical. The stage in
the nightclubs, the public dance events, and the folkloric performance is elevated; it stands
higher than the dance floor, hence it is called a “platform.” This literal rise was also a symbolic
rise of social and cultural capital. A brief discussion of the performance contexts and practices of
contemporary Pontic music will further illuminate these points.
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Performance Practices and Contexts
Pontic music involves four performance practices or environments: (1) On stage folkloric
dance performances, (2) nightclubs, (3) mass or public dance events, and (4) muhabetia or
parakathia. The only purely presentational type of performance is the on stage folkloric dance.
In fact, Pontic traditional music is performed regularly in the contexts and spaces of
presentational music making, like theaters, concert halls, and the so-called “alternative music
scene,” the live-music bars of the entehno Greek music.93 However, in these spaces Pontic music
is usually a guest: part of a broader music event, or component in a varied concert program. In
short, none of these spaces and practices can be described as characteristically Pontic. There is
no Pontic bar or alternative music scene, and solely Pontic music concerts are non-existent.94
The four types of musical performance mentioned above are usually divided by Pontians
(and Greeks in general) into two large categories: parastasi and ghlendi. Parastasi means
onstage performance, a literal translation would be “presentational mimesis.”95 Parastasi refers
to any kind of performance that takes place on stage and entails movement, dance or acting—that
is to any kind of theatrical or dance production. It describes music only if dance and/or
programmatic elements are involved. In the Pontic case parastasi refers to on stage folk dance
93

Entehno, meaning “artistic,” references a broad category of lyrical songs that use refined poetry. The
category references songs as diverse stylistically as the 1960s political songs of Theodorakis, the Greek rock of
the 1980s, the neo-traditional movement of the 1990s, the eclectic repertoire of Giorgos Dalaras etc. The term is
especially problematic because it references a discourse of anti-commercialism, but in reality functions as a
market category: a commercialization of the anti-commercial. The alternative scenes, the contemporary
performance environment of the entehno, evolved from the 1970s bûates: small spaces, modeled after Parisian
bars, where the performer developed a personal relation with the audience; the latter is invited to sing along. For
more on entehno and the scenes of Greek popular music see Polychroniakis 2011 and Tsioulakis 2008.
94

There are several lyra virtuosos who perform regularly in a concert fashion, but even in these cases many
pieces of the program are either original compositions or non-Pontic. The most successful, and somehow
controversial, case is the virtuosos and ethnomusicologists Tsahouridis brothers (Matthaios and Konstantinos)
who perform regularly concert programs of a diverse repertoire: traditional Pontic, Greek folk and popular
songs, pieces of classical European music “modified” for lyra and voice, Opera arias, and original compositions
of Konstantinos. Other cases are the lyra virtuosos Lazos Ioannidis and Stelios Halkidis.
95

Paristano (vb.) means in Greek “to pretend, and “to act out” (Triantafyllides 1999).
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performances. The term ghlendi is of Ottoman-Turkish origin (eğlendi). The literal meaning is
“entertainment” or “good time.” In Greece it refers to any kind of partying, to any active
involvement or response to music. Pontic ghlendi involves the music and dance practices of the
nightclubs, of mass or public dance events, and of muhabetia.
Pontic music is regularly performed in private parties, many of which can have the
character of a mass event, especially if there is a “life cycle” celebration (Megas 2002 [1956]),
like weddings or baptisms. The highly individualized and personal character of private parties
does not allow their categorization as a type of performance. Private parties can be better
described as a fluid category that connects the mass dance events with the private dialogical
music making of parakathi; the latter can be described, after all, as a kind of private party and
often involves dancing, although it is primarily a seated event. Muhabeti or parakathi will be
described in detail in the following chapters. For the purposes of this introduction, a rudimentary
overview of the other performance categories will suffice.
A) Pontic Parastasi: Folkloric Dance performances
Folkloric dance parastasi constitutes ideally the cultural performance (Guss 2000: 7–12)
of the folkloric Pontic identity movement. Folkloric dance performances are the imagery
realizations of the folkloric representation of Pontianness. Annually organized national festivals
of Pontic dance testify to the centrality of this kind of music performance for the translocal
organization of the Pontians. These mega-folkloric gatherings involve ideally all the folkloric
associations of Greece. They are highly reputed for their social and cultural importance and in
general function much like the powwows of Native Americans (see Scales 2004).
A typical Pontic folkloric dance performance, when performed by a single dance
ensemble, does not last more than 30 minutes. Dance tunes comprise the main repertoire in the
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form of a dance suite, a presentational assemblage of various dance genres. A successful dance
suite should balance stylistic contrast and presentational flow: variety should be matched with a
smooth transition from the one dance genre to the other. The dance genres that comprise the suite
should be of distinctively different style but at the same time they should form smaller sub-units
that define partial but integrated dance images (Tsekouras 2008).
A very important factor of Pontic folkloric dance performances is what I call
“choreocartography.” The ideal suite entails dances from as many sub-regions of Pontos as
possible. The general idea is that it should provide an inclusive and complete presentation of
Pontos’ dance wealth, building this way a dance image of the region. Hence, variety is key factor
on the political level as well. The different sub-regions of the ancestral homeland are presented
through the succession of neatly delineated dance images. Folk dance costumes and other
elements of appearance contribute to this visualization. For these reasons, folkloric dance
performances offer emblematic representations of Pontic music and cultural heritage to the
broader Greek audience. Folkloric dance performances have always functioned as on stage
visualizations of the nation, region, or ethnicity as constructed imaginaries (e.g. Buchanan 1991
and 2006; Shay 2002; Silverman 1983; Turino 2000).
One of the most characteristic visualizations of Pontianness, that realizes the folkloric
discourse of exemplary and culturally different Greekness, is the on stage performance of the
dance sera. The dance sera is the climactic point of every complete Pontic folkloric dance
performance. It is a characteristic all-male, warrior dance, divisible into two parts: a slow
introductory part in 7/8, called atsiapat, and the main part which starts in 7/8 but being extremely
fast turns eventually to 8/8. The main step-pattern is a florid version of the common dance tik
(see later in this chapter), but in both slow and fast parts, it alternates with clusters of florid
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figures performed in synchrony by the entire group. The dance style is exemplary of east Pontos
entailing a feverishly intense tremolo.
Sera is a dance embodiment of masculinity and of synchrony. For this reason it acquired
the status of community representation even before 1922. In large feasts organized by the
Ottoman authorities in Karadeniz, the youth of different villages competed in the performance of
sera (Agtzidis et al., 2003). Due to its masculine character the dance was associated with
representations of heroism.
In the context of the folklorization of Pontic identity discourse, sera has been elevated
into a visual declaration of Pontianness: it is the most characteristic image of the Pontians to the
broader Greek public. Sera entails the performance of an intense masculine heroism that can be
easily contextualized within a Greek discourse of national heroism. Most importantly, sera has
become for Pontians a visualization of their own, by now mythologized, struggle for survival.
The Pontic people still dance dynamically regardless of all the destruction, dislocation, and
hostility (see Chapter 3).
B) Pontic dance ghlendi: paniyiri and nightclub dance performances
The other two types of performance, nightclub and public dance ghlendia, contain less
variety in genres. Nightclubs mainly feature neopontic music. However, in both Athens and
Thessaloniki, operate nightclubs that are exclusively devoted to Pontic traditional music
repertoire. Neopontic music is an outcast in these spaces. The emergence of such nightclubs is a
relatively recent development (post-1990).96
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In general, the traditional nightclubs are designated less successful financially. The one traditional Pontic
nightclub of Athens went out of business in 2011. In Thessaloniki the one Pontic traditional nightclub,
Parakath, was facing difficulties in 2012. It was surviving the enduring crisis due to the artists’ agreement to
cut down their wages. Nevertheless, Parakathi had the longest season than all other Pontic nightclubs. This
does not mean that it was necessarily more profitable. Parakath still operates today in Thessaloniki facing
similar difficulties as in 2012. Greek nightlife has suffered a serious blow by the enduring recession that
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The mass or public dance events usually constitute large communal or collective
celebrations, known in Greek as paniyiria (pl.). Paniyiria are predominately of rural character
and related to agrarian life. They take place in the context of religious holidays, cultural festivals,
and calendrical rites. Very often these three types of collective events coincide: a calendrical
celebration is usually defined by the ecclesiastical calendar and since the 1980s Pontic folkloric
associations have organized the paniyiria, endowing them with a cultural agenda. Such events
can feature traditional and/or neopontic music, depending on the invited artists.
Nightclubs and paniyiria have one thing in common. They both entail participatory
dance. The main activity of socialization and the goal of musical performance is dance
participation. Having said this, the character of dance participation and musical practice contexts
differs significantly. Nightclubs are more commercialized. Music and dance are offered as a paid
service. An entrance fee and an obligatory first drink secure a minimum charge necessary for the
operation of the nightclub. Participation in the dance is more individualized. It is usually
organized according to tables. Every table is occupied by a different group of friends. The paid
character of the nightclub performance enables the “renting” or “buying” of music. This usually
takes place through indirect tipping, the buying of flowers. A client who wants to order a dance
or a song buys flowers that are thrown on the head or in front of the legs of the preferred
performer. The musicians respond by performing particularly for the client and his table. They
either address the tipper directly or visit his table to play/sing in his ear or invite him on the
dance floor. Mass dance participation often happens in nightclubs, but the unit of participation is
the group of friends who share the same table.

plunders Greece since 2008. According to a 2014 research by the National Center of Social Studies, 50% of the
2008 operating nightclubs went out of business between 2009 and 2013 (Tsimitakis 2014).
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Paniyiria feature mass dance participation. A designated dance floor is shaped in front of
the stage on which the musicians perform. There is no entrance fee or obligatory drink and
everybody present is invited to dance. A successful paniyiri lasts the entire night and involves
the formation of a really long dance circle or the co-presence of multiple dance circles on the
same dance floor.97
The inclusivity of dance participation that ideally characterizes nightclubs and paniyiria
reverses the criteria of the folkloric performance. While in folkloric performances there is
emphasis on the succession of distinctively different dance tableaus, here there is special focus
on the constancy of the musical sound and the prolongation of the dance. Constancy and
prolonged participation necessitate uniformity of musical genres, through the organization of the
performed repertoire according to dance cycles and song medleys—the unit allegedly established
by Chrysanthos. Every dance cycle or song medley involves only a couple of dance genres and a
multitude of songs performed according to tempo, from slower to faster. Usually a dance cycle
starts with a slow dance, an omal from Kars or dhipat, and then proceeds with a dance of
moderate tempo, usually a tik. Different songs of the same dance (tik) follow in escalating speed
allowing a musical apex. The dance cycle culminates and concludes in a fast dance, which is
very often performed without singing, and belongs to the broader tik dance family. In traditional
paniyiria and nightclubs the dance genre that has the lion’s share of the dance cycle is tik, by far
the most popular Pontic dance genre. In the neopontic scene, omal is more popular, but tik can be
also common as well as non-Pontic dances like karsilama and tsifteteli. A typical medley/dance
cycle lasts between 10 and 15 minutes depending on the participation. Tunes and songs are tied
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This information might sound commonsensical. However, Pontic traditional paniyiria are highly reputed
for the mass character and the general young age of the participants (see Velou and Keil 2002).
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together by the lyra player and the other musicians who play in between them connecting
secondary musical past, known in Pontic Greek as kladhia (sing. kladhi).
Dance events and parakathia, are in their essence participatory. However, in dance
events participation is responsive to the music, as a result of the sharp distinction between
dancers and musicians. The dancers receive the music performed by the musicians and the
musicians modify their performance according to the bodily responses of the dancers. Hence,
although musical sound and dance movement exist in a reciprocal relationship, dance
participation affects the musical sound as assessed by the musicians. The musicians have the first
and last word. They provide the incentive for dance and they evaluate the dancing response.
Following Kavouras’ typology of “monological” versus “dialogical” ghlendi public dance events
belong to the first category (Kavouras 2005).
The monodirectionality of the sound production that characterizes the Pontic dance event
and the supremacy of the musicians’ agency are the outcome of the mass public character that
dance events have acquired since the 1950s, to a large extent due to the introduction of electronic
amplification. The electronic mediation of the sound, the broadcasting, basically, of live music
through microphones and amplifiers permitted the dispersion of the music into a large area or
inside the entire nightclub. The amplified musical sound defines an all-encompassing soundscape
that enables the participation of as many dancers as possible.
The spatial arrangement of the dance event further encourages mass participation and
monodirectionality. Paniyiria and nightclub spaces are divided into three distinct areas: the stage
for the musicians, the dance floor for the participating audience, and the seated area where food
and alcohol are consumed. The elevated stage of the patari positions the musicians away, versus,
and over the crowd, restricting the possibility of an immediate or personal relation between
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musician and dancers. The musicians are rather unable to observe in detail the style of the
dancers below. Hence, the musicians, in most cases, do not converse with particular dancers, as
they used to do in the coffee houses and unamplified practice of community dance before the
1950s, but with the dancing crowd as a whole.
In this way, the mass character of the dance events has led to a quantity-based evaluation
of the participation. Dance participation is assessed according to the number of dancers, the
duration of the dancing, and the intensity of the tempo. The more people dance and the longer
and the faster they dance, the more successful the dance performance. Hence, the musicians
adjust and modify their music (volume, melodic complexity, and tempo) primarily according to
these three objectives or indications of successful response. A lengthy fast dance at the end with
continuously escalating tempo demonstrates that the climax of the dancing came naturally and
pleasantly and that the dance cycle fed the desire of the crowd to dance.
All these affect the style and the musical form of the performed repertoire, the dance
cycle or song medley, in very specific ways. The lyra sound should be evenly continuous in
order for the participatory constancy to be achieved.98 Escalation and intensification of musical
energy (tempo, rhythm, motivic density) should be gradual and smooth to such a degree that the
change is imperceptible. The music should prompt a captivating and all-encompassing
experience that ideally leads the dancer almost unconsciously into an ecstatic bodily liberation.99
Finally, the tempo needs to be metronomic structured; the subtle acceleration has to be accurate.
All these broad elements characterize the mainstream professional lyra music performed in large
events.
98

Evenness here is not meant as lack of rhythmic angularity; on the contrary a play between downbeat and
upbeat is a crucial element of Pontic rhythmic organization. See Chapter 6.
99

Examples of dance cycles can be esaly found in youtube usually under the general key word “tikia” (plural
of tik).
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This general description does not hold true for every kind of dance occasion. There are
many cases where the musicians seek a more personalized relation with the dancers, especially if
they know a dancer in the crowd or if they have spotted an exceptionally gifted or talented
dancer who exerts special influence on the circle. In addition, there are more intimate paniyiria
and smaller size nightclubs where the stage does not have the same distancing effect. In those
cases, there is an opportunity for more direct and personal participation. In general, though, the
majority of the Pontic musicians agree that they observe the dance activity of the “people” (Gr.
kosmos) as a whole. A short reference on the main repertoires of Pontic music will complete this
introduction.
Repertoires
Pontic music consists of six repertoire categories: (1) narrative songs or ballads; (2) slow
“sad” songs from Kars; (3) dance songs in their majority tik, in some cases Kars omal; (4) table
songs further sub-divided into metered songs of the dhistiha(distichs) form and those of free
meter; (5) dance tunes from all Pontic regions; and (6) the neopontic songs. Numbers (5) and (6)
have already been broadly described and the table songs will be described in Chapter 5;
therefore, here I present the first three categories.
1) Narrative Songs or ballads
The category of ballads comprises long poems of narrative character and content. Pontic
ballads are of specific topics: (a) the deeds of the akrites, the mythical frontier defenders of the
Byzantine Empire (akritika songs), (b) the deeds of the Ottoman period outlaws and guerillas, (c)
historical events, (d) supernatural and fantastic situations (paraloyes songs), (e) exile, and finally
(f) romantic love. These topics correspond to broader topical categories of Greek folk poetry
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(Politis 2002[1914]; Efstathiadis 1992).100 The poetic form is the 15-syllable unrhymed iamb, the
most common of mainland Greek folk poetry.
Pontic narrative songs correspond to the dhipat (dipat) dance (or also known as omal
[smooth] from Trebizond), a slow paced east Pontic dance in a deliberate 9/8 that involves a
complicated step pattern. Contrary to the majority of the east Pontos dances, dhipat involves
mainly a horizontal body motion, although the characteristic tremolo (shaking) can be present
both in the dance and the music. Dhipat narrative songs have a long musical form that can be
strophic, binary (AB), or ternary (ABC). Some widely popular songs are in a verse-chorus form.
The melodic range is large, often an octave or more. The melodic contour is usually descending
but can also be arched. The extended melodic form of these songs allows for rich music
improvisation and the addition of preludes, interludes, and postludes (kladhia) by the lyra,
something that makes their overall structure particularly refined. This refinement, as well as the
songs’ heroic and historical contents affords them significant symbolic value. For this reason,
dhipat and their ballads are regularly present in folkloric on stage performances.
2) Slow songs from Kars
The slow “sad” songs are from the sub-region of Kars, so this category of repertoire is
known as “of Kars” or in Greek Karslidhika. Karslidhika have a long poetic text of a
characteristically sad and lamenting content. The poetic form almost always involves rhyme but
the poetic meter varies (16-syllable, 15-syllable, 13-syllable, 11-syllable). The musical meter is
simple, duple or triple (2/4, 4/4, 3/4, 6/8). Karshildhika similarly to dhipat can be performed in a
seated fashion. When they are danced, they correspond to the dance omal Karslidhiko (the
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I am referring to the taxa of Greek folk poetry: (a) the akritika cycle, (b) the kleftika (anti-Ottoman
guerillas) cycle, (c) historical songs, (d) paraloyes, (e) exile, and (f) the songs of love. See Eftasiadis 1992 and
Politis 2002[1914]. For a concise critique see Herzfeld 1982.
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smooth dance of Kars), by far the simplest Pontic dance and, after tik, the most popular. The
form of these songs can be strophic (AA’), binary (AB), or ternary (ABC, ABB’, ABA etc.),
with a verse-chorus rendition of the second type being the most common.
Many karslidhika have a particularly wide melodic range, very often exceeding the
octave. This is the reason why this particular repertoire is especially popular among professional
singers. There is special emphasis on the fluidity of the melodic line, the large range, and the
legato descending character of the melodic contour, which is regularly broken by dense vocal
tremolo.101 In many cases, the melodic contour involves either the same motif repeated in
contrasting registers or in melodic chains, of an almost arabesk style, every time one step lower
until it reaches the tonic.
Karslidhika are more popular than the dhipat songs due to the simplicity of their dance
and the emotional power of their sad lyrics, but they do not share the same symbolic capital.
Karslidhika, although designated part of the traditional repertoire, entail elements that can be
easily recognized as external influences. It is the only repertoire (along with some Pontic dance
genres from the Caucasus) of traditional Pontic music, where there is use of parallel thirds, and
triple and 6/8 meters. These elements are interpreted by Pontians as European and Russian
influences.102 Similarly the use of melodic chains and their modal personality, reminiscent of
Turkish folk makams, suggest Greek, Ottoman, Anatolian, and Middle Eastern influences. This
is maybe the reason why some of these songs are popular, or at least known, among nonPontians, as well. The “Ottoman” music characteristics (descending melodic contour, ussak-type
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Tremolo is used in both dance and music for shaking and trembling phenomena. The presence of the term in
both dance and music reveals that the term has a corporeal and physical origin. It describes the trembling,
shaking, or shivering of the dancing body, the movement of the fingers of the musician, and of the sound.
102

Regarding the meter this is a rather arbitrary interpretation. 3/4 and 6/8 are common meters in eastern
Anatolian, Armenian, and Kurdish music (for example the dance bar).
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makams) along with the sadness of the verse suggest also possible relations with the flourishing
ashik scene of Kars, a possibility that has never been researched in Pontic folklore. Finally, the
similarities that the karslidhika share with broader musical traditions place them in proximity to
the neopontic repertoire. Some of the neopontic songs of the 1970s are mistaken for karslidhika.
This proximity is inextricably related to the themes of unrequited love and exile that have
dominated the popular Greek music of the 1960s and 1970s. Unrequited love is maybe the most
common theme of a multitude of popular music genres of the broader region (e.g. Stokes 1992
and 2010a; Tragaki 2007).
3) Dance songs: tik in 5/8 and omal from Kars
a) Genres
The bulk of the dance song repertoire of east Pontos corresponds to tik dances and to a
second degree to the dance omal from Kars. The two categories of dance share the same melodic
and poetic structure but they differ in meter, motion, and style. According to Pontic folkloric
dance classification, the name tik characterizes at least nine dance genres, while there are at least
five more that, although named differently, share a similar step pattern and are designated as
belonging to the tik category (Moysidis 2007; Zournatzidis 2014).103 One of these dances is also
the warrior dance sera. Most tik dances are in 5/8, however, some are in 7/8, 2/4, and 4/4
(Zournatzidis 2014). Tik dances have been recorded in populations coming from all Pontic subregions. In this sense, the dance constitutes a pan-Pontic genre (Moysidis 2007). Most of the 5/8
dances of the eastern repertoire can easily be classified as tikia (pl.) although they might have a
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In many of the dances with the name tik there is an adjective indicating the style.
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differentiated step pattern. At the same time there are many dances that do not use 5/8, but share
the same step pattern as 5/8 metered tik dances (Samouilidis 1990; Zournatzidis 2014).104
The dance songs correspond to three out of the multitude of tik genres: tik dhiplon
(double tik) or tik so ghonaton (tik on the knee), by far the most popular Pontic dance, tik monon
(single tik) and tik lagefton (jumping tik). These three dances share the same music and poetic
form and the same meter, that of 5/8. This does not mean that there are no dance songs of a
different poetic form or that the form is not used with other melodic forms and dance genres;
rather the songs of the tik type are most characteristic and popular. The correspondence between
songs and dances is loose. Α 5/8 tik tune can be danced using any of these three most common
dances —monon, dhiplon, or laggefton— although certain melodies better accommodate certain
dances.
The word tik constitutes a Greek corruption of the Turkish radical dık, meaning, “to
stand.” The word describes dances characterized by a vertical motion of the body and upright
trunk position. It implies that the dance is vertical; the dancers somehow dance in their standing
position. In short, tik means “upright” or “straight” and by extension, also “proudly” (Moisidis
2007). The dance songs tikia (pl.) use simpler patters of 4 to 6 steps (depending on the specific
dance). Much of the dance happens through the tremolo, which here varies both according to
style and tempo. The higher the speed the more intense the vertical bouncing until it becomes an
ecstatic trembling or shaking of the body. The upper part of the body and the arms usually
remain still. The line formation of these dances is dense, as a result of the small steps and the
tight hold between the dancers. This enables a maximization of synchrony through the
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For example tik tonya and tik tromahton have very similar step pattern and fast tempo. They are understood
as separate genres, because tik tonya is in 4/4 and tik tromahton is in 7/8. The fast part of the sera dance starts
as tik tromahton (in 7/8) and evolves into an 8/8 dance with similar step pattern.
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transference of the bouncing of one dancer to the next. It is like a dance manifestation of the
“resonant point” of physics vibration theory. In short, tik cannot be defined as a dance category
based on the presence of a common step pattern, meter, or musicological element. It constitutes a
large and loose family of resemblances that entail the general vertical motion of the body as
implied by its Turkish name.105
Omal from Kars belongs to the broader category of omals, meaning smooth, which
includes a large number of slow paced dances in andante tempi. Only dhipat and omal from Kars
correspond today to songs.106 Different kinds of omal are defined according to locality, usually
by an adjective of local origin. Omal from Kars (Kardlidhiko omal) presents similar kinesthetic
characteristic with the tik—upright trunk position, narrow steps, dense line formation, tight
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A similar taxonomy/description occurs with the Turkish horon, as well. Different dances are described with
adjectives indicating characteristics of the dance style: tık horon, hamsi horonu, düz horon, horon üç ayak, deli
horon, etc. Interestingly, the Turkish tık horon is much different than most kinds of Pontic Greek tik. In general,
although the dances and the music of Karadeniz and the Pontians present obvious similarities, there are
characteristic differences related to a variety of cultural and historical factors, the 1922 separation being the
most important.
The Turkish term horon, Greek in its origin, is used to refer to all more or less circle (line) dances from the
Karadeniz region (And 1976; Bates 2009; Picken 1975). Horon is the archaic accusative of the Greek noun
horos, which in contemporary Greek means dance (in general). This noun transliterated through its Latin
version as chorus exists also in English (e.g. chorus, choreography, choral, choir etc.). In its initial meaning, in
classical Greek it referred to group dance or/and group singing (e.g. in drama terminology). One of the
grammatical phenomena, that characterize Pontic Greek, is the turn of the accusative type into nominative:
horos became horon. In short, the Turkish word for the regional dance of Karadeniz is the Pontic Greek word
for dance in general. Similar use of the Greek word for the description of line/circle dances occurs elsewhere in
the Balkans: the Bulgarian horo, the Serbian kolo, the Rumanian chora, and the Turkish hora. In the Turkish
case, the promotion of a single term of categorization for the description of the repertoire of an entire region is
the result of both a local (emic) terminology and of an institutional, state-supported, cultural policy.
Contrary to the Turkish state policy, Pontic folklorists, fueled by the salvage anxiety of refugee nostalgia
have been engaged in a recording of as many local classifications, variations, and stylistic details as possible.
Dance genres are defined according to this multitude of stylistic and classificatory elements, many of which
emerge in the process of teaching and delineating certain genres. Hence, Pontic folklorists have avoided the
general classifications of a centralized authoritarian folkloric discourse that is based on the representation of the
regional via an all-encompassing classificatory denomination. Instead they suggest a classificatory system based
on the detailed objectification of the minutiae of dance and music. The problem with this approach is an overgenrification that often leads to absolute standardizations and canonizations of the dance style.
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Just to remind that the longer form of the sad songs from Kars is also danced in Karslidhiko omal.
However, this form is different musically and poetic from the common dance songs of omal Kars.
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hold—however, the tremolo is much more gentle, in some cases even absent, and the range of
tempo much narrower.
b) The dhistiho (sing.) form
The music form of the dance songs, tik and Kars omal, is usually referenced after the
poetic form, that of distich, in Greek dhistiho (pl. dhistiha).107 This suggests that the
morphological criterion is not the dance but the text of the songs. “Distichs” in Greek folk poetry
refers to short, thematically independent, stanzas. Every dhistiho is an independent poetic unit, it
stands by itself; it is not part of a broader poem. A typical Greek folk dhistiho (sing.), usually,
consists of two rhyming 15-syllable long hemistiches in iambic and sometimes trochaic meter
(iambic: short-long [υ—]; trochaic: long-short [—υ]). In Modern Greek (Pontic Greek included)
where all syllables are of the same length, iambic meter is defined as an unstressed-stressed
(unaccented-accented) syllable succession and trochaic as the stressed-unstressed.108 Iambic
verse of 15-syllabes is by far the most common form of Greek folk poetry. However, dhistiha
constitute a special category because the two couplets rhyme. Rhyming 15-syllable iambic verse
is met in Pontic poetry mainly in dhistiha.109 Dhistiha dominate the dance songs and table songs
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Dhistiho and distich is of course the same word. The latter is the English version of the former. It means
“of two verses” or couplet.
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In classical Greek poetry (lyric and dramatic) iambic meter (iambic foot) is defined by one short syllable
followed by a long syllable (υ); trochaic foot presents the reversed order (υ). Iambic is the most common
meter of Greek folk poetry. Trochaic is second in popularity. The popularity of iambic meter is documented
since the antiquity. See Baud-Bovy 1994[1984]: 28 note 8 and Georgiadis 2001. Modern Greek is defined as the
Greek linguistics idioms shaped after the 10th century AD. The change from syllables of different length (two
lengths actually) to syllables of the same length took place earlier, most probably gradually during the
Hellenistic and Roman times. There is no absolute unanimity between classicists about the exact relation
between the short and long syllables. Some say that the ratio was 2:1, that the short syllable was half long, other
say that the ratio was 3:2, that the short syllable was 1/3 shorter. If the latter analogy was the case the
homomorphic relation between iambic poetic meter and the aksak musical meter (5/8) is obvious. The
possibility of this homomorphism, interpreted as causal, has supported the continuity thesis of Greek nationalist
ethnomusicology for decades. For more see Georgiadis 2001 and Peristeris 1976[1973–1974].
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Longer poems usually have the same poetic meter (15-syllable iamb) but no rhyme (Pontic ballads) or they
might use rhyme but not 15-syllable long stanzas (e.g. most of Karslidhika).
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repertoires and as a result Pontic music in general. Rhyming iambic 15-syllable is also the most
common form of islandic Greek folk poetry (Baud-Bovy 1994[1984]: 41–5).110 It is also quite
common in Greek rebetika and in several forms of Greek high poetry.111
Every hemistich/verse is sung twice and corresponds to a short phrase, usually of four
bars and of a narrow range. Hence, the typical dhistiho, more often tik (5/8) tune is usually eight
bars long.112 The general micro-melodic structure of the tune is either strophic, often with slight
variations (AA’), or binary (AB). The two melodic phrases function often as a call and response
(Kilpatrick 1980[1975]: 189–99). The melodic contour is usually descending, and the range is
particularly narrow; it usually does not exceed a sixth. Very often the tik tune falls within a
fourth. These general characteristics differ by region and the personal style of the lyra player (see
more on Chapters 5 and 7). When the distich is performed as an omal from Kars, it is in 4/4 (or
2/4); when it is performed as a tik, it is in 5/8.
Another characteristic of the dhistiha (pl.) songs is that they do not really constitute
stable music products. The stereotypical character of the poetic and the music form allows the
use of different stanzas with different tunes. In reality we are talking about two parallel
repertoires, one of verses and one of tunes that are combined according to the desires of the
singer, the dance genre, and the occasion of performance. Having said this, there are specific
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This important similarity between islandic Greece and Pontos still puzzles Greek folklorists. The general
consensus in Greek folklore was that the dhistiho, being islandic, is an Italian influence. The fact that dhistiha
characterized mainly the mountainous pastoral populations Southern of Trabzon that did not deal so much with
commerce and the sea makes the puzzlement even stronger.
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Dionysios Solomos (1798–1857) and Andreas Kalvos (1792–1869), the two most important Greek poets of
the nineteenth century, composed a large number of poems in rhyming iambic 15-syllable meter. The two poets
were influenced by both Greek folk and Italian poetry. They both studied in Italy. Kalvos was a student of the
Italian poet Ugo Foscolo (1778–1827).
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Kilpatrick describes this form as tik form (1980[1975]). He either disregards the presence of omal songs in
2/4 or that was not the case the period (late 1960s early 1970s) he did his research and among the particular
communities he worked with (Matsouka Pontians of northwestern Greek Macedonia).
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“combinations” between tunes and verses that are more common than others. These more stable
melostanzas have been disseminated and mediated through the recording industry and have
acquired the character of fixed songs.
The stereotypical stability of the dhistiho form allows continuous improvisation and the
momentary production of new songs through the combination of a circulated repertoire of tunes
and verses. This is the reason why these songs are described by Pontians as “infinite” in number.
Stable structure and melodic brevity makes dhistiha songs ideal for the building of the medley of
the paniyiri. It offers a basic morphological frame that allows the musicians to improvise
according to public participation, building the constancy of the sound. The instrumentalist adds
kladhia (preludes, interludes, and postludes) in between the tunes and repetitions that enable the
building of a constant, gradually changing sound (see Chapter 6). In this sense, a dhistiho song
never involves only the sung melody but a broader musical improvisation by the lyra.
In a typical averagely successful, 15–minute long dance cycle/song medley, tikia (pl.)
usually last ten minutes; the preceding omals from Kars (or dhipats) and a final fast dance, the
latter usually of the broader tik category as well (tik tromahton or tik tonya), share the remaining
5 minutes. In this continuous sound of 15 minutes dominated by one single melodic and poetic
form the longest and more stable melodic constructs are the song tunes; themselves rarely longer
than 8 measures and broken into two independently repeated 4 measured phrases that can often
be the same or very similar (AA or AA’). Hence, Pontic music emerges as extremely repetitive
and mirco-melodic to the ears of outsiders. Minimalism and the lyra texture of parallel fourths
endow Pontic music with a characteristic sonic personality.
In short, the core repertoire of Pontic traditional music embraces a musical style that for
the majority of Greeks is as intelligible as Pontic language. It has elements of familiarity but in
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its entirety sounds strange. The elements of familiarity actually emphasize the overall
distinctiveness and peculiarity of the Pontic sound, rendering Pontic music as strangely different
and unique. This uniqueness attracts both admiration and revulsion. This is one of the reasons
why east Pontic music is a vanguard in the negotiation of Pontic cultural particularity. The
particularity of the musical style, inextricably connected to the musical process itself, offers
Pontians a field for the construction and negotiation of cultural difference (Stokes, et al. 1994).
With all these in mind, I now turn at last to the main focus of this study: the Pontic muhabeti or
parakathi.
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CHAPTER 5
PONTIC MUHABETI OR PARAKATHI: THE EMERGENT PERFORMANCE

Serafeim took the lyra out of its case. The singing was at last starting. It was well past midnight
in the little tavern of Aghios Panteleimonas, a settlement adjacent to the larger Pontic village of
Nea Santa. The tavern was the typical village “anything-goes” place. It had no clear-cut business
profile, individualized personality, or specialization of services and products. It was just what it
looked like: a place where people go to drink, eat, and hang out. It consisted of a large room
equipped with cheap tin tables and wicker chairs. The rudimentary decoration and the light
yellow color of the walls granted the space a feeling of openness, which was further emphasized
by the large aluminum-framed windows that made up the facade. The appearance of openness,
the lack of formality, the low prices, the freshness and the taste of the food, and the purity of the
alcohol created an atmosphere of relaxation and intimacy.
We had already been drinking, eating, and talking for several hours in the tavern before
the lyra emerged. The discussion was taking place mostly between my table companions (Labis,
Dimitris [Yopaz], Nikos, and Serafeim), who were old friends. It concerned issues of the “Pontic
world.” All four of them being competent in Pontic music, they went on and on about the
“contemporary decay of Pontic music.” They narrated, commented, and analyzed the cheap
aesthetics and promotional strategies of certain nightclub musicians, the exclusiveness and
idiosyncrasies of the star system of Pontic music, the ignorance that certain musicians exemplify
regarding Pontic language. The language issue became the source of much laughter, especially
when they started sharing jokes or anecdotes about mistakes committed by artists on stage. At
other times, the discussion turned to more personal issues. Labis and Dimitris remembered a
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confrontation they had had with a Cretan dancer who mocked Pontic dance. Labis, the oldest of
the company, shared a couple of anecdotes regarding the two late masters Chrysanthos
Theodoridis and Giorgos Petridis. He had met both of them personally and experienced their
music on many occasions.
I was listening attentively while regularly assaulting the mezedhes that were laid in front
of us on the table: lahanidha (green cabbage cooked in lemon, olive oil, and pepper),
soutzoukakia (lamb or beef meat balls cooked in olive oil, tomato sauce, and cumin), grilled meat
(souvlakia, kebob, and steak), feta cheese, a couple of dips (eggplant dip, tzatziki, and spicy
cheese cream), fries, and salads. All this food was of course meant as an accompaniment to
generous portions of alcohol.
Although I was having a really good time I was secretly impatient, looking forward to
the music and the singing. I was getting more impatient as time went by for the extra reason that,
as I had been told repeatedly, the intention and expectation of a muhabeti does not necessarily
lead to one. A real muhabeti cannot be scheduled, organized, or arranged. Very often, people
meet or gather with the intention to have a muhabeti, but due to idiosyncrasies of the moment
they may drop the idea and call it a night. I had been hearing about muhabetia (pl.) and their
music for a quite long time and the thought that I would at last experience one excited me.
Contrary to my four table companions I was burdened with the agenda of the ethnographer.
Although I had been taught to be open, reflective, and patient, I was always seeking this magic
moment that I had read about the moment of revelation and introduction to the Other’s world,
the life-changing research experience. I do not know if I can describe that night’s gathering in
these terms but I can now verify that it was one of the most intense musical experiences of my
life.
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Serafeim ran his bow across the strings while turning the tuning pegs on the top, the otia,
meaning “ears,” in Pontic Greek.113 He was tuning to the interval of a perfect fourth. After he
tuned, he started alternating between the right, or highest, and the middle strings. On the right
string he was trilling an a (tremolo) broken up regularly by the higher d’.114 On the middle string
he was playing a drone on e that accompanied the a-d’ alternation, broken often by cadential
quadruplets and quintuplets leading to a (e-f-g-g, a-g-a-f-g). The cadential schemes also
interrupted the a-d’ alternation and the still amorphous regularity of a 5/8 (3+2) meter. That is, in
this initial stage, the meter tended towards 5/8, but had not yet quite materialized (see Appendix
C.I. and tracks 1 and 2).
Serafeim was checking the sound and the tuning while simultaneously establishing the
range and the dominant pitches, here the outer pitches of the tetrachord. At the same time he was
searching to see what he would play next; he was waiting for the tetrachord, established by the
alternation between a-d’ and by the drone, to lead him somewhere else. In short, he was engaged
in the dialogical process between the musician and the musical material he produces that
characterizes many techniques and practices of improvisation: every new music construction,
motif, theme, or idea should emerge somehow from the previous one, in a fashion both “natural”
and unexpected, as if it were the only possible succession. The musical progression had to
remain open, playing with the expectations of the listeners. A penetrating but warm, dense, and
full sound filled our ears, overshadowing the conversations from the other tables and the distant

113

The music description that follows is of track 2.

114

The actual interval was g#-c#. The type of lyra that Serafeim used that night, zilokapano, is very often
tuned a semitone lower than the classical tuning of a-e-B. Serafeim verified to me that the tuning of his lyra was
g#, which means that the right, highest string is g# and the rest of the strings follow in fourths (g#-d#-A#). I
have decided to transcribe the tunes and the description a semitone higher for reasons of convenience and
simplicity. On a technical level, this difference of the semitone can mean a lot. Higher pitch means more tension
on the strings and more pressure from the fingers, which makes the instrument more difficult to play.
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sound of a TV. Labis, the oldest at our table and the one who had invited us there in the first
place, smiled in awe at the instrument’s full and loud sound, his eyes shining in pleasure. “Damn
it! Listen to this whore!,” he said in admiration, “What a sound!”
Serafeim is very proud of this particular lyra. It is a zilokapano. Serafeim is of the
opinion that his lyra is more suitable for muhabetia because, as a zilokapano, it combines
elements from two distinctive and easily recognizable sonic personalities. It merges some of the
rich harmonics of the kapan with the strong, bell-like sounds of the zil. In this way it can produce
a loud volume without amplification while at the same time the looser tension of the strings
allows for a more sensitive sound and does not exhaust the musician. Endurance is of special
importance in muhabetia given the long hours that the lyra player has to perform, and a lyra with
softer strings is preferred.
Serafeim spent something like 13 seconds checking the sound, the tuning, and
establishing the tonal centers. He then continued by playing a new introductory phrase, signaled
by a leaping quintuplet ending in d’ and leading to b (see the last figure in Appendix C.I). The
new phrase seemed like it had emerged from the previous a-d’ game. It was a repetitive
descending phrase from d’ to a with a prolonged approach through the supertonic b. The final a
was touched four times before its final emergence as the goal of the progression. However, the
lyra did not linger on a in any of these four phrases. The melody gave the impression that it was
struggling to reach a but for some reason it could not. It had to leap back to c’ and b. Every new
descending motif was an elaboration of the initial simple succession b-a. While these repetitive,
successive motives were performed on the right string, the middle string accompanied with a
broken drone on e (see Appendix C.II and Track 3).
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After reaching a for good (at 0:23), Serafeim repeated the same phrase but now without
metric ambivalence and hesitation. Stamping his foot, he introduced a deliberate tik, meter of 5/8
(3+2). There was an angularity in the phrasing that was further emphasized by the punctuating
articulation, the metric asymmetry, the sudden melodic leaps, and the tremola. Serafeim
performed the now metered descending phrase for 5 measures. On the sixth measure, instead of
leaping back to d’ or c’, he continued playing on the lower tetrachord a-e. The introduction of
the augmented second f-g# (0:31) dispelled any doubt that the lower tetrachord was that of hicaz
(or the “chromatic genus” according to Byzantine terminology). Along with the main melody
Serafeim also changed the texture from diaphony (melody and drone) to parallel polyphony, as
the middle string doubled most of the pitches of the lower tetrachord a fourth lower.
As soon as Serafeim reached the lower tetrachord and began playing with higher metric
consistency, I could now recognize a complete melody. Later I realized that this gradual
exploration was in reality an introduction to the main tune that followed and that the long
descending phrase first to a and then to e was nothing else but an elaborated and extended
rendition of its first phrase (a) (see Appendix C.IV; Transcription C.2), with the addition of the
descending approach to a. Serafeim must have decided or realized that he would play this tune
from the moment the descending motives began (Transcription C.1b). The tune, when sung, in its
complete and simpler form (Trans. C.2), covers the range of a sixth (d-b) and contains a hicaz
tetrachord on e (the middle open string). The d functions as a subtonic. The tune, in its simplest
form (Trans. C.2), has three phrases (aa’b), all performed twice. However, in this introductory
stage, Serafeim did not play the entire tune. He did not play the third phrase (b) at all and he took
his time reaching the e. Every time he reached the tonic (e), he leaped up to a. He was more or
less repeating the same descending phrase he had performed earlier, when approaching a, but
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now a fourth lower. In reality, he was alluding to the tonic instead of playing a complete cadence
that would signal the completion of the tune. In this way he was giving the melody a quasicyclical, repetitive, and obviously incomplete form. He was keeping the tune open and
incomplete on purpose. This was meant as an invitation to the participants to sing along and
complete it (Appendix C.III and Track 4).
In the course of these 70 seconds that Serafeim was warming up, we were all, the rest of
his table companions, listening attentively. Nikos, himself an accomplished lyra player, was
staring directly at Serafeim. He gave the impression that he was examining what Serafeim was
doing with the attention of a colleague and connoisseur. Dimitris listened to the lyra with an
excited expression. Labis, the senior in our company, was hooked. He was staring at the empty
space in front of him, listening carefully. His face had a faint smile and a warm expression of
calmness and pleasure. He reminded me of a traveler who had just escaped a storm finding
refuge next to the fireplace of a hospitable house. He took a couple of puffs from his cigarette
and then asked Serafeim impatiently to conclude his phrase: “Close,” he said (m. 27 of Appendix
C.III Track 4: 1:06). Serafeim concluded the melody by reaching the tonic for good with a
characteristically minimal cadential scheme (e-a-e). Labis raised his head higher and started
singing.
Oooooooo (long exclamation)…
And, there isn’t a moment for me to laugh, I always sigh
(phrase a, repeat)
Naaaaaa (again long exclamation)
I haven’t had, poor me, enough of this world (phrase a’, repeat)

He sang quietly. His voice was rich, but also hoarse. The harshness of his voice was
further exaggerated by a dense and intense tremolo on the second exclamatory vowel before the
second hemistich. Labis’s voice seemed to me untypical of Pontic singing. It sounded strangely
but interestingly unrefined. Prior to my fieldwork I had encountered Pontic music through
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commercial recordings and public music events, so I had learned to identify the “Pontic voice” as
the clean, transparent, loud, and high-pitched voices of the professional singers Chrysanthos
Theodoridis, Giorgos Ioannidis, Yannis Kourtidis, and Alexis Parharidis.115 Here I was listening
to an altogether different singer, his vocal cords burdened by years of smoking, unamplified, in
an enclosed space, using his everyday, unrefined, voice. It was the same voice he used for talking
and he was singing at a speaking volume. However, Labis has a singing career. He knows how to
use a microphone and he sings on a regular basis at Pontic festivals and village fairs all over
Greek Macedonia and even in Germany, where certain diasporic Pontic associations invite him
regularly. In the past he has sung in nightclubs in Thessaloniki, while his brother, the late
Giorgos Pavlidis, during the 1980s, was one of the most popular artists of the neopontic music
scene, with a rich discography. In front of me was not an “amateur” musician.
The distich he sang covered the two first phrases of the tune, one hemistich per phrase.
Labis sang every hemistich-phrase twice. We were all listening attentively. Concluding the
second hemistich, Labis proceeded with the third phrase of the tune (b), which I was now hearing
for the first time (Transcription 4.2).
Some times I drink and I get drunk and I miss (arothymo in Pontic Greek) my
little lamb [baby].
It is always in my heart, if only I could see it for a bit.

I did not recognize this tune as belonging to a specific song. On the other hand, tik tunes, tunes in
5/8 (pl. tikia), are so numerous in Pontic music and they seem, to a beginner, so similar, that
trying to tell them apart is like naming the different grains of sand on a beach. What made me
think that it was not a specific song, though, was the lack of connection between the two verses.
115

Professional Pontic singers use a technique of “head voice,” meaning that the register of singing is higher
than the one of speaking voice. This is not the case with the more amateur performance in parakathi. This
technique involves often a “lifting up” of or “making smaller” the uvula (Tsachouridis 2013:196-97). This
technique is part of a movable larynx, for more on the singing techniques of Pontic music see Tsachouridis
2008 and 2013.
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The first verse was expressing a sentiment of dissatisfaction, which could be interpreted as a
longing for youth and life. The second verse was about longing for a beloved. One could argue
that there was a relation between the two verses. The singer has not had enough of this world
because he is away from his love. To me it seemed that Labis was recalling autonomous verses
and linking them under a single overarching topic. Here this topic was the emotional condition of
arothymia: strong, self-destructive but also self-defining and liberating longing —an
omnipresent sentiment of lack of something or someone. The missing object or subject can be
the beloved, youth, the ancestral fatherland of Pontos, and more.
After a first completion of the tune and the singing of the two verses, it was again
Serafeim’s turn. Of course, Serafeim was playing during the entire time Labis was singing. He
accompanied Labis by playing the melody in a simple and rhythmically marked fashion, always
with the e drone, when in the upper tetrachord (here only on a and b), or by doubling every main
pitch a fourth lower when the melody was in the lower tetrachord. Now Serafeim responded to
Labis’s singing by playing the descending introductory melody he had used earlier
(Transcription 4.1c). What had sounded earlier like an improvisatory building of a tune now
sounded like an independent, stabilized, introduction. After the introduction/interlude, Labis
continued singing the same tune with two new verses:
Oooo, laughter does not always mean joy, tears do not mean pain.
It is the laughter that kills my soul and the tears that give me life.
You fell asleep under the shadow of the monastery’s firs.
Leave your heart open and do not be afraid of me.

Now the lyrics seemed even more discontinuous. The first verse declared a condition of
weakness, confusion, and emotional pain, while the second had quite a clear, romantic message.
While in the second verse of the first performance the singer expressed his longing for his love,
here he was making a direct proposal to the object/subject of love: he was flirting. Labis finished
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his singing, knocked on the table with his glass and then raised it, addressing everybody around
the table with “Cheers.” We clinked our glasses. The parakathi was already warming up.
Serafeim and Labis went on, musically conversing on the same tune, the one by singing,
the other with his lyra, for approximately three minutes. The verses sung now had different
content. They were still about love, but the longing and weakness had given way to dynamic
flirtation, sexual innuendo, and erotic accomplishment
Aaaaaaaah,
By the dawn I had already been in ten different places,
Ten were the hugs I fell in, but only one put me to sleep.
The girl’s voice is sweet like that, it is sweet like that!
I took the handkerchief from her head and wiped my face clean.

Dimitris, or Yopaz, his family nickname, started singing along with Labis loudly. The three
participants, Labis, Dimitris, and Serafeim, started exchanging toasts of recognition, affirmation,
and excitement over the table: “Cheers Labo! Cheers Serafeim! Cheers Yopaz!” Meanwhile,
Nikos and I were silent —Nikos because he had a sore throat, me, out of ignorance. I participated
humbly by knocking on the table on the rhythm with my glass, which I made sure to empty as
slowly as possibly.
Labis, acknowledging our participation especially Dimitris’s, sang:
Welcome, welcome, and thank you for satisfying my wish (accepting the
invitation)
Dimitri, I always miss your father, Yopaz.

It was a totally improvised verse. Labis had made it up on the spot, welcoming us to his village
and to the tavern, thanking us for showing up, and in this way personalizing the very
performance. If the previous verses commented on nostalgia, life, and love, this one commented
on the occasion, on the performance itself, and on the personal story of the participants.
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I had met Dimitris that night for the first time and I did not understand instantly what the
verse was about. It was later when we were returning to Thessaloniki that I learned, as Dimitris
shared his personal news with Nikos. One year earlier Dimitris’s father was killed while crossing
the street in front of his house. He was struck dead by a motorbike. The tragic accident had
shattered Dimitris, who was still mourning. The pain had been refreshed that week because the
court hearing for his father’s accident had finally taken place. Labis’s poetic reference was not
only an acknowledgement of his friendship with Dimitris’s father, but also a recognition of
Dimitris’s personal pain, a statement of empathy. Most importantly, Labis’s reference to
Dimitris’s father was a commemoration, a poetic and musical memorial. The late Yopaz was a
renowned muhabeti practitioner and lyra player. Labis “had sat around the table (trapezi)” with
him several times. Although they were not close friends, there was mutual respect. Labis was
honoring him, among all else, as a fellow Pontian and a parakathi practitioner, as another person
who shared the same music and social practice and as a member of the social network that this
social practice, muhabeti, defines. With this highly personal and contextual poetic reference the
muhabeti was well under way.
Improvised verse commenting on personal sentiments and experiences is highly valued in
parakathi. Verses that commemorated Dimitris’s father were sung a lot that night. Later, after
Dimitris had reached a more confessional mood, he sang:
Of all the stars of the sky, one is my father,
and every night he shines up there, just for my own sake.

And then again:
If only I still had my father, if only he were still alive.
But alas no, the angels took him and now the longing (arothymia) devours me.

To this last verse Labis responded:
Oh, let me become a sacrifice to your sorrows, to your sorrows,
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Yopaz is up in heaven now and he is having muhabetia with the angels.
Yopaz, up in heavens he plays his kemence and he is having muhabetia with the
angels!

Serafeim played his lyra without a break for a half hour. He played only three tunes, a
rather small number given the generally short duration of Pontic melodies. He would stay on the
same tune for as long as there was participation and new verses. The third tune lasted more or
less 15 minutes during which Yopaz, Serafeim, and Labis sang 13 distichs between them. Only
one participant would sing every verse. The rest would listen attentively but a few very popular
verses were sung by everyone (even me). There was a general atmosphere of excitement and joy.
While we engaged in this musical performance, the rest of the tavern’s clients were focused on
their tables and their own friends and company. Every once in awhile we would get an
encouraging word or gaze from one of the other tables, but in general our party was conceived as
private, as concerning our company and table only. Interestingly enough, none of the rest of the
clients seemed bothered by our loud music making—on the contrary. At the end of the half hour,
Serafeim, obviously tired, stopped the music abruptly and raised his glass, “Cheers!” he said
laughingly. The spontaneous reaction of the rest of us was disappointment and disapproval: “I
hope you were really thirsty!” Labis said jokingly but suggestively to Serafeim. “When our lyra
player performs,” said the tavern owner, who meanwhile had been drawn to our table because of
the music, “we usually put a straw in his glass so that he can drink without having to drop the
lyra.” Serafeim smiled in full satisfaction. They wanted him to continue.
We took advantage of the small break to renew resources. Nikos and I ordered one more
carafe of tsipouro. There were also a couple of orders of mezedhes. In an effort to stay sober I
decided to clean up whatever remained of the lahanida in front of me and Labis, mistaking my
strategy for hunger, ordered me another one.
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The “second part” of the muhabeti lasted an hour. The succession of tunes and verses
became more irregular as time passed. Certain tunes lasted for only a couple of minutes while
others occupied the group for as much as ten minutes or more. Usually, the shorter the tune, the
longer it lasted because it invited more intense dialogical participation. Shorter tunes tend to
have a narrower range, they are easier to sing, and most importantly, they can function as riffs
for the exchange of different verses. Longer and more characteristic tunes, on the other hand, are
usually associated with specific verses and tend to function like songs. Hence, they evoke more
“choral” participation, as we would all join in the singing.
There were instances when the exchange of verses was so intense that I had the feeling I
was in the middle of a rap battle. Labis, Dimitris, and Serafeim were singing verses in
succession, as if they were trying to outdo each other. It was obvious, though, that the dialogue
here was complementary. Every participant was responding to the verse that the other participant
had just sung by extending, commenting, completing, or altering it, but within the same span of
topics and with no intention of confrontation. On the contrary, the “caller” would celebrate and
venerate the “responder” if the latter had sung an appropriate response. Toasts, cheers, and
mutual exclamations of affirmation and admiration were constant.
Every once in a while, one of the participants would turn to me to check how I was doing.
He would ask me if I was having a good time and if I would like something more to drink or eat.
In other instances they would just address me, trying to put me in a celebratory mood. “Cheers,
big Yanni! May you always be well and healthy,” Dimitris exclaimed after he had just sung a
successful verse. “Cheers, young lad!” Labis told me. Having been informed earlier by Nikos
about my research, he made sure to provide some information regarding the performance:
This is how we [Pontians] do it! Like the Cretans do! It is in our origin.
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All this time music was constant. Serafeim played incessantly for one and a half hours.
Constancy is one of the most important characteristics of a muhabeti, as is the case with
participatory music in general (Turino 2008). In an effort to stay sober, he drank his retsina
mixed with cola, but could not really drink much anyway. Rarely, in moments of general
participation when we were all singing together, he would stop playing in order to sneak a couple
of sips out of his glass and then he would quickly grab the lyra and catch us mid-tune. Dimitris,
who was seated on his left, occasionally wiped the sweat off Serafeim’s large forehead and fed
him water or retsina.
When Serafeim saw that there was not enough participation, that nobody was initiating
singing, he would change the tune through transitory bridges and interludes. Until the next break,
he played tunes in diatonic modalities (meaning scalar constructions with no augmented second),
alternating between Rast, Houseyini, and Kyurdi tetrachords and pentachords, or to use the
“Pontic” terminology, between those categorized as “major” (majore, meaning rast) and “minor”
(minore, meaning houseyini and kyurdi). The meter remained stable in 5/8 but with emphatic
retardations and accelerations that functioned as “participatory discrepancies” (Keil and Feld
2005). Flow is directly based on this grooving character of the meter, the groova, as Serafeim
would call it, borrowing the English term (see Chapter 6).
The participants initiated the singing either by asking Serafeim to conclude, to “close,”
the phrase he was performing, or by lifting up their right hands like students in a classroom.
Labis, as host (after all, we were in his village) and an elder, was the most active singer. There
was an informal and unspoken hierarchy in the practice of the participation. None of the other
three participants, included the lyra player himself, would take the initiative to sing the first
verse of a new tune that had just been introduced by the lyra. It was like there was an agreement
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that such a task, the opening of the musico-poetic dialogue, was Labis’s business. Serafeim
himself verified Labis’s leadership. “He is our leader, our Obelix!”116, he told me from across the
table, smiling blissfully. His smile revealed total relaxation and laxity, a blissful letting go that
was in direct contrast with the dense, irregular, grooving, and virtuosic music he was
simultaneously producing.
My impression is that Labis saw it as his personal responsibility to get the parakathi
going, so at times he would invite us directly to sing. As it was his village, he would occasionally
talk to the other fellows in the tavern, inviting them over to participate, or ordering drinks for us.
However, whenever somebody was singing he was usually attentive, obeying the most basic rule
of Pontic muhabeti, “the respect for the other’s expression.” Occasionally he would compliment
Serafeim’s playing, often by recognizing certain passages and bridges as influences from
important lyra players. In this way he expressed his satisfaction with Serafeim’s style and
technique, connecting them with the venerated tradition formed by the important lyra players of
the past, while at the same time demonstrating a very cultivated knowledge of the repertoire and
style of the lyra.
Labis: (To Serafeim) About what you just played, that was the best! There… the
transitions! Kostikas Tsakalidis, Stavris, there! That was the “bees’ knees!”117
Tavern owner: Few people got it.
- I do not care. It is enough that I got it.

116

Obelix is the best friend of Asterix in the famous comic series The Adventures of Asterix the Gaul by
Goscini and Uderzo. Serafeim was making among else a reference on Labis appearance and merry character but
also on the spirit of the comic. For a general introduction to the comic see the official webpage of Asterix
www.asterix.com. Asterix the Gaul has been translated into more than 100 languages and dialects (included
Ancient Greek and Latin). In 1998 the first volume of Asterix the Gaul translated into Pontic Greek was
published. Two more volumes followed within the 2000s. The first Pontic translation, accompanied also by a
glossary, became extremely popular among Pontians and non-Pontians alike. In the words of Dimitris
Soteriadis, “When I first tried to read the comic I did not manage to get past the first page. I was so moved; it
was so good, that I had to take a break! ” (Sotiriadis, D., Int. 5/29/2012).
117

He actually uses the Greek expression “that was all the money!”
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In the same way that they honored master lyra players, the participants also honored
major verse makers. While in the first case they commented on the kladhia (interludes, see
Chapter 6) performed by the lyra, recognizing the possible creator of every kladhi, for the verse
makers, they commented on the authorship of the verse. At one point Labis told Serafeim:
Close it and I will sing you one of Tsartilo’s now (the lyra player reaches a cadence):
In a group of beautiful girls I will choose the most charming
And although there is the Easter Lent I will break my fast.

Tsartilos (his actual name is Tsartilidis) is a legendary muhabeti practitioner and famous lyricist
(see Chapter 6). Tsartilos (Giorgos Tsartilidis), Labis (Haralambos Pavlidis), and Kokkinas
(Lefteris Kokkinidis) are among the most famous verse makers. They have acquired a translocal
reputation and muhabeti aficionados and lyra players visit their villages often to make muhabetia
with them. Labis and Tsartilos are friends and they often exchange muhabeti visits, Tsartilos
coming to Nea Santa and Labis going to Georgiani, Tsartilos’s village on Vermion Mountain.
With this verse, Labis was basically honoring his friend, who was not present.
The company greeted the racy verse with enthusiastic shouts and clapping. As they
explained to me later, these reactions had more to do with the wittiness and the poetic imagery of
the verse than with the audacity of its content. New verse is rare today, as the Pontic language is
basically dying out. Tsartilos, along with Labis and Kokkinas are among the few who still have
the ability to come up with poetically imaginative verse. However, the enthusiastic reaction was
also due to the sexual dynamism of the verse and with who conceived it. Tsartilos is a 70-year
old man, respected, venerated, and famous for his modesty and unpretentious politeness. The
verse contrasts with this grandfatherly figure in a way that is at the same time humorous and
liberating. The celebration of this surprise was encapsulated in Labis’s wild, humorous, and
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endearing shout, “Tsartilos, you old scumbag!” a declaration of camaraderie, intimacy, and
admiration for both the audacity and the high poetic competence of his friend.
Labis was the authority, so to speak, of the gathering and he would not hesitate to correct
the participants if their verse committed fouls. When Dimitris sang an “inappropriate verse”
Labis did not hesitate to correct him. This occurred at one of the most climactic moments of the
night. Several verses of special personal importance had been exchanged when Dimitris took the
lead and sang:
You give me the torture of Christ himself,
and I go around bearing on my shoulders the cross of this love.

This particular verse is pretty popular. Throughout my fieldwork I heard it sung in many
muhabetia to many different tunes, but Labis had a different opinion. He got up and leaned
towards Dimitris, serious and almost threatening.
You won’t talk about Jesus Christ! There is only one Christ and nobody endured what He
had to go through! No! You should sing (and he sang):
You give me such torture and for such a long time,
and I go around bearing your love, bearing your love.

Correcting Dimitris was not enough for Labis; he also suggested a verse that replaced the
rejected one. It was as if he was erasing the bad verse with his new verse, which had just been
uttered, as if whatever was sung in this tiny tavern in the settlement of Aghios Panteleimonas
that night was recorded in the imaginary annals of parakathi performances. Was there any
possibility that these annals were my digital recorder? Did this correction reveal a ritualistic
character in this casual and informal musical performance? In any case, what you sing in a
muhabeti is not small talk, regardless of the literal Greek meaning of the term (see next section);
it is not something that can pass unnoticed. Dimitris agreed immediately with the correction and
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Serafeim jumped in, loudly playing a new tune with his lyra and singing a verse on a totally
different topic. The tension had been resolved.
After Serafeim had performed for almost an hour and a half, he asked for a break and
passed a kapani lyra that he had with him to Nikos. Nikos undertook the role of the muhabeti
musician for something like one hour. He played a more varied and musically refined repertoire.
He started with makrin kayte songs and then proceeded to play several tunes in 5/8 and some
dance tunes. The participation was again enthusiastic. Labis joined in by singing makrin kayte
(“long songs,” see Chapter 6), granting a unique color to the genre with his rusty voice. A couple
of clients from the other tables joined in momentarily when Dimitris decided to dance. By the
end of the hour, though, the attention of the participants had dispersed. The kapan lyra, with its
full and sensitive sound, although pleasant, somehow did not match the spirit of the gathering.
Labis once again wanted the zilokapano and asked Serafeim to retake the role of the lyra player.
Nikos returned the kapan to Serafeim and Serafeim retuned the zilokapano. The parakathi
concluded with Serafeim as the lyra player.
Participation was almost continual during the entire night, but with its ups and downs.
There were several climactic points, such as when Nikos got up and danced tik tromahton in the
feverish way that they dance it in Karadeniz, where he does his research. Later on, Nikos,
Dimitris, and I danced the same dance, to the sound of Serafeim’s lyra, under the critical gaze of
Labis. It was Labis who had urged me to join the dance. By 3:00 a.m. our table had grown
bigger. Labis invited over a couple of elders who were enjoying their ouzo and had forgotten
themselves in the tavern listening to our music making. They participated humbly by
occasionally singing a couple of verses, but mostly they remained silent, listening to the singing
with wide smiles.
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At around 5:00 a.m. a large muscular man, a security guard judging by his uniform,
entered the tavern; his shift had apparently ended and he needed some breakfast. We noticed him
when he jumped up and stood in front of our table, responding to one of the verses sung by
Dimitris. His voice was loud and his gestures majestically large. He would emphasize the
beginning of his verses by theatrically punching his chest. For the last hour or so the “security
guard” engaged in a constant verse dialogue with our company to the huge excitement of all the
people present. He was no more than 45 years old but really well versed (literally) in Pontic
Greek. Serafeim was ecstatic at the quality of the “security guard’s” verse and asked me if I was
recording, but unfortunately I had run out of batteries more than two hours before. We all
cheered as the newcomer went on singing and invited him over to our table. He preferred to stay
at his own and to participate “across tables.” Every once in awhile he would get up to sing an
appropriate response, always punching his chest first. When we exclaimed our admiration with
loud shouts and cheers he said to an ecstatic Serafeim, “if you want to hear real Pontic verse you
came to the right place, my friend!”
The muhabeti ended at around 6:00 a.m. rather abruptly. Dimitris had to go to work in a
couple of hours and we needed to get going. We got up and I realized I was a little bit more than
tipsy. I had more or less drank 16 ounces of tsipouro in eight hours; Nikos was the designated
driver and he avoided drinking much. We paid the bill (making sure that Serafeim had not paid
for his portion) and hugged everybody farewell, including, of course, the “security guard.” We
left the tavern showered in wishes in both common Greek and Pontic. Labis escorted us to our
car and Nikos sought the opportunity to remind him again about my research, so similar to his,
he said, and the need I had for an interview with him.
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Although the lyra and vocalizing sounds in the tavern were not half as loud as that of a
nightclub, I had the feeling, after the muhabeti, that the soundscape of real life was strangely too
quiet. The tavern’s soundscape sounded more natural at this moment than the soundscape of the
night, but contrary to a nightclub experience, where this feeling is rather a relief, here it was the
opposite. I felt that the random sounds of the night and the quietness of the countryside were
annoyingly dull —almost dead.
On our way back to Thessaloniki Dimitris talked mostly about his father, while Nikos
and I commented on the muhabeti. Eventually we all started talking about girls, relationships,
and love. Dimitris, Nikos, and I were talking about the past, reflecting on how we got married or
engaged, while Serafeim was bragging about current adventures. Eventually Serafeim informed
us that this was the second muhabeti for which he had played lyra in the past 24 hours. He was
exhausted after 18 hours of playing and drinking (with several breaks thanks to other lyra
players). Having said this, he passed out on the back seat of the car.
Pontic Muhabeti or Parakathi: Definition, Terminology, Etymology
A definition of Pontic muhabeti or parakathi based on the perspective of an outside
observer would be as follows. Muhabeti or parakathi: Performance of dialogical participatory
singing between friends that happens usually during night hours and involves social drinking and
food consumption. Most of the Pontic muhabetia I experienced in Thessaloniki would start
between 10:00 p.m. and 12:00 a.m. A moderately successful muhabeti would last at least 5 or 6
hours. All the muhabetia I witnessed were accompanied by a large variety of appetizers
(mezedhes) that amounted to a full dinner. Alcohol consumption is also an inextricable partI
do not remember a single successful muhabeti from which I came back totally sober. Finally, all
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the muhabetia I experienced took place in private houses, taverns, or old-fashioned coffee houses
(kafenia pl.).
Interestingly, the regularity of these characteristics has not resulted in the prevalence of a
single term for the reference of such a musical and social event. The Pontians refer to a music
gathering like the one described above with at least four terms. Apart from muhabeti and
parakathi, they often use also the terms parea and trapezi. None of these terms has a musical
literal meaning.
The term muhabeti is actually of Arabic origin (mohabbak), but like most Arabic (and
Farsi) words, it entered the Greek language through Ottoman Turkish. According to the
Redhouse New Standard Dictionary of Turkish, the term has four interrelated meanings: “love,”
“affection,” “discussion” (also small talk or chitchat), and “friendship.” In common Greek, the
term has retained mainly the meaning of small talk, chitchat, and dialogue or discussion
(Triantafyllides 1998). On a metonymical level, muhabeti in the Greek dialects of Greek
Macedonia signifies an unofficial, intimate gathering in the context of village life that involves
often agrarian labor—what in common Greek is also referred to as nihteri.118 In Greek
Macedonia and Thrace, the most common agricultural labor away from the field, was the
preparation (cleaning up) of tobacco. It necessitated many laborers and as a result it often
involved the entire extended family, friends, relatives, and neighbors. It often lasted an entire
night (Kavouras 1999). Today, they use machines for such tasks, so muhabeti as nihteri has
disappeared. In general, the term muhabeti is rarely used in common Greek. When it is, it is only
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Nihteri, usually transliterated as nychteri comes from nihta (nychta), which means “night.”
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in the dialects of northern Greece.119 In general, muhabeti is an old fashioned word that rarely
shows up in Greek literature.120
Parakathi is the Pontic word for the Greek nihteri or for the northern Greek muhabeti.
Anthimos Papadopoulos, in his famous (and the only) dictionary of Pontic Greek, gives the
following definition:
“1. Parakath’: […] Winter nocturnal gathering in the house of friends or relatives during
which they narrate fairy tales and stories, and play games” (1958:149).

Parakathi comes from the Greek verb parakathome, which has two meanings: (1) “to sit next to
somebody, to sit with somebody,” and/or (2) “to sit/stay somewhere excessively, for too long, or
longer than expected” (Babiniotis 1999; Triantafyllides 1998).121 Hence, parakathi suggests
literally the sharing of the same space for a prolonged period of time.
Parea and trapezi are common words in mainstream Greek. They are used extensively
outside Pontic musical practice. Parea means company, friendships, and hanging out;122 trapezi
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In the first 27 years of my life, growing up in Athens and Corfu, I never encountered the term muhabeti
outside Pontic associations. When I am talking to southern Greeks about Pontic muhabeti I very often face the
question, “what is muhabeti?” an indication of the absence of this word from everyday vocabulary. I first
encountered the term referencing chitchat when I was in the army (2011) almost exclusively among
Macedonians and Thracians.
120

I am aware of only one literary reference to muhabeti. It is by the nineteenth century Greek novelist
Georgios Vizyinos (1849–1896): “The entire world cannot hold two evil people, but one thousand good people
can make muhabeti even inside a nutshell.” This poetic proverb echoes the dictionary definition of muhabeti. It
relates the literal meaning of the discussion with the sharing of the same, here extremely enclosed, space (that of
a nutshell) and with the empathic ability of the participants. It encapsulates in a nutshell (literally) all the main
attributes of an exceptional muhabeti/parakathi: the sharing of the same space, and the empathic
communication. Georgios Vizyinos was from Eastern Thrace (European Turkey).
121

Parakathome or parakathoume is a compound verb. It consists of the verb kathome/kathoume, meaning “to
sit,” and the prefix para. Para has a variety of meanings. When it refers to position or locality it means “next
to,” “besides,” or “along,” while when it refers to quantity it means “plus,” “extra,” or “too.” The two meanings
of parakathoume, mentioned here, result from the interpretation of the para. If the para is conceived as
referring to locality then the verb means to “sit next to.” When it is conceived as referring to quantity, then the
verb means, “to sit excessively, for too long.” Para exists also in the English language with similar meanings
and always in compound words like paralegal, paramedical, paramilitary, paranormal, paranoid, etc.
122

Etymologically parea is of Spanish origin (pareja) and most probably exists in Greek through Ladino
(Babiniotis 1999). However, it is such a common Greek word that nobody knows or is interested in its
etymology and everybody assumes it is Greek. In common Greek, parea generally means “companion,”
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means table.123 In the case of Pontic musical gatherings these terms are consciously used as
metonymies. For example:
I learned Pontic verse from recordings and from tables [trapezia]. I mean when you sit
around tables with people who know the tradition, you learn (Kniazeva, E., Int. 2/9/12).
Later I learned, of course, a lot on lyra from tables [trapezia] (Stilidis, Th., Int. 4/20/12).

Of all these four terms, muhabeti and parakathi have acquired a quasi-lexicographical
use when referencing the Pontic performance of dialogical singing. The other two, parea and
trapezi, exist mostly as figures of speech. There are two reasons for this distinction. The first is
obvious and has to do with the meaning of the terms. Muhabeti and parakathi can refer
specifically to the gathering, the social occasion, as a whole. The second reason is linguistic.
Muhabeti and parakathi are not common Greek words and as such they are not used in everyday
language. This renders them more suitable for the description of an exceptional social practice
that belongs to a specific social group. This is probably the reason why the Pontians do not adopt
more common Greek words for their social gatherings, like nihteri or the Ottoman term ghlendi.
Muhabeti and Parakathi: A short archaeology
More important than a terminological and etymological analysis of muhabeti and
parakathi is an archaeological analysis of the two terms: an examination of the different
meanings ascribed to them throughout their discursive history (Foucault 1972[1969]: 3–6). Such
an analysis reveals that the terms parakathi and muhabeti, although they refer to similar social
practices, only recently acquired identical meaning. In the not so distant past, parakathi, in
“company,” and “friendship” (overlapping this way with one of the meanings of muhabbet in Turkish). It can
also refer to a group of people that are friends (“this is my parea”), to a single friend, or to the practice of
friendship and hanging out (“let’s make some parea” = let’s hang out). The use of the term parea for the
signification of parakathi suggests some contact or analogy between the Pontic and the Cretan cases. In Crete,
parea refers to a type of musical performance very similar to Pontic muhabeti.
123

Table is often used metonymically in Greek for dinner, lunch, or in general socialization that involves food
consumption, like the common expression, “I will make the table for you,” which means I am inviting you to
dinner.
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accordance with Papadopoulos’ definition, used to reference a generic social gathering,
regardless of whether there was music or not. In the words of the renowned lyra player Dimitris
Piperidis:
Parakathi is what we were doing with our grandmas, at night, when TV was not around. I
remember we would say, “our neighbor will come from across the street and we will do a
parakath’.” This meant that you might not even see a lyra the entire night. Parakath’
could simply mean that we will have grilled chestnuts and narrate tales (Piperidis, D., Int.
3/12/12).

Equally revealing is also a statement by the famous lyra player Panagiotis Aslanidis:
Parakathi means that we sit down together. You can have parakathi with music; you can
also have it without music. For example, the women used to make parakathi by sitting
together and gossiping (Aslanidis p.c. 10/10/12).124

Muhabeti, on the other hand, has been used more consistently for the description of a music
gathering. In some cases parakathi is used to refer to gatherings where there is no music. In the
words of the young, but experienced, muhabeti participant Christos Mentesidis:
No, they make a distinction. Muhabeti is usually about music, while parakathi is more
about hanging out together in general.... Actually, some times, if the night does not go
well, people might complain, “Are we doing a parakathi now?”, for cases when only a
couple of tunes have been played by the lyra, I mean, and there is no interest in singing…
(Mentesidis, Chr., Int. 5/23/12).

The use of the term muhabeti for the description specifically of musical gatherings, and
sessions of dialogical singing, is not exclusively Pontic. Muhabeti is used all over the Balkans
and Anatolia in relation to participatory music performances. The origin of the musical
associations of the term can be traced easily from the Turkish Alevi traditions. There, muhabbet
refers to “a gathering featuring a conversation created through shared songs,” a meaning
identical actually to the Pontic use of the term (Bates 2011: 112). More specifically, Alevi
muhabbet is described and defined as a lighter and more secular version of the more official
religious ritual of cem (Markoff 2002). It refers to a gathering of dialogical singing of
124

For gender and parakathi, see chapter 9.
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pedagogical and unofficial character in which elders instruct and guide younger members of the
religious community through the sharing of singing. Hence, Alevi muhabbet has powerful
spiritual character.
In this sense, the use of the term by Pontians can easily be interpreted, in similarity to
other cases, in the context of the general influence of devotional Islam on the music of the
eastern Mediterranean. In devotional, heterodox, Islam, music has a dominant and central, albeit
highly contested, ritual role (Stokes 1992). The sharing and experience of divine love take place
through singing, the performance of instrumental pieces, even dancing (Bates 2009: 11–3;
Markoff 2002; Mirmiroglou 2001[1940]: 116; Stokes ibid.).125 Given the spread of the Bektashi
Islam all over the Balkans, due to the presence and agency of agrarian wandering dervishes, of
the Yeniceri, and due to the openness of the Bektashi religious practices to non-Muslims, the
omnipresence of the term muhabeti is anything but surprising (Finkel 2005; Hasluck 2007[1929];
Mirmiroglou ibid.). Pontos was not an exception. On the contrary, there is a multitude of Pontic
fairy tales and stories that, like their Turkish and Greek Anatolian counterparts, make positive
and laudatory references to dervishes (e.g. Galanidou-Balfousiou 1999; Papadopoulos 1955).
In the dialogical singing practices of the Prespare Tosk Albanians muabet describes the
experience of solidarity and emotionality that emerges from the musical socialization of the
konak (Sugarman 1997 and 1999). In arabesk and Ottoman classical music, muhabbet describes
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Extremely interesting are the reference and descriptions by Mirmiroglou. Vladimiros Mirmiroglou was a
Greek Istanbulite lawyer with a genuine interest in religion. In 1940 he completed a 450-pages treatise entitled
The Dervishes where he describes in thorough detail all the different dervish groups he encountered in Istanbul
and in Anatolia. His treatise is of special value due to its painstaking inclusiveness and the fact that he had
experience of the practices of the Dervish lodges before their abolition in 1924. Another interesting aspect of
Mirmiroglou’s book is his language. He uses the official fabricated high Greek of the era (katharevousa)
demonstrating a thorough knowledge of its Archaic and Classical idioms. When he describes the rituals of the
Bektashi he does not use native terminology. There is no reference on the word muhabbet. Instead he describes
their rituals as vakhia and aghapi (bacchia, agape) translated in to English as “Bacchanalian and agape (divine
love).” In these two Greek terms, one classical the other theological, he encapsulates the essence of the Bektashi
rituals: the association of divine ecstasy (Bacchanalian) with the sharing of divine love (agape).
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social gatherings that focus on the exchange of music (Gill 2011b; Stokes 1992). Many of these
cases, depending on the exact context, are characterized by a lack of officialdom, which is
nevertheless often combined with a customary, age- and gender-based hierarchy (Gill 2011b:
162–7; Markoff 2002: 793; Sugarman 1997: 92–117 and 168–82).126 In the Ottoman and arabesk
cases, the participants perform and exchange songs or instrumental compositions attributed to
signature composers. However, the underlying structure remains the same: there is a musical
dialogue. In all of these non-Pontic cases, the term muhabbet (or muhabet or muabet) embraces
three indispensable elements of the musical process: the dialogical structure of the participation,
the empathic emotionality of the musical communication, and informality.
The use of parakathi parallel to or instead of muhabeti for the designation of Pontic
socio-musical gatherings is a more recent development and is often combined with a canonizing
discourse that focuses on national purity and Pontic cultural autonomy. The only unquestionable
proof for the cultural continuity of the Greek nation thesis is language. For this reason, there has
always been a pressure, sometimes institutionalized, more often hegemonically internalized, to
replace foreign words, especially Ottoman, with their Greek equivalents. This pressure often
acquires extra momentum among Pontic Greeks, not only due to the traumas of the genocide that
cast a heavy shadow on anything “Turkish,” but also due to the refugee assimilation anxiety. The
use of the term parakathi over the Ottoman muhabeti is not so much an act of linguistic
hellenization as a promotion of Pontic linguistic autonomy (see Chapter 3).
At the same time, the very demand for the salvation of the Pontic tradition has led some
Pontians, some “hardcore traditionalists,” to insist on keeping the “original distinction” between
126

Of course, this is more than expected in cases where musical dialogue is combined with pedagogy, as in the
case of mensk (Gill 2011a) and Alevi muhabbet. The element of “learning” is of course habitually and
hegemonically present through processes of mimesis, embodiment, and social ordering. See the exemplary
ethnography of Sugarman (1997) on the Albanian muabet.
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muhabeti and parakathi. According to this approach, Pontic language and cultural heritage
should be preserved against any change regardless of the reason. This approach is more
consistent with a holistic acceptance of Pontic culture and resonates with a renewed discourse of
tradition, the paradhosiaka movement, and a recent re-appreciation of the Ottoman past (see
Kallimopoulou 2009; Pennanen 2004).
This approach of salvation and preservation often combines conflictingly a leftist
cosmopolitan anti-nationalism with a primordial nationalism. In the context of the “leftist”
ideological trend, the Ottoman Empire is often mystically and romantically idealized as a space
of multinational and multiethnic harmony, hence Ottoman borrowings are celebrated as signs of
a pre-modern cosmopolitan multiculturalism, a “common Ottoman civilization” (Petropoulos
2013[1990]; see also Mackridge 2006[2003]). Primordial nationalism tends to trace any kind of
common cultural element back to an Ancient Greek or Byzantine heritage. According to this last
approach, the Ottoman denomination is of small importance, given the ultimately Greek origin of
the music performed. The two trends are often combined, presenting Ottoman multiculturalism
as a continuation of the Greek classical and Byzantine inheritancea problematic combination
but of much more liberal and peaceful overtones than many of the discursive formations
mentioned above. The most interesting aspect of this combination is that it both nullifies and
justifies the underlying ideologies. The cosmopolitanism of the multicultural, postulated as the
outcome of a primordial Greek heritage, loses its multiethnic character. At the same time, the
national is positioned in such a distanced and ideal historical and existential sphere that it
becomes too general. Everything becomes Greek, so Greece emerges as an all-encompassing
transnational whole. In short, the discussion about muhabeti entails more general interpretations
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of Ottoman heritage, characteristic of the region (Buchanan 2007a), what Todorova summarizes
as “Ottoman legacy as perception” (Todorova 2007).
The emergence of parakathi as a musical term, identical to muhabeti, has another much
simpler explanation: the transformation of the Pontic agrarian communities since the 1960s due
to urbanization and immigration. Parakathia, the nocturnal gatherings in the agrarian
communities, especially those of the labor type, have basically vanished, due to the introduction
of technology in agricultural production, of TV, and of the overall drop of the rural population.
Hence, the identification between parakathi and muhabeti is an accomplished and taken-forgranted reality for most Pontians. In this sense, the use of the Pontic term is not the result of
linguistic reform but a mere choice between two terms that obviously have been experienced as
signifying the same social practice.
In short, the interchangeable use of parakathi and muhabeti stems out of the predominant
musicalization of Pontic socialization (see Chapter 3). In contrast to the obsolete definition
provided by Papadopoulos, for most Pontians, parakathi is a musically dense term. This is
testified to by the fact that “Parakath” has been also the name of one of the most successful
nightclubs for Pontic music. “The Parakath’” has operated continuously since the early 1990s in
the western Thessaloniki suburb of Stavroupoli. It can be described as the most successful and
long lasting Pontic nightclub and has acquired the status of a Pontic music stronghold. The name,
as the founder verified to me, was carefully chosen (Siamidis, K., Int. 6/6/2012).
The Emergent Performance
The above description of terminology has been based mostly on an “objective,” distanced
observation of the terms’ meanings and uses. An examination of the practitioners’ discourse
reveals more regarding the character of the Pontic muhabeti. The first and most obvious
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conclusion is that muhabeti practitioners, even when they use muhabeti and parakathi
interchangeably, they do not think of them as absolutely synonymous. In the words of the
famous lyra player Christos Tsenekidis (emphasis added):
This is how it goes: the muhabeti brings the parakathi and the parakathi brings the
muhabeti. […] it is the parea, which is parakathying [sitting around]. All these have the
same meaning. We are talking about the same result; I mean they do the same work, the
same process. Yes, parea. You cannot do a muhabet without parea, do you? Isn’t it the
parea that does the muhabet? Isn’t it the parea that does the parakathi? (Tsenekidis,
Chr., Int. 5/2/12)

This quote exemplifies that Tsenekidis is aware of the differences in meaning between the
various names. He equates the different terms as metonyms: as parts that stand for a broader
whole. The whole corresponds to the entirety of the practice. As such the whole resists a clearcut definition; this explains the multitude of terms.
Tsenekidis makes a distinction between metonymic use and partial referent. On a
metonymic level any of these terms can reference the broader whole of the performance category
or event; on a more literal, partial level, these names refer to constituent parts of the broader
social occasion. Parakathi, muhabeti, and parea can exist by themselves, defining a distinctively
different kind of socialization than the whole to which they metonymically refer. A literal
translation of the terminology can offer the following rephrasing of parts of the quotes
“…chatting brings more hanging out, and hanging out longer brings more chatting…” and “…it
is the company/friends who hang out together…” and “…You cannot have a chat without
friends/company, can you? Don’t the friends create the chatting?” etc. In short, parakathi,
muhabeti, and parea, when used for the broader occasion of socialization, they signify literally
parts that are necessary for the broader whole.
The most important point in these quotes is the way that these constituents are
connected—how the broader category of the whole is understood. Tsenekidis talks about
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“result,” “work,” and “process.” All the different terms can refer metonymically to the “same
meaning” because they lead to the same result or outcome and because they are parts of the same
overarching process. The muhabeti as a whole, the broader entity of socialization is a process
that emerges (“results”[sic]) from the dialectical interrelation between the different constituent
practices.
The understanding of muhabeti or parakathi as emergent is present in other accounts as
well. In the words of the singer and muhabeti authority Labis Pavlidis (emphasis added):
… Muhabeti is the Turkish term. We prefer to say parakathi. Music is parakathi, but
what we are doing here now is also parakath’ here as we talk about things, as the
friends that we are. We are making a building together, sort of. This is parakathi as well.
We sit here together and we exchange our views on things. Or we might sit together and
exchange our musical views on things (Pavlidis, L., Int. 4/22/12)

Pavlidis defines the whole of the experience and performance through the metaphor of the
“making of a building.” The metaphor entails again the same idea of an emerging process: the
building (result) is in the making (process). Pavlidis does not make a one-to-one correspondence
between partial activities and terms, but he references the same constituents mentioned by
Tsenekidis: the discussion (“we talk,” “exchange of views,” so muhabeti), the sharing of the
same space (“sit here together,” so parakathi), the friendship (“as the friends that we are,” so
parea), and the singing. In short, the distinction between metonymic and partial referents is not
only structural but also causal. The constituent parts of hanging out, sharing the same space and
time, talking, and singing give birth through their co-occurrence to a category of exceptional
experience. The parakathi experience and performance is not merely an assemblage of its parts,
it is an overarching situation, a phenomenon of its own ontological validity that results causally
from the constituent parts.
More specifically, Pavlidis describes the musical part of the gathering as a result of the
non-musical part of verbal socialization. He conceives music in parakathi as sharing the same
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structure with verbal socialization, an “exchange of musical views on things”—a totally
dialogue-centric simile. Singing emerges from verbal discussion in a continuum of dialogue. The
element of dialogue is highlighted as the definitional aspect of the gathering. It is the exchange
of views that holds the parakathi together. The overarching “building-in-the-making” or
“process” is the dialogue between the fellow tablemates.
Later in his interview Labis elaborates further on the aspect of dialogue:
Ioannis Tsekouras.: So, you can say that parakathi is whatever entails sincere
communication...?
Labis Pavlidis: Yes, communication. Parakath is communication.
- So, you tell me that parakathi is not necessarily about music, but that when music
happens the communication is stronger.
- Yes, the communication is stronger. I mean, this is how I see it. Look, muhabeti
might not happen, I mean the musical part of the parakathi. We might just suffice
ourselves with talking and not play any lyra at all. [...] At a point we will put the lyra
aside and talk a bit. We might do this to rest a bit, to have a break. We have not
signed any contract to play music continuously (Pavlidis, ibid.).

The ease with which Pavlidis accepts the general term “communication,” offered by me,
emphasizes the overarching dialogical character of parakathi. Communication is both the
process and the result of understanding, but it has also a message. When we communicate, we
express something; we “exchange our views on things.” The dialogical connection between the
verbal and the musical is further emphasized by the fact that parakathi can exist without music.
Here, Labis, almost in a contradictory fashion to his earlier statement, reproduces the distinction
between parakathi and muhabeti defining the latter as “the musical part.” He attributes to
parakathi a broader meaning of dialogical communication and verbal socialization defining this
way muhabeti as the climactic musical part of it, the apex of communication. The emergence of
muhabeti, music, from parakathi means stronger communication. In this sense, musical
performance is conceived as a climactic point of an ongoing process of socialization and
commensality. As such, musical dialogue is a process within a process. Moreover, musical
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communication can be reached multiple times within a parakathi session, although it is a
climactic point. Paraphrasing Abrahams we can say that the muhabeti is a process of getting “in
and out of the musical dialogical performance” (Abrahams 1981). In this sense, apart from the
continuity of the dialogue between the tablemates, we can recognize also a meta-dialogue
between the verbal and the musical, musical and non-musical parts alternate giving birth to each
other.
Labis’ understanding emphasizes the causal relation between socialization and music.
The musical, being the climax of verbal communication, cannot exist without the latter and the
socialization it involves. This understanding justifies further the interchangeability of the two
terms. Since muhabeti as musical dialogue can exist only as part and continuation of the verbal
dialogue of parakathi, the terminological distinction between muhabeti and parakathi is of small
importance.
In conclusion, Pontic muhabeti or parakathi refers to a multidimensional dialogical
experience and practice of communication that reaches its apex as musical dialogue. This
category of experience and practice emerges as a climax of communication from an overarching
and emerging process of verbal communication, itself the result of a multitude of partial
activities and practices: hanging out, sharing the same space, chatting, sharing food and drinks.
Parakathi as Musical Dialogue
The dialogical character of the musical performance is the main element that sets
parakathi apart from the other performances of Pontic music. Call and response relations are
present in other music practices as well, like in paniyiri, between the lyra player and the singer
and in the reciprocity between dancers and musicians (see Chapter 4). However, these relations,
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although of dialogic structure, can hardly be described as dialogue. They do not necessarily
affect the frame of the performance and they lack referentiality.
In muhabetia the dialogue is the very performance. The exchange of sung poetry between
the participants is characterized by referentiality. Every sung verse carries meaning, a poetic
message that requests a response. The entire performance should ideally unfold as a stream of
musico-poetic dialogue between the tablemates. Participatory character is inextricably connected
to the poetic dialogue. Finally, the continuity between musico-poetic performance and verbal
communication renders parakathi a dialogical performance already before the emergence of
music. Summarizing, we can detect the element of dialogue in three interrelated spheres or
realms: the dialogue proper, meaning the main poetic dialogue between the participating
tablemates; the musical dialogue, a call and response relation between the lyra player(s) and the
singers-participants; and an overarching macroscopic dialogue between the alternating parts of
he performance: between verbal socialization and music communication as the one parts frames
the other.
The latter defines the very frame of the musical performance as dialogic. Verbal
socialization invites the desire for singing and the exchange of sung poetry provides topics for
further discussion. The participatory character of parakathi is further manifested in aspects of
sociality and spatial organization: there is no strict distinction between musicians and nonmusicians with the exception of the lyra player(s); singers and lyra player(s) share the same
space, drinks, and food; and every participant is invited and welcomed to sing, undertaking a
musical role, even if he/she is not of special music competence.
Regardless of the participatory dialogical character, there are differences in role and
agency between the participants of a Pontic muhabeti. Apart from differences due to competence
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and personality, there is a structural inequality between the lyra player and the singers. The lyra
player’s role is invested with special musical importance. He is by necessity the most dynamic
musical agent of a muhabeti, the most important participant. A Pontic muhabeti is inconceivable
without the lyra. The lyra player initiates the beginning of the musical performance; he provides
the musical material, meaning the tunes for the singing of the couplets; he supports the meter and
the intonation of the singing of the tablemates; he invites and inspires participation by
captivating the tablemates with his music or by luring them to sing. Finally, in so doing, he
builds the constancy, the very chain of melodies and musical sounds that is fundamental for the
emergence of participation, of the very dialogue.
The lyra player is not always recognized as the coordinator, regardless of his musical
role. In many cases, he is guided by elders, who have the status of the connoisseurs of the
repertoire and of the performance practice. In other cases, the coordinator is of limited musical
abilities but of exceptional social gift, an extrovert personality who is able to make everybody
feel comfortable. Finally, it is very common for the coordinating role of the lyra player to go
unnoticed. In these cases, the lyra player is an obscure coordinator superficially overshadowed
by the behavior, personality, and symbolic capital of an elder, but in reality still the most
dominant individual of the gathering. The muhabeti described in this chapter, is close to such a
case. Labis, being an elder and the host, was from the very beginning the unquestionable leader
of the gathering (“our Obelix”[sic]). He was the one initiating new tunes. Also he would instruct
the lyra player from time to time as to what and when to play, and he did not hesitate to correct
the other tablemates. In reality, though, the desire of Labis to sing was the result of Serafeim’s
and Niko’s lyra playing. In many cases, for example, Labis “initiated” a tune that had been
suggested or insinuated earlier in the lyra’s melodic improvisation as part of a prelude or an
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interlude (See Chapter 6). The role of the lyra player is not easy and often it means that he is the
only one who cannot really relax. In the words of the lyra player Babis Tsakalidis:
My grandpa told me, “Do not ever learn lyra. Everybody around you will be having a
good time and you will have to perform for them. You should be the one having fun and
let others play for you,” (Tsakalidis, B., Int. 2/9/2012).

The centrality of dialogue means a totally different structuration of the music than that of
the dance event. There is no need for a larger unit, a supra-structure, for the organization of the
performed repertoire like the song medley of the dance event. Units of songs and tunes emerge
randomly, spontaneously, and inter-subjectively, without obeying to any arrangement.
Intensification and de-intensification of performance and musical energy come and go according
to the moods of the participants, not according to a scale of escalation. At times participation gets
denser with a constant exchange of sung verses and the lyra tunes functioning as riffs; at times it
thins out, often dominated by a single participant or by long melodic improvisations by the lyra.
In these instances a muhabeti might even acquire a presentational character with one of the
tablemates performing and the other listening.
In general, the stream of the musical dialogue resembles that of an actual conversation.
The lack of a criterion of macroscopic structure makes also the succession of tunes and couplets
discontinuous. There is no specific plan on how and when a new tune has to be performed. The
performance of a tune can be extended indefinitely, as long as there is participation or different
tunes can follow one each other just because the tablemates desire it. Having said all these, the
successful muhabeti is the one in which all the tablemates have participated to the music making.
In this sense, a good muhabeti needs to have constancy, duration, and participatory intensity, or
as the Pontians say “rhythm.” Here the term rhythm does not refer to the musical rhythm but to
the rhythm of participation. A feeling of regularity and immediacy in the way that the singers
share their sung couplets is an indication of a successful music performance. The comparison
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between dance events and muhabetia can be summarized by the concept of the participatory
rhythm. The rhythm of the public dance event is the metronomical rhythm of the tempo
escalation. The rhythm of the muhabeti is that of a metered, preferably multi-climactic, heated
discussion.
Conclusion: Rituals of Spontaneity
Our analysis has led us to three main conclusions regarding the ontology of parakathi.
First, it is an emergent performance. Secondly, it is of participatory and dialogical character.
Thirdly, music dialogue emerges in continuity to verbal socialization and contributes to the
emergence of the broader experience of communication, called parakathi or muhabeti. Music
performance is not considered valid if it does not emerge spontaneously from verbal
socialization. In the discourse of parakathi practitioners, references to the spontaneity of the
music performance function as summarizing statements about the ontology of parakathi.
Consider the following descriptive account of the proper muhabeti by Christos Tsenekidis:
Let’s say you had just come to my house to pay me a visit. We are drinking our tsipouro .
. . and you say, “Why don’t we invite Yannis over?”, so we would go to Yannis’ place.
“Why don’t we go to Yannis’? But you know let’s also take the kemence with us.” So, we
go to Yannis’ and he welcomes us; he offers us some raki. We drink, one glass after the
other, then we also talk at the same time; at one point we will start talking about the
kemence I will start playing kemence: “Any songs anybody?” After some singing and
several glasses we will also think of Nikolas: “Hey man, what about Nikolas? Why don’t
we go to his place as well?” You see… as soon as it would start it was unspecified how
and when it would end. The only sure thing is that in the morning we should go back at
work. Another characteristic examplelet me tell you. It is January 7, Saint John the
Baptist’s day [name day of all people with the name Ioannis/Yannis]. […] The lyra
player will take his instrument and his parea and they go to the house of a Yannis. They
will do this early. Then, after they are done with that first Yannis, they will say, “How
about this other Yannis? And then how about that Yannis?” So they go with the lyra to
pay their respects to every Yannis in the village, from Yannis to Yannis. And they will be
singing and playing on the way as well. At one point, after midnight, they will be done
with all the Yannises of the village, but being tipsy and merry somebody will suggest,
“Let’s do it again! Let’s start all over again!” And then they will start from the very first
Yannis they visited on the same day. You see? When we were engaged in muhabeti we
did not care about today, tomorrow, a weekday or weekend. If we were about to do
muhabeti we would do muhabeti! (Tsenekidis, Chr., Int. 5/2/12).
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Tsenekidis describes the ideal muhabeti as he experienced it in his village. He pays
special attention to muhabetia of special occasions, namely the private celebrations of name
days. He focuses and repeatedly mentions in a variety of ways the emergence of the musical out
of casual socialization, conversation, and everyday commensality. Tsenekidis makes a similar
point with Pavlidis about the “in and out of musical performance” and the dialogical character of
the social occasion. He even mentions the emergence of lyra first as a topic of discussion and
then as activity. He describes the in and out of the musical as a carefree but passionate
socialization between friends.
The element of spontaneity, regarding both the social behavior and the unnoticed
emergence of the music, is a common place in all the accounts about the ontology of Pontic
muhabeti, and the main authenticity criterion. The real muhabeti is the one that it is unscheduled
and un-arranged. In the words of the lyra player Dimitris Piperidis:
Muhabeti, first of all, has as main characteristic the spontaneity. It happens but it is never
scheduled. (Piperidis 3/12/2012).

In short, part of the exceptionality of the muhabeti experience and performance is its nonexceptional, everyday, and casual beginning.
Every musical performance is understood and discussed in relation to how it offers
exceptional experiences. Consequently every genre or practice of musical performance is
understood in how it defines the exceptional by establishing or illuminating a special relation and
connection with the everyday; in relation to how it keys the exceptional from the everyday
(Goffman 1974: 43–7). This relation is a common place in the anthropology and
ethnomusicology of performance (e.g. Buchanan 2006 and 2014; Cowan 1990; Guss 2000;
Kavouras 1991 and 1992; Sugarman 1997).
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According to the parakathi practitioners, what makes Pontic muhabeti special is that the
connection between the everyday and the musical is part of the very poetics of the music
performance; it is not located only on the broader levels of the cultural and the social, the sharing
(or denial) of a common discourse, culture, identity, cosmology, agency, power relations,
economic practices, and socialization. The emergence of the special frame of muhabeti
performance should not be keyed in a conscious and deliberate fashion based on a previous
agreement and the securing of a special time. The frame of the muhabeti music communication
should flow continuously and “naturally” out of the frame of the verbal communication, as part
of a continuous dialogue, and the keying should ideally be spontaneous and go unnoticed. The
turn from the everyday to the musical should happen “by itself.”
There are multiple questions that arise out of this analysis. First of all, regardless of the
spontaneity, the emergence, and the dialogical casual character, muhabeti has a specific musical
and poetic personality. How is this musico-poetic personality described and how it is related to
the frame of spontaneity and the practice of dialogue? In short what are the aesthetics of the
Pontic muhabeti? The second question that I avoided bringing up, regards the why of the music
emergence. What triggers the tablemates to start singing? Is it a specific social and psychological
condition and how they verbally reflect on it? There are two more questions. How is parakathi
related to Pontic identity discourse and Pontic memory? And how is it negotiated in relation to
diachronic and historical representations? Is there a muhabeti history? And if yes, how does it
relate to the history of Pontic music? I will attempt to partially answer all these questions in the
rest of this dissertation. The next chapter concerns the aesthetics of parakathi music.
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CHAPTER 6
THE MUSICAL AESTHETICS OF PARAKATHI: REPERTOIRE AND STYLE

The music performed in Pontic muhabetia enjoys a special status among Pontians, musicians and
non-musicians alike. Parakathi music is celebrated as aesthetically superior, as emotionally more
powerful, and consequently as more authentically Pontic, in comparison to other repertoires and
styles. In this chapter, I provide a concise description of parakathi music. I do not intend here a
detailed musicological analysis, just a rudimentary introduction to the music elements that are
recognized as special to parakathi music.
Parakathi Repertoires
The private and personal character of the Pontic muhabeti directly affects its repertoire.
Since personal preferences, music and poetry favorites, are at the center of the music process,
there are significant differences from performance to performance. There are no two parakathia
that are absolutely the same as far as the repertoire is concerned. Nevertheless, a Pontic muhabeti
is characterized by regularity. This regularity is mainly the result of three factors. First, the
indoor character of a muhabeti makes it almost exclusively a lyra performance genre. Clarinet,
tulum, zourna, and davul are designated too loud to be performed indoors and they would cover
the participants’ singing; seliavli and ghaval are too quiet and of limited repertoire.127 Secondly,
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Organologically speaking, this assertion does not hold truth for the clarinet. Actually according to Mazaraki
(1985) the clarinet prevailed eventually in the Ottoman regions exactly because it can be both an outdoor and
indoor instrument. The performance of indoor clarinet music was associated with the emergence of two late
Ottoman period social classes: a peripheral nobility and an urban class. The foundation and operation of private
indoor orchestras signaled to an extent the success of these classes in forming their own socialization space of
domestic indoor music practice, away from the massiveness of the village square. Moreover, the members of
the Ottoman urban and peripheral aristocracy tended to imitate both the Porte and west Europe by mixing
elements of Ottoman court culture with European cultural trends. This mixture enabled an appropriation of
already known status symbols and practices with newly imported cultural elements. It allowed a negotiation of
the newly acquired social capital in terms of both established status symbols and signs of modernity. By the end
of the nineteenth century in liberated Greece the Ottoman styles had been associated in the context of
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for reasons that are related to Pontic history and the emergence and negotiation of Pontic identity
and cultural difference, the Pontic muhabeti, in the way it is performed today, is mainly an east
Pontic practice. Hence, west Pontos instruments of indoor volume, like the violin, the kemane,
and the ud are seldom used in parakathia. Thirdly, as will be demonstrated later in this
dissertation, the regularity of style and repertoire is inextricably connected to the poetry and the
practice of dialogue. Dialogue in song favors a specific structuring process and consequently
certain repertoires over others. The third factor makes the Pontic muhabeti a rather conservative
music practice of a stable and repeatedly performed repertoire, which is, however, varied and
large enough to allow personal differentiation.
The three main categories of repertoire regularly performed in Pontic muhabetia are the
epitrapezia (pl.; sing. epitrapezio), by far the most popular, the karslidhika, and, to a smaller
extent, Pontic narrative songs (dhipat). As one might expect dance tunes are rarely performed.
The same goes for the neopontiaka repertoire. This does not mean that neopontiaka songs and
dance tunes are forbidden. However, their performance in parakathia constitutes an exception.
Neopontic music is often rejected because of the purism that characterizes the
contemporary practice of muhabeti. However, this is the case usually for contemporary

orientalism with lower social status (Hatzipantazis 1986). However, this was not the case necessarily with the
Greek populations that lived outside the Greek state. The negotiation of social identity according to the alaturka and ala-franca styles was often related to ethnic associations and was present in a variety of cultural
practices apart from music, like in architecture (Herzfeld 1991) and shadow-theater (Puchner 1985).
In Pontic music practice, as in the majority of folk music practices of the Balkans and Anatolia, the clarinet
has been introduced in the place of the zourna. It is used as outdoor instrument, inextricably connected to dance
music, and especially to the dance genres of the Kars region. The introduction of the clarinet in Pontic music is
interpreted as a Russian influence. Seliavli and ghaval are quiet instruments of pastoral solitude; they have
never been central in practices of communal music making. Their relatively recent presence on stage is thanks
to amplification. Their promotion has taken place mainly trough the recording industry and the folkloric stage.
In short, the Pontic duct-flutes have never been used regularly in parakathia.
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neopontic songs that are strongly associated with the pista, the dance floor of the nightclubs.128
Older neopontic songs, of the 1970s and the early 1980s, might be performed in parakathia
usually by groups (pareas) of an older age who have been relatively unaffected by the purist
discourse. Some of these songs, like those of the legendary comedian and singer Tsanakalis,
have acquired a higher status over the years, one similar to that of traditional Pontic music.129
Dance tunes and songs are performed in parakathia only when the dialogical singing evolves
into a full-fledged ghlendi—when the participants decide they want to dance as well. As shown
in the previous chapter, dance is not uncommon in the course of a parakathi, but it is not the
main activity. It emerges exceptionally, at special climactic moments. A muhabeti can be
successful without involving any dance at all.
Pontic narrative songs of the dhipat metric and dance pattern, and kaslidhika are often
performed in the course of parakathia. Both song genres, having long melodic forms and lengthy
poetic lyrics can be performed equally successfully in a sedentary fashion as well as dancing.
The performance of such songs can have a presentational quality, since very often they are
undertaken by one of the tablemates and the others simply listen. In other cases they are
performed in a dialogical fashion; the verses of the songs are distributed between the tablemates.
In the context of parakathia, love songs from Kars enjoy a special popularity due to their
128

For a commentary on how Greek popular music has been changed by the pistas, the post-1990s dance
clubs, and how this performance space allowed a merger between local “oriental” and American pop music, see
Polychronakis 2011.
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Tsanakalis was the artistic name or nickname of the musician Ioannis Vlastaridis (1931–2001). The period
1960–1980, Tsanakalis released a large number of neopontic songs, many of which had a satirical character. He
had a purposefully hybrid and syncretic style in which he crudely combined elements of mambo, rumba, fox
trot, and other globally popularized musical genres with Pontic traditional music. He meant these productions,
above all, as a satirical commentary on the struggle of both Pontians and more generally Greeks to form selfrepresentations of modernity by uncritically imitating the “West.” Apart from this satirical repertoire he also
composed serious songs, many of which have now acquired the status of classics. The most characteristic
example is “I mana en krion neron” (“The mother is cool water”). This song, received as a hymn to
motherhood, has become widely popular among Pontians and non-Pontians alike. It has also been performed by
singers of mainstream popular Greek music, like Stelios Kazantzidis, Petros Gaitanos, and Vasilis Karas.
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moderate tempo, sad content, and affective power. After the epitrapezia, songs from Kars are by
far the most popular parakathi repertoire. In cases where the majority of the participants are of
Kars origin, these songs might be the main repertoire sung during the entire night. Dhipat songs
are less popular, above all due to their high symbolic capital; their historical and heroic content
distances them from the expression of personal emotions and everyday experiences. The rest of
this section will focus on the main repertoire of parakathi, the loose category of “table songs” or
epitrapezia.
Table Songs (epitrapezia)
Table songs, epitrapezia (pl.) in Greek, refer to those songs that are performed in a seated
fashion, around the table. These songs obviously do not correspond to dances. An alternative
term is tis tavlas. Both terms mean “of the table.” Greek epitrapezia or tis tavlas are songs of
free rhythm and changing meter. Pontic epitrapezia, on the other hand, include both metered and
unmetered songs, more specifically, three different music forms: (a) makrin kayte, which means
“long tune,” also known as dirges or laments (miroloya), or as songs from Matsouka
(matsoukata); (b) a handful of tunes and songs from the village of Argali, known as arghaletka;
and (c) the metered songs of epitrapezia properthe latter comprising the bulk of the muhabeti
repertoire.
a) Makrin kayte
The sub-category of makrin kayte, matsoukata, or miroloya (dirges) describes songs of
unmetered melodic improvisation, in essence the Pontic equivalent of the Turkish folk uzun
hava, of the late Ottoman gazel/amane, and of the Greek folk tis tavlas. The melodic
improvisation in makrin kayte follows a stereotypical form characterized by melodic fluidity,
legato articulation, descending contour, slow tempo, gradual melodic progression, and dense
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ornamentation. The singing starts from the top of the range and the singer starts descending
slowly, lingering for a long time on every pitch. The overall melodic range is not large; it usually
covers a sixth. Usually every new pitch is approached through the performance of
embellishments or ornamental schemes. In this sense, there is a clear distinction between
“staying pitches” and embellishing passages. Very often the elaboration on a pitch is extended
through a repeated performance of what I call a “pastoral gruppetto.”130 The tonic is reached at
the end through repeated cadential motifs and often after a prolongation of the subtonic.131
Verse and melody are combined here in an improvisatory fashion but usually the poetic
texts are specific. Makrin kayte has lyrics of a lamenting character that usually comment on
separation resulting from exile (unrequited love due to exile). This particular kind of singing is
associated strongly with the mountainous pastoral communities south of Trabzon in the area of
Matsouka (Maçka), hence they are also known as “of Matsouka,” Matsoukatka.
b) Arghaletka
The second sub-category of table songs, the arghaletka, refers to a handful of tunes from
the, village of Arghali, southern of Trabzon, which belonged to a broader area known before
1922 as simohoria (“nearby villages,” meaning nearby Trabzon). This small number of tunes is
strongly associated with the legendary lyra player Christos Aivazidis (1916–1972) who spent
most of his life away from Arghali in the Macedonian community of Kolhikon (Lagadas area,
north of Thessaloniki). However, Aivazidis cultivated and developed the repertoire of his
birthplace. Arghaletka, or “Avazi’s tunes,” refer to songs of an intermediate form between dhipat
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It is a weaving around the prolonged ornamented pitch by alternating fast between the neighboring (lower
and upper) pitches (for example, if the pitch is g, it would be g-a-g-f-g). This type of groupetto, often with
variations, is present in an astonishing number of “pastoral” traditions.
131

See in YouTube examples by the singers Giannis Kourtidis, Chrysanthos Theodoridis, and Christoforos
Christoforidis (Stoforon).
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narrative songs and makrin kayte. These idiomatic music pieces tend to be in 9/8 but the meter
frequently changes with the addition of extra measures, rallentandos, or accelerandos. The result
is an unspecified quasi-9/8 unmeterness. The category describes more a rhythmic style
represented by specific melodies than a repertoire. The rhythmic flexibility of this handful of
tunes exerts strong charm on lyra musicians, especially of the muhabeti cohort. The main reason
is that this intermediary rhythmic personality, between the metered and the unmetered,
exemplifies a high level of rhythmic skill and control, a metric liminality, which is among the
main aesthetic characteristics of muhabeti music.132
c) Epitrapezia proper
Epitrapezia proper are of the dhistiho form; they are morphologically identical to the tik
and omal dance songs. Hence, they are in their majority in 5/8 and more rarely in 2/4 meter; their
lyrics are independent and complete poetically couplets in 15-syllable rhyming iamb; they
consist usually of two 4-bar repeated descending melodic lines, one for every hemistich; and
they present a narrow range and riff-like repetitiveness. Regardless of the common form,
Pontians differentiate sharply between dhistiha dance songs and epitrapezia. The repertoire of
the epitrapezia consists for the most part of different tunes than those of the dance repertoire.
Stylistic differences are also obvious. The tunes of the epitrapezia are characterized by larger
melodic flexibility, more liberated improvisation, and a slower and definitively more flexible
tempo. In short, the two repertoires, although of the same morphological category, are different.
Most of the epitrapezia repertoire is divided loosely into two sub-categories defined
according to regional origin: epitrapezia of the Matsouka (Maçka), or of the “downhill”
(kateforia) area, and epitrapezia of the areas of Kromni and Santa (near Gümüşhane), or of the
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In YouTube there are plenty of recordings of Aivazidis (Χρήστος Αϊβαζίδης).
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“uphill” area (aneforia).133 This division is based exclusively on oral sources. As a result it is
loose and there are many tunes that are claimed by both areas (see Chapter 8). In general, the
tunes designated as from Santa and Kromni tend to be longer, sometimes of a ternary structure
(usually ABA or AA’B),134 they utilize hicaz tetrachords (chromatic genus), and demonstrate a
very punctual and angular rhythmic style characterized by dotted rhythmic schemes, staccatos,
and marcatos. Tunes designated from Matsouka tend to be shorter in form (usually strophic AA’
or AB) and of a characteristic legato articulation. The dominant scalar constructions are diatonic.
Like dance songs, epitrapezia tunes are autonomous from their verses. Melodies and
verses are sometimes stabilized in permanent combinations, but stable correspondence between a
single tune and multiple verses that would define a complete song is rare. In general, epitrapezia
present all of the morphological characteristics that render the dhistiho musico-poetic form
distinctive, but to a larger degree. This is why they are designated a more old fashioned
repertoire. There is a vague consensus among Pontians that the dance dhistiha songs emerged
from the parakathi repertoire.
Stylistic and structural differences between dhistiha dance songs and table songs are
obviously the outcome of differences in performance. Every type of music performance emerges
in consciousness as a complete self-referential practice that delineates a particular social and
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The main criterion of the folk division of the territory of eastern Pontos was the proximity to the urban
center of Trabzon: the villages around the city were called simohoria “nearby villages,” “downhill” referred to
the villages on the mountains closer to the city, “uphill” referred to the areas and villages on the south side of
the Zighana (Çimen) mountains, in the Pontic Alps, that constituted the boundary between the Trabzon and
Gümüşhane kazas. The understanding according to the route to Trabzon is obvious. A person traveling from
inland to Trabzon had to walk up the areas south of Zighana (Kromni and Santa) and to walk down to the areas
north of Zighana (Matsouka) in order to reach the city. The highest altitude of Matsouka is circa 1300 meters
(4265 feet) while the villages Kromni and Santa were on 2000 meters (6561 feet).
134

In the case of ternary structure, there is usually a correspondence of one tune per two distichs, and quasirefrain form, in the sense that often the B section corresponds to two distichs or a repeated distich, which is
sung after every new improvised or performed verse. In reality, we re talking about a mere variation of the
typical strophic or binary distiho form.
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cultural reality, hence performance’s capacity for “carving out” special space and time within
everyday life (Butler 1993: 224-5). As a result, musicological and morphological similarities
between repertoires and poetic constructs often go unnoticed. Many interlocutors, especially
those without systematic music education, do not focus on the morphological identity between
the two repertoires. Dance songs and epitrapezia emerge as completely different musical
products that exist “always and already” (Freidson 2011) through the realities of the
performances that define them.
Tunes as nuclei of affect
The autonomy between tunes and verses is further testified by the affective power
attributed to both the song as a unit—verse and music together—and to its constituent parts—
tunes and distichs by themselves. I will present tunes and verses separately in order to exemplify
how these constituents are independently recognized as having exceptional emotional power.
Tunes will be examined in this chapter. Verses will be examined in detail in the following
chapter in relation to emotionality.
The muhabeti tunes, the tunes that comprise the epitrapezia, are recognizable and
memorable, forming a large but familiar repertoire. Very often the participants request specific
tunes from the lyra player, exemplifying their autonomy from the verse. In the context of the rifflike structuring of the singing (see more on that later in this chapter) the participants often
request the repeated performance of a tune. “Do not change! OK my lad? Do not go anywhere!
You stay here! Here, in Veniam’s tune!” Dimitris Sotiriadis said to a lyra player in a muhabeti in
Nea Santa (fall 2012). The musician was a young man, not more than 25 years old. He nodded
affirmatively: “No problem. I will play it as many times as you want.” In another muhabeti
(August 2012) an elder was bragging about a parakathi he had, singing only two tunes. “Two
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tunes for the entire night!!?” asked one of the younger participants, “Yes!” the older man replied.
“The lyra player we found in that village did not know any more, only those two. I did not care.”
Some of the tunes are named, usually for a legendary lyra player associated with the
creation, performance, or dissemination of the tune. In the previous instance, Sotiriadis was
asking for a tune associated with the legendary lyra player Stathis Veniamidis (known as
Veniams) (1921–1996). In many cases, however, the tunes are not named. They are remembered
abstractly, as melodies. I have witnessed many cases in which the participants request a tune
from the lyra player by singing it to him using vocables. In a Thessaloniki muhabeti (May 2012)
one of the participants approached the lyra player Thanasis Stilidis and said, “Can you play for
me this ‘ta-taaaa-ta-taaa- taaa-taa?’ There are a couple of distichs I came up with the other day,
and I would like to share them with you and your friends (parea).”
The tunes have their own affective power. “Please do not play this tune any more!” said
one of our tablemates in another Thessaloniki muhabeti (July 2012). He had his arms stretched
open wide like he was being crucified; the back of his head was touching the wall as he was
leaning his chair back. It was like the music was personally attacking him, making him lose his
balance, although seated on a chair, like the sound was pushing chair and body together, filling it
with more musical energy than he could bear. He further explained that he was especially
affected by this specific tune and that it was too early in the night for so much emotion. “[…] Let
some time pass, before you play it again, please!” The lyra player changed the tune.
These three characteristics—repetitiveness without dancing, abstract remembering of the
melody, and the attribution to the melodies of a direct energy to the body of the listener—testify
to the affective value of the parkathi music: to the recognition of an amorous relation between
the listeners-participants with the specific sonic personality of single tunes. The tunes have an
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individual agency and personality, which also manifest particular aesthetics. The repetitiveness
without dancing, for example, suggests an aesthetic of “riffness.” The very repetition of the tune
is part of the tune’s aesthetics. The listeners-participants develop an obsession with certain tunes.
This is also evidenced by the fact that some muhabeti participants tend to have favorite
tunes to which they are personally attached. These tunes are “their own,” personal signs that
function sometimes as a sort of leit motives. The participants manifest in the muhabeti their
psychological mood by singing their personal tune. Or, they might address a close friend present
by singing his/her tune. Such associations endow the tune with a personally programmatic
character. A lyra player who knows his muhabeti companions can “manipulate” them
accordingly; inviting them to sing or preventing them from leaving the gathering by playing their
personal tune.
The way that the muhabeti practitioners treat epitrapezia tunes exemplifies a relatively
higher ability for musical abstraction in comparison to other audiences. This ability is the
outcome of active engagement with the music process and of the attentive listening necessary for
the singing-lyra dialogue. This musical sensitivity and ability are also demonstrated in relation to
smaller and more secondary components of the musical structure.
In the previous chapter, Labis demonstrated a deep knowledge of epitrapezia music
making techniques by recognizing the genealogy of Serafeim’s improvisatory techniques. Of
course, Labis is a special case. He is an experienced musician and a professional singer.
However, I have witnessed similar sensitivity in participants who are not professionals. In
February 2012 I was invited to a muhabeti in the Thessaloniki suburb of Oreokastro by the lyra
player Filippos Kesapidis. At one point, Filippos played an exceptionally dissonant transition, a
tiny passage. One of the tablemates, an older gentleman who avoided singing because of the
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“ugliness of his voice and his inability to stay in tune” (his words), burst into exclamations of
admiration and excitement: “This is the stuff I like! Play it again! Play it again!” His reaction and
his ability to spot such music details reminded me of some enjoyable evenings shared with
colleagues in college and in the conservatory of Athens, listening to classical music and jazz and
pointing out to each other interesting transitions, harmonic progressions, or even single chords.
Filippos continued playing the small passage repeatedly, placing his lyra next to the ear of the
elder. He, on the other hand, was laughing like a little child, totally captivated by the originality
and the vitality of the musical moment.
In the rest of this chapter I will describe the musical characteristics that endow parakathi
tunes with the enchanting qualities presented. Given that the music of the parakathi music is East
Pontic in character and style, it is necessary first to provide a concise summary of the general
aesthetic and stylistic principles that make east Pontos music unique.
Major Elements of East Pontic Style
There are three general characteristics that make the music of east Pontos a distinctive,
unified, and stylistically integrated category: (1) a particular style of ornamentation; (2) a
segmental, minimalist, musical structure; and (3) the texture of parallel polyphony. As this
texture was discussed in Chapter 4, I will proceed here with the other two characteristics.
Ornamentation
Trill-like melodic schemes, or more simply put, trills and mordents, are indispensable
components of east Pontic music. Senior lyra players who have not received institutionalized
music education, refer to both trills and mordents as tremolo without specifying the
ornamentation’s range or speed (Amarantidis, G., p.c. 6/2006). Most young lyra players have
studied European and/or Byzantine music and use a more refined terminology, making
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distinctions between trills, mordents, and tremolo from the fingers or from the bow (e.g.,
Tsahouridis 2007: 45–68). In the “traditional” terminology tremolo can be described as an
aesthetic homology that pertains to Pontic music and dance as a whole. It references shaking
bodies: fingers, dancers, and sounds. The sonic tremolo of the music and the body tremolo of the
dance often exist in a reciprocal relationship during the dancing. Although we cannot discern a
one-to-one correspondence between sound and motion, the sonic tremolo often inspires similar
reactions of the body and vice versa. I base my discussion on the “traditional” terminology
because it reflects better the embodied aesthetics of Pontic music, but I use the more varied
cosmopolitan distinctions whenever clarification is needed.
In east Pontic music, the inverted mordent is the most typical (Kaliontzidis 2008: 22).
Mordents and trills can be of a variety of intervals, but more typically they follow the modality
of the melody. In lyra practice trills and mordents very often introduce microtones (Kaliontzidis
ibid.; Kilpatrick 1980[1975]: 242). In lyra playing the concept is so broad that it refers to all
sorts of pitch shakes, even in cases where the interval is larger than a step. Hence, it refers also to
mordents of the size of a fourth or a fifth, which are very typical in Pontic music. In aerophone
terminology, there is a distinction: tremolo refers only to stepwise mordents and trills, while
alternation of disjunct tones is referred to as petagma, meaning “throwing” or “jerking.” The
term is corporeal. It refers to the jerky jumping of the fingers from the instrument’s body. In
vocal practice a tremolo can again occur in intervals of different sizes, and very often it comes
across more as a dense vibrato or a breaking of the voice (tzakisma) than as a trill. The most
typical vocal tremolo, approximately of a minor third in range, strongly resembles the classical
Persian takiyah (Kilpatrick 1980[1975]: 240) and it involves an alternation between the modal
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and the falsetto vocal registers (Tsachouridis 2013: 198). Chrysanthos is considered the master of
vocal tremolo.
Tremolo ornamentation in Pontic music is constituent of the very building of a melody. A
trill can be used for a variety of purposes: word painting, melodic emphasis, rhythmic
accentuation, and syncopation. Moreover, tremola (pl.) are highly individualized. There is no
standard way of articulating a tremolo, so very often they function as sonic signatures of the
singer or the lyra player (Tsahouridis 2007: 51). A cultivated listener is in a position to recognize
a master lyra player only by the sound of his tremola. Mordents, especially those larger than a
step, are also important for melodic construction. They often function as melodic encapsulations
of stepwise melodies, allowing variation according to the vertical axis and rhythm.
Melodic Structure
The music of east Pontos is characterized by melodic minimalism, which is further
delineated by four more essential characteristics: the improvisatory fluidity of the main melody,
a focus on rhythm, the frequent use of riffs and segmental melodic structures, and the dialogue
between instrumentalist and singer(s). Improvisatory fluidity is exemplified in the way that
ornamentation is used as an essential element of melodic structure. The tunes that comprise the
dhistiha repertoire, for example, do not have an authoritarian, absolutely fixed form. Usually a
tune is first taught as a basic melody with emphasis on its stepwise melodic progression. On a
second level, when certain stereotypical ornaments are performed on the main pitches, they
replace certain melodic parts, altering the tune from step-structured into intervalic. Especially
with tikia, the bulk of the dance repertoire, a powerful sense of rhythm is necessary. Meter
should be both clear and flexible in order to guide the dance. In this sense, there is an emphasis
on the “vertical” aspect of musical organization. Mordents and trills applied accordingly chop the
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melody into its frame, allowing the building of rhythmic punctuation and the further abbreviation
of the tune—the production of more segments.
Consider, for example, the seliavli tik tune transcriptions in Appendix D.A. The
transcription D.A.i is the melody in its basic stepwise form, while the transcription D.A.ii is the
tune in its complete, melodically abbreviated or condensed, form. Many of the stepwise melodic
fragments have been replaced by mordents—petaghmata. These melodic abbreviations
emphasize the rhythmic character of the piece by summarizing or condensing the melodic line
into a trill-like play between the pitches of the broader interval that frames it. The vertical
replaces the horizontal and melodic fluidity gives way to rhythmic punctuation. Similar
techniques are applied in the parakathi tunes as well, allowing the musician to emphasize the
poetic meter, play with the same material, come up with melodic variations, and to manipulate
melody and rhythm so as to extend the musical dialogue.
Vertical melodic variation and abbreviation pertain to the relation between main tunes
and auxiliary or secondary melodic segments. As a result they pertain also to the dialogue
between instrumentalist and singer(s), both in dance performances and parakathi. The
instrumentalist initiates most of the performances by playing introductory melodic phrases (see
Appendices C, and D and tracks 1-4, 12-14). These introductions establish the meter and the
tonality and signal the genre to the participants. He eventually cues the singer to enter. The lyra
player also fills the gaps between the phrases of the song (the hemistiches/phrases of the tik and
dhistiho), building in this way the constancy of the sound. He eventually also concludes the song
by providing cadential patterns and bridges that lead to the next tune (see tracks 9 and 10). In
short, every Pontic tune is framed with a variety of shorter, instrumental segments that function
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structurally as preludes, interludes, postludes, codas, bridges, short transitions, responding or
emphatic repetitions, responses, and cadential phrases.
These segments can be either spontaneous improvisations or stereotypical phrases that
have acquired some conceptual autonomy as auxiliary/dependent tunes, comprising in this way a
secondary repertoire. Pontic musicians refer to all these structuring melodic segments with the
name kladhia (sing. kladhi). This term sets apart these secondary structuring parts or blocks from
the main tunes that are described with the general Greek term skopi (sing. skopos). Skopos refers
to any melody that is recognized by a sense of completeness and independence (like the eightmeasure two-phrases dhistiho melody).
The literal meaning of kladhi is “branch.” The metaphor is obvious. These “structuring”
or “filling” melodic segments are to the tunes, what branches are to trees: they derive from the
main body of tunes, the “trunk of the repertoire,” they extend the tune, completing its “image,”
and they connect the tune with other tunes. Pontic terminology is confusing in the sense that the
term kladhia describes the secondary structuring or filling in of parts regardless of their
particular musical function. Pontic musicians tend to make two main distinctions: (1) between
riff-like and transitional kladhia, and (2) between improvised and autonomous kladhia segments
(Marmaridis 2014: 42–44; Killpatrick 1980[1975]: 219–51 esp. 238; and Pavlidis 2011).135
The “autonomous segments” or “autonomous kladhia” or kladhia “proper” are short
rhythmo-melodic patterns with a very characteristic melodic and rhythmic personality. They
usually consist of a single passage or a repeated alternation between two pitches that forms and
135

Kilpatrick attempts a diagram of kladhia in page 238. This is diagram as he admits himself is not
exhaustive. Moreover he attempts a general typology of the formulae of Pontic music that presents special
interest (236–7). I cannot verify the credibility of his analysis, since this study does not focus on the
morphology of music. However, my guess is that the form of Pontic music must have changed considerably
since the 1970s. In addition Kilpatrick is not concerned with the 1970s masters who were still around (fore
example Gogos, Aivazidis) and he generalizes the findings of the Matsouka community he worked with.
Pavlidis does not describe kladhia per se, but he includes kladhia in his examples of tunes.
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provides the basic interval and meter of a melodic progression. They are related to the main tune
in the way that the condensed form of a tune is related to the stepwise melody. They emerge out
of ornamental condensations and fragmentations of the main tune. In western music terminology
they would be described as motifs. As such, the “autonomous” kladhia are: (1) condensations or
encapsulations of longer melodic constructs, (2) building blocks of melodic improvisation, (3)
riffs, and, consequently, (4) home melodies or nuclei of the melodic progression.
The kladhia’s generic form means that although they derive from the “trunk” of the tune
repertoire, they are not related to a single tune or song. They work with a large number of tunes,
as long as kladhi and tune share the same meter and modality. Significantly, tunes and kladhia
are

usually

taught

separately.

A

typical

Pontic

music

lesson

consists

of

the

teaching/demonstration of a tune, in stepwise and complete forms, and at least of a relevant
kladhi. (See Appendix D transcriptions D.2 and D.3 and tracks 5 and 6). In short, every kladhi is
designed to encapsulate not just one melody, but many. The structuring function of the
autonomous kladhia, qualities 2–4, emanates basically from this summarizing relationship. An
autonomous kladhi, by delineating the basic rhythmic and melodic framework of a multitude of
tunes, suggests a categorization of related tunes and longer transitional kladhia according to
basic musical features. Hence, an autonomous kladhi defines a tune family. By grouping tunes
together, a kladhi can function as a bridge, as a unifying motif, and as a nucleus of
improvisation. Transitional kladhia, improvised or standardized, are often nothing more than
variations of an autonomous kladhi. In this sense the autonomous kladhia provide a basic
repertoire for improvisation, and the transitional kladhia are positioned at an intermediate level
between the tunes and the autonomous kladhia.
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A special note on riffs is necessary here. Riffs are essential components of east Pontic
music. Many Pontic musicians and dancers describe the riffs based on autonomous kladhia in
terms that recall descriptions of ostinatos in sub-Saharan music. The constant repetition of these
autonomous short rhythmo-melodic units creates an “accumulation of musical energy” that is
released into climactic points of dance and/or music (Karavelas, M., Int. 9/18/12). The sera
dance, for example, by far the most ecstatic dance of the Pontic repertoire, comprises two kinds
of dance movements: the repeated step pattern of the tik, and the tzakismata (sing. tzakisma).
Tzakismata refers to florid complexes of dance movement that necessitate a high degree of
synchrony between dancers. Tzakismata are described as climactic points that “break out” of the
continuous repetitive and intensifying performance of the basic tik step pattern. The very
meaning of the noun tzakisma is “break,” “crack,” or “smashing.” The basic repetitive dance
pattern breaks out into florid figures. Not surprisingly, the repetitive dance pattern is usually
performed over a kladhi-riff performed by the lyra, and often when the dancers perform the
tzakismata the lyra releases the accumulated energy into the performance of new melodic
material. Faster dances tend to make more use of kladhia-riffs since the denser character of the
dance tremolo and the brevity of the dance movements necessitate brief melodies that would
emphasize rhythmic punctuation.
Similar points can be made about parakathi performances. The more intense the
participation in the singing, the shorter the tunes performed by the lyra and the shorter the
kladhia-interludes the lyra player performs. Sometimes they are only fragments of the main tune,
spontaneous kladhia, that result out of the density of the singing dialogue, in between the
urgency of the participants to sing. The main difference in parakathi is that the very tunes tend to
become riffs when the participation is extremely dense (see track 11). Home tunes-kladhia are
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common in parakathia in long interludes between tunes performed by the lyra player, when the
instrumentalist has the opportunity to improvise (see track 10). However, such an opportunity
often indicates a lack of participation. The function of the autonomous kladhia as “home tunes”
very often combines with the riff function, especially in the dance performances. After all, every
riff is a kind of “home tune.” The instrumentalist returns to an autonomous kladhi after he has
completed an improvisatory excursion. He uses them as the repeated material that maintains the
constancy of the sound, and as the familiar motifs where he rests before engaging into virtuosic
passages.
All these qualities and relationships are exemplified in Appendix D. The transcription
D.3 (track 6) demonstrates the use of an autonomous kladhi as basic motif. The descriptions D.4
and D.5 and the tracks 7 and 8 demonstrate the dialogue between instrumentalist and singer and
the way that kladhia function as bridges, nuclei of improvisation, and riffs. These examples are
from the tulum repertoire (notice the use of diaphony for melodic structuring and punctuation in
a manner similar to a mordent).136
In sum, when he builds the melodic progression of his performance a Pontic musician,
whether playing lyra or tulum, embarks upon an improvisation, which is informed and structured
according to two stable melodic components: the tunes and the autonomous kladhia. The
musician uses the autonomous kladhia as building blocks, homes melodies, riffs, and cues in his
improvisation by contrasting them and relating them to the main tunes. In this process he is in a
position to improvise and/or perform from memory more extensive kladhia that function as
introductions, transitions, conclusions, and cadences (Marmaridis 2014). The more extensive and
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Compare these examples with track 1 and the guide of Appendix C, for a better idea.
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imaginative the improvisation and the longer the melodic progression, the larger the variety of
the kladhia used.
The melodic progression’s complexity depends on a variety of factors: the talent of the
musician, the melodic structure of the repertoire, the performance context, and the instrument
itself. Tunes of the distiho form have short phrases anyway and thus it makes sense that the use
of autonomous kladhia is more frequent.137 It is necessary here to clarify that the neat and
classificatory description I have provided is little more than a crude simplification of an
embodied and internalized improvisatory musical ethos. The categorization of tunes according to
basic kladhia does not exist in a neat classificatory table. It is knowledge internalized and
embodied that is evoked intuitively in the course of performance as a chain of melodic
associations. The highly skilled musician is able to manifest the internalization of these relations
and to perform without indicating the different levels of musical structuration. Actually, a really
skilled musician is the one who captivates his dancers or tablemates by concealing the distinction
between autonomous riff kladhia, transitional and improvisatory kladhia, and tunes, by creating
a stream of sound that defines a holistically and spontaneously received single musical
experience. The micro-motivic character of Pontic music is especially prevalent in the widely
popular repertoire of dhistiha songs, whether dance songs or epitrapezia.
This structure, together with the lyra’s unique polyphony, make east Pontic music
distinctive in comparison to similarly “segmental” musical traditions and practices of Greece,
Anatolia, and the Balkans.138 The texture of parallel fourths, too, plays an important role in
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For an exemplary analysis of a more complicated and developed musical improvisation see the study of
Marmaridis 2014, which informs to a high degree my description.
138

Pontic musicians recognize two regional traditions of Greek and Balkan music as related and extremely
similar to Pontic music: the music of Greek Thrace and Bulgaria and that of Crete. In 2005, when I approached
Giorgos Amarantidis, asking him to teach me Pontic ghaval, he asked me to play for him in a form of audition a
Thracian tune. He agreed to teach me after I successfully played the tune. For the “segmental” character of
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melodic structuration and is a matter of both timbre and tonality, depending on the musical piece
and the repertoire. In the dhistiha songs the entire melody is very often rendered in parallel
fourths, as the narrow range uses the first hand position. Hence, the parallel polyphony
contributes to the riff-like melodic structure. It is always present in the home segment of the riffkladhia. It defines a kind of a tonal-textural center for the musical piece. This tonal-textural
center is played on the middle string. The lyra player departs from this tonic core through
melody and drone texture into higher and more dissonant musical constructs (melody and drone)
before he returns back to the 4ths, “resolving” the dissonances of the 6ths and 7ths. This musical
structure resonates with the pattern-breaking character of the dance music described earlier in the
case of the sera. Parallel fourths and repeated melodic segments define a modal (tonal) and
rhythmic nucleus that function as the departure point for a fluid musical structure, ideal for
participation. In the melodic structuration of the dance medley the sung tunes emerge as
climactic stages in a gradual metronomic intensification of tempo and musical energy that travels
through several “waves” of escalation and resolution before the apex of a final riff-like
dissolution of motorized repeated patterns.
The Aesthetics of Parakathi Musical Dialogue
Although the dance event and the parakathi share the same principles of melodic
structure and the same repertoire of melodic segments (kladhia), the style of the table songs is
distinctively different. Pontic musicians locate this stylistic uniqueness in the realms of rhythm
and timbre.
Rhythm and Time in Parakathi

Bulgarian music’s structure see Buchanan and Folse 2006, Levy 1985, Rice 1980, 1994, and 2003. For the
melodic structure of Greek music from Thrace see Koglin 2003 and Sarris 2007a, and of Crete, Dawe 2007a
and Theodosopoulou 2005.
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Parakathi practitioners do not describe the table songs’ rhythm as a system of modes or
formulas. Rather, they conceive it as a general attitude towards time, the essence of the
parakathi’s musical ethos: a spirit and sense of rhythm that is inextricably connected to the
communication and the pace of the musico-poetic dialogue. Hence, epitrapezia rhythm is
uncanonized and spontaneous, iconic to the “natural” rhythm of the verbal dialogue, and defined
in sharp contrast to the metronomical organization of the dance rhythm and the principle of
progressive tempo escalation. This does not mean that the table songs cannot have rhythmic
intensity, escalations, and fast tempi, but just that these do not constitute a kind of preconceived
apex. Hardcore parakathi practitioners often reject the medley organization of the tik dance cycle
as a manifestation of an impoverished canonization of Pontic music—itself the result of the post1950s repertoire standardization processes, especially the agency of the Pontic music stars.139
This canonization, the accusation goes, has led to a typified rhythm overdetermined by the meter
signature and an uncreative circulation of the same kladhia. An unimaginative performance of
dance music is called konserva, Greek for tin or can. The metaphor is double: the tin, as a metal
frame, implies an overregulation of the music; the preserved content of the tin suggests lack of
imagination and freshness, and mechanistic reproduction. Rhythm in parakathi is understood in
its enlarged sense as the temporal organization and flow of music in general: the flow of the
dialogue between participants. This flow can be described according to three temporal relations
or factors: the poetic-music meter, the particular utterance of every tune/distich, and the
manipulation of these factors by the lyra player in order to achieve more intense participation
between the tablemates. These three factors interowoven in the broader dialogue determine the
general flow of participation.

139

Some blame Chrysanthos’ and Gogos’s successors for this impoverishing objectification.
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The two most common meters of parakathi table songs (epitrapezia) are 2/4 and 5/8—the
meters of Kars omal and tik dances respectively, that share the dhistiho form. 5/8, the most
common meter, is analogous structurally to the iambic meter of the poetry. In a rudimentary
syllabic performance of the distich, the 5/8 meter of 2+3 or 3+2 facilitates the singer in
positioning the appropriate emphasis on the right syllables. The stressed/accented syllable
becomes long (it is placed on the 3), while the unaccented syllable is shortened in comparison.
The second factor of temporal organization, the utterance of the musico-poetic unit of the
distich, has a special role in parakathi. The utterance of the distich is the main principle of music
participation. The participant thinks of the distich, tune and verse, as a whole and by itself, not as
part of a medley organized in relation to a connecting stylistic characteristic. The criterion of
performance is the poetic content of the distich and its relevance to the distich that has just been
sung. Being a response, the distich is individualized, tied to the rhythm of the moment and not
consciously pre-positioned according to a broader scheme. The rhythm-regulating role of the
utterance is further indirectly verified by the exclamation of a long vowel (“o,” “a,” “e,” or “oy”)
that precedes the actual performance of the distich. Usually the vowel is sung on one pitch, often
the first pitch of the tune, which has already been established by the lyra. Sometimes participants
add tremola to the exclamation or alter the pitch by singing the fourth below. The character of
the exclamation, duration and volume, differs according to the musical environment (tempo,
volume, etc.), the poetic image, the emotional state of the performer, the rhythm of the
participation, and in general the character of the performance. On a technical level the singer
manages through the exclamation to position his participation in relation to the metric flow. The
participant drags out the exclamation for as long as necessary in order to find, or better said, to
sense the iambic, short-long beat succession of the 5/8. On a meta-sonic level, the exclamation
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functions simply as a claim of participation: as a cue to the other tablemates and especially to the
lyra player that the participant is about to sing. On a meta-performance level, it is related directly
to the content of the verse just sung or about to be sung and hence to the mood of the
performance and the dialogue. If the participants sing quietly or if the tune and the verse are
pensive and slow, the exclamation will be appropriately quiet. If the participation comes at a
point of musical climax, the exclamation resembles a loud cry. Hence, the exclamation can range
all the way from a sigh to a war cry, yell, or roar (see track 15).
The priority of the distich is exemplified further by participatory discrepancies (Keil
1987) and by the economy of participation. Every utterance can have potentially its own tempo
and rhythmic character due to the varying degrees of competence among the participants and on
an optimal level due to the individuality, emotionality, and sincerity of the participation.
Participation invites individual discrepancies. By economy of participation I mean that the lyra
player is the one who has to adjust, usually, to the singers’ participation and not vice versa. The
lyra and consequently the rhythmic structure follow the performance of the distich. In cases of
erroneous entrances, it is the lyra player who adjusts to the singer. Such adjustments result
inevitably in an interruption of the meter. As a result, epitrapezia rhythm often tends towards
rubato, or exhibits frequent changes of meter and tempo, due to the discrepancies that emerge
from the participants’ contributions.
This brings us to the third factor. A skillful lyra player should be able to adjust to the
participatory discrepancies caused by the “mistakes” of the singers without indicating his
adjustment, without breaking or disrupting the flow of the performance by revealing the mistake.
This ability is essential for the building of the flow and consequently basic to acquiring the
obscure leading role mentioned earlier. In the muhabeti of Chapter 5, both lyra players
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exemplified this ability to an exceptional degree. Commenting on his technique, Marmaridis told
me later that he has worked systematically towards building an intuitive ability to adjust to the
rhythmic deviations of the participants, to follow the broader rhythm of participation, and hence,
eventually, to regulate it.
The ability of the lyra player to adjust, to remain relaxed and flexible, translates into
musical empowerment. He eventually manages, by maintaining a sonic constancy, to guide the
performance, leading the other tablemates without them realizing it. This manipulation of the
participation also includes the gradual introduction or allusion to new tunes through partial
performance of motivic kladhia (see track 9). In this way the lyra player can make a participant
believe that he remembered a tune, manipulating the participant to feel empowered. The
musician needs to have internalized a large amount of the melodic structuring repertoire (tunes
and kladhia) so that he can choose without thinking consciously. Marmaridis has built this ability
not only through conventional methods, by learning the repertoire, but also by cultivating a
holistic music behavior, both bodily and cognitive, based on yoga and meditation. In these
respects Marmaridis shares much with jazz and classical musicians.
Charles Keil (1987 and 1995) proposes the concept of participatory discrepancy to refer
to those deviations from rhythmic and textural symmetry and canonicity that mediate and convey
liveness (Keil 1987 and 1995; Keil and Feld 2005[1994]: 96–9). These discrepancies or
deviations index sonic experiences of immediacy and wholeness. In short, participatory
discrepancies locate the human presence within the very musical sound. The human presence is
manifested sonically by pushing the sound and its form to its timbral and rhythmic limits. It is a
play with the expectations of the listeners and participants. The liveness consists in sonic
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liminality. In relation to rhythm, Keil and Feld describe participatory discrepancies as the central
element of groove, the meta-metronomical pulse of a vivid rhythmic flow (2005[1994]: 96–105).
Pontic parakathi musicians describe the rhythm of epitrapezia in surprisingly similar
terms. Usually they talk about a pulse (Gr. palmos) that exists outside or along with the musicopoetic meter. This pulse is located in two realms: the rhythm of participation and the very tune of
the epitrapezio (sing.). In short, the pulse is recognized as an inherent stylistic element of the
epitrapezia repertoire. In many cases, Pontic musicians use the American term groove, as
pronounced by Greek jazzmen: “the music of the muhabeti [i.e. parakathi] should have groova!”
(Marmaridis, S. p.c. 12/08/2012).
“Participatory discrepancy” is a useful phrase for describing both deviations from
regularity in performance and their stylistic imitation. The latter is performed in order to invite
participation. It constitutes somehow a reversal of the actual participatory discrepancy, or to be
more precise, it is the very discrepancy crystallized and standardized as a stylistic element. In
relation to parakathi rhythm I use participatory discrepancy in both ways. The lyra player, by
reproducing the sound of participatory discrepancies as a stylistic element of the repertoire,
invites participation. In short, groova does not emerge only as the result of participation; it preexists in the very style of the music.
The groova of Pontic parakathi is further supported by a handful of techniques and
rhythmic practices that aim to render unstable the metronomical regularity of the iamb (5/8).
These practices are not just meter related but also involve a skilled use of dynamics and timbre.
The musician’s objective is to create a sense of metric flexibility and relaxation, the reproduction
of a rhythm both alive and relaxed. Marmaridis has employed the “new age” techniques of
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meditation and yoga in an effort to reproduce this feeling of relaxed liveness: the balance point
between the intense and the loose, the metered and the unmetered.
The liminality of the groove is ensured by certain metric and structural deviations, many
of which are exemplified in tracks 1–4 and Appendix C.140 More specifically, parakathi lyra
players achieve rhythmic fluidity through emphatic micro-changes of tempo (accelerations,
retardations) that follow closely the structural function of certain segments. In Appendices C.I
and C.II (tracks 2 and 3), Serafeim tends to start every new melodic phrase hesitantly and to
accelerate when reaching the cadence. He builds the rhythmic flow according to the direction of
the melody and not according to metronomical conventions. Similarly, in Appendix C.III. (track
4) when he has finally reached the tune, he keeps the melody open ended, without performing the
third phrase of the tune, and he insists on continuously repeating the second phrase. This
repetition is accompanied by emphatic retardations and accelerations that again follow the
melodic direction. At the beginning of every repetition he tends to play more slowly,
emphasizing that he is beginning all over again. This is meant as a call for participation (for a
similar technique and the same introductory kladhi but for a different tune of a different tonality,
see tracks 12 and 13 by Kesapidis and Piperidis respectively).
These examples are all taken from introductions. Similar techniques are followed
throughout the performance process. In some places the lyra player may play faster or slower
according to the rhythm of participation. If, for example, the participation is dense, the lyra
player tends to play shorter and faster transitional or responsive kladhia in order to sustain the
flow. In these phases the music acquires something of the metronomical character of the dance
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Similar points about groove can be made for the tulum examples of Appendix E and tracks 6-10. Pulse
(palmos) should exist in dance as well, but it is of a different character. The accusation of konserva concerns
usually massive dance events, not more personalized dances like those of the tracks 9 and 10 for example. It
also concerns mostly the lyra. Aggion/tulum is designated groovy.
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medley. If the participation is sparse, he departs into more lengthy improvisations and variations,
often by slowing down the tempo. Slight prolongations of the rhythm enable the lyra player to
play with more florid and extensive passages in an effort to captivate the attention and evoke the
musical desires of the participants (see track 11). The dialogue between lyra and singing
demonstrates the agency of the lyra player that lies at the core of the participation process.
Metric liminality is also achieved by structural additions and hemiola. By structural
additions I am referring to the addition of extra bars outside of the 5/8 meter (see track 14 by
Stilidis). Such additions break the canonicity of the 5/8 and at places enable the redirection of the
melodic flow and the introduction of new melodic material. The hemiola rhythmic structure
consists of the performance of triplet figures over the binary part of the beat pattern and of dotted
duple rhythmic figures over the triple part of the beat pattern (see again Appendix C). There is no
simultaneous performance of duple and triple meters; the eighth notes of the metric pattern exist
primarily as cognitive abstractions. Nevertheless, the result is similar: a play between the sense
of binary and the ternary meter that allows the rhythm to breathe, to escape metrical canonicity
and rhythmic stagnation.
A third technique, which however is rare nowadays, is that of articulatory ambiguity. The
lyra player performs the 2+3 pattern but changes the sense of the downbeat and upbeat by
reversing the direction of his bow. Hence, he moves the bow to the left (“up”) on the downbeat
and to the right (“down”) on the upbeat, endowing the rhythmic structure with an inverted
articulatory coloring. This builds a sonic impression of metric ambiguity to such an extent that
by some musicians it is designated “bad technique.” Many muhabeti lyra players recognize it as
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an important and actually difficult to reproduce technique, which they relate to the personal style
of old masters like Christos Aivazidis (1916–1972), Mantis Savidis, and Mitias Tavridis.141
Timbral Immediacy
Timbre is an extremely important, yet understudied, aspect of music. The difficulty in
describing timbre quantitatively has led to a neglect of this fundamental component in
musicology. Timbre defies verbal mediation and lies constantly outside the descriptive
terminologies of the various “Western” musical traditions (Ihde 2007). In reality, though, it is the
timbre, conceived often in more general terms as sound or tone, that functions as the
differentiating factor between genres, schools, or entire traditions of music (Berger and Fales
2004; Fales 2004). Timbre has a central position regarding the understanding of musical
authenticity. Moreover, timbre, especially that of the voice (what Barthes refers to as “the grain
of voice”[1990(1977)]), is a fundamental component of the affective quality of music.
A poverty of words is evident among Pontians regarding the understanding of timbre.
Most Pontians talk about the timbre of Pontic music (hroma [lit. color] or ihohroma [lit. “soundcolor”] in Greek142) in general subjective and metaphorical terms, without clarifying its character
or attributes. Usually timbre is described through comparison. The ideal or real timbre of Pontic
music is described not so much according to what it is, but versus what it is not. The lyra timbre
appropriate for a muhabeti is contrasted with that for the paniyiri and nightclub stage.
Electronic amplification has become an indispensable part of Pontic public musical
events, exerting significant influence on the lyra’s sound, playing technique, and the very
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I owe this observation to Serafeim Marmaridis who introduced me to the music of Mantis Savidis.
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Indicative of the difficulty of describing timbre in Greek is the very terminology. Both terms hroma and
ihohroma are visual in their origin, exemplifying the perceived supremacy of the visual over the aural in
relation to cognition. For more regarding the relation between the visual and the aural/auditory in relation to
Western philosophical traditions see Ihde 2007.
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structure of its music. Electronic amplification liberates the lyra player from trying to play
loudly, thus taking pressure off his fingers. This translates into a more comfortable technique that
allows for better accuracy, faster tempo, and possibly more extended melodic phrases. Finally,
electronic mediation has allowed the onstage combination of the lyra with the davul, enabling
higher rhythmic punctuality and accuracy of tempo, essential elements in a successful dance
performance.
An immediate effect of electronic mediation is the alteration of the lyra’s timbre. The
degree and character of this alteration is directly related to the quality of the technological
equipment and the way it is used. In Pontic paniyiria and nightclubs, the lyra players prefer a
small digital pick-up that can be positioned directly on the bridge of the instrument. This
amplification is the most efficient; even the tiniest vibration of the strings is amplified. The
musician is able to play comfortably, exerting the smallest possible pressure on the strings. In
short, the positioning of the pick-up on the bridge guarantees a relaxed playing style that enables
the musician to perform for a long period.
The transportation of the strings’ vibrations from the bridge directly to the amplifier
means that those vibrations from the instrument’s body, including its soundboard, are excluded
from the produced sound. Hence, lyra sound is deprived of a significant number of overtones and
harmonics that are fundamental for the instrument’s acoustic timbre. In the words of Giannis
Tsanasidis:
There is a huge difference! When you put the pick-up on the bridge, you play essentially
only with vibrations. You play only what it is produced by the string. I mean the lyra is
this big [showing with his hands]. You essentially play what is produced from the bridge
all the way to the head. That’s all! Three strings! it is like you have a piece of wood with
three strings attached, but if you put the pick- up on the sound board, then you have the
entire lyra (Tsanasidis, G., Int. 5/2/2012).
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In addition, dynamic range is restricted. Softer pressure from the bow results in a forte dynamic.
At the same time, strong pressure from the bow on the strings overfeeds the pick-up, producing
noise. Again according to Giannis Tsanasidis:
If you play with that one [the bridge pick-up] no matter how much you press the bow, it
will you give a volume range between 4 to 6.[...] I mean, if you decide to play hard while
using a bridge pick-up, you suffocate the sound. [...] it gives you all this strange
distortion. The sound is transmitted directly from the string, not from the soundboard
(Tsanasidis, G., Int. 9/29/2012).

Many musicians designate these very restrictions as virtues. The limitations in dynamics, apart
from supporting a more relaxed playing technique, contribute to the production of a seamless,
continuous sound, useful in the building of constancy. The exclusion of the overtones creates a
transparent timbre that facilitates intonational accuracy, melodic clarity, and rhythmic
punctuality.
Timbre alteration and restrictions in dynamics are rejected by more traditionalist lyra
players as an impoverishment and adulteration of the lyra tone and technique that leads to a
typified, mechanistic, and debased sound. According to this group, which is far from small, this
kind of mediation and sound characterizes the “violin-wannabes,” in their slang violatores: those
lyra players who do not respect the instrument and would in reality like to sound like a violin.
Traditionalist lyra players prefer to use different pick-ups that attach to the instrument’s
soundboard in order to capture as many overtones as possible and bring its tone closer to a
natural sound. Again according to Giannis Tsanasidis:
I cannot play with that pick-up; it restricts my fingers a lot. I put mine, which is in reality
a digital microphone, on the soundboard […] it gives me much more; between 4 and 8 I
could say (Tsanasidis ibid.).

Still other lyra players might use an older type of pick-up in an effort to reproduce the
recorded sound of an earlier era of the lyra’s history that they designate of special importance.
For example, the renowned lyra player Kostas Tsaklidis uses an old-fashioned 1980s pick-up,
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which, due to its characteristic shape, is known by the name “frog.” The “frog” is a large pick-up
that attaches to the lyra’s soundboard and, due to technological restrictions, reproduces a timbre
deprived of certain overtones. This pick-up was used by the legendary lyra player Kostakis
Petridis, who was active mainly during the 1980s. It is his tone that Tsaklidis likes to reproduce,
and more specifically the sound of those unofficial, non-commercial, live recordings of Kostakis
that have been circulated online and hand-to-hand. Here we have a case of nesting mediations.
Tsaklidis mediates a legendary sound as it has been doubly mediated in on-the-spot recordings
and by the old-fashioned pick-up; the mediation of the mediation alludes to the live performance
of Kostakis. In short, the tone of the lyra is a sensory and aurally understood aspect of Pontic
music making. Certain techniques and practices of electronic mediation allude to different eras of
the lyra history and construct representations of exceptional musical liveness.
Pontic muhabetia hold special importance and significance in relation to the quest for the
ideal timbre simply because it is the only genre of Pontic musical performance where the lyra’s
timbre is received and experienced “plain”—acoustic and unmediated, in its “natural” and
“naked” form. The acoustic sound of the lyra is praised not only as truer but also as of special
pleasure for the ear, as defining a more refined and aesthetically complete music experience that
necessitates special sensitivity and cultivation. The dominance of the mediated sound is so
overwhelming in most music events that aficionados of Pontic traditional music strive to
experience plain lyra timbre. They often describe such experiences as rare.
The lack of electronic mediation defines also a relationship between musician and
instrument that is directly related to a sense of truth and authentic musicality. In the words of the
muhabeti lyra player Babis Tsakalidis:
I mean, I like this [unmediated] sound better. I mean, if you enjoy it like this, live, you
know. The sound produced is exactly what you play. You see in this case [muhabeti] it
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sounds the way you want. […] only what you play, that’s all, no addition. Bow, lyra, and
go… (B. Tsakalidis, Int., 2/9/2012).

Babis Tsakalidis in this excerpt emphasizes the immediacy between the desire of the lyra player
and the sonic result: the total lack of additions, distortions, and alterations. In his discourse
mediation emerges more as a restriction, as a necessary modification of desire and aesthetic
objectives on behalf of the musician, than as progress. In short, the discourse of Babis Tsakalidis,
a fervor practitioner of the muhabeti, reproduces a different musical ethos than that of the
nightclub or public dance stage. What is designated as beneficial and helpful according to the
nightclub musician is designated as restricted and inconvenient for the muhabeti lyra player.
Electronic mediation is described here as an obstacle, as coming in between musician and his
instrument, between the musician’s intend and the result. Mediation distorts the sense of the
instrument for the musician, together with the sound.
The lack of electronic mediation makes also muhabeti a technically more challenging
occasion for the lyra player. Technical challenge here is not meant as virtuosity in its narrow
sense—as the ability to play rapidly. Good technique here is defined in relation to timbre and
tone. It is the ability to play loudly enough, with a full sound, a rich texture, and with dynamics.
Given all of the above, it is not surprising that a lyra player’s musicality is often
evaluated based on his muhabeti competence. This is the case also for the legendary lyra players
of Pontic music history. Live recordings of muhabetia are the most celebrated and popular
specimens of their music. Kostakis Petridis, for example, is praised for the extraordinary
sensitivity of his touch. “His fingers caressed the strings, producing a uniquely sensitive lyra
sound” (Piperidis, D., Int. 3/26/2012) This kind of sensitive sound could be experienced fully
only in the context of the muhabeti performance where there is no electronic mediation.
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“Compare how his music sounds live and how it sounds when recorded. Totally different!”
(B.Tsakalidis ibid.)
Lyra players and mere participants involved in the regular practice of muhabetia are
highly sensitive about timbre. Consider the following anecdote. Kostas Siamidis is one of the
most successful contemporary lyra players, reputed for his muhabetia. Until recently (summer
2014) he was also the owner of the Thessaloniki’s traditional Pontic nightclub “Parakath.”
Siamidis’ intention, when he first opened the nightclub, was to operate it as an epitrapezia
center, hence the nightclub’s name. He envisioned a space for the performance of epitrapezia
repertoire with the possibility of participation from the clientele in a hybrid between muhabeti
and concert hall. His clientele’s demands for dancing forced him already from the very first night
to provide a typical dance program, but the nightclub remained an exclusively traditional Pontic
music space.
When he was preparing the space for his nightclub, Siamidis had in mind the acoustics of
his village’s houses, with their hollow wooden floors.
I wanted to reproduce in my nightclub the sound that we had in the rooms of our village’s
houses. The floors were hollow under the wooden planks so when they were dancing or
when the lyra player was stomping his foot you could hear this wooden hollow bombastic
beat. You see the floor, being hollow below the planks, functioned as a resonator (K.
Siamidis, K., Int. 7/6/2012).

The problem in generating this timbre was that the space of his business had marble floors.
Hence, Siamidis came up with the following solution:
I came up with this gimmick, let’s say. I placed an old pick-up that I had, it was one of
those that had cork. We used a rubber band to tie it I remember. So I took that thing and I
attached it under a plank of wood, then I tied the plank, I screwed it, to be more precise,
permanently on the marble floor of the nightclub, so I would stomp my foot on that and I
could approximate the stomping sound of my village’s floors (Siamidis ibid.).

This story is indicative of the attention muhabeti musicians pay to issues of timbre.
Concluding Remarks
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The music performed in parakathia, the epitrapezia, consists mainly of tunes that have
the same characteristics as dance songs. They are binary 8-bar tunes divided into 4-bar phrases;
they posses a narrow range, melodic fluidity, and segmental melodic structure; and they use riffs,
the dense texture of parallel polyphony, and a trill-like ornamentation essential to the very
structuring of the melody. These characteristics define a particularly Pontic musical style. In
addition, the epitrapezia entail an unmetronomical sense of rhythm that results on a metametrical pulse or groove. They provide musical experiences of unmediated and unamplified lyra
sound; the timbre of the instrument is received and experienced directly and “naturally.” The two
latter characteristics render the music of parakathia a unique experience for connoisseurs of
Pontic music. More importantly, the unmetronomical rhythmic fluidity of the epitrapezia and the
immediacy of the timbre are designated as elevating the stylistic particulars of Pontic music. In
short, the uniqueness of epitrapezia does not lie only in difference, but in the exemplary
manifestations of those musical characteristics that are designated as characteristically Pontic.
The musical uniqueness of the epitrapezia is understood as inextricably connected to the
performance practice. Rhythmic fluidity and the unamplified sound obey the practical aesthetics
of the dialogical singing—itself the continuation of the dialogue of verbal socialization. In short,
the musical aesthetics of the Pontic muhabeti are those of the dialogue. Nevertheless, the musical
style of the epitrapezia is not described as dependent only on the performance. As a style, it
resides in the very structure and character of the music; it is conceived as part of a repertoire,
inextricably connected with certain techniques, practices, and tunes. The participatory
discrepancies of dialogical participation are crystallized into sonic entities.
The musical style of the epitrapezia often generates the participatory dialogue of the
singing it has emerged from. The very style of epitrapezia indexes the presence of tablemates;
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the unmetronomical fluidity of the rhythm defines a groove, a pulse that endows the music with
liveness. More importantly, dialogical participation and epitrapezia style exists in reciprocity, as
part of a single musical experience, that of the muhabeti. Breaking open this holistic experience
is not easy. The discourse about musical style, like that of the ontology of parakathi, follows the
rhetorics of negative definition. The musical style is described according to what it is not. It
somehow escapes positive and neatly delineated definitions, in the same way that the epitrapezia
rhythm disobeys neat regulation by the tik meter. This inextricable connection between style and
dialogue, the identification of style with presence and liveness, endows the tunes with affective
power. The tunes affect the listener as forces of sensation and feeling; the tunes lie beyond the
mediation of words (Biddle and Thompson 2013: 1–7).
The recognition of the parakathi repertoire’s musical style as more characteristically
Pontic in contrast to more popular practices of Pontic music suggests a privileged connection
between Pontic muhabeti and collective memory. The affective character of parakathi music
implies an emotional understanding of Pontic collective memory as more than a mere discourse
or narrative about the past. Before I proceed with an analysis of these connections it is important
to address the ways that parakathia negotiate representations of emotionality. Also in order to
complete the analysis of the “what” of the dialogue it is important to discuss the parakathi poetry
that is the main expressive medium. These two topics are presented in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 7
PARAKATHI AND EMOTIONALITY: POETRY AND EMPATHY

In the parakathi and muhabeti
every night friends meet together [pareas]
the lyra sings and they feast
with olives and onions.
Parakathia and muhabetia,
and one after another the sorrows come out;
Parakathia, pain [sevdas],143
and the wounds are healed.
In parakath’ they all become one;
the enemies become friends,
they drink raki, they become like brothers,
and they dance side by side.
Neo-Pontic song (1980s)
Composer and singer: Theodoros Pavlidis144

It was in late June 2014 that I found myself once again in the village of Georgiani, in the tavern
of the legendary parakathi performer Tsartilos. I had been invited by one of the gathering’s three
lyra players, my friend Filippos Kesapidis. Georgiani is situated on the western slopes of Vermio
(Bermion) mountain. The founders of the village, as suggested by its name, “Georgians,” were
Pontic refugees from Kars and Georgia. However, Tsartilos, the real reason why we had driven
one and half hours from Thessaloniki, is from Santa and Kromni.
Tsartilos, whose real name is Giorgos Tsartilidis, is a legendary figure of Pontic
muhabeti. Rumor has it that he was virtually forced to open his tavern. His reputation as a
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See below on poetry topics and note 6.10 for the Pontic meaning of sevda.
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I have not provided all the verses. The second verse is used as a refrain. The song is available on YouTube
under “Theodoros Pavlidis – So parakath kai mouhampetka.” Theodoros Pavlidis, brother of Labis, was a 1980s
singer and composer of neopontic music. Theodoros, although a neopontic artist, had as his personal music the
parakathi, as exemplified by the fact that he composed a neopontic hymn to parakath. The song’s rhythm is a
rumba-like maqsum, a typical Greek pop rhythmic construction. The melody, in a Pontic fashion, has a narrow
range and progresses chromatically.
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parakathi performer has always been so great, that he could not respond to the relentless requests
for performances. He found himself torn in pieces, running every night to a different village,
from one parakathi to another, and neglecting his family. Exhausted, he decided to open his own
tavern, so that every singer, lyra player, or parea who wanted to have a parakathi with him, can
come find him. His tavern is a pilgrimage site for parakathi aficionados coming from all over
Greek Macedonia.
Tsartilos, in his typical fashion, made a late appearance. When he finally showed up he
seemed light as a feather, contrary to his 75 years, and sufficiently, but not excessively,
intoxicated. We had been singing for at least two hours already and the mood was good, but his
entrance was like an electric charge. The entire parea, which consisted of more than fifteen
people, an atypical number for a Pontic muhabeti, turned to him. We all started repeating the
verses he was singing like a choir. Tsartilos stayed with us for the rest of the night. He would
occasionally sit in a chair, but most of the time he was walking or standing among and around us,
between our table and us or behind us, responding to our singing, encouraging participation, or
commenting and advising passionately by talking quietly into our ears. Sometimes, especially
when he was about to sing, he would sit endearingly across the laps of any two tablemates. At
certain moments he would loudly address our big company as a whole, “Come on guys! Lift it
up!” or “Pure logic does not achieve a thing! We have to blur it [the brain, meaning to drink
more]!” There were times that the lyra player on duty would address him personally by playing
his favorite song, “The Shepherd.”145
At around 4:00 a.m., after more than six hours of drinking, singing, and occasionally
dancing, the parakathi seemed to die out. It was then that Tsartilos addressed Stelios and me,
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YouTube is full of videos with Tsartilos singing this song, which can be found under “Tsartilos.”
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directly. Stelios and I were the only two people not competent in parakathi. I had learned quite a
few verses and tunes since 2012, mostly by analyzing fieldwork data. However, I never took the
lead that night. It was not my own parakathi group. There were people in the company I did not
know at all, not even their names. Most importantly, I felt embarrassed to sing solo in front of a
large group of connoisseurs. I joined regularly in choral responses and repetitions of popular
verses, preferring otherwise to focus on my raki glass. Stelios was even more silent. He had
admitted to me earlier that it was the first time he was experiencing Pontic music without
dancing. We were sitting next to each other, making an easy target as the two non-participants.
Tsartilos started scolding us:
You did not know the charm… you did not know the charm, no, you did not know the
charm—you play! [to the lyra player]—the charm of this large parea, of all this
subordination through revolution, of all this humanitarianism [anthropiá] that we did not
have, all this presence that… We shout our presence! Look, in my entire life, I never
stopped being a wanker [nobody, commoner]; however, this does not mean that I should
stop shouting “I am present!” Tsartilos!146

Thanks to the general gaiety and the high spirits of the company, the outburst was received with
loud applause. Tsartilos, too, immediately started clapping himself, shouting, “Come on! All
together!”
It would be easy to disregard this outburst as alcohol-induced. However, Tsartilos’s
words, although aired by the alcohol fumes, were articulated clearly. He was not drunk. He was
making a clear point regarding our musical and poetic absence. Our physical presence was not
enough. In order to be really present we had to participate in the singing by taking the lead, by
initiating or responding to the dialogue. The most interesting part of Tsartlilos’s scolding speech
is what he described as the reason of why we were not participating: our lack of knowledge
146

I provide here the original text for the Greek speakers: “Δεν ξέρατε τη γοητεία... δεν ξέρατε τη γοητεία, δεν
ξέρατε τη γοητεία—εσύ θα παίζεις [απευθυνόμενος στο λυράρη]—αυτής της μεγάλης παρέας, αυτής της
υποταγής με επανάσταση, αυτής της ανθρωπιάς την οποία δεν είχαμε, αυτό το «παρών» το οποίο.... το
φωνάζουμε το «παρών»... Δεν έπαψα να μαλακίζομαι στη ζωή μου! Δεν πρέπει, όμως, να μη φωνάζω
«παρών». Τσάρτιλος! [χειροκροτήματα] Όλοι μαζί [χειροκροτώντας τον εαυτό του]!”
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regarding the “charm,” and the “humanitarianism,” (anthropiá, “humanity” or “benevolence”
according to more literal translations), of the parakathi as “subordination through revolution.”147
Tsartilos’s words allude to the connection that Pontians make between parakathi and
subjectivity. This connection is further interpreted through narratives about the ontology of
music, of personal identity, and of emotionality (hence the dubious “anthropiá”). In this chapter,
I will attempt to present these narratives through parakathi practices, especially the music
delivery of poetry.
Parakathi and the Ineffability of the Emotional: Prosaic versus Poetic
Pontians describe parakathi music performances as eminently emotional. According to
most Pontians, parakathi participants initiate a singing dialogue out of their need to “express
feelings and emotions.” Consider the following story by Dimitris (Giopaz) Sotiriadis (emphasis
added):
[…] the lyra should come out by itself! […] I experienced what I am telling you when I
was a kid, in the old house of my grandpa; I mean it was more of a shack than a house . . .
It had a large room with a heater and a sofa, plus a kitchen and a small room for the
women and the children. Below the main floor, there was the barn with the animals. They
always had a cow to obtain extra heat [...] . . . an ancient situation I am telling you! So,
what I am telling you, I saw with my own eyes. There was no electricity, I remember,
only one lantern, an oil lantern, you know? There were only men in the main room. I
remember them sitting around: the two neighbors, my grandpa, his older sons, all of them
in the main room. The women and the babies, let’s say, the younger children, were in the
other room. Now, look what happened: the children were playing, the women started
talking a bit (“I cooked this food today; tomorrow I have to milk the cow”) and the men
started doing the same, regarding their own duties: “Today the sowing went well; we still
have to buy fertilizers,” or “The harvest was good.” Everyday things. Trivial issues, I am
telling you. And eventually, as if by itself, the lyra came out! You understand me? It was
not a pre-required thing, the lyra. Why was the lyra out there though? When I first saw it
I could not get much; I was only seven years old! They wanted to hear and play lyra
because they had learned everything—their joy, their pain, their problems, their miseries,
whatever they were feeling—they had learned to communicate it this way! So, when we
say we make parakath [lit. we are parakathying] or we make muhabet, which is the
147

I have to admit here that I did not have the chance to validate my interpretation by asking Tsartilos himself
what he meant. According to all my fieldwork friends, “he is not a person of the words.” He allegedly does not
see much point in talking about parakathi. I had the opportunity to verify these warnings. In the few cases that I
asked him for an interview he declined, declaring, “I don’t know a thing.”
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Turkish word, this does not mean that we sit around a table, we order a couple of
retsinas, and as we are there, we start singing! And I am totally adamant on this issue!
There are cases when lyra is not necessary. What can we do? This is how it went. That
night emotions were not powerful enough… (Sotiriadis, D., Int. 5/29/12).

Dimitris’ account resonates with those of Tsenekidis and Pavlidis, presented in Chapter 5
(pp. 194-98 and 203-05). He comments on the spontaneous emergence of music out of parakathi
verbal socialization and he emphasizes the everyday beginning of the proper parakathi. In
addition, he explains of why music emerges out of the verbal dialogue. The reason is
emotionality, emotions and feelings. The tablemates began singing because they needed to
express and communicate their feelings. Consider the last sentence. The absence of music, a nonmusical parakathi, means emotional weakness: “the emotions were not powerful enough.”
Emotionality emerges, thus, as a defining characteristic of parakathi music. However,
this does not mean that emotionality is present only in the musical moments. Parakathi events
are described as emotional processes in general: “The whole thing is about emotions entirely”
(Zamanidou, A., Int. 10/10/2012). In this sense, emotions do not emerge with music. The
participants in a parakathi engage, ideally, in an “emotional” conversation and socialization from
the very beginning of the evening. It is a conversation of friendship, of love, as the Ottoman
meaning of muhabbet suggests. Emotional discussion leads eventually to emotional saturation.
When the saturation is overwhelming, the emotions have prevailed and demand catharsis: to be
released, expressed, or externalized, to use some of the terms of my interlocutors. It is then that
music emerges, as an eruption or overflow of emotionality. In short, the emergence of sung
dialogue is described as catharsis. Parakathi catharsis, albeit by definition climactic, does not
take place only once. Given the periodical emergence of singing as part of the macro-dialogue
between verbal and musical socialization, catharsis can apparently happen multiple times per
event.
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The above descriptions reveal a great deal about how parakathi practitioners understand
emotions, poetry, music, subjectivity, and muhabeti. Music and poetry result from the
inadequacy of prosaic everyday language to express or externalize powerful feelings. Powerful
feelings and emotions cannot be contained in the triviality of everyday speech. The emotional
saturation deconstructs the constraints of prosaic communication, which somehow collapses,
giving way to song—poetry with music. Emotions and feelings are, thus, understood as
bordering upon the ineffable, versus everyday verbal socialization.
Hence, regardless of the continuum between verbal and musical dialogue, singing and
language are described as contrasting entities. The emergence of song signals, apart from a
change in the psychology of the participants, an experiential turn. On the one hand there is the
world of the everyday where prosaic language is dominant; on the other, there is the world of the
emotions and feelings dominated by music and poetry. Parakathi brings these two worlds
together by allowing a dialogical alternation between the everyday and the exceptional, the
prosaic and the semiotic (Kristeva 1998[1974]), the literal and the metaphoric (Bateson
2000[1972]: 35–7). The emergence of ineffable feelings and emotions as music catharsis
connects parakathi practice directly with subjectivity, the negotiation and representation of the
self.
Parakathi’s Music Emotionality as Inner Personhood: the Trope of Psihi
Emotionality suggests a special connection of parakathia with the personal. Parakathi as
catharsis resonates with two beliefs common to the epoché of cosmopolitan idealism (Clark
2011[2002]: 33–6). First, emotions are presented as defining a truer inner self than that of
everyday appearances and phenomena. Second, arts, especially music and poetry, have a special
role in releasing this inner emotional constitution of the self. The first belief echoes the broader
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cosmological principle of an inner immaterial essence of selfhood per individual, the soul. The
second belief is inextricably connected to the first and can be summarized in the phrase
“art/music as expression.” Accordingly, arts and literature in performance enable the individual
to externalize, express, release, and liberate the inner self: an act of special sincerity, of
emotional and personal empowerment, and of therapeutic, cathartic implications. Both beliefs
reproduce further an individualist inside-out understanding of the emotions, and the spirit versus
body dichotomy (Ahmed 2004: 8–12).
In Greece, these two beliefs are summarized in the common designation of music as an
“expression of the soul.” In Greek, the inner personal essence, the soul or the psyche, is
designated with the word psihi (ψυχή; phon. prixji).148 The term carries theological, humanist,
and psychological connotations. Psihi refers to both the soul of the believer and the psyche of the
individual. In this sense, the term exemplifies the genealogical continuity between monotheistic
theology, romanticism, and psychology encapsulated by the theorization of the individual as
defined by an immaterial inner essence. In everyday Greek musical discourse, the theorization of
music as an expression of the soul is reproduced constantly and the connection between psihi and
emotionality is dominant. Music of the psihi (musiki tis psihis) or the musician/artist/voice of the
psihi are phrases used commonly to describe exceptionally emotional performances, pieces,
genres, and their representative artists.
Discourse on parakathi singing is heavily invested with the trope of the psihi. Most
parakathi practitioners make constant references to psihi when they theorize about parakathi
performances and especially when they attempt to account for the ineffability of emotional
148

Psihi and psyche are obviously the same word, the latter adapted to the pronunciation of English. Psyche is
of theological origin anyway, introduced to psychology from theology. This connection is lost in vernacular
English, due to the use of the word soul in theology. The etymological identity between the Greek theological
psihi and the psychological psyche exemplifies the sharing of the same broad principle of an inner immaterial
constitution of the self.
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expression and experience. Consider the following description by the parakathi authority Labis
Pavlidis (emphasis added):
I think that parakath reaches under the whole situation. We drink our wine and the psihi
is released. No matter how much you try to pretend, you will release it. […] [parakath]
means laying your soul bare [katathesi psihis, soul revelation]. It leads to peace. You
throw away whatever burdens you! You have a good time! It is about one’s psychological
state/psyche [psihismos]! (Pavlidis, L., Int. 4/22/2012).

This quote is an example of how different tropes combine under the general category of psihi. At
first glance this statement is imbued with popular psychological terminology. Parakathi is
described almost as a psychoanalytical session that enables the individual to reach the inner self.
It penetrates under semblances, impressions and social conventions (“to pretend”) reaching the
core of the subject’s existence with obvious psycho-cathartic results (“It reaches under the whole
situation;” “No matter how much you want to pretend… the soul is released”; “It leads to
peace”). Hence, the individual is liberated. The psychological overtones are further validated by
the term psihismos, which can be loosely translated as psychological state, psychological
condition, or simply psyche.
A more careful reading of the word “situation” reveals references to other tropes. Later
on in the interview Pavlidis identifies “situation” with materialism. He even makes connections
with the economic crisis in Greece, the extreme austerity policies imposed by the EU and IMF
that have affected him directly and very negatively, and especially with the mentality of
consumerism that provoked the crisis in the first place.
I do not want to think that we are poor and all this […] Why do people choose to be so
acquisitive? They want this, they want that, they want the other. Well, no. I do not care
[…] I am fine with what I have. This is what I have and this is enough. […] You have a
Mercedes? Why my lad? Does it really make a difference? Regardless of what you drive
you are the same person as before. You are defined by your life story. Can a Mercedes
car really change what you are? Can it change your origin? […] The psyche [psihismos]
does not change! The only thing that will remain at the end is the pretence. At a point
though you will become free and you will say “Enough!” Everything comes down to an
illusion in the end (Pavlidis, L., Int. 4/22/2012).
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Here, “situation” refers to the burden of prosaic existence “thrown away” through the process of
the parakathi.
Parakathi practices thus also have an escapist character, which emphasizes the element
of pleasure and personal liberation. The psychological catharsis results also from escaping the
burdens of everyday life, especially materialism. However, the escapism of parakathi is
described as deeper than a merely pleasant break from problems, a recess from the concerns of
survival, or a momentary refuge to an exotic space (real or imagined). An ideal parakathi,
according to Pavlidis, involves a re-evaluation and re-understanding of the meaning of life
through a realization of the futility of material existence and a reconnection with the real inner
self, the psyche, which “never changes.” This reconnection with the soul, the inner essence, is
directly related to the rejection of the illusory surface of the materialist being.
There is one more expression used by Pavlidis from the trope of the psihi that deserves
special attention. It is mentioned here in the first of the two quotes translated as “laying your soul
bare” in Greek: katathesis psihis (phon. kataθεsi psixjis).149 This phrase is used by most Pontians
I worked with as a pinnacle in their discussions about parakathi music; a two-word summary of
what a proper parakathi is really about.
Muhabeti is after all when you lay your soul bare on the table for your own people,
(Zamanidou, A., Int., 10/10/2012).
You understand what muhabeti is about at that moment when you experience the other’s
soul revelation. When you are there and you see the other person laying his soul bare in
front of you on the table. […] when the other person sits there across from you, and he
has opened his soul and he is giving it to you, just like that (Tsakiridou, N., Int.
11/26/2012).

Katathesi psihis is not particular to Pontic theorization of music. On the contrary, it is
widely used in Greek musical discourse to describe performances and works of art that are
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Katathesi, here, can also mean exposition, giving, dedication, submission, and confession.
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deeply personal, almost confessional. It can be described as a passionate release of thoughts and
emotions, a profound sharing of experiences and feelings, that all reflect, manifest, or instantiate
the depth of the individual’s self-constitution. The phrase, not surprisingly, is associated with a
Romantic interpretation of art. It abounds in the description of important works of art that are
characterized by a special personal relation between creator and creation, such as Beethoven’s
Fifth Symphony, Tchaikovsky’s Sixth Symphony, Oscar Wild’s “De Profundis,” Mozart’s
Requiem, etc. As such, “soul revelation” or “laying the soul bare” carries strong individualist
attributes, humanist overtones, and powerful Romantic associations: the need for emotional
catharsis, the interpretation of life as a burden or drama, but mostly the experiential connection
between the artist and his art. “To lay the soul bare” does not refer so much to the psyche of the
psychoanalyzed subject, as to the weeping confessional soul of the Romantic poet or composer.
The metaphor connects the parakathi participant with the cultural capital of artistic emotionality
of Romanticism and cosmopolitan high culture.
The trope of the soul enables a representation of the participation in parakathi as a sign of
exceptional personal sensitivity and exemplarily emotionality. It therefore allows a
representation of the self in idealist terms, as exemplary emotional, in direct touch and contact
with the inner and truer immaterial essence. However, although emotionality defines a realm of
personal essence away from the triviality of everyday materialism, it does not really
dematerialize the subject. Emotionality suggests being-in-between body and intellect, affect and
cognition. This is exemplified by the centrality of pain in the way Pontians understand
emotionality and the understanding of parakathi as sharing of pain, as a practice of empathy.
Parakathi Practice as Empathy: Singing as Sharing of Pain
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Parakathi, and in general musical emotionality, is discussed by Pontians in terms of pain.
Emotionality and feelings are often identified in Pontic parakathi discourse as expression of
pain. Consider, for example, Sotiriadis’ quote presented and analyzed earlier. In describing the
expressions of emotionality in their most inclusive version as “whatever they were feeling,”
Dimitris mentions “joy, pain, miseries, problems.” In his spontaneous enumeration of feelings,
he used pain and two emotionally burdensome, potentially pain-related, categories and only one
that is positive (joy). References to pain come through the trope of the soul. To lay your soul
bare suggests the sharing of pain. The parakathi singer Natasa Tsakiridou describes this opening
of the soul as the opening of a wound:
[The soul] opens at that time [when the distich is sung] and you understand that he has a
wound here [pointing to her chest]. He is in pain and he sings (Tsakiridhou, N., Int.
11/26/2012).

In short, emotional singing means communication and sharing of pain. Natasa understands that
the singer is in pain according to how he sings.
Natasa further considers her personal experiences of sorrow and pain as crucial for her
musical ability. She believes in the dialectical relationship between the expression of pain and
musical competence to such an extent that she interprets her recent progress in parakathi singing
as partially resulting from her personal and family troubles. Her musical ability came along with
the need to express the sorrows she was enduring.
Recently, I had to deal with health issues in my family. I can say that this problem
exhausted me psychologically. There were other sorrows too, regarding some old friends,
etc. In general, I am going through a rather difficult period lately and muhabeti really has
helped me a lot. It sets me free. I have been looking forward to the moment when we will
have a muhabeti so I can sit down and say all the things I cannot say the rest of the time
(Tsakiridou, N., Int. 11/26/2012).

Tsakiridou’s remarks resonate with Pavlidis’ description of parakathi as psychologically and
emotionally cathartic experience that “reaches under the whole situation.” But more
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interestingly, the deeper self of emotionality is released as pain. Pain and the deeper self, or
psihi, become one. The ineffability of the emotional self is in reality the ineffability of pain.
Singing in muhabeti is Natasa’s way of expressing what she cannot talk about. Consider the
excerpt below:
I did not know that when I sing I make these grimaces of pain and these gestures, you
know. I thought I was deadpan when I sing. I first realized I make these facial
expressions [of pain] after I watched the video that a friend did of a muhabeti we were
having in the Student Association. I saw it and I started wondering, “this is what I look
like?” (Tsakiridou, N., Int. 11/26/2012.).

Tsakiridou recognizes her gestures as signs of the pain that she releases through singing. This
pain was not obvious; it was unrecognized, unaddressed, buried, and concealed. In this last
description music acquires a pain-releasing quality.
The connection between the expression of personal pain and the dialogic character of
parakathi participation leads to empathy. Since participation entails responding to the musicopoetic utterance and since this utterance can be a cathartic externalization of pain, then
participation is a response, recognition, and reception of the other’s pain. An appropriate
response that matches the expressed pain can mirror the pain of the fellow participant. Mirroring
of pain is in essence empathic behavior (Ahmed 2004: 28–31). Dialogical emotional catharsis, as
empathy, constitutes intersubjectivity. While, according to most Pontians, the expression of pain
characterizes Pontic music as a whole, empathy is a characteristic primarily of parakathi. The
competent muhabeti practitioner is described as exceptionally sensitive and empathetic.
The lyra player Kostakis Petridis is maybe the most celebrated example. Kostakis is
described as an introverted, extremely shy, sensitive soul, in contrast to his dynamic father.
Kostakis is venerated as an exemplary parakathi player. His muhabeti music was so fascinating
that everybody agrees his recordings pale in front of his live parakathi performances. Kostakis’
musicality is interpreted as inextricably connected to his sensitivity, which was also manifested
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in the rich palette of his lyra’s sound. Consider the following statement by the accomplished lyra
player Charalambos Tsakalidis, one of Kostakis Petridis’ muhabeti friends:
You see, in order to be able to play such good lyra you must be really sensitive. I mean
check out that guy [Kostakis Petridis]. Anything could make him emotional. If he was,
let’s say, here having muhabeti with us, you would see that he could come up with
distichs and music about everything: a fly flying outside of the tavern, the fart of a
passing old lady, the distant sound of a drum… you name it. He could get everything. He
was so sensitive about so many things! (Tsakalidis p.c. 2/8/12).

Tsakalidis does not make a direct reference to empathy, but the sensitivity of Kostakis is
described as a supernatural ability to feel the emotion in his surroundings.
Empathy exists in different degrees to different individuals and can be cultivated by
processes like parakathi. It is perceived as a function of one’s humanity and morality and as the
very basis of muhabeti socialization and musico-poetic participation. In the words of the famous
parakathi versifier and singer, Eleftherios Kokkinidis (Kokkinas):
Well, in order to be able to come up with your own verse you need first of all to be
human. You need to have love for people. You cannot hate (Kokkinidis p.c. 10/27/12).

Kokkinidis explained further by describing how he conceived one of his most famous and
celebrated distichs:
My love [lit. my bird], I heard and learned that you are getting engaged [lit. about your
engagements]
If this is really true, I will destroy the whole world.

This distich is considered of exceptional poetic imagery and enjoys high popularity. Kokkinidis
came up with it one evening when he was having a parakathi in the coffee house of his village.
While he was there, an engagement was taking place in the village. The bride-to-be had been
engaged for a long time to one of Kokkinidis’ friends but their relationship did not continue. The
couple had broken up several months before. Kokkinidis came up with the famous distich as
soon as he saw his friend entering the coffee house.
I was sitting there talking and joking and suddenly I saw him entering. He was sad. His
facial expression was showing his pain, his disappointment. [….] You see they were
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together for almost ten years but their relationship ended and now she was getting
engaged to another man right under his nose, in the same village. [….] I knew him well
so I could feel his pain and immediately the distich emerged in my mind (Kokkinidis p.c.
10/27/2012).

In conclusion, parakathi singing dialogues allow a self-liberating expression of the
ineffable feelings that are constitutive of the inner sense of the self, with personal pain being the
most powerful and most subjective. The externalization and sharing of these inner feelings are
experiences of empathy that form in their turn experiences of intersubjective communication. In
the empathetic practices of parakathi, emotionality acquires a new dimension beyond the insideout model of the psihi. Parakathi, as a dialogue of pain, exemplifies feeling-intensification
(Ahmed 2004: 24). It is emotion as performative impressing on the self-representations of the
tablemates, and giving them an emotional identity. In other words, the dialogical circulation and
performance of expressions of pain construct emotional beings subjects in pain. But, how does
this expression of ineffable feeling take place? How does parakathi singing transform the
feelings into emotions, performing their intensification? Some answers have been provided
already in the previous chapter on music and affect. However, a complete answer requires an
examination of parakathi poetry.
The Poetry of Parakathi: the Imagery of Emotionality
Poetry, the verse of the epitrapezia, has a central place in muhabeti emotionality. After
all, poetic metaphor pushes language to its limits. It opens the way to representations and
negotiations of ineffability, endowing language with an affective quality—the very difference
between a literal and artistic frame. In this sense, parakathi poetry has a status similar to that of
parakathi tunes. The essential difference is that poetry is referential. Hence, it is positioned as
intermediary, between the affective dimension of music and the cognitive dimension of
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language. Music makes the reception and performance of poetry a dense, multilayered semiosis
that allows multiple connections and associations.
The structure of parakathi poetry resembles that of parakathi tunes. It forms a pretty
much specific and remembered repertoire. A parakathi can involve poetic improvisation, but this
is not the rule. The performance of memorized distichs is the most common practice.150
According to Dimitris Piperidis:
Of course a participant has every right to improvise, of course he can do it, especially if
he has the talent of improvisation […] Equally possible, though, is for him to sing a
renowned distich. I mean it is not necessary to come up with new verses in muhabeti,
[…] not that it is uncommon. Nobody prevents you from doing so. […] But in relation to
the muhabeti it has never been the main thing. It is not what you expect from a muhabeti.
You can have a beautiful muhabeti with ten people singing known verses the entire night
(Piperidis, D., Int. 3/12/2012).

The stereotypical poetic form facilitates both improvisation and remembering.
Topics, meaning, and “aboutness”
Discerning the meaning of a distich can be difficult. It depends a lot on the character of
the poetry. Some distichs are straightforward declarations or statements of personal feelings or
realities; other distichs are poetic metaphors, rich in polysemy. In written discourse, collections
and studies of Pontic folk poetry, the distichs are classified according to topics. Folklorists tend
to attribute a principal meaning to a distich according to theories of poetic archetypes (the Urtext
theory) and etically defined themes of Greek folk poetry (cf. Efstathiadis 1992). The
authoritative character of the written discourse influences how Pontians understand Pontic
disciths, but it does not dominate the oral discourse.151 In oral discourse, the topic of the distich
emerges as a fluid concept, out of interpretations on the spot that involve subjective impressions
150

This is designated by many Pontians as one of the main differences between Pontic dialogical singing and
the equivalent dhistiho-based practices of Aegean, Crete, and Cyprus.
151

The vast majority of parakathi practitioners are familiar with such folkloric classification, given the
folkloric character of Pontic identity politics and the Greek educational system.
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and indexical connections. The same distich can be attributed with a different meaning or topic
according to the pragmatics of the poetic analysis: the particularity and context of the discussion,
reflection, or performance. Hence, “topic” in oral discourse, although partially informed by
folkloric analysis, usually refers to the “aboutness” of the verse, the recognized on-the-spot
meaning.
Most of my interlocutors talk about the following topics or categories of meaning:
romantic love, most commonly unrequited and possibly nostalgic (sevda)152; falling in love or
flirtation, often with an emphasis on male sexuality and machismo; the memory of and nostalgia
for the ancestral fatherland of Pontos; Pontic history, especially of the resistance, the genocide,
and the dislocation; exile; death; emotional pain in general; life and the passing of time
(nostalgia for youth, old age, etc.); general philosophical truths; satire; and the performance or
gathering itselfthe last topic involving spontaneously improvised verse. This list is not meant
as exhaustive. Moreover, it purposefully exemplifies the overlap between different oral “topics”
and the multiplicity of the criteria used in identifying them. Satire, for example, does not really
refer to the content of a verse, but to the character of the distich, the frame of poetic
interpretation. Emotional pain, on the other hand, is found in the poetic content, the mood of the
distich, and the effect on the listeners’ psychology. In short, the topics listed above do not
comprise a systematic classificatory system.153 They are categories of “aboutness” that I
witnessed emerging in discussions about parakathi poetry.

152

Sevda is a convoluted term that may have different meanings according to group and use. In its original
use, within the Ottoman music tradition, sevda, (and karasevda), refers to pain of a broad and deep existential
significance; see Gill 2011b. The Pontians identify sevda with unrequited love. In this sense, sevda in Pontic
poetic language is by definition a nostalgic emotion.
153

A detailed examination of how meaning is attributed to verses lies outside the scope of this study.
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The overlapping of these categories also illustrates the fluidity of poetic language and
metaphor. A sad distich can be easily designated as belonging to the topic of “emotional pain,”
although it might be about exile, death, and nostalgia for Pontos. It can be said that the memory
of and nostalgia for Pontos, given the status of most distichs as traditional, more or less
characterizes the entire repertoire. Moreover, many of the “topics” mentioned above share poetic
imagery and metaphors, something that adds to the blurring between content, poetic mood, and
psychological effect. Machismo can be poetically expressed through historical distichs about the
bravery of Pontic guerillas and warriors. Flirtation can have a painful character, especially if it is
about unrequited love; hence, flirtation shares poetic language with emotional pain, unrequited
love, and nostalgia. Moreover, unrequited love, death, and exile suggest a condition of lack and
absence, and the need or longing for an impossible unification with the object of desire, in other
words nostalgia. This general sentiment of longing, known as arothymia, is central in Pontic
poetry and music making. Hence, absence, lack, and desire for unification, regardless of the
exact reason or cause, boil down to arothymia, conveyed in each case through similar poetic
images. Death, exile, unrequited love, and nostalgia for Pontos very often share the same poetic
language.154 In short, Pontic poetry (like all poetry, and poetic metaphor in general) comments
on one reality in terms of another. Nevertheless the distichs are interpreted and evaluated through
recognition of a “topic.” When parakathi practitioners discuss the poetics of the singing
dialogue, they start with the meaning of the distich, “what the distich is about.”
Characteristics of good poetry: metaphor, imagery, and emotionality
An evaluation of Pontic dhistiha poetry is not easy. Broadly speaking, the “aboutness” of
the distich plays a significant role. The more “serious” the topic, the more interesting and
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This is the case in Greek folk poetry as a whole, especially for death and exile.
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powerful the message of the distich is and the better the poetry. Distichs of historical content or
about emotions are evaluated as of higher aesthetic, intellectual, and emotional value. A distich
about romantic love, for example, is designated as emotionally more powerful than a
straightforward declaration of machismo. Compare the two distichs below:
My love [my lamb], I recognize your footprint on the ground
filled with the pasture’s water; I bend to my knees and drink it.
[Arnim’ shon topon to patis tin podhas’ eghnorizo
ghomute parharoneron kliskume kai rufizo]

and:
In a group of beautiful girls I will choose the most charming
and although it is Easter Lent I will break my fast.
[As ena kumul kortsopa t’ emorfon tha horizo
oloera sarakosti egho tha mantzirizo]

Romantic love is of higher emotional and cultural capital than mere sexual desire.
On a more technical level, the quality of a distich is evaluated according to a variety of
criteria: poetic imagery, originality of poetic metaphors, degree of linguistic purity (the less
influenced by common Greek, the better), vocabulary, and how the two hemistiches are
connected. Technique and topic are of course directly related. A serious topic requires and
supports more powerful poetic means and imagery. In the above examples, the image of the
lover-pilgrim is obviously emotionally and poetically more powerful than the metaphorical
comparison of the female body to meat. Nevertheless, both distichs are considered successful:
they both provide powerful poetic images of expressive immediacy that describe the desire
metaphorically; they both use exclusively Pontic vocabulary; and the second hemistich comes as
an ideal completion of the first.
Broadly speaking, all these criteria boil down into one: a successful distich should be
representative of the meaning or topic it signifies. It should provide a powerful and
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unquestionable entextualization of the topic, characterized by expressive immediacy. A
successful distich builds and mediates an immediately received message that functions as a token
of a broader reality or condition. This general statement gets us back to the cultural capital of the
topic. “Serious” topics require and allow for semiotic density and expressive immediacy. In this,
poetic imagery often has a central role. Those distichs described as of highest quality usually
provide an image, one iconic of the emotion. The brevity and the stereotypical character of the
poetic form do not allow a detailed visualization; the image must be both specific and vague—a
snapshot. It is a condensing, and hence intensifying, summary of the signified emotion.
Consider the following distich about pain:
Oh my God! Do not rain on the ground any longer;
My tears by themselves are enough for the grass.
[Theem alo mi vresh esi kataspan sa litharyä
t ema ta dhakrya manahon kanindan ta hortaryä]

Parakathi participants designate this distich as designated of special emotional power. It is
described as a “pained” (ponemeno) distich, as if the distich itself feels the pain. The idea is of
course that the distich successfully mediates the feeling of emotional pain; the pain is located in
the verse. The verse summarizes the intensity of the feeling of pain in a snapshot hyperbolic
metaphor: tear-rain. At the same time, the couplet’s brevity and stereotypical structure do not
provide detailed information regarding the exact image. Where is the subject in relation to the
rain? Does he see it from a distance? Does he cry in the rain? Is the rain falling in front of an
open window? This general ambiguity is an indication of good poetry. The details are left to the
imagination of the listener. When I first heard this distich, the image that emerged in my mind
was of a person crying in the rain, overcome by such deep sorrow that he does not care that he
gets soaking wet. Another listener might not share the same Hollywood-like image. The snapshot
remains vague enough to be visualized differently by every person.
255

Similar remarks can be made about the first example used here, that of the enamored
youngster who drinks the water from the footprint. The hyperbole in this case is the reaction of
the enamored subject. The enamored literary subject loves her (or loves him) so much that he/she
worships the tiniest track of the beloved’s presence. Here the hyperbolic metaphor is the loverpilgrim. An element of embodiment, of a desire for body unification, is prevalent here. The
enamored subject drinks the water in the muddy footprint seeking to unify bodily with the love
object. This desire of the lover is so powerful that he attempts to satisfy it by pouring into his
body a substance that has come only indirectly in contact with the beloved. The water becomes
sanctified through this indirect contact. The drinking of the water evokes also associations
between love and thirst that enhance the hyperbole of the metaphor. The beloved emerges as a
remedy: water for the enamored thirsty soul. Similarly to the “pained” distich, the image of the
enamored person worshiping the footprint is iconic of romantic love. Both distichs present
expressive images of emotional embodiment: pain is a rain of tears; desire is torturing thirstiness.
In conclusion, the mediation of emotions is assessed in relation to one main criterion: the
semiotic density of the poetic image or/and metaphor, which is based on hyperbole on the one
hand, and vagueness on the other. A successful distich bears a complete message that ideally
alludes to a broader topic of interpretation of which the distich is a token. At the same time, the
vagueness of the poetic image evokes multiple associations and meanings—hence the
“aboutness”—defining the topics as fluid. In this sense, poetic imagery and metaphor transfer
something of the holistic character of emotional experience. They define a fluid space of
association where feelings and emotions flow into each other.
Distichs of the Self: subjectivity and performativity in parakathi poetry
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Emotions in parakathi are not understood as philological abstractions, but as personally
felt and reflected experiences; the distich should satisfy the participant’s need for emotional
expression. It should reflect, express, externalize, or liberate an emotion felt by the participantperformer. In other words, there should be a personal connection between participant and distich,
or to be more precise, between the participant-performer and the topic(s) signified by the distich.
Total lack of experiential connection with the signified emotion describes a performance guided
by the wrong motives and criteria. Participants who sing distichs about topics they have never
experienced violate parakathi etiquette; they comprise antisocial behavior and they can be
accused of a multitude of low personal motives, from mere exhibitionism to calculation. The
expectation of an experiential connection is even stronger if the topic is “serious” and emotional.
In this sense, the emotional distichs mentioned above should ideally be sung by participants who
have experienced the signified emotions.
Parakathi practitioners often mention cases of violation by participants who obviously
lack the emotional experiences they sing about. Such violations of etiquette and participatory
ethos often cause reactions. Dimitris Piperidis remembers:
Well, we were all singing, I had to sing a verse as well, and I chose a verse about death. It
was really morbid. So, an elder who was sharing the table with us turning to me, said,
“This verse is not for you! You should not be singing about coffins and dead bodies, you,
an 18-year-old young boy!!” (Piperidis, D., Int. 3/12/2012)

Or in another incident by Christos Mentesidis:
I remember once I was on a tour with the dance troupe […] and we were having a
muhabeti afterwards and a friend of mine was singing a verse about love, you know, but
unrequited and tragic love. We were both young, I was still in junior high and he was in
high school at most, maybe even younger. So, after he sang I remember somebody telling
him, “You sing these verses about love, full of pain and despair! When have you had time
to experience all these?!” (Mentesidis, Chr., Int. 5/23/2012).

As these two examples indicate, the expectation of experiential connection does not mean that
participants should prove or explain in full detail how they have experienced the represented
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emotion. They do not have to submit a CV. Moreover, emotional expression is of course the
ideal objective and what makes a performance exceptional, but this cannot always be the case.
The participant is not expected to be dominated by the distich’s emotion. The problem arises
when there is an obvious incompatibility between participant and emotional experience. In these
two examples the participants were too young to assert persuasively experience of death and
unrequited love. Age emerges as a privilege in parakathi performance; it suggests an emotional
and experiential capital. The older a person and the more experiences he has had, the more topics
he can relate to.
The two incidents reveal the importance of the parea and of the continuity between
verbal socialization and singing expression for the performance frame. In an ideal parakathi,
where all the participants know each other and have already spent time socializing, the issue of
experiential relation would have never arisen. The company would have known why and how the
participant chose a particular distich. In his anecdote, Piperidis describes indirectly but clearly
the poverty of the communicative and performance moment, the collapse of the frame: “we were
all singing, I had to sing a verse as well.” He sang because everybody did and he felt he had to,
not out of genuine emotional desire or need. In short, the two cases mentioned above exemplify
instances of low quality parakathi performance. They also demonstrate how etiquette violation
can function anti-climactically for the company as a whole. It puts in question the
communicative value and the frame of the entire gathering, negating parakathi at its core.
All of the above demonstrates how singing a distich in parakathi is understood as a
statement of personhood and subjectivity. The performer should share something of personal
relevance. The identification between the performer and the mediated emotion is suggested by
the first person of the poetic language. Most of the emotional distichs are in the first person. The
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textual “I” functions to an extent as a kind of self-interpolation. It ideally constructs an emotional
or feeling self, an emotional subject. It positions the performer versus the other tablemates within
the emotional expression that makes the poetic utterance. The visualization of the emotional
category or topic is turned into a snapshot of the performer’s emotions. It is a statement that “I
feel as in this distich”; “my emotions are like this poetic image.” Moreover, the first person, the
textual “I,” endows the verse with the depth of confession and the immediacy of the synchronic
observation that characterizes personal reflection, a synchronic realization and/or declaration.
Returning to the “pained distich,” the poetic image reflects the realization of the self’s feelings
and emotions: the emergence in the textual subject’s consciousness of the condition of pain in its
full intensity. The emotional power of the verse lies in the representation of the realization of the
affect, “look how sad I am, my tears form rain.” Hence, the distich is completed conceptually
with the positioning of the textual “I.”
The singer’s personal state is vague. Although the distich is meant as a personal
expression of the performer, it does not provide any specific information about the personal story
behind the emotional state. It does not even specify whether the emotion emerges through
reflection on a present condition or past experiences. The vagueness of the personal message can
be interpreted as homological to the vagueness of poetic imagery. In the same way that the
distich provides an iconic snapshot of an emotion and leaves a large part to the imagination of
the listener, it also provides a glimpse of the participant’s inner world, leaving the rest up to the
tablemates. Once again, it is up to the listener to fill in the picture. Partial and incomplete
acquaintance with the participant-performer can lead to erroneous impressions, especially if the
wrong distich has been chosen. In Piperidis’s anecdote the scolding senior was not expressing
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just his irritation and disapproval but also wonder and concern. The expression of morbid
emotions by an 18 year old might mean suicidal tendencies or tragic losses in the family.
Obviously, the interpretation of the participant’s emotions depends a great deal on the
non-musical part of the parakathi and the social relations between tablemates. The more you
know your parea, the more meaningful the communication-in-song is. The distichs make sense,
because you know who sings it and why, how they connect to the performer’s life. The sung
exchange of distichs becomes a special means of communication, rooted in already existing
social relations. These relations are redefined and reverified through the exchange of emotional
distichs; they are emotionally forged exactly due to the ineffability implied by the vagueness of
the poetic snapshot. The participants share what they cannot verbalize about. They express
themselves without talking. In the words of the parakathi participant Afroditi Zamanidou:
A distich is related to a previous situation or experience. So when I perform it, the only
thing I have to do is to turn and look at a friend. I do not have to explain anything. He
knows why I sing it. He understands (Zamanidou, A., Int. 10/10/2012).

The distichs emerge as shareable poetic representations that unite personal individual reflection
under the same poetic imagery, forming a privileged and exceptional communicative code of
friendship and empathy.
In some cases, parakathi poetry becomes the code for the expression of concealed and
unarticulated emotions that are only meant for a few. In parakathia of mixed gender between
young participants, romantic verses often become the means for flirtation or for the expression of
unrequited crushes. Several young girls, for example, admitted to me that they might sing certain
distichs of romantic content for boys they are infatuated with, if the latter happen to be present.
This way they communicate the effect that the presence of the object of desire has on them,
without taking the risk of exposing their infatuation. The performance of these verses by the girls
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is both a personal code of emotional reflection to be shared with friends and an indirect flirtation
checking the sensitivity of the desired youngster.
A distich can thus be interpreted as an indirect message, the articulation of an intention or
of emotions directed towards one of the tablemates. This possibility is always present and creates
some restrictions regarding the kind and content of the verse sung. Racy verses about male
sexuality are in principle not performed when women are present. Such a thing is regarded as
disrespectful—a lack of sensitivity that simultaneously exposes the performer as sexually
desperate. Similarly, distichs that directly express romantic intentions or are about romantic love
are avoided when there is no possibility of flirtation. Of course, restrictions depend on the
particularity of the frame, which is always determined by the relations between tablemates.
Kokkinas (Lefteris Kokkinidis), one of the most important muhabeti authorities, regularly
exchanges distichs about romantic love with his co-villager and friend Eleni Vasiliadou. Nobody
interprets this exchange as flirtation. They are both highly competent parakathi performers, and
life-long friends, but more importantly they are twenty years apart. Kokkinidis has known Eleni
since she was a baby and he is a fatherly figure to her. She addresses him always as “uncle,”
demonstrating a relation of intimate respect, characteristic of age difference and of the intimate
sociality of Greek agrarian communities. At the same time, this exchange of distichs about
romantic love is not interpreted as insincere—just as not flirtatious. Both participants, being of
appropriate age and married, can assert that they have experienced romantic love in their lives.
The singing of the romantic distich in this case is interpreted as a valid reflection on past
memories, exchanged between friends or merely as a celebration of the poetry that both
participants are in a position to appreciate based on their life experiences. It is a discussion about
love and/or romantic poetry between two life-long friends.
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The performance of a particularly emotional distich often constitutes an assertion of
exceptional emotionality and sentimentality. This assertion is indirect but clear. When Dimitris
Soteriadis, for example, sang a “pained” distich in the parakathi described in Chapter 5, he made
sure to state his claim: “Because we know about pain.” This declaration referred to the entire
company, but obviously Dimitris was making a point about his life experiences and more
specifically about the loss of his father. In short, the appropriate and persuasive use of a distich, a
successful participation, builds a kind of emotional symbolic capital for the performerparticipant. The recognition of this capital is manifested in the ways that accomplished
performers of parakathi are described as people of an exceptional emotionality and as having a
passionate take on life. These qualities are often indicated through Ottoman and classical Greek
terms: ghlentzes, person of the ghlendi; muhabetlis, person of the muhabeti; meraklis, a person
who is curious and passionate about life; ekstatikos, meaning ecstatic; dhionisiakos, meaning
Dionysian or bacchanalian; psihi, meaning soul.155 Distichs can thus be deeply personal; it is not
surprising that some parakathi practitioners have favorite personal distichs, in the same way that
they have certain tunes as personal leitmotifs. They also recognize certain verses as of personal
affective and emotional value. Such verses either express a treasured or self-formulating personal
memory or reflect a persisting emotional situation.
Metaphors of emotions, allegories of the self
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See Chapter 4 for a short reference on ghlendi. For a detailed analysis see Kavouras 1990, 1991, and 2005.
The term muhabetlis connotes obviously a person competent in and infatuated with muhabeti. The lack of a
similar adjective deriving from parakathi validates the attribution of musical content of the Ottoman term (see
Chapter 5). The term meraklis is the Greek version of the Turkish merakli, which means both curious and
passionate. The Turkish word merak also existing in Greek as meraki means a passionate curiosity and
infatuation about an aspect of life, vocation, activity, practice etc. In relation to the ghlendi and the muhabeti a
meraklis is passionate about everything that these socio-musical performance genres entextualize and
contextualize: the other human beings, the emotionality, the music, the poetry, etc. The enthusiasm of the
merakli is also connoted with the term kefi (from the Arabic keyif), which means joy and is often used in
relation to ghlendi. For the Greek kefi see Cowan 1990 and Velou and Keil 2002.
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The affective power of Pontic muhabeti poetry can be summarized in two textual
relations: metaphor and allegory. A distich emerges as emotionally and affectively powerful in
the intersection of these two relations of iconicity. First, there is the metaphoric iconicity that
connects the poetic image with the referenced emotion. The emotion is signified through an
aurally received iconic snapshot that can be summarized as a metaphor (textual icon). Metaphor
is the optimal textual device for the immediacy of emotional understanding (Ricoeur 1979): for
the mediation of ineffability, or in semiotic terms, firstness (Short 2007), that differentiates
essentially emotional understanding from abstract cognition.156
Secondly, there is the iconicity between the distich and the performer’s feelings and
experiences. If metaphor describes the affective mediation of emotion, allegory refers to the
interpretation of this emotional representation as personal, as iconic to the performer, and of the
performer as belonging and being iconic to the emotional subject. In this case, allegory is
essentially a simile to the metaphor; it adds extra iconicity, a “like relation,” between the
affective and immediate representation of the emotion and the personal feelings of the performer.
The difference between allegory and metaphor is that while metaphor establishes a monism
between emotion and poetic image by concealing the iconic mediation, allegory emerges in the
recognition of the iconic mediation, the repositioning of the “like” between the text and its
second meaning.157
The allegorical function supports the distich’s affective power by granting it experiential
validity. In order for the distich to function as an allegory there must be an experiential
156

I do not assert here that firstness and phenomenological-hermeneutical understanding are one and the same.
I am just alluding to the monism that both philosophical traditions recognize in similarity/resemblance/iconicity.
157

Allegory, from the Greek allo, meaning other, and agoria meaning speaking, refers in general to a
concealed, alternative, or other meaning. In this sense the allegory emerges as soon as the iconicity, the “like”,
between the sign and object is revealed. Metaphor, on the other hand, refers to a merger between two signs and
their objects. The “like” is erased; metaphor is a simile without the “like,” the reference of similarity.
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relationship between the performer and the emotions mediated by the metaphor. In this sense,
allegory, when emerging, adds to the affective character of the poetry by transforming what is a
possibility of feeling into a certainty. In Peirce’s terms it transforms the possible entailed in
iconicity into the causality of indexicality. When the distich is interpreted as an allegory of the
personal feelings of the performer, it stops being merely an infatuating metaphorical
representation of an emotion. It becomes an encoded experience, the revelation of something real
and felt. This personalization and indexicalization endow the metaphorized emotions with the
physical presence of the performer’s reflection. This is how the performance of a distich
constitutes a declaration of presence—how Tsartilos “shouts his presence.”
Metaphors and allegories refer to convoluted textual devices. They conceal as much as
they reveal. Metaphor, by concealing the mediation, by providing a unified and emotional
entextualization of the emotion, reproduces a fluidity that allows a flexible use of the poetic
image, its association with a variety of emotions. Allegory, on the other hand, allows the
emotional expression of the subject without a revelation of the exact reasons behind the emotion.
It conceals the personal information regarding why the subject allegorizes his/her feelings.
These characteristics resonate again with the ineffability of feeling. The distichs function
to an extent as an emotional vocabulary: as fluid entextualizations that enable the individual to
communicate what cannot be verbalized—the feeling—according to a shared code. The
individuals can expose allegorically their emotionality without subjecting their feelings and
themselves to the intrusion of prosaic language. The participants, by not revealing the specifics
of the feelings/emotions, emphasize the emotions’ ineffability. They do not have to explain, but
just to declare the impossibility of explaining and the unimportance of describing. The
transformation of the personally felt into a convoluted poetic image responds more satisfactorily
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to the overwhelming feeling of emotional saturation and simultaneously allows the
communication of this feeling through semiotic condensation.
All these factors add to the performative power of the distich utterance. Every
performance of high parakathi poetry signals a rupture of everyday prosaic communication,
exactly by framing a metaphorical and allegoric continuity between the everyday and the
exceptional. It is the characteristic and potentially revolutionary transformation of the everyday
into the exceptional that characterizes performance (Buchanan, et al. 2014).
The allegorical function of the distich suggests, moreover, an exclusivity of
communication that is essential for parakathi socialization and for the forging of personal
relations. The performance of allegorical metaphors enables a negotiation of emotionality
according to personal terms that make sense to a small number of intimate friends. The
participants feel together and recognize their mutual competence in feeling and emotionality.
The recognition of emotional competence is usually entextualized as personal memory and
emotional capital in close relation to the age of the performer. Exclusivity emphasizes further the
interpretive character of parakathi performance. Metaphor and allegory lie with the participant.
The interpretation of the distich, the recognition of iconicities pertaining between text, emotion,
and personal feeling, requires emotional and cultural competence. The distich metaphorizes the
emotions for those who know how to feel and allegorizes the personal feelings for those who
know how to empathize. In short, the metaphorical and allegorical function of the distich lies
with the participant, the performance, and its frame. An emotionally powerful distich will be
deprived of its affective dynamic if performed by the wrong person at the wrong moment—if the
etiquette is violated. In short, emotionality characterizes an ideal Pontic muhabeti.
The Poetics of Empathy: Parakathi Etiquette and Participatory Ethos
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The above analysis reveals what Tsartilos meant by “benevolence” and “subordination
with revolution.” The expression of pain constitutes a self-liberating act but simultaneously
reveals one’s vulnerability to the other members of the company, hence the subordination.
Benevolence is another way to refer to empathy. Personal exposure, “subordination,” and
expression of the psihi, “revolution,” make a parakathi a pretty serious business. As such the
optimal parakathi cannot be described as an escapist practice where individuals liberate
themselves from social conventions. An interpretation based on a narrow reading of Turner’s
notion of liminality as overthrow, albeit momentary, of the social order would be equally
misleading. Convention and habitually internalized social rules, the “everyday,” collapse, but
this collapse does not lead to a general lack of etiquette and expectations of behavior or to
phenomena of trance and ecstasy. The experience of benevolence that results out of empathy
demands the existence and application of some rules of conduct that ensure mutual respect.
More than regulations, these rules are silent conventions that define a participatory ethos.
This ethos is presented as obedience to certain values: purity of intentions; respect for the fellow
participant’s emotional expression (fundamental for empathy); sincerity of expression and
therefore a genuine display of the personal experiential connection with the verse sung; respect
for the more musically competent; and special respect for the host and for the hosting lyra
player.
Sincerity of intention is manifested in how the participants reveal their desire to sing. The
participant is not supposed to sing primarily for the others but for himself. Since participation in
the singing happens because the participant feels the urge to express and share his emotions,
particularly his pain, he does it first for his own sake, because he needs to, and secondarily in
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order to achieve the approval or the admiration of the people sharing the same table. In the words
of Giota Karayannidou, a regular muhabeti practitioner:
This is the meaning of muhabeti: I lay my soul bare. I do it at this particular moment
because I feel like it and I do it for me first and then for all the rest who sit there and
listen to me. (Karayannidou, G., Int. 5/29/12).

When Karayannidou says that she does it first for herself, she does not mean that she is not
interested in the other participants, but that her participation emanates out of her need to express
her feelings. This need testifies also to how the individual feels among her tablemates. She feels
comfortable enough to open her self; she is in tune with the company. The seemingly selfish
statement “you have to do it for yourself” expresses in reality the opposite: the intimate
connection with the group. Muhabeti is described as an experience where the collective and the
individual are dialectically related. Singing “for yourself” connotes a collapse between the
collective and the personal. Liberated from the calculations, the “pretence,” of the everyday, the
individual can be himself within the group.158
When participants show that they sing for the others’ sake, when they try to impress, they
might be accused of showing off. This can be a serious accusation. It basically means that you
are insincere in your intentions and that you do not respect the others: that you are not there in
order to share and express your emotions with your friends but for your own self-affirmation, in

158

This attitude is an essential part of Greek (and not only) glendi. It lies at the core of the concept of kefi. Kefi
(from the Arabic keif) refers (among other things) to a feeling of ecstatic engrossment that occurs in communal
music making and dancing. Kefi is defined as a personal feeling, which is, however, evoked and sustained
through communal events. Although it emerges from a dialectical relationship between the individual and the
group, kefi is valid only when it is spontaneous, when it is emotional, when it comes from the inside (Cowan
1990; Velou and Keil 2002). The interesting thing in the Pontic case is that, even though the psychological
condition of the individual and the participatory ethos are described in terms very similar to those of kefi, I did
not encounter a single use of this term in relation to muhabeti. A reason for this might be the strong association
of kefi with nightclubs and dancing, the very types of musical performance against which muhabeti is often
defined or the broader association of kefi with joy. In any case, both the kefi and muhabeti participatory ethos
emphasize again the strong dialectical relation between the individual and the collective.
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order to dominate the gathering, or out of unsaid personal calculation. Such behavior is described
not only as anti-social but also as aesthetically invalid. In the words of Pavlidis:
[…] some people think of parakath as an opportunity to show off, they ask you, “Will
there be any girls around?” Parakath for me should be about respect. It is when you lay
your soul bare (Pavlidis, L., Int. 4/22/2012).

Usually, showing off characterizes younger participants, most often musicians, who find in
muhabetia an opportunity to display their musical skills, lack knowledge of the frame, or feel
the pressure to respond. An attitude of display manifests itself in many ways: playing the lyra
too fast and too loudly; monopolizing the musical gathering by playing for too long; singing
loudly; singing really rare verses that nobody else knows, making impossible for others to relate
to them and respond; singing unrelated verses without respecting the stream of dialogue and the
topic; singing too many verses in a row without any respect for the other participants; or, as
noted above, singing verses you cannot relate to experientially.
In a muhabeti you do not go to show off. You see some lyra players grab the lyra and
play as fast and as loudly as possible! They have to show off, to prove something…. It is
like a priest who uses the censer during the service to perform acrobatics! (Marmaridis,
S., p.c. 12/2011)
Man, he started singing these verses that nobody knew, nobody had ever heard of! Even
elders who were present did not know them! No-bo-dy! There were older people there,
age 50, 60, or even 70 watching Mr. X demonstrating his amazing repertoire (Kesapidis,
F., p.c. 3/2012).
I mean if you have just heard a pastoral tune and verse, with all these images about
grazing the animals […] you cannot suddenly start singing like that about the sea […] I
mean you are off topic! […] Imagine being in a muhabeti, and somebody is singing for
example a verse about love, let’s say about the beauty of a young woman, “you are
beautiful, very beautiful, this I cannot deny” for example, and then the other guy
responds with the verse “Oh, you high green mountains, and trees you have fully
blossomed…” How? Do you see any relevance between the two? Is the second verse
related somehow or is it in the spirit of “this is what I know, this is what I sing”???
(Tsenekidis, Chr., Int. 5/2/2012).

Such attitudes spoil the dialogical flow of the musical performance, show egotistical
indifference towards fellow participants’ emotions, and are disrespectful towards the content of
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the verse sung. Any kind of participation that cannot be thought as an appropriate response and
violates the dialogue can be interpreted as showing off. This is why on-the-spot improvisations
of verse with direct references to the people involved in the muhabeti or to personal experiences
and life events are highly appreciated. The ability to improvise verses spontaneously is
venerated both as a skill and as proof of empathy. Nevertheless, empathy can be performed
equally successfully through the performance of known repertoire.
Showing off is not the only behavior that is rejected as disrespectful towards the
expression of the other’s emotion. Commenting negatively and loudly on somebody’s
performance in front of him is maybe the worst kind of behavior, but this is a rather hypothetical
case. I have never seen anybody acting this way and I have never heard anyone recall such
behavior. Talking while the other participants sing or not paying attention, being lost in
secondary and unimportant activities is also considered disrespectful and anti-social. In a couple
of muhabetia I was scolded, although politely, for checking my cell phone or for sending
messages to my wife. One of the permanent complaints that older muhabeti practitioners have is
the lack of respect that some practitioners exhibit by talking while fellow tablemates sing.
Parakathi might be participatory, but at the moment of the tablemate’s expression, he is the artist
and everyone else is an audience.
When the lyra player performs there should be total silence. It is the moment when the
lyra player expresses himself (Tsenekidis, Chr., Int. 5/2/2012).

The practice of recording the muhabeti is also something that many from the older
generations find disrespectful. In reality this practice is tolerated, but under the condition that it
is not the main intention of the person doing it. In general, any kind of attitude that does not give
priority, attention, and time to the participants’ musical contributions, is described as
disrespectful and is in principle rejected.
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Five or six people have gathered in the muhabeti and suddenly you see fifteen recording
machines, fifteen mobile phones on the record app.!! To record what? Your own
expression? Don’t you already know it? Or do you want to record the expressions of
others? You record another while he is expressing himself and as soon as he stops
singing, immediately you press pause…. this movement by itself, the pressing of the
button, this alone is by itself an insult. Turn on your recording device, let it rest
somewhere “on” for the entire night and then sit down around the table and you check
what it has recorded afterwards. […] I mean […] you do not pay attention to what they
sing or to what the lyra player plays when you focus on this thing. You pay attention to
what was recorded and how it was recorded! Wait a minute, buddy, this is why you came
here? Actually if I bump into a guy like that I might think of telling him to leave us alone
so that I can feel better by myself. You see? I mean, let’s say, that while I am tipsy I say
something stupid, you have recorded it and can spread it around? […] This is not right!
(Tsenekidis, Chr., Int. 5/2/2012).

Emotional expression as a result of emotional saturation is a serious business. Respect and
commensality go hand in hand.
Conclusion: Parakathi as a Practice of Emotional Intensification
In summary, the ideal parakathi event describes a deeply emotional experience of
catharsis that enables the participants to escape the illusions and materiality of everyday life and
to come in touch with the inner truthful constitution of the self, the psihi. The externalization and
expression of the psihi takes place as expression of pain, evoking and inviting empathy. The
sharing of pain through parakathi singing releases and materializes the ineffability of the inner
subjective constitution, the latter understood as “emotions and feelings.” All of this takes place
through the sharing of poetry. Parakathi poetry consists of metaphoric snapshots that summarize
vaguely and fluidly, emotions. The poetic images are ideally interpreted as allegories of the
performers’ personal experiences, ultimately allowing the communication of pain. The
participants, by aurally receiving the sung distich and by responding also through singing,
recognize the emotionality of the fellow performer and the ineffability and depth of his emotions,
declaring, thus, an acknowledgment of his pain. In other words, they engage in a poetic
declaration and construction of empathy. Empathy here emerges out of the dialogical and
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participatory character of the performance practice and it differentiates radically the poetics of
muhabeti from those of other Pontic genres.
This summary reveals a great deal about how Pontians understand emotionality,
subjectivity, and music. Emotions and feelings are understood in very similar terms, as belonging
to the same broader ontological category. More specifically, feeling refers to anything that has an
embodied (external or internal) manifestation. In Dimitris’ words, for example, feelings can refer
to emotions but also to “pain, problems, miseries.” Problems and concerns are mentioned as
feelings because they can be felt; they can have bodily effects. Emotion entails feeling but also
refers to the recognition, categorization, and assessment of feeling.
This understanding is not particular to parakathi, neither particularly Pontic, nor even
particularly Greek, Balkan, or eastern Mediterranean. It is western, cosmopolitan, and commonsense Greek, manifested in the very Greek language. Feeling is designated as more subjective
and more ineffable, locked somehow in the materiality of the body. Emotion, on the other hand,
is characterized also by sociality. In this simple scheme, feelings find their way to the social
world through the expression of emotions.
Emotions correspond in Greek to an intermediary experiential field, between abstract
cognition on the one hand, and body, on the other. Emotions, by being in-between the body and
the cognitive, delineate further a fluid realm of experience, dominated by the merging and
monist, but multi-dimensional, relations of metaphor, of the “semiotic” in Kristeva’s terminology
(Bateson 2000[1972] ibid.; Kristeva 1998[1974]). They also entail the recognition of the
ineffability of affect and of feelings. An ideal parakathi gathering, by bringing, through the
macroscopic dialogue between conversation and singing as conversation, the two existential
conditions into constant alternation, is quintessentially emotional. Moreover, it enables the
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entextualization of ineffable feelings as emotions. In Ahmed’s terms, it enables the stickiness
between emotions and feelings, the attachment of the embodied or felt into certain
representations of emotionality (2004: 8). Verses and tunes are iconic of this “messiness” of the
emotions, of the multiple connections between feelings and their representations.
The fluidity between feelings and emotions is manifested in the emotional saturation of
parakathi, the very process that leads to musical performance. The emergence of music as the
cathartic outcome of emotional saturation resonates with Ahmed’s concept of intensification
(2004: 24). Parakathi socialization evokes emotions that, gradually intensified, slip multirelationally into feelings and vice versa. Emotions and feelings stick with, attach to, and slip to
each other through discursive and performative circulations and representations (Ahmed 2004:
22).
Ahmed’s concept of intensification allows a better understanding of how parakathi
catharsis relates to subjectivity and personal identity, but more importantly it clarifies the
intermediary status of such events as exemplarily emotional and hence as emerging between
embodiment and cognition. Emotional intensification is defined by Ahmed as inextricably and
directly related to Butler’s concept of materialization: the emergence of representations of the
self and of the world according to broadly shared cosmological schemata and repeated discourses
(Butler 1993: 9). While Butler suggests materialization primarily in relation to representations of
the body, Ahmed emphasizes the centrality of the politics of emotions in the process, and how
emotions, by bringing together the intellect and the body, enable a more persuasive and holistic
sense of the self. The negotiation of the self takes place through the sociality of emotions.
Ahmed’s intensification constitutes a phenomenological explanation of the community of
sentiment, which lies at the core of every social group and collective identification. Emotions
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through shared representations and text provide the glue for the relation and simultaneously
delineation of personal bodies and psyches. Intensification explains also the centrality of pain,
the understanding of pain as the most important feeling in parakathia performances—a fact
validated by the over-representation of pain in the poetry topics. Pain, bodily or/and emotional, is
designated by most Pontians as eminently personal, as lying beyond verbal mediation.
According to Ahmed, pain carries a boundary-demolishing and boundary-constructing
function (2004: 21–3). The materialization of the self results out of the painful contact, bodily
and psychological, with the other, the outside. As such, pain is eminently affective: it defines a
phenomenological realm between the internal and the external, the point of contact, demolishing
and establishing the boundary between emotional core and material substance. This is manifested
in the metaphors used for the description of pain that render internal pain in terms of external
painful feelings and sensations.
The way Pontians describe pain and how they relate it to sense of self verifies Ahmed’s
theorization. Consider again Natasa Tsakiridou’s description of pain as the opening of a wound.
The opening of a wound is both painful and cathartic. The outside and the inside collapse in this
metaphor. She further acknowledges singing as giving form and substance to her pain, to allow
the slippage of her feelings into emotional representations. While she sings her pain is embodied
in the gestures of her face. Tsakiridou makes a point that regards not only the verse, but the
entire performance or utterance, exemplifying the multidimensional character of parakathi
singing. Participation in parakathi enables the externalization of pain that has been internalized
and repressed for long periods. The ineffability of pain is materialized as song performance. The
materialization of pain also materializes Natasa: Natasa in pain, the true Natasa, under the
conventions and epiphenomena of everyday life.
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If the expression of emotions constitutes liberation of the self and the emergence of the
subjective, then the sharing of pain defines a sharing of the self, the formation of a realm of
intersubjectivity. The emergence of representations of pain necessitates, however, emotional
saturation, hence the intensification of emotions through parakathi socialization. Having
established the emotional phenomenology of parakathi, it is now time to turn to how this
phenomenology relates to Pontic memory.
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CHAPTER 8
PARAKATHI AND PONTIC MEMORY: NESTING COMMEMORATIONS AND VIOMA

We have been born Pontians but we do not live in Pontos;
with a kemence in our hands, stories of Pontos we narrate.

Collective memory is essential for collective identity. This is why it often emerges as a site of
conflict between different social agents, institutions, and groups. This is why, regardless of the
copious efforts of regimes and institutions to canonize and control what is collectively
remembered, collective memory remains an incomplete shared text; always in the becoming, it is
negotiated in the context of competing discourses.
As has already been demonstrated, Pontic identity is negotiated essentially through a
discourse of collective memory. In this chapter, I examine the relation between parakathi and the
discourses and practices of Pontic memory that lie at the center of Pontic identity discourse. I
specifically demonstrate how parakathi offers personalizing and embodying performances of
Pontic collective memory. Before I begin, it is important to concisely present how Pontians
reflect and cultivate collective memory.
Pontic Collective Memory as Postmemory
Pontic collective memory is usually represented by four interrelated and dialogically
negotiated texts entailing what should be remembered: Pontic tradition; the memories of the
ancestral homeland; memories of the Pontic collective trauma, meaning the genocide, the
dislocation, and the social exclusion of the pre-1950s; and the success story of social integration.
These four texts are interrelated and overlapping. As previously established, the text on
collective trauma goes hand in hand with the success story of integration, the two being tropes in
a Pontic discourse of exemplary Greekness. The remembrance of the ancestral homeland, on the
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other hand, can be interpreted as part of Pontic tradition or cultural heritage. The passing of the
first Pontic refugee generation has resulted in the loss of remembrances of the ancestral
homeland. The multivalent concept of Pontic tradition, with all its experiential subtleties and
varieties, is the main text on the memory of Pontos. In short, the four texts that comprise Pontic
collective memory are summarized through the tradition and genocide/trauma discourses.
How these two clusters of discourses relate to collective memory demands further
clarification. The fact that tradition is a kind of memory or remembering is rather obvious, but
here I would like to point to the dual understanding of (Pontic) tradition as both products or
cultural heritage and as process or way of life. The product-based definition refers to the cultural
elements transferred from the Pontic ancestral homeland. It references an objectification of the
Pontic cultural particularity that took place within the context of modernist folklore. Tradition as
process or way of life refers to the continuation of these cultural objects and the practices they
index into the present. Hence, Pontic tradition refers both to the what and the how of collective
memory. More importantly, it offers an understanding of Pontic cultural particularity, the very
source of Pontic identity, as remembered. The recognition of the 1916–1923 violence as
genocide is in essence a commemoration of trauma. The interpretation of the 1916-1923 violence
as genocide constitutes a vindication of the memories of pain, devastation, and total disaster
experienced. Any designation of the 1916-1923 violence as anything else but genocide fails to
commemorate and mediate the memory of the trauma and hence to transfer the results of the
violence in its full dimension.
Both Pontic tradition and the commemoration of the Pontic trauma, as discursive
formations, provide narratives of group continuity: collective narrative histories that define the
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Pontic group across time and the lives of individuals. They are in essence cases of postmemory. I
understand postmemory according to Hirsch (2012: 5) as
“[…] the relationship that the “generation after” bears to the personal, collective, and cultural
trauma of those who came before—the experiences they “remember” only by means of the stories,
images, and behaviors among which they grew up.

The concept of postmemory is particularly useful in the Pontic case for three reasons. First, it
resonates entirely with the Pontic theorization of collective memory as related to generational
cycles (Eyerman 2004). Secondly, it allows for a distinction between remembrance of
experiences, and the broader hared text of memory. The latter includes also the memory of the
remembrances: remembering the memory narratives of the previous generations. Thirdly, it
resonates with the understanding of Pontic collective memory as essential for Pontic identity.
The latter reality is manifested in the Pontic slogan “Right to Remember.”
The popularization and promotion of this slogan for the recognition of the Pontic
genocide exemplifies beyond any doubt that the commemoration of the violent events of 19161923 and their consequences are understood as part of Pontic collective memory. However,
following a strict definition of memory as remembrance of experiences, the genocide
interpretation, developed for the first time by the third generation of Pontic refugees, seems
unrelated to Pontic collective memory. This point has been made about many cases of collective
trauma. Survivors of massive violence do not usually theorize the experience. The generation
that has experienced the trauma remains usually silent, living with and within it. Its theorization
within analytical categories of the collective violence hierarchy, like genocide, ethnic cleansing,
and so on, is usually undertaken by subsequent generations. This is true especially for cases
where the traumatized group did not manage to develop its own self-representations and identity
discourse. The “generations after” undertake the task to vindicate the experiences of their
immediate ancestors and to keep the memory of the remembrance narratives alive (Eyerman
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2004). In such cases, of which the Pontians are a characteristic example, genocide claims
constitute de facto manifestations of postmemory. Third-generation Pontians struggle for a
commemoration truthful to the size and intensity of the violence and devastation that sealed the
fate of their ancestors.
The postmemory interpretation can also be extended to aspects of Pontic collective
memory that lie outside genocide commemoration, like the re-membering of the rich cultural
heritage of Pontos and of course memories of the ancestral homeland. The postmemory of
remembering Pontos is rather obvious. Pontians do not have experience of the region of Pontos
with the exception of what they call “memory pilgrimages,” visits to locations of pre-1922 Greek
presence in contemporary Karadeniz. Of course, these experiences cannot be deemed everyday
and more importantly they are already framed by the Pontic memory discourse and nostalgia.
They concern a region and a life that do not any longer exist.
In conclusion, in both the genocide recognition and the Pontic tradition discourse
collective memory emerges as a case of postmemory, where post refers both to “after,” to the
new generations, and as “beyond” or “meta.” The latter entails a consciousness of the modernist
schism between past and present resulting from collective traumas and the persecution the
immediate ancestors suffered. The slogan “Right to Remember” encapsulates the Pontians’ need
to preserve the memory of the traumatic experiences and of the cultural heritage endangered by
those experiences. Postmemory places special importance on the voluntary, personal, and
performative character of Pontic re-membering as essential for Pontic identification.
Discovering Pontic Re-membering: The Remembrance of Memory Bearers
Pontic identification can be summarily described, thus, as a constant contrast between
tradition as reification and tradition as process, between memory as an authoritative discourse
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and memory as personal re-membering. These contrasts abound in the personal recollections and
reflections of most Pontians I talked with. They come together in the remembering (and remembering) of the first Pontic generations, of the presence of beloved grandparents, now felt as
an absence after they have passed away. It emerges as personal memory in accordance with and
opposition to the official representations of Pontic memory as folkloric tradition, but always by
defining tradition outside the contemporary reality of the individual—as something that has to be
rediscovered and that the individual needs to reassemble by removing the obstacles imposed by
modernity, both as mainstream reality and as representation of the tradition. In Eleni
Mentesidou’s account, for example, the practitioners of the Pontic heritage and the bearers of
memory are the grandmothers of her community. Tradition is the memories of the remembered
beloved ones, what the grandmothers remember and know. The experience of the Pontic
tradition for Eleni exists as the experience of the elders’ way of life and narrations. Eleni verified
this in the rest of her interviews with me. Whenever she wanted to make reference to Pontic
tradition she would describe the habits and practices of her village’s elders and particularly of
her “grandma.” She recognizes her as the most important figure for her own Pontic identity, the
bearer of the memory of Pontos:
And I would listen to her for hours […] she would always tell us these stories, about
Pontos and the life there. I feel so lucky she has been around (Mentesidou, E., Int.
3/21/2012).159

The figure of the grandparent, a refugee of the first or second generation therefore, has a
central place in the identity discourse of Pontians, regardless of whether they identify
“experientially” or “ideologically.”160 The grandmother, less frequently grandfather, is present in

159

Eleni’s grandmother was in reality her grandfather’s sister. She took care of his children after his wife’s
premature death. Eleni’s grandmother died a few months after this interview in the age of 102.
160

Of course this is true for interlocutors over 30 years old, the majority of my sample.
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their narratives as memory and/or through her memories. She is described in an affective and
affectionate way: as a warm presence of early childhood, a fundamental influence of selfconstitution, a cluster of narratives, and an absence. These representations are often declared in
catch phrases like “My entire life was my grandma,” “I owe everything that I am to her,” “I grew
up sitting on her/his lap,” or in cases of people who know their grandparents only through
narratives, “I wish I had meet him/her,” “she/he died early,” and so forth. The figure of the
grandparent encapsulates the genealogical frame of cultural identification in an emotional and
often affective way, defining the Pontic beyond the ideological and verifying the understanding
of tradition as meta-folkloric, and of memory as postmemory.
It is the affective memory and presence of the grandparent that constitutes the basis of
identification—the reason some Pontians “of a non-Pontic environment” identify emotionally
with the Pontic tradition. In some cases this identification is narrated in a “return of the prodigal
son” style. In a parakathi I recorded the following confession:
My grandpa used to tell me, “My love, learn how to play the lyra, do me this favor!” but I
did not want to hear about it. “No! I do not even want to see a lyra hanging on my wall.”
[…] I was born with the bouzoukia and clarinets. […] At around a year before my
grandpa’s death, I somehow decided it was time to learn the instrument. I tried by myself,
and I did not even hold it properly. […] So, I said, “I will go to a teacher and learn.” I
satisfied his wish! I learned nine tunes, not much, but when he passed away he was
happy. At the funeral I played lyra. I buried him playing the lyra. The priest was crying
[…] Since then I realized I am 100% Pontian (Muhabeti in Oreokastro of Thessaloniki,
2/2/2012).

This narration exemplifies the contrast between the mainstream Greek (“bouzoukia and
clarinets”) and the Pontic, and how the latter exists mainly through the grandparent and his
discourse. The interlocutor has not grown up in a Pontic community. He has not experienced the
tradition but he has been exposed to a discourse of longing for the tradition. He realized his true
identity (“100% Pontian”) by satisfying the desire of the grandparent, by reconnecting with the
memories of the grandfather for the sake of his memory (“I buried him playing the lyra”).
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In many cases, re-membering or the discovery of Pontic memory, is nothing more than
the reinterpretation of the grandparent’s memories and life. Isaac Salasidis, the narrator of the
quotes below, is a passionate Pontian. He grew up in a “mixed” Macedonian village but on his
“Pontic grandmother’s lap,” herself a first-generation refugee. Isaac developed an extremely
close and personal relationship with his grandmother and her memories. There was especially
one story that she used to repeat over and over, the tragic death of her cousin, named Savvas
Atmatzidis, son of a successful merchant from Giresun (Kerasounta). Savvas was avoiding
enlisting in the Ottoman army. One day a military squad showed up in the family business and
attempted to arrest him. He resisted the arrest. The soldiers started beating him and one of them
cracked Savvas’ skull open with his rifle stock. Isaac had heard this story from his grandmother
so many times that he thought it as fiction, until one day he verified its credibility via other
sources.
When I was a student in Thessaloniki, I visited the book festival […] There […] I saw
Psatha’s book The land of Pontos. I did not know Psathas was Pontian. I knew him as a
journalist and playwright […] I bought it, and I started reading it immediately. It was like
I had read every page of the book already. I found myself lost in the book. […] It was
like I was listening to my grandma […] and then suddenly on page 313 I read the story of
Atmatzidis! I was shocked! I had heard the story so many times that I had shaped the
impression that it was my grandmother’s fiction, a drama enhancer, one of those things
we come up with in order to present ourselves and our family’s history, our origin, as
important […]. I finally met with my grandma and I read her the excerpt […] I saw her
staring at me grimly: “So, you mean that all these years you didn’t believe me? And now
you believe this book?” And I replied, “Grandma, the author of this book is important,”
and for the first time ever she slapped me! You cannot imagine anything painful, more of
a gesture than an actual slap (Salasidis, I., Int. 12/14/2012).

Isaac later had the opportunity to verify the credibility of the story again.
It was the early 1990s. They had a documentary on TV, more like a show, about the
genocide. You cannot imagine anything serious; they were just reading excerpts from
different books about massacres… rather gory descriptions… […] I saw on the screen the
president of the Argonautai-Komninoi Pontic association in Athens […] saying, “I will
also share a story of a relative of mine…”. And she narrates the story of Atmatzidis! That
moment, my friend, I felt inside me an earthquake! Earthquake, yes, this is how I felt!
Everything inside me was shaken, moved! I could not believe it, “What is going on? This
cannot be accidental!” Think about it: I went to the book festival and I found from all the
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hundreds of books […] the one of Psathas, about Pontos. I decided to doze off on my
Saturday afternoon and I bumped into the same story […] I started shouting, “This is
grandma’s story!” […] Since that moment, I am obsessed with Pontos (Salasidis, I., Int.
12/14/2012).

Isaac designates the discovery of the validity of this story as a life transformative experience, a
cosmic call to reconnect with who he really is.
The rest of Isaac’s life verifies this transformative moment. He has devoted the rest of his
life to re-membering his Pontic heritage by cultivating Pontic relations and digging out
information that completes his imagination of his grandmother’s life. He has studied hard,
acquiring a remarkable knowledge of the history and folklore of the Pontic subregion his family
came from. He offered me an account of his grandmother’s life and exodus to Greece that
reminded me of anthropological thick description. Every sentence and phrase was accompanied
by a depth of contextual information about economic and migration networks, administration,
everyday practices, and church history. He has become a fervent follower and fan of Pontic
music and dance; he has actively supported Pontic associations, musicians, and scholars who
work on Pontos, including myself; and he has traveled several times to Karadeniz, bonding with
local Rum-speaking Turks. Most impressively, upon realizing how his ancestral family had been
scattered during 1922 and 1923, Isaac has undertaken to reconnect with all the descendants of the
Salasidis and Atmatzidis families. In the course of this effort he has contacted distant relatives all
over Greece, Georgia, and Russia, recording their particular oral histories. Salasidis has engaged
himself in a constant effort of personal and family memory reconstruction, digging out personal
and collective data.
The narratives of Eleni, Isaac, and of the muhabeti companion contain both differences
and similarities. The lack of the experience of tradition in the cases of Isaac and of the tablemate
is obvious. Isaac identifies solely through narratives and hence, his emphasis on history; the
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“tablemate,” on the other hand, identifies through the desire of his grandparent for traditional
Pontic music. In Eleni’s case the grandmother is the practitioner and narrator of the tradition.
Eleni validates her own Pontic identity after she realizes the significance of her grandmother’s
way of life as a token of Pontic culture. Similarly, Isaac identifies with his grandmother’s
account after he realizes, through again quasi-academic written discourses, that it is
representative of a Pontic history. The tablemate considers the value of Pontic culture as a given.
His return is solely the satisfaction of a duty towards his grandparent. His infatuation with the
non-traditional was a superficial, youth-related, immature behavior. In Isaac’s and the
tablemate’s cases, the lack of experience is mediated by the presence of an incarnated
experience, that of the grandparent, and re-membering is also an act of return to the traditional.
Memory in all three accounts entails the element of discovery of he self: a personal remembering achieved through the removal of the consciousness obstacles imposed by modernity.
The affective and affectionate presence-absence of the grandparent mediates, bridges,
fuzzes, and simultaneously deepens and emphasizes both the experiential vacuum of the
ideological Pontian and the experience of cultural seclusion and contrast (bi-culturalism) of the
experiential Pontian. In the case of Eleni, the grandmother’s way of life and narratives define the
non-mainstream; the particular of the Pontic ways is secluded in the rural community, framed a
priori as marginal to progress and particular to Pontians. In all three accounts, the grandparents
emphasize and manifest the irrevocably lost, traces of which have to be revived and revealed.
More importantly, the memories of the tradition and of the ancestral homeland that
nurtured the practices of recall (Lampsidis O. 1973-1974) are now the memories of the
remembered. Pontians re-member the memories of their lost or old beloved ones. In this sense,
Pontians form a community of emotional post-memory. The Pontic way of life consists of
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practices and narratives of re-membering remembrances. Modernist self-nostalgia, the identitydefining existential schism, emerges as the affectionate and affective longing for the beloved
grandparent. This longing nurtures the desire for the building of an experiential relation between
the individual and the collectively Pontic. The rest of this dissertation can be read as a
commentary on how the desire for emotional Pontic experiences is negotiated through the
practices of parakathia.
Parakathi and memory
Parakathi, by being a “traditional” music performance, can be described as an example
of performance of memory. This by itself suggests a special relation between parakathi and
Pontic collective memory. Based partially on Connerton’s theory on memory (1989) and Guss’s
theory of performance (2000), performances of collective memory offer embodiments of the
discursive negotiations of memory inscriptions. This point can be made for every musical
performance recognized as Pontic traditional. The special relationship between parakathi and
Pontic collective memory can be described in relation to five phenomenological trajectories.
First, there is the processual memory of poetry and music that defines parakathi competence. It
is more than obvious that the skilled parakathi participant needs to be able to remember, to know
by heart, an exceptionally large number of distichs and tunes. The dialogical character of the
performance endows the memory of distichs with an embodied character. The participant needs
to respond to the distich that has just been performed and hence to be able to choose an
appropriate answer. This is possible only if the just-performed distich reminds the respondent of
another distich. Remembering, thus, is realized as chains of distich-associations. It emerges
ideally as habitual, automatic, and intuitive, more as an internalized and hence embodied skill
than a purposeful practice. Remembering parakathi poetry requires a deep understanding of the
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distichs’ content, language, and images, a high degree of internalization of the repertoire. The
same points can be made also about remembering the tunes. The embodiment of memory in the
case of the lyra player is even clearer: the tunes correspond to specific finger-arm positions and
movements. Remembering the tunes means remembering their embodiment vis-à-vis the
instrument.
These remarks bring us to the second trajectory. Memory associations are not essential
only for the succession of tunes and verses, but also for their affective and emotional power. As
repeated in Chapter 6, the distich acquires its affective power in relation to what it brings to mind
allegorically for both the performer and those around the table. A distich and often a tune can
also evoke a background story, a narrative context that is important for the performer. The
validity and authenticity of the participation is assessed according to the perceived relation
between the distich and the contextualizing personal narrative. This contextualizing narrative is
often described as an emotion or topic with which the participant needs to be experientially
related. The experiential relation is in essence personal memory.
The third trajectory concerns the relation between the distich and collective Pontic
memory. A mere glance at the topics of distichs reveals that the categories of emotional
experience into which they can be grouped are not personal in a strict individualist sense. Pontos,
nostalgia for Pontos, and Pontic history are also recognized as topics and hence they can be
conceived as emotional categories of personal identification, reflection, and experience. In short,
the affective significance of the tunes and verses emerges from the juxtaposition of three shared
and remembered texts: the parakathi poetry, narratives of personal memory, and narratives of
shared Pontic collective memory. All these remembered texts define a dialogue between personal
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and collective memory. The poetic allegory renders the ineffable of the personal emotion in a
shared poetic form that alludes also to collective memory.
The association of distichs and tunes with contextualizing narratives brings us to the
fourth trajectory. Regardless of musical affect, parakathi is language-centered. Language either
as poetry or as narration is the central aspect. This is further demonstrated in the macrodialogical relationship between the musico-poetic dialogue and verbal socialization. The verse
reminds the participants of certain personal and collective memories that are often shared in
between the singing, while the verbal commentaries in turn remind participants of certain
distichs, contributing to the intensifying emotional saturation. In short, the macro-dialogue
between parakathi as verbal socialization and parakathi as singing is itself a process of
remembering. The dialogue between verbal accounts and sung distichs is also a memory
dialogue between contextualization and entextualization, where narrated accounts and distichs
change in ontological status as text or context in relation to their position within the event.
This brings us to the fifth trajectory, that of episodic memory. The contextualizing
narratives are not remembered exclusively through the allegory of the verse. They are often
shared in the context of reflections, enabling the very construction of a shared memory of
parakathi performances. In short, on top of the previous narratives, there is also the memory of
the parea’s parakathi history and performances. This memory often emerges on a personal level,
through commentary in which the participants share memories of exceptional performance of
certain tunes and/or verses. The fifth trajectory of remembering is of a sociological character. A
parakathi performance entails ideally very personal and intimate relations. It enables a
negotiation of collective Pontic memory in a realm between the broader Pontic collectivity and
the personal space of the Pontic family. It defines an emotional Pontic community of friendship.
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This model of emotional social intimacy is essential for structures of feeling (Wiliams 1977:
128–35). It enables a negotiation of the shared text of collective memory in ways that reflect to
an extent the broader Pontic cultural discourse.
In summary, in parakathi there are five phenomenological trajectories of remembering
that define interrelated but special processes and mediums: (1) the processual memory as
retrieval of the responding distich or tune; (2) personal memory, the personal narratives evoked
allegorically by the distich; (3) collective Pontic memory, the contextualizing narratives of
shared memory indexed by the distichs and tunes; (4) the dialogue of memory associations
between verbal socialization and singing; and (5) and the episodic memory of performances and
the social, meaning the association of every parakathi performance with past performances, with
friends, and with a parakathi-defined group (parea). These five trajectories can be traced in all
three mediums performed in a parakathi: narrations, the distichs, and the tunes. Having
examined the first trajectory in chapters 4 through 6, I will deal here mostly with the other four.
Parakathi and Personal Memory: Emotional Re-membering, Arothymia, and Vioma
The centrality of personal or individual memory in parakathi poetics has been
demonstrated already in the previous chapter. Zamanidou’s remark (Chapter 7, p. 245) regarding
the allegorical connection between distich and “past personal experience” makes an
unquestionable point. The centrality of personal memory is further verified by the special
emotional capital attributed to participants of older age. The older the person is, the richer his
experiences and his memory, and therefore the more legitimate his participation. In short, the
credibility of emotional expression is evaluated in terms of personal memory. Emotional capital
is also understood as memory capital.
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Memory in Zamanidou’s discourse refers to the causal relation between past experience
and emotions. Feelings and emotions are the effects of past experiences on the individual’s
psyche (psihi). In this sense, feeling can be defined as the result of emotional remembering. The
memory of a past experience emerges as a feeling or sensation. Emotional remembering is
fundamental for personal identity. Since the core of the individual, the soul (psihi), is understood
as emotion, emotional expression is re-membering: memory-premised liberating reconstruction
and renegotiation of the self. The individual realizes, reflects, feels, and in the end re-members
past experiences and hence negotiates her own self-representation, her own consciousness of her
emotional being.
I will demonstrate this parakathi-related re-membering with a personal example. My first
encounter of the following distich:
My maple tree, your beautiful leaves have fallen on the ground,
my youth has gone, but I am still waiting.

This verse alludes to emotions of loneliness and sadness that accompany a futile life-depriving
expectation. It also reproduces the feeling of weakness that characterizes unfulfilled expectation,
a lack of control regarding the expected and desired. The textual subject realizes the passing of
her life by encountering the sight of a bare maple tree. This winter image metaphorically
signifies the passing of life. It is an image of personal winter, of old age. Again, the distich
functions as a snapshot. The poetic image encapsulates and condenses an emotion of loneliness.
In this case the iconicity between emotion and poetry takes place as a simile: “my life is like a
withered tree.”
When I first encountered the distich, my response was particularly emotional. I felt a
sensation of melancholy, embodied in tears and in a strangely comforting numbness. I was rather
surprised. I came up with an interpretation of my reaction based on the timing of the encounter.
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It was the first months of 2012, shortly after the completion of my obligatory military service in
the Greek army. My military service was neither traumatic nor especially difficult. Nevertheless,
it was unpleasant. I had to face all the typical hardships plus fighting the legal repercussions of
being a draft-dodger for three years and a nine months-long separation from my wife. These
experiences made me to redefine my personal sense of home. For the six years I lived in UrbanaChampaign, Illinois, before my fieldwork, I used to think of Greece as my home and the campus
town as my personally chosen and temporarily endured exile. During my military service I felt
exiled, in an alien environment, although I was in my home country. Longing was double. I was
feeling it for both Athens and Urbana-Champaign. On an unconscious level, the longing for my
university life took shape through the same repetitive dream: an image of the large tree
(resembling a maple tree) situated in front of the dance studio on W. Nevada street. The dream
would come repeatedly, often several nights in a row.
My emotional response had to do with the similarity of the poetic image, the bare maple
tree of the distich, to my dream. When I read the distich, I was not thinking about the army
anymore. I was in a new phase of my life with my wife by my side. The intensifying simile
reminded me of the dream image and of all the associated feelings and experiences, mostly the
feeling of wasted time I had in the army. The distich evoked all the personal petty micro-drama
of my military service in the form of an emotional avalanche. The element of realization was
maybe the most dominant aspect of my emotional re-membering. This sentiment, an “Aha!”
feeling, although predominately sensory, contained an element of realization and revelation. In
this sense, it constitutes a characteristic example of emotionality, a connection of the cognitive
and the embodied (Solomon 1993), “impressing” both on the material body (tears) and the
imagined body of consciousness (Ahmed 2004: 6–7).
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The re-membering becomes clearer when the element of realization is taken into account.
I did not so much remember the hardships in the army as some of the emotions associated with
these hardships, especially the longing for home and the feeling of time wasted. I remembered
back then when I was longing. The cathartic feeling of liberation, albeit melancholic, came
through the delineation of the emotional sedimentation and from the realization that these
hardships are now over for good. The economy of the allegory evokes the memory of past
experiences by signifying the impression of the experience-related emotions. It also exemplifies
the complexity of re-membering.
The multiplicity of connections through the poetic metaphor facilitates the snowballing
effect, the dense avalanche of feeling. In other words, the allegorical function of the distich
consists of evoking, externalizing, expressing, and delineating clusters of internalized feelings,
the impressions of certain emotional experiences. The internalization is conceived as the result of
the layering of past experiences or of the impact of a single particularly powerful experience. In
this sense, parakathi “re-membering” constitutes a reconstruction of the emotional ineffable core
that defines subjectivity through poetic reflection on past experiences and their impact. The
affective character of emotional re-membering is not easy to verbalize precisely due to the
density of the emotional sedimentation (DeChaine 2002). In the Pontic (and Greek) case, the
inextricable connection between emotionality, remembering, and expression is articulated in the
catch phrases of the psihi trope. Re-membering through poetry is much stronger and
multidimensional for a competent practitioner. If this verse had such an affective influence on
me, it can only be imagined how it can affect somebody who can relate it to more personal
memories, a Pontian who might be associating the verse with the affective and affectionate
remembrance of a grandparent.
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Some cases of emotional re-membering are described in Pontic Greek with the concept of
arothymia. The term translates as longing and it is not exclusive to parakathi. Labis Pavlidis
provides a variety of definitions:
It is when I have not seen you for a long time… […] I love you so much that the only
person I want to hang out with is you, ok? This is when they sing, “arothymia devours
me.” I cannot stand it without you. I desire you and feel arothymia for you all the time
[…] It is not only the love for a woman; it can also be about my child, for example. Like
in the verse “arothymia will devour me, my child [little bird], you are in the exile.” Got
it? [It can be] about anything: Pontos, my homeland, a place I visited the other day and
when I had a good time […] You might say to me, “Labis, where have you been? I feel
arothymia for a muhabeti.” It is about the desire. I am longing for a muhabeti, I feel
arothymia for a parakathi, to have a drink together (Pavlidis, L., Int. 4/22/2012).

Labis provides an array of uses and meanings. Arothymia can range from an everyday desire for
a simple pleasure all the way to the self-consuming and self-defining poetic longing for a
beloved one. The common denominator between the different uses is desire: love and longing. In
this sense, arothymia refers to sentiments similar to the medicalized and/or romantic European
melancholy and nostalgia, and to the Ottoman hüzün (Boym 2001: 3-18; Gill 2011b: 44; Pamuk
2006[2004]: 90-107), verified also etymologically.161
The intensity of arothymia is proportional to the love that the subject feels for the object
of desire. Hence, while the concept is not purely musical, it has a central position in Pontic
musical discourse and in parakathi. Music and poetry, as emotional processes, can evoke a
powerful arothymia, a sentiment similar to the burning and dominating emotions of romantic
nostalgia, of Ottoman karasevda (Gill 2011b), or of fado’s saudade. This self-consuming and
161

Arothymia is the Pontic version of the Greek apothymia: longing for something/someone who is absent.
Both words lie close etymologically to the Greek word rathymia, which means sluggishness or indolence. This
implies that arothymia shares a numbing body-sensation similar to melancholy and hüzün. More interesting
etymologically is the relation of both arothymia and rathymia, with the Greek verbs for “remember:”
enthymumai in Classic and thymame in Modern Greek. All these words share the proto-Greek radical thym,
which means soul and breath. Literally, “I remember” in classical Greek, meant, “I put inside the soul.” In short,
memory in Greek language is a priori recognized as a soul-related process (Papadopoulos 1958). All these
relations concern a study on cognitive linguistics. Most Pontians, unless they have studied classical Greek
literature, are aware only of the obvious relation between thymame, rathimia, arothymia, and apothymia
excluded.
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self-transforming arothymia is declared and described often in the lyrics of Pontic songs and of
course in the distichs of parakathi. The phrases “arothymia devours me [eats me]” and
“arothymia eats/devours my soul” are common in songs and distichs about exile and unrequited
love, especially in makrin kayte (see Chapters 6 and 7). Of course this powerful arothymia is
rare. It is in the few cases of exceptional emotional communication that the participants are
overwhelmed by such emotions. However, such cases characterize the best parakathia.
Moreover, although the burning arothymia of the poetic verse is rarely the case, more “benign”
arothymia, like some of the examples provided above by Labis, is common.
In other words, parakathi should be characterized by some degree of longing. The
participants reflect on past experiences and they long for what they love and what they have lost,
or they remember powerful experiences of separation, loss, and longing that they had in the past.
Arothymia is maybe the most common and characteristic representation of pain. It refers to the
existential pain of the self-defining lack of something. It reproduces the idea that every human
being has lost something and is longing for something or somebody. Pontic arothymia resembles
to an extent the Lacanian understanding of lack as nostalgia for the severed-by-language holistic
existence of early childhood. In other words, arothymia describes a particularly emotional,
painful, and personal feeling of re-membering. The musico-poetic performance of parakathi
provides maybe the best possible realization of this deeply subjective feeling.
Another concept that Pontians often use to describe emotional re-membering is vioma (pl.
viomata). Vioma is a Greek word used extensively outside the Pontic community. According to
Triantafyllides’ dictionary, vioma denotes “deep and direct experience acquired when
experiencing something personally” (1998). More precisely, vioma is of scholarly origin, a
Greek translation of the German Romantic philosophical concept of erlebnis, which denotes
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“extraordinary and disclosive experience in all its direct immediacy and lived fullness […] that
eludes conceptualization,” (hence it is ineffable), “in both the lived present and in its interiority”
(Bohman 1999). According to the etymology of the term, vioma refers to a lived experience.162
In everyday practice, Greeks, the Pontians included, use vioma, unaware of its academic origin to
refer to both extraordinary and habitual experiences. In school, for example, I was repeatedly
urged to study hard, regularly and systematically, in order to “transform knowledge into vioma”
or to “acquire viomata” in certain subjects. The idea was that I should experience knowledge
systematically, repeatedly, and habitually until it was transformed from an external entity into
part of myself, until it emerged in my mind directly and intuitively.
In this second meaning vioma refers basically to the reverse of the erlebnis. While the
extraordinary experiences are disclosive, revealing the ineffable of being, habitual vioma refers
to the transformation of the shared effable into the personal ineffable. Hence, vioma refers in
general to experiences that are constitutive of the self that, as such, share the same
phenomenology of remembering. They emerge intuitively and affectively as lived and selfdefining personal memory. In both cases vioma is the experience that leaves indelible marks. My
military service can be described as vioma. It changed my relation to my self and to my world by
revealing to me a new sense of home. The distich I read evoked emotions that I have felt so often
and for so long that they define partially who I am. Hence, it can be asserted that the emotions
are viomata as well. Finally, I would not have been able to feel what I felt without some degree
of engagement with Pontic poetry and music. So, it can be suggested that I have acquired some
basic viomata in Pontic poetry, hence the second meaning of the term.

162

The word comes from the Greek vios (βίος), in Classical Greek pronounced as bios, which means life; see
in English the words bio, biography, biology etc. Vioma means literally “of life.”
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The double character of vioma, both as singular-extraordinary/forceful and as repeatedhabitual experience, relates it very closely to the concept of affect as theorized by Gregory J.
Seigworth and Melissa Gregg:
Affect is in many ways synonymous with force or forces of encounter. The term “force,”
however, can be a bit of a misnomer since affect need not be especially forceful (although
sometimes, as in the psychoanalytic study of trauma, it is). In fact, it is quite likely that
affect more often trans-pires within and across the subtlest of shuttling intensities: all the
minuscule or molecular events of the unnoticed. The ordinary and its extra-. Affect is
born in in-between-ness and resides as accumulative beside-ness (Seigworth and Gregg
2010: 2).

Vioma and affect are not necessarily identical. The latter embraces an experience that exists
beyond verbal mediation, while vioma, although it is recognized by its affective emergence, can
also be defined through cognitive reflection. In fact, vioma describes both the affective
experience and its source, the life-transformative singular or life-building habitual experience,
the latter cognitively defined. It is both the cause and the means of the personal emotionality and
affect. In this sense, vioma can reference a personally inscribed memory and its embodiment.
The double meaning of vioma, as ingrained habitual and as transformative extraordinary
experience, as “the ordinary and its extra-,” is omnipresent in the way that most of my
interlocutors describe parakathi experience. Many parakathi practitioners, for example,
emphasize the need to “have” or to “acquire viomata” in Pontic poetry and music in order to
participate in parakathi. In these uses the term refers to the internalization of music and poetic
knowledge—the second, more cognitive meaning. The memory (experiential-emotional) capital
of the elders is also described often with the term vioma. Hence, my Pontic seliavli teacher urged
me to listen to elder musicians, because although “they do not have the theoretical knowledge
and the technique of younger players, they have viomata.” In this usage, vioma, like German
erlebnis, is defined versus cognitive and systematic experience. Elders have viomata because
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they are older but also because they are not engaged in mediation and theorization as the younger
generations.
The term vioma, in its mystifying messiness, encapsulates the deeply personal character
of the remembered experience in parakathi and the strong associations between affect,
emotionality, and remembering. However, how do all these memories and remembrances define
an exceptional Pontiannes? What is the relation between parakathi and Pontic collective
memory? These questions guide the following two sections.
Parakathi and the ancestral homeland: repertoire and the mapping of Pontos
It was rather late. In the main room of the Thessaloniki Pontic Students’ Association (a
basement in an apartment building) about ten people still lingered. Some of them were not
members of the association, but they frequented the establishment anyway. The association has
functioned for decades now as a Pontic joint. Aficionados of Pontic music and accomplished
Pontic musicians gather in the basement regularly with the students and engage in parakathia.
Frequenters compare the openness and relaxed atmosphere of the association with that of an old
pre-1950s Pontic village coffee house. Hence, the Thessaloniki Pontic Students Association is
one of the most popular parakathi places in the entire city, frequently alluring professional
musicians who want to indulge themselves in the direct expression of parakathi singing.
The parakathi had already lasted several hours. At the beginning it was not the only thing
going on in the room. Many of the students who were present in the space were obviously
uninterested in the music-making activity of the parakathi aficionados—the latter had occupied a
couple of tables in a corner of the room. For several hours the narrow space was crammed with a
variety of people. It felt like a cocktail party with a muhabeti on one side. The lack of a common
socialization objective often annoys the music aficionados, but it constitutes simultaneously an
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essential element of the association’s operation, ensuring genuine socialization and eventually
benefitting the parakathi performances. Now, that at last most of the partiers were gone, the
parakathi team could re-claim the space and the soundscape.
At one point I saw Serafeim Marmaridis verbally attacking another participant who had
just sung a love distich. “Fuck off, moron!” he shouted, indicating simultaneously with a large
smile that he was joking. The attacked participant, Savvas Tsenekidis, apologized provocatively,
“Sorry for upsetting you, but you have to learn eventually what Pontic music really is.” Serafeim
laughed and responded by singing a distich about exile and separation. Savvas responded
immediately by singing again a distich about romantic love. “Will you stop it already, idiot!?”,
said Serafeim, this time laughing loudly. “Well, real Pontic music is from Matsouka (Maçka), in
case they have not told you!” said Savvas in a teasingly serious voice. This exchange of
thematically unrelated distichs accompanied by joking insults went on for awhile as it dragged in
a couple of other participants who urged to “take sides” in the “repertoire battle.”
I happened to be sitting next to my friend Polis Efraimidis, lyra player and singer, who, at
that point, had undertaken the role of the lyra player. “What’s going on?” I asked totally
perplexed. “They are competing: Santa against Matsouka! Serafeim sings distichs from Santa,
Savvas responds with distichs from Matsouka, and I adjust the tune,” he explained. I paid close
attention to the tune. I discerned a slight change of a semitone into a whole tone at the end of the
melody every time Savvas sang a Matsouka distich. “You mean that this micro-difference from
whole tone to semitone defines not only a different tune, but also a difference of origin???” I
asked. “Yup!” he replied, “The differences can be really small. You will be able to tell; you will
see. You just need some viomata.”
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This incident is characteristic of the way that tunes and distichs are recognized as
belonging to micro-regional repertoires. In this case the competition was between the two Greek
areas of east Pontos, Matsouka and Santa. Matsouka, south of Trabzon on the north slopes of the
Pontic Alps, and Santa-Kromni, on the south slopes and peaks of the same mountains,
constituted, along with the area of Trabzon and Gümüşhane, the pre-1922 Trabzon-Çimen Greek
Orthodox enclave. Pontic epitrapezia tunes consist of three styles, each attributed to one of the
three areas, from south to north, of Santa-Kromni, Matsouka, and Simohoria (Arghali). Given the
flexible correspondence between distich and tune, an indication of repertoire knowledge is the
ability of the performer to make the appropriate combination, to stay within the regional style.
This requires an internalized memory of the repertoire, as Polis indicated by using the key
concept of vioma.
During my fieldwork I had the opportunity to witness many such cases of regional
identification through the use of repertoire. In the parakathi described in Chapter 6, for example,
one of the most competent participants, Dimitris Kehagias, would ask other tablemates, judging
from what they had just sung, whether they were from Santa and he would often respond to their
participation by singing himself a Santa distich, honoring their common ancestry. The kind of
repertoire performed in a gathering to a large extent depends on the participants’ origin. A skilled
lyra player should be able to play tunes from every locality. Tales of the supreme art of the lyra’s
masters, especially of Giorgos Petridis, emphasize their well-rounded knowledge of the
repertoire.
There are three important elements that make the repertoire-based remembering of
Pontos in parakathi especially interesting. First of all, repertoire differences and characteristics
are far from clear-cut and objective. Secondly, the repertoire’s origin, once allegedly an essential
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factor in every Pontic music performance, is now recognized as important in Pontic parakathi
only. Thirdly, the recognition of the repertoires and styles of Santa-Kromni and Matsouka
(Maçka) is accompanied by folkloric representations that define two distinctively Pontic
ethnographic types.
Regarding the first issue, the criteria of regional classification can be quite fluid and
subjective. Distichs can be recognized as belonging to a certain locality more easily than the
tunes, due to the referentiality of the language. Locality can be easily recognized when certain
toponyms and poetic images are used or when the distich refers to specific historical events.
Nevertheless, there are distichs that do not have any of these elements. In these cases, regional
classification is not possible and very often verses like these are recognized as translocal or panPontic.
The regional identification of the tunes is more complicated and elusive, often the subject
of debate. This is the case especially for the two repertoires of Santa-Kromni versus Matsouka
that comprise the majority of tunes. The distinction describes more differences of style,
particularly of articulation and rhythm, than of repertoire. In general, the Santa-Kromni
repertoire is represented by longer tunes than that of Matsouka. However, the minimalistic
melodic structure in Pontic music does not make this distinction easy. There are cases where
although there is a difference of length, two tunes resemble each other so much, that they give
the impression of a theme-variation relation. In such cases, the debate moves simply to another
level: the origin of a common motif, or which tune is the main and which is the variation. In the
latter case, the Matsouka fans would assert that the shorter Matsouka tune is the original motive,
as a music nucleus; Santa fans, on the other hand, would claim the opposite, that the longer tune
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represents a more complete musical idea, and therefore the variation is the shorter Matsouka
tune.
In short, while there is a consensus regarding the origin of some tunes and distichs, there
are many that are debatable. This “contested” repertoire often refers to widely popular tunes that
everybody tends to recognize as their own. A large number of musicians emphasize the
impossibility and unimportance of providing a detailed regional classification for all the tunes
and distichs of the repertoire. These musicians point to the reality of shared repertoires.
However, there is also more obsessed groups who insist in claiming the lion’s share for their own
micro-localities.
This debate testifies to the contested character of Pontic collective memory, to the need
of postmemory for an accurate remembering of Pontic heritage, and to the influence of the
folkloric discourse with its overemphasis on the correlation between locality, people, and culture.
Santa, Kromni, Matsouka, and Arghali (Simohoria) in Pontos were neighboring areas, located at
close distance, a couple of days on foot, and in constant contact. In this sense, an absolute
division between repertoires does not make sense. All existing narratives, especially from elders,
testify to the cultivation of micro-regional differences; however, these are mostly of musical
style. Moreover, many of these stylistic particularities can be attributed to the exceptional
musicality of legendary lyra players. The tunes of Arghali, for example, are closely associated
with Christos Aivazidis. There are many tunes that are attributed to certain lyra players, hence
the recognition of the tune as originating from a specific area of Pontos often goes through the
lyra player.
In short, what is described now in the Pontic tradition discourse as “regional style” might
have to do, at least to some extent, with individual creativity. This is somehow lost in the
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regional origin debate. The necessity of typecasting the repertoire as belonging to a locality and
as a consequence to the collectivity that inhabited this locality manifests the influence of Pontic
folklore and the reproduction of relevant the Durkheimian and Herderian ethnographic
assumptions. Folk music is understood as belonging to non-organic, customary, pre-modern
societies, bound to live in memory (Norra 1996[1992]), to reproduce a commonly shared,
collectively owned music and poetic repertoire. The emergence of modernity took place through
the destruction of these societies. In other words, individuality is identified, rather arbitrarily,
with modernity in a manner that contradictorily nullifies the salvage agenda of folkloric tradition.
However, the necessity of linking the repertoire to certain localities cannot be interpreted
only as folkloric influence. Or, to be more precise, this folkloric discourse has been adopted by
Pontians, due to the obvious need for a cultivation, systematization, and organization of the
memory of Pontos. It is part of an encoding that is essential for the survival of the Pontic sense of
belonging in light of historical circumstances. The loss of the ancestral homeland made the
preservation and cultivation of the memory of Pontos imperative among else as a form of
defense against the traumas of dislocation and genocide (Lampsidis, O. 1973–1974). The
memory of the particular locality was for obvious reasons extremely strong among first
generation refugees. In many cases only what was particular to the micro-region of origin was
recognized as Pontic, leading to intra-Pontic divisions (see Chapter 3). In this sense, the
repertoire’s origin debate reproduces and commemorates the first generation memory of Pontos.
The post-1920s and mainly post-1950s homogenization of a Pontic sense of belonging,
and the consequent homogenization of the repertoire especially after the 1960s with the
development of a Pontic discography and star system, minimized the importance of regional
origin. The local origin of the repertoire is not mentioned or promoted in dance events with the
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exception of folkloric dance performances where the song, deprived of its poetic text, is typified
according to the demands of the choreocartography. Hence, certain subregions and localities are
typified through the folkloric performance in relation to the certain genres suitable for stage
presentation. The language-centered dialogical character of the parakathi enables the
preservation of the memory of regional origin. Tunes and distichs become Pontos education
nuclei: the incentives for remembering and learning about Pontic music and history.
A couple of examples are necessary here. It was at the end of a parakathi in an
Oreokastro joint where I heard some of the most interesting information regarding Pontic music.
I had arrived late and most of the older participants had already left, but a handful were still
there. The most respectable of the company, an elder named Adam, welcomed me and
apologized for the fact that they had to go. He explained to me that it was late and that they were
singing the last tune of the evening, called ahpastikon. The term describes tunes that signal
movement and departure.163 They sang for more than ten minutes a number of distichs to the
ahpastikon tune. Afterwards Adam, reflecting on the tune, told a story about the legendary lyra
player Stavros (Stavris) Petridis. Stavris was once about to leave a muhabeti and so played his
ahpastikon, but his performance generated such a warm and intense participation that he ended
up staying for more than one hour, playing this same tune that signals the end of the gathering.
Distichs enable the teaching about Pontic heritage and hence the re-membering of Pontos
in a much more direct way, due to their referentiality and poetic imagery, which requires
interpretation. Names, toponyms, and metaphors provide plenty of contextual information and
allow the mapping of the ancestral territory. The brevity of the distichs, their slogan-like
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It comes from the Pontic expression as pashumes, which means, “let’s go.”
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character, demands context for their meaning to be understood. Such contextual information
clarifies the poetic metaphor.
My favorite distich, presented above (p. 288), belongs to the Santa repertoire. An
explanation of the cultural and historical context reveals a great deal about the way of life in
Santa. The village was situated at a very high altitude (circa 2000 meters) and had limited
resources. As a result, the majority of the male population had to migrate really early in their
lives (to the coast, Istanbul, Georgia, or Russia). The men would marry early, leave their wives
pregnant, and then take the “road of the exile” in order to secure the survival of their families.
The women would stay in the village taking care of the household, the fields, and the herds. This
translocal model of family, economic, and social organization was common among a multitude
of mountainous populations all over the Ottoman territory (cf. the Greek concept of xenitià,
[Kavouras 1991], in Pontic xenitía, the Albanian concept of gurbet [Sugarman 1997]). The
distich reflects the Santa women’s loneliness. They were obliged to stay behind waiting for the
husband’s return. Santa was famous for its maple trees. The Santa woman observes the
melancholic image of the bare maple tree and realizes that her life is passing in loneliness as she
waits for her husband’s return. Here, we do not have any kind of existential nostalgia—no selfindulging realization of older age or wasted time like mine. The verse demonstrates the socially
and culturally specific experience of poverty, family separation, and patriarchy in Santa. The
contextual interpretation of the distich provides a very direct image of the Santa way of life: the
description of an entire socio-economic structure, information regarding vegetation (maple
trees), climate, and occupations; all these through the snapshot of a Santa woman lamenting her
lonely life in front of a bare maple tree.
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Similar points can be made about the Matsouka poetic repertoire, for example the verse
on romantic love with the pilgrim-lover metaphor presented in Chapter 7 (p. 254). The image is
characteristic of the Matsouka way of life. Pastures were essential for the survival of the
Matsouka villages. The social structure of these mountainous communities was based on a laborbased family organization that followed closely the needs of animal husbandry and dairy
production. Male and young adult females would stay in the village all year around working on
the fields. Older adult and young females, mainly grandmothers and teenage girls, would spend
half of the year at higher altitudes, in the family pastures, taking care of the cattle. The presence
of a large number of unmarried, unaccompanied young girls in the pasturelands of Matsouka
elevated these places in the male imagination as the ideal space for flirting and romantic love.
The herding girl is the subject/object of a large part of the poetic repertoire of the Matsouka
epitrapezia, especially of distichs about unrequited love (sevda) and flirtation. The lavish
landscape of the pastures, with its rich vegetation and incomparable beauty, is closely associated
with the topic of romance. Hence, the Matsouka distichs comprise a characteristically romantic
and lyrical poetic repertoire, itself a reflection of the gender separation due to broader social and
economic realities.
The interpretation of these two distichs brings us to the third point. Santa-Kromni and
Matsouka repertoires are described in folkloric terms as reflecting two opposite ways of life and
ethnographic types of Pontianness. The Matsouka Pontians are presented as quiet and easygoing
people, and the men as possessing an extremely romantic disposition; they were womanizers
who loved music, drinking, and poetry and spent their lives in the idyllic nature of the sylvan
pastures. The conjoining of romance and natural beauty makes the Matsouka pasturelands an
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earthly paradise, one that in the Pontic imagination becomes a natural archetype of idealized
indigeneity. According to the folklorist Laparidis (1998: 63)
A major characteristic of the pastures’ culture was the pure and natural way of life. […]
Life, up in the pastures, was monotonous but pleasant. […] [it] went by in laughter and
singing, with no anxiety and problems. The valleys and the cliffs echoed the beautiful
songs of the tulum and of the lyra.

Santa, on the other hand, connotes the opposite. The harsh reality of separation and exile
in combination with the barren landscape contribute to a tough image, characterized by austerity
and heroism. The heroic element does not come so much from the way of life per se, but from
the fact that the high altitude made Santa and Kromni exclusively Greek and ideal for brigandage
and guerilla warfare. Hence, the Santa Pontians emerge in Pontic discourse as tough, potentially
violent, dynamic, and conservative, but also tormented, hardened by the barren landscape and the
early exile.
The characterization of the corresponding musical styles follows these folkloric
stereotypes. The style of Matsouka, with its brief legato melodies and diatonic modes, is typified
and understood as lyrical, happy, or melancholic by way of the arothymia of romantic love. It
bears something of the serenity of Matsouka’s idyllic scenery. The musical style of Santa, in
hizac tetrachords (with augmented second) with dotted metric patterns, staccato and marcato
articulations, is understood as carrying something of the harshness of the Santa landscape
projected onto the toughness of its inhabitants, and of the tortured arothymia of separation and
exile (xenitía). The two stereotypes invite the folkloric assumption mentioned above: the
correlation between culture, here musico-poetic repertoire, people, and land. The barren land of
Santa gave birth to tough, heroically dynamic people. The sylvan land of Matsouka gave birth to
artistic romantics. The collective psyche follows the blueprint of the environment.
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The two stereotypes reproduce broader cosmopolitan tropes. The representation of
Matsouka fits easily into the pastoralist trope of European literature (Garrard 2004: 33–59;
Gifford 1999; Williams 1975:13–35). Similarly, the image of Santa reproduces common
Romantic representations of mountaineer heroism that abound in Greek national heroic literature
of the 19th century (Herzfeld 1982; Koliopoulos 2005[1996]). The echo of the philological
model of cultural periodization is manifested beyond doubt in how the two stereotypes complete
each other: Santa-epic versus Matsouka-lyrical. The binary of epic versus lyrical describes the
history of Ancient Greek pre-classical literature.
All these folklorizations can be easy regarded as attributed to nationalist hegemony, an
example of how local history and collective memory are re-structured according to broader
metaphysical categories of collective virtue and psyche. However, a mere examination of local
history exemplifies how and why these folkloric reifications have been so widely accepted. The
Matsouka Pontians did not have any choice against the Turkish nationalists. The proximity of
their area to the administrative and military center of Trabzon meant direct control by the
Turkish forces, shortly after the Russian retreat (1918). The Greek inhabitants were violently
moved to locations outside their villages, losing all their property; many of them were deported,
but the majority were moved to Trabzon and crammed into ships to Greece via Russia. An
exceptionally large number of the Matsouka Greeks died on the way to Greece especially in the
notorious quarantine of Selimie in Istanbul (Alexandris 1982).
The destruction of Santa constitutes a totally different history. The mountainous terrain
and the relative distance from Trabzon allowed the locals to develop self-defense groups led by
the charismatic Efkleidis Kourtidis. Santa’s inhabitants successfully resisted the Turkish
nationalists’ pressure to until September 1921, when Turkish gendarmes and an artillery
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battalion attacked the area. Santa’s seven hamlets were burned, the men executed, and the
women and children deported to the interior. However, 400 women and children escaped to a
cave, protected by the irregulars of Captain Efkleidis. The latter managed to repulse the Turkish
attacks until nightfall. During the night the desperate Santa survivors decided to escape using the
only possible exit. Absolute silence was necessary. Babies who could not stay quiet were put to
death. The suggestion was Efkleidis’ but the decision was made by the babies’ mothers. The rest
of the group escaped to safety. The sight of the slaughtered babies, seven in number, on the
following morning, shocked the Turkish officers, who decided to abandon the chase. The
escaped Santa villagers remained in the mountains for a prolonged period, surviving by
plundering nearby Muslim villages. Eventually they started descending to Trabzon in small
groups. Most of them found their way to Greece, the guerillas included.
These two stories of displacement contrast with each other, justifying the lyrical versus
epic tropes. The Matsouka Pontians lost their homes suddenly. The Turkish army arrived “out of
nowhere,” destroying the “peaceful way of life.” The discourse of first-generation refugees
confirms the suddenness of the destruction. In one of our discussions Eleni Mentesidou shared
with me a video of one of her grandmother’s last narratives. She had lost her village when she
was ten years old. She avoided talking about this until her last years, when she spoke obsessively
only about the Catastrophe. On the screen, I saw an elderly woman, dressed in black, speaking
fluent Pontic. She recounted how the soldiers came to the village, how they moved everyone
away from their houses and cattle, and how she lost her pet calf. The calf tried to find her. Every
day it walked away from the herd towards the terrain where the Turkish forces kept the Greeks,
mooing pitifully, seeking her. Eleni’s grandma could hear it and tried to find it but in vain. Every
time she would attempt to leave the settlement towards the calf, an adult would stop her. All the
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trauma and deaths she experienced had solidified in her remembrance of the calf. The loss of the
calf signaled the abrupt and sudden death of her childhood. Life on the pastures gave way on the
crammed ships, the deplorable quarantine of Selimie that caused massive deaths in her family,
and the resettlement in Greece. Trauma manifests itself in the most personal and seemingly
trivial ways. The pastoral triviality of this memory relate to the trope of the lost paradise. The
source of the idealizing gaze is not the folkloric discourse per se but the distant memory of a
childhood abruptly and violently severed and destroyed.
In the case of Santa, the epic heroic trope is enshrined in the memory of the infanticide.
The latter has been elevated by Pontians into a legend. This story of blind desperation and terror
has become part of a narrative tradition on infanticide and massacres, both real and fictive, that
characterizes the collective memory of this period, both in oral discourse and in literature, in
both Greece and Turkey (Mellas 2001). More importantly, the infanticide is an act of selfsacrificing heroism comparable to other massive suicides in Greek history. 164 Hence, the two
micro-regions are imagined in a way that fits with the victim-hero binary of Pontic trauma
negotiation. The loss of the earthly paradise of Matsouka alludes to the victimization of the
Pontians; the horrific self-sacrifice of the Santa Pontians alludes to their heroic toughness.
These narratives and stories talk to every individual Pontian in different ways. Personal
origin is not the only factor determining repertoire preference. Giannis Tsanasidis, a successful
lyra player, declares his preference for the Matsouka repertoire among else because of its unique
lyricism. His admiration for the romantic and lyric imagery makes sense. Giannis is in his early
twenties, at an age when romantic love is a high priority. Serafeim Marmaridis, on the other
164

There are several incidents, during different wars and conflicts with the Ottomans, where groups of
Christians committed massive suicide in order to escape humiliation, rape, enslavement, torture, or painful
death. The one case that has been blown out of proportion in Greek nationalist historiography is the mass
suicide of the Souli women in 1803, known as the Zalongo dance.
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hand, only a few years older than Giannis, prefers the Santa repertoire. One of the reasons has to
do with Serafeim’s political sensitivities. He has participated for a long time in leftist political
and activist groups. The heroic self-sacrifice of the Santa Pontians resonates his ideals of
resistance.
Summarizing, in the parakathi repertoire of epitrapezia, the memory of Pontos is
encapsulated in distichs and tunes that reference broader representations and narratives. Distichs
and tunes invite deciphering and interpretation. Collective narratives meet and merge with
personal narratives, enabling the projection of personal feelings and memories through the
collective representation of memory. The repertoire, itself an encoding of how Pontos is
remembered, is transformed into a canvas onto which personal experiences and emotions are
projected.
From Remembering through Parakathi to Remembering Parakathi
Adam got up from his chair. The lyra player was on his second break and as a result the
parea’s attention was scattered, with the tablemates chatting all over the place. I had hardly
noticed Adam up until that point. He had for the most part been sitting quietly at a corner of the
table, listening to the others sing. He seemed the oldest in the group and it made sense that he
was leaving early. He had just paid his portion of the bill, as others bid him goodnight, when he
solemnly started to recount the following incident:
Adam: So, there was a parea in this coffee house…
Tablemate 1: Quiet! We need to hear this!
- I think you were there as well [addressing tablemate 1], and also Savvas, the son of
Kostas, was there… he was tipsy… and Gavrel and Dimitris Yopaz, he was also
tipsy. He was sitting at the corner of the table. I was sitting there next to this column,
if you remember…
Tablemate 2: [to me] Come here, you should record this, what he is saying!
Adam: So… I was about to leave, but before I left I went to the cashier and I paid for
everything they were drinking and an extra round.
Tablemate 1: I was there! It happened exactly as he says.
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-

-

Savvas came to the cashier and he was told that I had paid for myself and for them
[…]. He asked me why and how. He protested. And I said. “Well, I didn’t pay for
anything. Kostas from Karasava paid the bill and Yannis Yopaz, and they are both
dead. They were your fathers.”
This is exactly as he says.
“Your fathers paid for the bill and now I have paid on their behalf.” Savvas started
crying…

Adam, having shared this memory, left for the door. Several of the tablemates, maybe present at
the incident, were obviously moved. I initially did not pay any attention. Focused on the singing,
I disregarded this narration as an insignificant side event unrelated to my research. I realized its
importance later, after I analyzed the gathered material. My carelessness was even more
unjustified given the reactions of the rest of the tablemates, who kept affirming Adam’s account
and urging me to record it.
This incident recalls my point about parakathi episodic memory. Remembering does not
take place only through reflection on distichs and tunes, but also through and in relation to the
very social practice, the “hanging out” of parakathi—the very meaning of the term anyway.
Similarities in embodiments, places, and spaces between a current performance and parakathia
of the past play an essential role in the process of remembering. Every performance of parakathi
alludes to past performances, either as a category of performance called “parakathi,” or as an
experienced reality of socialization and human relations. These allusions define a memory of the
performance of parakathia as personal life experiences inextricably connected to the other
realms of remembering.
Adam remembered his late friends in the course of a parakathi, whose social, spatial, and
temporal relations resembled those of the commemorated experience. He remembered the
incident, while talking to a group of people who shared the same relationships with the departed
friends, all being members of the same parea. He was standing in the same room; he recounted
to his present friends who was there and where they were sitting. The moment when his memory
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emerged and was shared was more or less the same as when the commemorated experience took
place: paying the bill before going home. For Adam, parakathi is associated with a parea and an
establishment. It is a regularly experienced reality of socialization.
The following account by Eleni Mentesidou constitutes a similar case.
[…] I used to attend muhabetia often […] since I was really young, a little girl. […] I was
so little that I wanted to go to bed, but my father did not want to leave the muhabeti, so I
would stay there held in his arms […] and he would go on singing and singing and I
would eventually fall asleep while listening to his singing with my ear on his sternum.
You see? The song was coming from inside my father’s chest, from inside him
(Mentesidou, E., Int. 3/8/2012).

This is a characteristically affective memory that concerns Eleni’s muhabetia—the muhabetia of
her life.
These two seemingly different examples share one essential element. They exemplify
how a sense of personal identity is negotiated through memories of parakathi’s intimate
sociality, and they recall the centrality of episodic memory for this negotiation. Adam’s narrative
reveals the deeply personal relationship he has with the parakathi group, one essential for his
personal identity. He remembers his late friends and how he revalidated their friendship through
their children. The absence of the late friends is mitigated by the renewal of the friendship. He
also reminds the rest of the company of the deceased and the continuity of the group. Hence,
most important in Adam’s narrative is how the group-based character of personal identity is
exemplified. Adam’s account does not belong to collective memory per se; it is a deeply personal
memory shared with a relatively small group of intimate friends. It exemplifies how Adam
defines himself in relation to the groups he belongs to. Adam’s narrative echoes Halbwachs’s
sociological assertion regarding the collective character of personal memory (1980[1950]).
Eleni’s tale, on the other hand, concerns a memory of affect: the sensation of her father’s
sung embrace. Eleni remembers parakathi as childhood memory. This early childhood
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experience is essential for Eleni and it is not surprising that she tries sometimes to revive this
sensation.
[…] Even now, I often remember this feeling, and when my fiancé sings I enjoy laying
my ear on his sternum (Mentesidou ibid.).

Commenting further she leaves no doubt about the importance of this sensation for her personal
identity by conceptualizing it as vioma.
You see this is a vioma. It is how I grew up! I remember muhabetia, I remember the
[village’s] grandmothers [...] how dynamic they were in muhabeti. I remember them
drinking tsipouro and singing, coming up with their own distichs, and being the center of
attention during the performance (Mentesidou ibid.).

Parakathi practices for both Eleni and Adam define a community, different in each case, which
is essential for both interlocutors’ sense of self. The memory of past parakathia is central for the
interlocutors’ subjectivity as members of a community.
Of special interest is the use of the word vioma. The muhabetia of Eleni’s childhood are
her viomata also because of their emotional and genuine performance. These parakathia are
viomata for Eleni because they constituted performances of the older generations’ richer
viomata—that of her grandmother. The very performance, expression, or sharing of a vioma is
itself a vioma. In short, viomata summon viomata. This remark is fundamental. The sharing of
viomata defines circuits of intersubjectivity. It carves out spaces of personal sharing, enabling
the transformation of the personal into the collective and vice versa. The elders’ viomata
expressed in the parakathia transformed Pontianness for Eleni into an internalized personal
memory, fundamental for her Pontic subjectivity. Performances of viomata are performances of
memory: the building of a collective memory through an intersubjective sharing of personal
memories.
Another especially important commonality between Adam’s and Eleni’s parakathia
memories is that in both cases we have memories of memories. In the case of Adam more
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specifically we can talk about a commemoration of a commemoration, an instance of nesting
commemorations. He does not simply remember; he commemorates his initial commemoration
of his late friends by buying drinks for their children. A similar point can be made about Eleni’s
designation of the elders’ viomata, as her personal viomata. She remembers the elder women
remembering. The element of nesting remembering describes Pontic memory processes in
general, the memories of grandparents. Memories of past parakathia are nested memories, given
the memory character of the performance.
Conclusions: Vioma and nesting commemorations
This chapter can by summarized by two central conclusions. First of all, Pontic parakathi
permits the personalization of Pontic collective memory through performance. The
personalization of the collective memory is encapsulated by the multifaceted concept of
emotional remembering, called vioma. Vioma in relation to parakathi actually refers to all the
personalizing, embodying, and materializing connections between Pontic collective and personal
memories: personal memory capital, which is ideally expressed through the singing; the
connection between musico-poetic product and the artists’ emotions; extraordinary parakathi
experience and performances; and musical and poetic competence (you need to have viomata in
Pontic culture, or, tautologically speaking, viomata in Pontic viomata). In parakathi, vioma
describes personal, emotional, and cultural memory-capital, an ineffable and affective Pontic
substance, which, dialogically circulated in the course of performance, intensifies, transforming
Pontic collective memory into part of the self. Vioma sticks to tunes, distichs, and people,
impressing on them who or what they are.
Secondly, parakathi performances result in groups that mediate between the broad
collectivity of Pontianness and the Pontic family. Regular performance of parakathia leads to
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repeated practices of socialization that allow the emergence of flexibly defined groups of
intimate sociality—pareas. The parea is ideally an “actual” community, meaning that its
members are connected through personal intimate relationships. In this sense, the parea
actualizes the imagined community of Pontianness. This is an essential point for the
personalization of the collective memory mentioned above. Individuals remember because they
negotiate the imagination of the Pontic past through personal memories in the context of a social
group. The parea is a quintessential emotional community of memory.
There are two questions that arise here. The first concerns the ontology of the intimate
sociality that is as a necessary condition of the ideal parakathi. Given the dissolution of Pontic
communities after the 1950s, to what extent can the sociality of pareas be described as actual or
non-imagined? Are their friendships the result of broader social relations or do they emerge in
the context of the performance and in relation to the idealization of the Pontic past? These
questions are fundamental for the music-context relationship.
The second question regards meta-memory. The negotiation of personal and collective
Pontic memory in parakathi relates to the broader discursive negotiation of Pontic memory and
Pontianess. The overemphasis on local repertoires and the conservative character of the musicopoetic practice equate to a partial remembering. Not all musical traditions of Pontos are
represented in parakathi practice and repertoire. More importantly, not all parakathi repertoires
have resisted oblivion. In this sense, parakathi offers a selective and therefore partial memory. It
implies a meta-memory: unsaid or unreflected conventions about what needs to be remembered
and what has to be forgotten. Meta-memory and its contextualizing discourses need to be
examined. The two issues are in reality connected. The memory-focused character of parakathi
places remembering at the center of the ontology of socialization. Hence, the question of meta-
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memory concerns directly the assertion of intimate sociality. The two issues can be examined
through the pragmatics of parakathi practice, in relation to the debate of authenticity. It is a turn
from remembering through parakathi to remembrances of parakathi.
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CHAPTER 9
PARAKATHI AND HISTORY: LONGING, NOSTALGIA, AND REVIVAL

Chapters 4 through present parakathia as they should ideally be. The spontaneous
emergence of singing, the dialogical poetics of empathy, poetic allegory, and the re-membering
of Pontic heritage and of Pontos are all characteristics of an optimal parakathi. This ideal, being
the result of a multitude of factors and of subjective perception, does not happen often; it
transforms the everyday into the exceptional. All of this aside, Pontians often assess parakathia
using general and diachronic criteria, recognizing periods of heyday and decline. They often
develop nostalgic tropes that reproduce the discursive formations of Pontic tradition, memory,
and post-memory. This chapter deals with these discourses. The chapter is divided into four
sections. I begin with a short account of the problems recognized in contemporary practice. The
second part is a critical examination of narratives about past parakathia. The third part
comments on parakathi nostalgia among young people. The final section is a concise description
of the characteristics of parakathia among Pontic youth.
Musical Exhibitionism, Scheduled Parakathia, and Other Monstrosities
Many muhabeti practitioners remark upon a decline of the social and musical processes
of parakathia. They recognize this decline in changes of etiquette and the appearance of
scheduled “parakathia.” Changes in etiquette are often described as “lack of respect for the
other’s expression,” manifested as the breaches presented earlier in this dissertation: talking
while the tablemates sing; commenting on the performances of others; performing too loudly, too
technically, and for too long; and singing without caring about the relevance of the distich.
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These changes are interpreted as resulting from two immediate causes: the decline of the
Pontic language and a dominant mentality of individualism and exhibitionism. Many
participants, especially of young age, often either ignore the exact meaning of the verse or lack
the linguistic sensitivity to feel the poetry they perform. The proximity of Pontic to common
Greek adds to the linguistic confusion. Individualism and exhibitionism, on the other hand, are
associated with music professionalism. Professional musicians negotiate their status and tend to
compete. A lyra player comments:
Sometimes, when I am having a muhabeti with fellow lyra players, I have the feeling I
am in a cock-length competition! It is like we have taken them out and we measure them
to see whose is bigger! (p.c. 1/2012)

Dimitris Piperidis affirmed this critique as well, albeit not in such coarse language:
Let’s say there are five lyra players around, who is going to play? […] The most
competent? The oldest? The most experienced? The one who is best at epitrapezia? […]
If there is a professional singer, he usually sings the entire time! This is not a muhabeti. It
is a table-recital! (Piperidis, D., Int. 3/12/2012)

The appearance of scheduled “parakathia,” pre-arranged musical gatherings of dialogical
singing, validates further the trope of decline. Such events are a rather recent phenomenon.
Scheduled gatherings negate the casual and spontaneous emergence of the music. Music making
has been transformed from the outcome of emotional saturation into the only activity. Even
participation is framed in a presentational context. Often in scheduled “parakathia,” especially
those organized by associations, a group of musicians performs the musical dialogue, and an
outside bystanding “audience” casually socializes while observing the participation. The use of
the words parakathi and muhabeti for such performances is criticized vehemently. According to
the aficionado Savvas Damianidis:
This is such a mistake […] “We organize muhabeti”! I even saw posters! […] “Muhabeti
is hosted”! I even encountered on the radio […] “This Thursday the Association
organizes a muhabet.” This is the most invalid expression ever! What is even the
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meaning of that? How can a muhabeti be organized? […] Such a thing, as a mere concept
even, is a monstrosity!!165 (Damianidis, S., Int. 03/15/2012)

According to most practitioners, the underlying and deeper cause of the decline is the
decontextualization of parakathia: the performance of muhabetia outside the Pontic-speaking
agrarian communities of Greek Macedonia, as a result of the post-1950 urbanization of Greece.
Parakathi has been separated from its “natural” social space; it has lost its community-centered
everyday character and the social conventions of Pontic tradition. Piperidis further comments:
The traditional Pontic communities had their own unsaid hierarchy, which everybody
knew without having to utter it. They all knew, for example, that the village’s lyra player
comes first and the others follow. […] Today you see this chaotic situation where we
gather five lyra players and we are unable to make the muhabeti because we all want to
play. (Piperidis, D., Int., 3/12/2012)

In short, there is a complaint that the parakathi has been subjected to a decontextualizing
folklorization similar to that of Pontic dance.
Parakathi Nostalgia versus Parakathi Memory
The above critique suggests an authenticity narrative that is oriented to the past.
Adherence to the past does not exist only through the recognition of a contemporary decline, by
default an inverse recognition of a past golden era. It is also crystallized in the very descriptions
of model parakathia that are solidly in the past tense (see Chapters 5 and 7). Adherence to the
past evokes narratives of longing and/or nostalgia.
There are three necessary distinctions that need to be made here. First, the nostalgia of
parakathi and memories of parakathi are not identical. Such memories are not dominated
entirely by the idealizing and romanticizing tropes of nostalgia. They entail narratives that often
deconstruct nostalgic idealizations. This happens when the discussion moves from “parakathi”
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The translation “monstrosity” does not do justice to Damianidis’s words. He uses the Greek word ektroma,
which means, “aborted.” Given the origin of the concept in an era when abortion was applied only for medical
reasons or illegally, etkroma references monstrous ugliness to the degree of sickness, anomaly, and sin.
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as an analytical category or from a critique of the present decline to the specifics of past practice.
Secondly, longing in parakathi can be analyzed in relation to two broader nostalgias: (a) the
Greek national nostalgia for the pre-modern rural community; and (b) a nostalgia for the 1950s–
1970s heyday of Pontic lyra music. While the musical nostalgia is oral and inextricably related to
the work of memory in parakathia, rural nostalgia is a major trope in Greece. Thirdly, memory,
longing, and nostalgia differ in relation to the age of the interlocutor. Older participants have,
obviously, more varied and diverse memories of the past, and having experienced past
parakathia they long for their youth. The younger generations’ discourse is more stereotypical. It
is the exotic nostalgia of a distanced gaze. I will continue here with the broader nostalgic tropes
before I discuss memory and longing in parakathi further.
a) Rural nostalgia in Greece
Greek rural nostalgia is responsive to the 1940–1980 transformation of Greece from 47%
rural to more than 69% urban. Urbanization was not a novel phenomenon, but it had never before
been of such scale and permanence. Post-WWII Greek urbanization was a part of a multitude of
economic, social, and technological developments: the most dynamic and palpable manifestation
of modernization (Clogg 2000; Gallant 2001; Koliopoulos and Veremis 2010). As a result,
longing for rurality and nostalgia have a central place in the Greek national imagination. They
dominate the personal accounts of first-generation rural immigrants, those born between 1940
and 1970, and of their children, born between 1960 and 2000. They are central topics in Greek
post-war literature. Today, rural nostalgia has been revived as part of a romantic ecology
responsive to the prolonged economic crisis (e.g., Makridakis 2012).
The presence of rural nostalgia in different generations and discourses makes it a diverse
narrative. In general, the urban-rural binary offers in various ethnographic and historical cases a
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connection between different discursive formations that negotiate broader social competitions
and power structures (Williams 1975). Greek rural nostalgia has two unifying characteristics: a
trope of anti-modernity, and the idealization of the pre-modern agrarian community. Hence, it
often reproduces national Greek nostalgia for the archetypical era of the Greek folk nation,
common in Greek folklore and in the Pontic discourse of tradition. Rural nostalgia blends easily
with the nostalgia of refugees. The idealization of the rural community provides the connective
tissue between the two nostalgias, for Pontos and for Greek agrarian life. In both cases, the
agrarian community is represented as a stable, reciprocally dependent, pre-modern, timeless
social unit, defined by perpetually renewed social relations, the result of tradition and of
emotional sincerity. Musical performances, parakathia included, are described as reflecting these
qualities.
This utopian representation ignores everyday life conflict and competition, as well as
seminal historical events. The wars of the 1940s, for example, make it difficult to conceive the
stability and timelessness of the rural community. The Civil War (1944–1949), especially, took
place in the countryside and mainly in Greek Macedonia. This extremely violent confrontation
entailed also forced displacement of populations and inter-community divisions. In the Pontic
case, where the pre-1950s rural life was accompanied also by the hostility of the local
populations, solidarity involved the unity of the Pontians versus the surrounding non-Pontic
environment. Similar points can be made about the pre-1922 communities in Pontos versus the
Ottoman establishment. However, these kinds of solidarities, although of rural character, were
not “natural manifestations of communal life,” but responsive to broader regimes of oppression
and seclusion. In short, the rural community has always been part of broader political and social
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power structures that frame and determine its character and nature. The born-in-nature
harmonious rural community has never really existed.
Stability seems to have been the case from the 1950s to the mid 1970s, the first period of
relative peace. Even in this period, though, there were political factors that made community
relations anything but harmonious. Those who did not adhere to conservative anti-communism
were excluded systematically from the social body. It was a period of oppression and political
polarization, the latter employed systematically in the endemic favoritism of the Greek political
system.166 It was also a period of intensifying urbanization. This means that the two “eras” of
agrarian pre-modernity and urban modernity coexisted historically in a relationship of conflicting
complementarity (Creed 1998 ibid.).
All of the above leads us back to the implications of my earlier remark. Rural nostalgia
reflects the childhood nostalgia of the 1940s–1960s generation and the longing for the social and
natural space of childhood. For this generation urban migration was actually a passage to
adulthood. Hence, the agrarian past emerges as a reversed and idealized projection of the urban
and adult self. It mediates nostalgia and the transformation of the village into a summer resort,
associated with vacations and the family (Manolidis, Kanarelis, et al. 2009).
Finally, there are two main aspects of pre-1980s agrarian life that are systematically
neglected or beautified through the narrative of rural nostalgia: poverty and patriarchy. Poverty
was a general condition in pre-1970s Greece and as such it is interpreted as an epochal national
characteristic. This historicizing interpretation reproduces the modernist dogma of linear
progress, concealing the systematic exploitation of the agrarian populations by the markets.
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Nepotism and favoritism are still central in Greek public life and before the 2009 crisis it can be said they
had acquired a populist character, being the norm rather than the exception. However, since the early 1980s,
they do not have the same life devastating effects for those excluded.
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Patriarchy, on the other hand, was a central component of Greek rural life before the 1980s, as
indicated by most interlocutors and verified by an overwhelmingly large number of studies.167
b) Rural nostalgia and Memories of Parakathia
Memories of parakathia deconstruct Greek rural nostalgia. The 1950–1970s political
oppression is usually absent from parakathi narratives, but it is reflected indirectly in the
repertoire: in the absence of Pontic communist guerilla songs, Turkish lyrics, and distichs about
the exploitation of the farmers by merchants and bankers. These repertoires, although mentioned
as categories, have vanished from contemporary practice due to general social changes, the selfcensorship of the 1950–1970s, nationalization, and folklorization. Patriarchy appears in
narratives about past parakathia and is described as an essential element of Pontic agrarian
life.168 Christos Tsenekidis remembers:
There was patriarchy [...] She [the woman] was not even allowed to speak her opinion.
Somebody would say to her, “You are a woman and you also expect to talk??” Imagine!
It was so strict! (Tsenekidis, Chr., Int. 05/02/2012)

The general consensus is that patriarchy was unfair, oppressive, and it is fortunate that it is dying
out. Hence, there is agreement that not every traditional element is worthy of survival.
The parakathia of rural communities constituted according to every account cultural
performances of patriarchy. They were not simply male dominated; they were male only.
Women were excluded from the public spaces where muhabetia took place, the tavern or the
coffee house. In domestic muhabetia, the women of the house were responsible for treating the
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Gender in agrarian Greece is represented by a rich literature. See Alexiou, et al. 2002[1974]; Auerbach
1989; Caraveli-Chaves 1986; Cowan 1900; Herzfeld 1985 and 1989; Hirschon 1998; Magrini 2000;
Seremetakis 1991; Sutton 2000[1998].
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Some of the mountainous clan-structured communities of Pontos, where the brides married into the
groom’s family, could be exceptionally patriarchical, practicing the custom of mash: for an unspecified period
the newly-wedded bride could not talk to anybody in her new family except her husband and another woman
chosen by him. She would be given “complete rights,” becoming fully a member of the family, after she had
proven her value and virtue, as decided by her in-laws. Mash gradually disappeared after 1922. In a few isolated
cases it survived through the 1960s.
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guests, the husband’s parea. Their place was in the kitchen or around the table, serving. The
presence of guests transformed the domestic into a public space. The family’s women had to
demonstrate appropriate female conduct: modesty, industriousness, hospitality, care, and
terseness.
A characteristic anecdote that I encountered regarding the transformation of domestic
into public space concerned spontaneous early morning visits. The parea, finishing the muhabeti
in the coffee house, would crash the house of a tablemate. The hostess was expected to wake up
upon the return of the husband or son and his buddies and prepare food for them (chicken soup).
These accounts, coming from elder participants, are imbued in longing and are often offered as
examples of the spontaneity of “authentic” rural muhabetia and of the community life. The
hostesses’ responses are described as cheerful, honored that the parea chose her house. These
incidents exemplify the inequality of gender relations. The men could come and request food at
the most inappropriate hours. The reverse, women waking up their men in order to continue their
parakathi, was out of the question.
Women could participate in parakathia at family events. In the frequent cases when a
muhabeti emerged from a family feast, the men would share the same table with the women.
Eleni Mentesidou, recounting her elders’ memories said:
[...] those women who were not of the house would sit around the table like everybody
else. The women of the house would deal with the work, first, and then they would sit in
whatever places were left. (Mentesidou, E., Int. 3/9/2012)

Women could participate in the singing, but usually after they had been invited. They would sing
songs, usually makrin kayte, not distichs; hence they were not participating in the dialogue. Their
right to sing was proportional to musical competence and age. Eleni Mentesidou goes on:
There would always be women around the table who would observe silently. Most of
them would not sing, but there were always some that could and the men would expect
them to sing and they would give them space. This was the case especially with women
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of an older age. A woman who could sing would find in the muhabeti the place she
deserved. (Mentesidou, E., Int. 3/9/2012)

The degree of female participation differed according to community. Eleni Mentesidou’s
account concerns her village, Agios Dimitrios of Kozani, which is of Matsouka origin. Matsouka
Pontians have the reputation of being more liberal, at least as far as music and gender are
concerned. The reason, often suggested, was the rich tradition of makrin kayte, which being
lament-like could accommodate female voices. However, female participation, most probably,
was related to the important, aforementioned role of the parharomanes (mothers of the pastures)
for the local economy as managers of the cowherds and the pastures.
In the Matsouka villages of Kozani, the Pontians transplanted the Matsouka economic
model. The local pastures were active until the late 1990s (Mentesidou 2008). The high
competence of Matsouka women in singing can be explained as a result of the way of life up in
the pastures. According to several parharomanes I had the opportunity to interview in Agios
Dimitrios, life in the pastures was liberated from the heavy labor of the fields and the social
conventions of the village. In their discourse, the village, the fields, and the community emerge
as places of oppression, while the pastures seem to be the place of solidarity, emotional
liberation, and musical creativity. A comparison with rural nostalgia reveals the latter as a male
construction. The parharomanes long for the pastures.
All female parakathia, usually without lyra, but with lots of singing, improvisation of
poetry, and drinking, were everyday occurrences in the pastures. Eventually the parharomanes
acquired a pan-Macedonian, if not pan-Pontic, reputation as versifiers and singers attracting the
admiration and attention of Pontic musicians. In the 1960s, lyra players started visiting the
parharomanes in their villages or even in their pasture lodges in order to learn from them and to
have muhabetia together. Thanks to their musical competence, taste for alcohol, and socio-
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cultural capital, the parharomanes started defying gender conventions and participating
dynamically in communal musical performances in their villages and beyond. Symela
Koulasidou and Parthena Mentesidou, two of Agios Dimitrios’s parharomanes, enthusiastically
narrate:
Parthena Mentesidou: I have been everywhere in this prefecture here, but I was always
drunk! […] Drunk! Wherever there was a wedding or a paniyiri I went. I drank and I
sang! What a joy!
Simela Kouladisou: I and her and two or three other women from here; I can say, we
enjoyed our life!
- She [pointing to Kouladisou] and I were the craziest women! Here in this prefecture,
wherever there was joy, ghlendi, muhabeti [we were there]…
- I never have second thoughts about my singing! They used to make fun of us, “Ha!
She went to a wedding and she sang!” I never paid attention. I never had any second
thoughts and I did not care that they were making fun of me.
Ioannis Tsekouras: Who was making fun of you?
- The other women who could not do the same. They were jealous. (Koulasidou, S. and
Mentesidou, P., Int. 10/28/2012)

This account verifies the patriarchical character of the rural communities and of the muhabetia.
The pasture mothers were the exception—hence their reputation—and often they would face
rejection by the other women of the community—in the typical fashion of Greek patriarchical
hegemony (Sutton 2000[1998]: 99–119).
The male character of the past muhabetia is suggested also by the centrality of
representations of masculinity in the very repertoire, particularly in the many romantic and
flirtatious distichs. Some erotic metaphors depict the dynamic machismo of a polygynous lover.
Consider the following celebrated distich:
By dawn I had already found myself in ten different places;
I laid down in ten different hugs, but only one put me to sleep.

The literary subject here gives his heart to one woman, but his body to many. The stereotype of
the polygamous but sentimental lover is venerated in other genres of Greek music associated
with masculinity (e.g., rebetika). We can rather securely assume that many of the past parakathia
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functioned as habitual embodiments (Sugarman 1997) and materializations (Bulter 1993: 9) of
Pontic male subjectivity.
The patriarchical character of parakathia culminates in those narratives that stress the
importance of age. Older age has always been an advantage according to muhabeti values, as it
implies richer viomata. However, during the golden era, the supremacy of elders was one of the
doxic rules. Younger participants were not expected to join an elders’ parea uninvited. In
muhabetia of mixed age the elders had absolute priority and the young were expected to show
respect, to sing only after they had been invited and to avoid certain distichs.
In conclusion, the “authentic” muhabetia of the golden era, when a muhabeti took place
in its “natural” socio-cultural context, constituted cultural performances of a community much
different than that of rural nostalgia: a hierarchical community, of a patriarchical social structure.
Harmonious coexistence and emotional sincerity were framed by the inflexible doxa of gender
roles. The parakathia of the pre-1980s communities were actually cultural performances of the
coffee house’s male community.
Muhabeti in the Heyday of Pontic Music
The years from 1950 to early 1980 are described in Pontic oral discourse as the heyday of
traditional Pontic lyra music. This musical period is marked by the agency of major figures like
Giorgos Petridis, Chrysanthos Theodoridis, Kostas Tsakalidis, and Christos Aivazidis, to
mention only a few—the first ever stars of Pontic music. It was the first time that lyra music
acquired a national repertoire, emerging in Pontic collective consciousness as a homogenous
musical genre. Pontic lyra music acquired also for the first time the cultural status of an art, and
gradually appeared on the concert and nightclub stages. Broader political, social, and economic
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developments unquestionably contributed to this heyday. They allowed the emergence of
translocal Pontic musical networks.
Given the characterization of authentic muhabetia as incarnating the lost Eden of the
rural Pontic community, and the complaints about contemporary music professionalism, one
would expect that the emergence of Pontic music in translocal musical networks would also be
interpreted as harmful for parakathi practice. However, this is not the case. All interlocutors
agree that the acme of traditional Pontic music was a golden era for muhabeti as well. Muhabetia
were indeed part of translocal musical networks. The lyra players performed in muhabetia
outside their own community, either invited by certain pareas, or in the context of other music
events. Dimitirs Piperidis comments:
Gogos […] performed regularly in muhabetia. […] However he was not the amazing
muhabetlis, he was not the guy that would drink and generate kefi […] Nevertheless, he
was born in the muhabetia, experiencing them since his early childhood. Until 1960 his
wage was muhabeti tips. (Piperidis, D., Int., 03/12/2012)

The fact that Gogos could make a living through muhabetia, although not the best
muhabeti musician, proves that the optimal muhabetia of the agrarian past involved a materialist
aspect that rendered them much more professional than the contemporary exhibitionism. One of
the reasons that music professionalism is downplayed in longing for parakathia is its strong
association with presentational performance and higher cultural status. The pre-presentational
lyra professionalism emerges as of a different character than the contemporary. Consider the
following narrative, again by Dimitris Piperidis:
Gogos did not have the showy, celebratory spirit of Aivaz […] Gogos would never climb
on a table or on the back of a chair to stage a show. Such exhibitions were unthinkable to
him. Of course, […] if you could judge according to the sound only, you would prefer for
sure Gogos’s music. […] It is true, however, that Aivaz could beat him on the level of
performance with what Efstathiadis very accurately has characterized as a “celebratory
style of playing.” […] Once, Gogos was performing in the coffee house of Vasiloudis in
Lagnadas and Aivaz went with his friends [parea] to listen to him. They insisted that
Aivaz should play a tune and Aivaz ended up stealing the performance. […] Most
probably Aivaz stole Gogos’s performance by singing or lifting the lyra up in the air or
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performing all these things that were common among lyra players of the first generation.
These techniques were not designated theatrical tricks. They were part of a lyra player’s
ammunition back then. (Piperidis, D., Int. 3/12/2012)

This account is interesting on a variety of levels. First of all, Piperidis compares two lyra
players that in the oral Pontic discourse are presented as incarnating two different performance
practices and eras: Giorgos Petridis, the musician who boosted the lyra onto the professional
scene, onto the “platform” (patari), is the incarnation of Pontic music professionalism, of
presentational, massive music events; Christos Aivazidis, on the other hand, is the master of the
groova, the incarnation of muhabeti, of the old unofficial and unscheduled practices of music
making. Aivaz, the musician designated the epitome of muhabeti, was able to win by creating a
show of musical acrobatics, presentational techniques of a “celebratory style.” Such practices
would have been designated unacceptable in the contemporary parakathi, behaviors of
characteristically exhibitionist quality that would allegedly manifest the over-professionalization
of the music event. Gogos, on the other hand, was weak in such para-musical practices and
simultaneously was weaker in muhabeti. Hence, we gain a more complete idea about golden-era
muhabeti practice. It was not so strictly participatory, at least not in the way it is presented in
today’s descriptions. It could involve certain presentational techniques that added to the
communicative character of the performance, the non-musical aspect and the broader sociality.
Gogos was better at playing the music, but Aivaz was better at communicating and relating.
These techniques constituted professional “musical ammunition.” More importantly, these
anecdotes indicate that the contemporary understanding of parakathi participation has been
influenced by cosmopolitan ideas about musicality that entail a presentational focus: an emphasis
on the musical sound over behavior. Contemporary muhabeti participation is understood as
focusing on sound, an indication of the musicalization of Pontic sociality.
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There is more in Piperidis’ account. The narrated incident, here, did not take place in the
context of a muhabeti; the description implies a public event, in a coffeehouse. Coffeehouses, the
social centers of every community, were the places for the performance of muhabetia, dance
events, and paniyiria before the introduction of amplification. The coffeehouse, the space par
excellence of contemporary muhabeti practice, was back then the general space for every musical
event. This is verified by all experienced lyra players, muhabeti elders, and connoisseurs.
Antonis Papadopoulos, an accomplished lyra player and singer, remembers:
What you see here was a coffeehouse. […] You cannot imagine what was going on in
here. I was a young child. I remember aggia coming here, zurna players, lyra payers! So
much music!! […] They would drink a lot. […] As soon as their cheeks got red they
would start singing. Somebody would hug the lyra player around his shoulders and start
urging him, “Play, play, play!!!” And then they would dance! (Papadopoulos, A., int.,
5/21/2012)

Paniyiria and mass dance events happened of course regularly before the 1960s but they
could be closely related to the parea-centered muhabeti, exactly due to the sharing of the same
space. Lefteris Kokkinidis, reflecting on his childhood, told me:
On the weekends it was very common for people to hang out in the central square, in the
coffeehouses. There would be one or two pareas having muhabetia. At some point
somebody might say, “You know what? I am going to fetch my wife, you should bring
yours too,” so their wives would come and they would start dancing. Village dances often
started like this. (Kokkinidis, E. p.c. 10/26/2012)

Such descriptions of spontaneous and fluid performances are encountered in most accounts of
the music of past agrarian communities (e.g., Tentes 1999).
These accounts reveal that the object of rural nostalgia and in reality of longing is the
sociality of the coffeehouse. This sociality was characterized by exceptional participatory
musicality and a performative fluidity between muhabeti, ghlendi, and paniyiri. Hence, muhabeti
nostalgia can be re-read as the nostalgia for an era when muhabetia were not separated so sharply
and categorically from other forms of music making, brought on by the post-1960 electronic
mediation and folklorization of the repertoire. Today there is a reversal in the order of events;
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muhabetia occur frequently after a public dance event, between the musicians and close friends.
This reversal exemplifies once again the musicalization, and hence folklorization and
compartmentalization, of Pontic sociality. The Pontic social space exists mostly through musical
gatherings and performances—exceptional events that are typically pre-arranged. Parakathia,
even if they are not scheduled, take place in the margins of these scheduled gatherings and
cannot be anything else but simulacra of the “authentic” events of the agrarian communities.
They share the same form and structure, but lack the same importance for the participants.
Hence, Piperidis questions the very existence of contemporary muhabetia:
We meet, for example, five professionals [musicians] in the context of a paniyiri and
afterwards we say, “Why don’t we play some music for each other, here around the table,
as we are sitting? Let’s have a bottle of whisky.” Is this really a muhabeti? I am not at all
sure… […] [What is happening today] is an imitation, it is not the original process, and I
am afraid that you will have great difficulty in finding and describing the real thing. I do
not see it… I believe that authentic muhabetia do not happen any more. They are just
musical gatherings that imitate—mere efforts to perform what real muhabetia used to do.
(Piperidis, D., Int. 03/12/2012)

In short, the recognition of the 1950–1970s as the golden era of the parakathi is based on
the centrality of its practice in Pontic social life. The older generation longs for the holistic,
musical sociality of the coffee house, where muhabeti was a central activity fluidly related and
connected to other forms of music making. More than a mere category of musical practice,
muhabetia were parts of a broader whole. In the same way that being Pontian was the main
identity ascription for the individual, not a mere choice among many, muhabeti was the main
form of musical socialization. Dimitris Piperidis continues:
The person participating in a muhabeti back then did not have any other way of
decompressing […]. I listen to TV and radio all day along, I listen to CDs, and I might go
to the bouzoukia at night; if the next day I participate in a muhabeti, I won’t see the same
results that my grandpa saw. […] His only amusement was the one muhabeti he would do
once every three months. That was his only way out. How can I put the same soul (psihi)
into this process? It makes sense that I cannot. This is why our muhabetia today seem
fake. (Piperidis, D., Int., 03/12/2012)
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In this quote Piperidis clarifies even better why contemporary muhabetia cannot be the
“real thing.” The reason is compartmentalization. His grandfather was limited to only one
muhabeti per three months, but at the same time he was not scattered in a variety of passive
activities, like watching TV. His existential anguish and pain could be channeled only through
one valve, but this ensured powerful, energetic, and truthful expression. In short, the parakathia
of the past offered a single and, as a result, more powerful, reality. This is an indirect comment
on the fragmented personal time of late modernity, the multiplicity of choices that disperse the
self and weaken the individual into a passive receiver. Finally, the resonance of these narratives
and of the tropes of longing and nostalgia with the holistic character of tradition as virtue, as
resistance to contemporary circumstantial and compartmentalized participation (MacIntyere
1984), is deafening.
Performances of Inequalities: Muhabeti and the Tortured Musician
The lyra professionalism of the muhabeti golden era did not only differ from
contemporary professionalism on the level of performance technique. It was also based on
relations of social inequality. There is a general consensus among senior Pontic musicians that
before the elevation of the lyra on the “platform” as a “musical instrument,” the muhabeti
musician was often treated as a servant, rather than a member of the parea. The lyra player had
the generally low social status of Greek folk musicians. The famous lyra player Christos
Tsenekidis remembers:
I remember cases that they even swore at me […] “Play! Fuck your Virgin Mary!”169
What would you do in my place? Tell me… […] We suffered for our survival [lit. we
suffered for this stomach/in order to feed ourselves]! Nowadays, nobody would dare tell
you such a thing, but back then, during the ’60s and ’70s, the lyra player was a lackey.
[…] And we are talking about the traditional muhabeti. […] It took time for a refinement
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Blasphemy can be personalized in Greek. It can concern “your” Virgin Mary, God, Saint(s), Christ, etc. It
is the heaviest and most aggressive insult, after swearing kin, a misdemeanor according to Greek law.
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to happen. It was after the elevation of the lyra that they started behaving. (Tsenekidis,
Chr., Int. 05/02/2012)

Tsenekidis’ statement is bluntly sincere. Contrary to the idealizing description of the
optimal muhabeti as personal communication and empathic performance of respect, many of the
golden era muhabetia were characterized by a sharp distinction between the parakathying parea
and the musician-servant. It is obvious that the musical servant was not there to lay his soul bare,
but to provide the means for the paying parea to do it. His music was his livelihood. The other
tablemates, being paying customers, treated him accordingly; they had the right to command, to
order, and to demand, and the musician had to obey “for his stomach,” to win his daily bread.
With this statement, Tsenekidis seems to contradict the model description he gave earlier
in the same interview. However, he essentially describes two different muhabetia. In Chapter 4
he provides a definition of the muhabeti/parakathi, a description of how the parakathi ought to
be; here, he comments on his parakathi experience as a professional musician. In Chapter 4 he
describes a typical parakathi in his village, among friends, in private houses; here he refers to
muhabetia of his early adulthood when he worked as a lyra player. The optimal muhabetia of the
past were the non-professional. There are also issues of age difference at play. In the village
parakathia of the name days he describes in Chapter 4, the participants are of the same age
group. Here Tsenekidis was a youngster at the beginning of his lyra career performing for an
obviously older clientele. Regardless of these obvious differences, both muhabetia belong to the
golden era and they both emerge in the fluid socialization of the kafenio.
In the professional muhabetia, exploitation could go both ways. In the same way that the
musician-servant had to tolerate the whimsical desires and commands of his clientele, he could
also manipulate them in order to earn more. Contrary to the contemporary inexpensive
muhabetia, the tipping in “traditional” practice could go quite high. In a discussion I had about
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past Pontic muhabetia, I remember elders characteristically admitting, “we spent [lit. ate] a
whole fortune on lyras! The hobby is expensive, it is not free.” This statement referred to Pontic
music in general, but it emerged during a discussion about parakathia.
The distinction between optimal and paid parakathia is often interpreted in relation to the
competence of the particular lyra player. Successful lyra players who could turn their music into
a profession had access to paid muhabetia; they were in demand. Amateur musicians would play
music for their friends and family, hence the optimal parakathia. But if the optimal muhabetia
were the amateur, then what was the reason for the professional ones? Why pay a musician? The
obvious answer is that the professionals could realize the technical aspects of the muhabeti
better; hence they could better facilitate the expression of emotional saturation. Music
professionalism does not mean necessarily a lack of emotional participation or insincerity of
expression. For one thing, the tablemates were able to negotiate their emotional subjectivities
and to build relations of empathy, although the musician-servant was excluded from the parea.
The casual, unofficial, and intimate personal relations make the parea, but for the culmination of
the cathartic experience, the parea does not need to include the musician.
The contrast between verbal or prosaic mediation and exceptional musico-poetic
communication emerges here anew, but in a way that does not involve the poetics of empathy
and the trope of psihi. The existence of professional parakathia, where the relations between
tablemates and lyra player were those between masters and servant, suggests that great music
can exist without emotional participation, without the psihi. The professional lyra player can
elicit emotions from others without expressing his own. On the other hand, if we decide to stay
loyal to the psihi trope, we can assert that really talented musicians were able to express their
emotions regardless of the exact circumstances—even in cases like the one narrated above. This
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is an argument used often. Consider the following anecdote from the famous lyra player
Panagiotis Aslanidis:
Music is about the soul! And do you know how I learned this? It was at one occasion
when I was holding the mike170 for Gogos, and at one point, as he was playing, I heard
him groaning. I got worried—I thought something was wrong with him. So I asked him,
“What’s going on, Patriarch? Something wrong?” And he replied to me […] “My insides
are singing.” Which means that his soul was singing too when he was playing! You see?!
(Aslanidis, P. p.c. 10/10/12).

This anecdote demonstrates a belief that music and emotionality, embodied as pain, are
dialectically connected regardless of the performance’s context. Gogos is not famous for his
empathy and here the incident is not from a parakathi but from a dance event. Nevertheless, his
music is an expression of his emotionality manifested above all else as the noise of pain. The
vocalization of pain, the groaning, is interpreted as an expression of the soul.
However, such a music product-focused approach is pregnant with contradictions when
stated in relation to muhabeti. If the connections between talent, great music, and emotional
expression exist regardless of the circumstances then why the need for dialogical participation
and non-musical socialization? Why the rejection of scheduled parakathia and the insistence on
informal socialization?
The above dilemmas are transcended by the broadly disseminated and deeply rooted
belief that musicality and pain are dialectically related. This belief transcends the contradiction
of professionalism versus emotionality. The servitude of the musician is part of his personal
drama and the pain that nurtures his musicality. Musical talent emerges here as a calamity: the
ability of the talented musician to express and elicit emotions through his music is the very
reason why he cannot enjoy the gathering. The exclusion and neglect of the lyra player are one
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In the 1960s, in early amplification, the singer and the lyra player shared the same microphone. Somebody
had to hold the microphone for the lyra player since he was using both his hands. The mic-holder was often an
apprentice or young admirer.
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of the prices the musician had to pay for his musicality. The talented lyra player is, thus,
presented as trapped in the pain-cultivating qualities of musical expression. A human vehicle for
the others’ emotionality, he feels and understands without being felt or understood. He lives for
his music and through his music. He holds the performance for the others, even when they do not
include him; he expresses his emotions and feelings even when they are not being received as
personally his. This representation of the tormented artist resonates with both European
Romantic and Ottoman musicianship.
Gogos Petridis and especially his son Kostakis are represented in Pontic oral discourse in
accordance with this trope. Gogos, the “cold instrument of execution,” is described as a dark
person, unable to express himself through words, who found his refuge in his lyra. Dominated by
his innate musical ability, words failed him. He used his music to express the dark pain of his life
and protected himself from the abuse of early music professionalism by imposing his musical
vision through his unparalleled talent. Hence, he eventually escaped servitude by opening new
professional realms.171 The stoic Gogos, in conflict with the world, liberated his anguish and pain
through his lyra playing, regardless of whether the others were able to understand—hence the
absolutism and transcendentalism of his music; this is why he is the “Bach of Pontic lyra.”
The representation of Kostakis lies even closer to the tragic figure of the tortured artist.
Gogos’s son is presented as an exceptionally and self-destructively sensitive person. He
expressed his sensitivity through his refined music. As such he was cursed to bear and bare his
emotionality through his music, suffering the insensitivity of others. Kostakis’ tragic death
contributes to this image. He died in his house in December 2011 allegedly by self-imposed
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Gogos’s focus on the musical sound over the relations of clientele, appearances, and conduct is
encapsulated in his legendary phrase: “I come first in beauty; my clothes follow!”
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starvation as a result of severe depression; it was less than a year after the death of his mother.
His brother had managed to have him hospitalized several times, but with no permanent cure.
The depression of the legendary lyra player is interpreted as an indication of his sensitive
nature and deeply empathetic character. His sensitivity is related to the rich nuances of his
playing and confirmed further in tales regarding his muhabeti behavior. Most that I encountered
were in essence tales of trickery. Various practitioners narrated to me how they tricked Kostakis
into performing, contrary to his stated desires. These descriptions emphasize his eccentric
character, his sui generis habits, and the strict conditions under which he was willing to perform.
Some of the trickery narratives are benign manipulations of his mood; others are stories of verbal
abuse.
Kokkinidis (Kokkinas), for example, recounted to me how he himself became the means
of trickery for a parea who wanted to have a muhabeti with Kostakis. Kostakis apparently had a
soft spot for Kokkinidis, due to the latter’s knowledge of the repertoire, spirited poetic skills, and
sensitivity. Kostakis’ parea arranged for Kokkinidis to show up, supposedly randomly, in a
restaurant of Kalamaria where Kostakis liked to dine. Kostakis was happily surprised to see
Kokkinidis and decided to perform. Apparently the muhabeti was epic. This is an example of a
benign manipulation. In another instance a senior practitioner told me that he and his friends
were at a muhabeti with Kostakis when suddenly the latter decided he did not want to perform
any longer. His excuse was that it was late and that he did not want to disturb the neighbors. The
response of one of the tablemates was rather aggressive, “You scumbag! First you greedily
grabbed our money and now you have decided to stop!” At this, Kostakis “dropped his head,
took his lyra and went on performing.”
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In fact, there are musicians who accuse Kostakis’ circle of friends and acquaintances of
ruining his musical talent and consequently his life by entrapping him in the perpetual
performance of the same repertoire and in the stagnating role of the muhabeti musician. Another
musician told me:
Look, Kostakis was ruined by his circle. This circle of acquaintances ruined that lad. This
guy had some fingers, I tell you, long and fast! But this circle of his! Nothing but
muhabetia! “You will play this: Santa and Kromni” all the time muhabetia “oy, moy, oy,
moy” [mockingly] […] “This is what you will be playing and nothing else!” They ruined
him! He was such a great talent! (p.c. 06/2012).

This statement emphasizes the relations of inequality in the traditional and “authentic” muhabeti
more than any other quote. Muhabeti here is presented not only as lacking empathy, solidarity,
and emotionality, but also as imposed: as a trap that prevented Kostakis from reaching his full
potential. The fact that Kostakis was the son of the very person who elevated the lyra outside and
over the music servitude of the past makes this even more tragic. Kostakis established his career
after the lyra went on stage, during the 1980s and 1990s. It is as if Gogos’s son could not take
advantage of the contributions of his father, trapped in the servitude muhabeti of the older era.
The accusations of the interlocutor, above, however, are rather unfair. The tragic death of
this legendary musician was most probably the result of a variety of personal realities and factors
that have not been made public. Hence, various allegations emerged holding different parts of his
environment responsible. According to some, Kostakis’s manic depression resulted from the
oppression of his “silent, distanced, patriarchical father” and his musical legacy; others accused
his “controlling mother;” others still his brothers and his friends. Important for our analysis here
is that Kostakis was maybe the last who performed regularly at muhabetia for money, throughout
the 1980s and most of the 1990s, and the last representative of the golden era of the lyra in the
legacy of his father and of his grandfather. The tragedy of his life and death and the treatment he
suffered in some muhabetia point to a lack of empathy for the musician, and the potentially
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oppressive character of some of these social and musical gatherings—an image much different
than the idealized representation of the deep and confessional communication of the community
parakathi. Kostakis’ paradoxical muhabeti career can be interpreted once again in the context of
the tortured musician trope: he preferred the muhabeti because it fitted his musicianship, his
repertoire, and his sensitivities. His tragic life and death are the result of his musical nurturing
and musically nurtured extraordinary emotionality.
Nested Longings, the Schematization of Memory, and Blessed Unhappiness
Overall, these tales reveal that “muhabeti” never referred to a single reality. The
traditional muhabetia of the golden era involved at least two opposing general practices, one of
amateur musicianship and one professional. These two practices did not exist, neatly defined, in
absolute opposition. They were parts of a spectrum.
Multifarious memories of parakathia are schematized through the trope of rural nostalgia
into a single canonizing representation. Parakathi nostalgia emerges, thus, in a context of nested
longings. The personal longing of the elders for their childhood, for the fluid sociality of the
coffee houses, and for the extraordinary holistic musical experiences of the lyra’s golden era
mesh into the rural nostalgia of Greek modernity, borrowing from the modernist representation
of Pontic tradition. The golden era of parakathi is, thus, presented as a period of social harmony
where the master professional musicians reigned. The result is an idealistic de-materialization:
the representation of parakathi as the cultural performance of an imagined agrarian community.
At the same time, memories of parakathi practices undercut these idealizations.
The main paradox of this memory schematization is the idealization of a period when
Pontians were admittedly a downtrodden component of Greek society, partially marginalized,
still dealing with the traumas of the genocide, the dislocation, and social prejudice, and facing
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the restraints of agrarian seclusion. More interestingly, the condition of alienation and the lack of
the ancestral homeland that characterized the Pontic agrarian way of life are venerated and
idealized as manifesting the exceptional sentiment of longing of the first refugee generations: the
model arothymia of the authentic parakathia that reflected their superior viomata. The
unhappiness of the past emerges here as a kind of blessing. Hence, to the nested longing of
parakathi we can add one more: a nostalgia for the first generations’ emotionality, the selfreferential Pontic nostalgia for the longing of the past. This meta-nostalgia is in accordance with
the broader trope of pain and musical dialectics. The fundamental contradiction of Pontic identity
is exposed here in its entirety. Being Pontian made more sense in the past when it was
troublesome. Parakathi nostalgia is typical of identity discourse: it is the desire for a holistic
existence that in reality has always been imagined (Bartra 1992; Boym 2001).
Parakathi Nostalgia and the Pontic Youth
Nostalgia and idealization of the past dominate the discourse of younger parakathi
practitioners. The people of the past are presented as tormented and consequently as purer in
their intentions, kinder in their behavior, truer in their emotions, and prone to love and to help.
Phrases like “back then people were poor but had love,” and “people in the past had suffered and
knew about pain and love” are frequent in the discourse of many young parakathi participants.
Even more dominant is the nostalgia for past longing. The truer and more powerful character of
the older generation’s emotions, due to the experiences of the genocide and dislocation, made
past parakathia more powerful and authentic than the contemporary. In the words of the lyra
player Babis Tsakalidis:
Well, back then, their pain was different. They had lost their fatherland, they had come
here, they were remembering the old times and their homes that had been left behind.
(Tsakalidis, B., Int. 02/8/2012)
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Nostalgia for the lost homeland is described as “different,” another pain, compared to what we
feel today, implying its superiority. Hence, the past pain is somehow idealized exactly due to its
intensity. It is truer pain and therefore experientially holistic and valid.
In other words, the traditional topics and concerns of the past, the viomata of the elders,
are validated as deeper, more personal, and authentic because of the pain and vulnerability they
express. This narrative resonates with that of the tortured musician or artist, attributing to the
entire Pontic collectivity of the past the exceptional musicality and artistry of experiential pain.
The concept of personal ineffable emotional memory capital, vioma, emerges here with all the
power of its Romantic scholarly origin as erlebnis: the devastating calamities of the past are
presented as extra-ordinary experiences of pain that endowed the older generations with a special
ability to feel, to understand, and to empathize. Hence, blessed unhappiness and nostalgia for the
older generations’ capacity to yearn are dominant elements in the younger Pontians’ discourse.
The dominance of these idealizations can easily be interpreted as a lack of experience, an
outcome of a distanced gaze, and hence as escapism. However, such an interpretation is not
valid. These idealizations encapsulate essentially the young Pontians’ memory of their own
grandparents’ vulnerability and emotionality: the memory of beloved elders, who, towards the
their lives, burdened by the hardships and traumas of the past, give unconditional love to and
shares memories with their grandchildren. The grandparent has been experienced as a vulnerable
person imbued with nostalgia, tormented by poverty and traumas. In short, the nostalgia for
nostalgia is in fact nostalgia for the “nostalgists”—themselves a solid manifestation of the painemotion-expression dialectics. Pontic post-memory and nesting nostalgias demonstrate how
memory is shaped by the experience of remembering (Bohlman 1997: 142–5), how episodic and
semantic memory merge (Boyer 2009: 4–5). The grandparents are remembered as longing
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because they are contemporarily longed; their lives are imagined as pained and vulnerable but
sentimental and emotionally warm, because they are remembered themselves as emotional and
vulnerable.
The grandparents’ accounts connect contemporary Pontians with those of the firstgeneration refugees, which few contemporary Pontians have had the opportunity to experience.
The refugees were able to long for Pontos firsthand because they experienced it as such. Their
experience of the dislocation and genocide made them more authentically Pontian in the eyes of
younger generations, and thus better able to empathize. Their ability to yearn is interpreted as
vioma. Hence, the current generation’s nostalgia for the elder nostalgists also implies nostalgia
for that generation’s firsthand ability to mourn the loss of Pontos.
The superiority of the first generation’s viomata is the reason, along with the
endangerment of the language, for the contemporary poetic (and musical) conservatism of
parakathi practice. There is a general consensus that parakathi practice was never ideal for
innovation; however, before the dissolution of the Pontic agrarian communities it allegedly
entailed more poetic improvisation. Today, new verse is more rare, due to the decline of the
Pontic language and the importance of the repertoire as bearer of Pontic collective memory, of
the first generation’s viomata. New verse is still celebrated, but if commenting on contemporary
topics, it is treated at best as satirical. In a discussion with the parakathi practitioner Afroditi
Zamanidou, a young woman in her mid 20s, my suggestion that there should be new parakathi
poetry about contemporary issues, for example about Facebook, was dismissed.
What kind of vioma you can have from Facebook? You must be joking! […]You do not
make sense. You compare Facebook, the most artificial and incomplete kind of
communication, with muhabeti—the very definition of communication. There is no space
for comparison between the two. (Zamanidou, A., Int. 10/10/2012)
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New verse about contemporary issues is welcomed if it is compatible with traditional poetic
aesthetics. Afroditi’s stance became clearer later on in the interview:
Look if I do not know the person [who sings about Facebook]; as an external observer, I
do not have any other choice than being strict. And it is my duty, I believe, to be really
critical, because my desire is to preserve everything that lies close to our culture, without
external factors. (Zamanidou, A., Int. 10/10/2012.)

Here Afroditi is being more lenient. She recognizes the element of personal feeling, the need to
know the versifier’s past, and in general the subjectivity of reception. She makes, thus, a
distinction between immediate reception and aesthetic critique.
In general Afroditi suggests a vioma hierarchy, which contradicts the generic definition
of the concept. If vioma refers to self-constructing experiences of ineffable memoryphenomenology, then it should reference deeply subjective and therefore immeasurable and
incomparable experiences. It should not be used for comparable experiences. This contradiction
exemplifies how the meaning of a concept is shaped by the associations of its use, in contrast to a
more detached understanding; the index trumps the symbol (Turino 2014). Pontic viomata are
understood by Afroditi in the context of the parakathi and post-memory experiences; they are
inseparable from the parakathi musico-poetic style and the narratives of the grandparents. A
topic about Facebook is invalid because it is not compatible with the bearers of viomata, the
traditional expressive means. Afroditi’s contradictions exemplify the contradictions of postmemory. As Hirsch remarks about the “generation’s after” experience of memory (2012: 5;
emphasis added):
But these experiences were transmitted to them so deeply and affectively as to seem to
constitute memories in their own right. Postmemory’s connection to the past is thus
actually mediated not by recall but by imaginative investment, projection, and creation.

Afroditi, similarly to Eleni Mentesidou, does not feel that the past generations’ nostalgia is out of
her experience—although she recognizes the experiences of the past generations outside of her
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own reality. She feels the nostalgia narrative as her own because she has experienced the
expression of this nostalgia through parakathi’s affective repertoire.
Parakathi carves out a special space of being with its own aesthetics and emotional
realities where the texts of Pontic memory are re-created. Changes to parakathi poetry are
adulterating or cheapening of these texts. Parakathi musical performance offers viomata from
the past through memory texts, achieving the mediation of space and place that renders musical
experience exceptional (Stokes 1994).
Parakathia Cohorts and Communities
Nostalgia for the ideal arothymia of the first generations imposes an unattainable model
of authenticity. Young practitioners practice parakathi under the assumption that whatever they
do, it will never be as truthful and powerful as the practices of the first generations. This
condition, again characteristic of postmemory, is both restricting and liberating, leading both to a
revival of parakathi performance and to entrapment.
The main concern of young parakathi participants is the alleged artificiality of
contemporary gatherings, the loss of the “authentic” social context of the Pontic community.
Most practitioners try to counterbalance this loss with the cultivation of parakathi microcommunities. This involves regular, if possible everyday, socialization with other parakathi
aficionados, in cultural associations, coffee houses, taverns, and private homes. The general
agreement is that this socialization should not have an explicit musical goal. The general
intention is the emergence of singing out of the verbal socialization, without any prior
arrangements. Polys Efraimidis explains:
Our muhabeti is the way they [elders] conceived it. We do not go now with the mentality,
“let’s bring a lyra, let’s organize it, and put it also on Facebook.” We have their
mentality: “What are you doing this afternoon? Let’s go have a coffee,” and after the
coffee; “How about a tsipouro?” and then things might get on their way… I now feel it
myself. If I drink a couple of glasses the first thing that will come to my mind is to take
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out my lyra and start singing. It is a way of life for me! It is the only entertainment for us.
We do not do anything else. We do not even go to bars. (Efraimidis, P., Int. 08/22/2012)

This statement resonates with the critique described earlier. Efraimidis reads like he is
responding to Piperidis. He tries to reconstitute parakathi as the sole musical experience.
Hence, contemporary practitioners form micro-communities based on their common
admiration for parakathi. They re-create a sense of community in order to be able to have
authentic muhabetia. The paradox here is that the need for a community comes second to the
musical experience, a fact that contradicts the very parakathi authenticity myth and at the same
time exemplifies the centrality of musical performance for the creation of Pontic identification.
How “authentic” can these social relations be when they do not exist outside the musical
community of the parakathi? When the participants do not share any other reality? In addition,
Pontic sociality, at least in the urban areas, is already musicalized and partially folklorized. Most
of the younger fans have been attracted to parakathi through the Pontic associations or by
participating in other aspects of Pontic music life. Parakathi is, thus, already dematerialized and
aestheticized, defined through the idealist discourse of Pontic identity and tradition, as part of the
Pontic cultural heritage. This is why the social aspect is constructed through the musical, the
reverse of the authenticity myth that nurtures parakathi nostalgia.
In this sense, parakathi practice defines a community very similar to that of other cohorts
of contemporary cosmopolitans and is actually pretty similar in its general frame to that of the
Pontic cultural association. However, the lack of some sort of officialdom, of regulations,
budgets, scheduled meetings, and cultural agendas, apart from the general goal of practicing
muhabeti, makes a huge difference. Consider the following excerpt from an interview with the
aficionado Savvas Damianidis:
Ioannis Tsekouras: So, would you say that a group singing with a guitar is so much
different than a muhabeti?
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Savvas Damianidis: This is something I often think about […] I do not see huge
differences. […] Of course muhabeti has things that do not exist in guitar music. It is a
little bit like a church service. You can stay at your place and pray, read the psalms for
example, or chant by yourself, but it is different when you go to church. […] It has a
ritual component.
- Which is?
- In a muhabeti the only people that can go are people who know Pontic music and
language and enjoy it. In a guitar gathering anybody can go. (Damianidis, S., Int.
3/15/2012)

Damianidis’ comparison is revealing. The difference between muhabeti and a guitar gathering,
the element that actually endows parakathi with a ritual quality, is the Pontic exclusivity.
Parakathia are for Pontic connoisseurs only. They form cultural communities of Pontic music
and language. They are rituals because they provide the experience of a sacred legacy.
Aestheticization here comes along with a sanctification of the cultural heritage and of the human
relations it is recognized to reflect. Idealization is not the only element here. We also have the
recognition of a spirituality of ethnicity due to the exclusivity of the event and the sanctified
memories it carries. The hierarchy of viomata is indirectly present. It is not only that parakathi
forms a community; it forms the Pontic community. The spiritual metaphor is of course directly
related to the emotional experiences felt in the context communal performance. In a similar way
to a religious ceremony, where religious transcendentalism can be felt in principle and par
excellence in the context of the congregation, the worshiping of the Pontic culture, of the
aesthetic transcendentalism of the Pontic emotional experience, is a communal event.
Hence, the priority of music does not mean that the parakathi communities are
necessarily fake or artificial, as the authenticity critics would assert. The key phrase, mentioned
by Efraimidis above, is “way of life.” Having muhabetia is a way of life, and at the same time it
teaches a way of life: an ethos of Pontic commensality, relaxation, and emotional reflection that
opposes contemporary un-Pontic social fragmentation. In this sense parakathi practice
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reconstitutes for its practitioners the holistic Pontic being that is commemorated and longed in
the elders’ reflections.
The holism of the musical being is further confirmed in many accounts. Many of my
interlocutors recount muhabetia that evolved into full-flanked ghlendia with dance, heavy
drinking, and acts of ecstasy and liminality. In a few cases, these accounts were accompanied by
videos, taken after the performance. I remember one such video: four men of different ages
wearing shirts torn to rags and dragging their exhausted feet to the nearby bughatsa (a pita type
pastry) place for breakfast. The tearing of the shirt is often described as a gesture of ecstatic
veneration. The participants tear each other’s shirts during moments of ecstatic singing. I have
not find out why this particular gesture.
In general, the narratives about ecstatic apexes of muhabetia are dominated by
uncontrolled gestures and behaviors: torn shirts, bear hugs, and even headbuts and punches. In a
meeting I had with Serafeim Marmaridis, for example, I could not help but notice a lump on his
forehead. He told me he got it at a muhabeti:
I do not remember the time. It was early in the morning. I was playing for this parea of
amazing muhabetlis and we were having a wonderful time. So, I was playing there
singing and suddenly I see in front of my face this guy. He had stuck his face in front of
mine, at a breath’s distance, staring directly at my eyes—a gaze intense and penetrating. I
go on playing while I am gazing deeply into his eyes and then suddenly he gives me a
headbut! Man, it was painful! I lost my sight for a moment, but I went on playing… I did
not drop the lyra, I do not know how I did that! Maybe it was the alcohol? So I open my
eyes and I still see his face there staring at me with that crazy gaze. So I tell him, “Give
me one more!” and he gave me a second headbut. I almost fainted. I dropped the lyra and
fell off the chair, but he grabbed me and he held me in his arms and we stayed there bear
hugging each other like brothers. Now, I have this lump to remember him [laughter].
(Marmaridis, S., p.c. 12/08/2011)

I have to admit that I never witnessed such parakathia. During my entire fieldwork, I
heard about such performances as happening when I was not there, sometimes shortly after my
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departure.172 I am not in a position to know whether these accounts were sincere or efforts by
interlocutors to claim special parakathi capital—of course video footage suggests credibility.
However, these tales point to the importance of commensality. It makes sense that such
excessive behaviors emerge only among very close friends in moments that outsiders, the
researcher included, are not around. All the participants should have the same agenda, that of
personal sharing and partaking of the singing. The ethnographer, with his recording device, his
attitude of almost touristy curiosity, and his research calculations constitutes an almost intrusive
presence. The academic gaze burdens the performance—exemplifying the antinomies of
participatory observation. Even by the end of my fieldwork, after I had become friends with
many of my associates, had learned a part of the repertoire, participated in several performances,
and built unconsciously the reputation of a “cosmopolitan,” “bohemian,” “traveled,” “educated,”
and “humorous” person, I could still feel my presence sensed as slightly burdening—an
outsider’s gaze of abstract observation that pushes the performance to presentation and restrains
spontaneity; to recall Tsartilos: my presence was silent, a presence of absence.173
On a purely social level, pareas resemble the idealized community of rural nostalgia
much more than many of the “authentic” parakathi gatherings of the past. The lack of material
relationships and of any accompanying social hierarchy enables the cultivation of strong
friendships as much as superficial, music-specific, occasional relations. The sincerity and depth
of the relations depends on the company and the particular performance occasion. The mitigation
of the age criterion, the abandonment of patriarchy, but most importantly the re-understanding of
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Since I never witnessed such excesses I have avoided writing extensively about them.

173

My behavior for a prolonged period consisted in sitting silently in a corner drinking my tsipouro.
Eventually several friends starting teasing me that the only reason I come to muhabetia is to drink for free. In a
muhabeti in the city of Veria (Beroia), I had arrived late. I approached a friend around the table and gave him
my hand, he, on response, handed me the bottle of tsipouro.
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Pontianness as an endangered sacred heritage have allowed at times the emergence of groups
much more inclusive and solidified than those of the traditional muhabeti.
In the course of my fieldwork, I witnessed, for example, many trans-aged groups, where
elders and youth made parakathi together in an atmosphere exemplary of mutual respect and
solidarity. “If you want to stay in our parea, you will take that thing off!” said Savvas
Tsenekidis to a gentleman twice his age and pointing at the gentleman’s expensive tie. The elder
obeyed without any hesitation. A second incident recounted to me involved Tsartilos and the
young lyra player Nikos Maragkozidis. When the latter visited the tavern, Tsartilos became
ecstatic with Maragkozidis’s musical competence. During the course of the gathering, 70-yearold Tsartlios sang several times on his knees, bowing to the 25-year old lyra player, a gesture of
respect to the lyra and the musician. At the end of the muhabeti Tsartilos allegedly said, “So long
as we have such babies [young men], Pontos will never die!” Such scenes of youthful
empowerment would seem impossible in narratives of the patriarchical past.
Gender is a domain where contemporary parakathia excel in community spirit. The lyra
remains a male dominated music instrument. The few female lyra players that exist are mostly
amateurs. Nevertheless, the participation of women, often of young girls, in parakathia is
common nowadays. I actually witnessed many instances where elders encouraged young girls to
participate in the musico-poetic dialogue. In a muhabeti in the village of Nea Santa, in November
2012, for example, Konstantina Avramidou, a young Pontic-Australian woman, no more than 25
years of age, feeling uncomfortable to sing, participated by writing distichs on napkins and
passing them around the table. The elders congratulated her for her versifying ability and her
high-quality Pontic Greek, and encouraged her to sing. In another characteristic incident I
witnessed Labis Pavlidis pleading with Natasa Tsakiridiou, an evolving singer of Pontic music in
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her mid twenties, to sing to him a distich. It was again in a muhabeti in Nea Santa. We had
arrived late from Thessaloniki. The parakathi had already been under way for several hours and
to our amazement (and dismay), it involved five long tables and more than thirty people. Labis
asked Natasa several times before she consented to sing. I will never forget the absolute silence
when she finally decided to do so. Natasa’s participation was by far the most venerated that
night.
Regarding music professionalism, the severance of contemporary parakathi from survival
makes them essentially less competitive than some professional parakthia of the golden era. To
the contrary, parakathia can be occasions for the forging of friendships between musicians who
otherwise compete for stage gigs. Hence, regardless of the unattainable character of the
parakathi legacy, contemporary muhabetia offer special experiences of Pontic community and
emotionality.
Muhabeti Networks and Virtual Media
The dissolution of the Pontic agrarian communities and the decline of the Pontic
language had one major implication for parakathi practice: they became rarer. Hence, although
contemporary parakathia might model the harmonious community more successfully, the
practice seems to be in decline, compared to the pre-1980 period. Rarity and technology have
created a dense muhabeti network that is internationally dispersed. This network consists of
communities, associations, venues, and individuals. Parakathi fans and musicians often travel to
certain Pontic associations in Germany for dance events where muhabetia with local lyra players
may also be held. There are specific muhabeti-friendly or “traditional” associations among the
many diasporic institutions. The presence of even one muhabeti fan in a location can be enough
to include the locality in the network. Hence, when I mentioned that I live in the USA, people
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urged me to meet with Giannis Apazidis, a musician and exceptional muhabetli, residing in
Boston. The network, without having a specific constitution or clear form, stretches all the way
from the USA to Australia, wherever there are Pontians who practice parakathi.
The Internet, especially YouTube, Facebook, and Skype, play a significant role not only
for networking, but also for the very dissemination and cultivation of the repertoire. YouTube
has become the unofficial archive of Pontic music, especially of the golden era, and of the
exceptional parakathia. The posting on YouTube of rare field recordings of legendary muhabetia
with lyra masters like Gogos, Kostakis, and Aivaz, has contributed to the renewal and recall of
repertoire. YouTube hosts excerpts and exceptional performances of contemporary parakathia
filmed on the spot, archiving personal memories, performances, and exceptional experiences—in
one word viomata. Similarly, Facebook is used regularly for the dissemination and promotion of
rare and new poetry. The brevity of the Facebook posts and their framing as reflecting the user’s
thoughts (“what’s on your mind”) resemble the actual sharing of parakathi distichs. Hence,
Pontic distichs abound on the virtual walls of young Pontians. Skype, finally, and other similar
programs, have allowed the performance of short web muhabetia.
The use of Internet for the muhabeti repertoire and performances entails practices of
communication and mediation practices that deserve a separate study. In general, what can be
asserted easily here is that the Internet has benefitted parakathi by breaking the monopoly of
historical recordings by certain amateur collectors and by mediating the liveness of muhabetia.
The reception and consumption of parakathi episodes supports an interpretation about the
transformation of nostalgia into longing. Contemporary parakathi practitioners have experienced
the mediation of the ideal nostalgia that they manage to re-create. They long for what they have
experienced through contemporary media. Efforts to mediate parakathi practice through the
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recording industry have not appealed, both due to the difficulty of the task and to the Pontic
exclusiveness of the practice.
Contrary to other cases of Greek participatory, table, music, like the Cretan parea, Pontic
muhabeti as a musical performance has stayed for the most part outside the discography. This is
not the case with the epitrapezia repertoire, which has been commercially recorded by various
artists, but in a presentational or monologic fashion that does not convey the dialogical character
of their performances. The only effort to commercially record an actual muhabeti failed to satisfy
the producers’ ambition. The initiative belongs to the musicians Thanasis Stilidis and Giotis
Gavrielidis. They envisioned the project as similar to the Cretan music production Anoyanes
Parees (Pareas from Anoya [an area of Crete]). The Cretan production had considerable success
in the Greek market, adding to the enduring national popularity of Cretan music since the 1960s.
Having the Cretan production as a general model, they arranged the recording of a muhabeti with
two singers and four lyra players, including themseles. The whole idea was to produce a high
quality field recording, where the clarity of digital sound would combine with a credible
mediation of the parakathi performance. The musicians would have a muhabeti as if in a coffee
house, but with the presence of the studio microphone over their heads. Drinks were provided.
The recording was released in 2007 by the Pontic Assocition of Langadas as an homage
to the two legendary lyra players of Langadas, Mitias Tavridis and Christos Aivazidis. The
production addressed the Pontic audience. The unintelligibility of Pontic Greek for other Greeks
did not allow reception by broader audiences. However, the reception among Pontians was much
cooler than what the producers expected, an indication of the parakathi cohort’s small size, the
perceived incompatibility between commercial recordings and muhabeti, and of the reign of the
Internet.
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Few Pontians think of commercial recording as necessary for muhabeti. Stilidis expressed
disappointment in the final product in general. He focused his critique on the sound imbalance
between singers—a result of their inability to realize what is needed for a recording. Some of the
singers behaved, as he says, “as if they were in their village,” and one particular singer was
actually drunk beyond description throughout the recording and sang gibberish. In addition, due
to restrictions on duration, the final product was only one and a half hours long, consisting of
twenty-eight tracks averaging three minutes each. In short, the flow of the muhabeti had to be
broken in order to fit the commercial conventions of the product. Stilidis’ critique reveals the
difference between recording and performance of live music, both on the level of musical
practice and of the techniques involved. The production of a muhabeti recording that would
somehow appeal to a general audience is not possible by merely recording the live practice.
Summary
Parakathi memory has been affected by the broader discourses of Greek folklore and
rural nostalgia. This has resulted in a nostalgic idealization of the past parakathia as cultural
performances of the ideal agrarian community—itself an imagined construction. The
schematization of memory through nostalgia has not dominated memory in parakathi entirely,
allowing the cultivation of a discourse of realism that undercuts the nostalgic idealizations.
Nostalgic schematization differs depending on generation, both in content and power. Elders
long for their youth, for the vibrant social life of the agrarian coffee houses with their ecstatic
muhabeti-centered music fluidity, and for the art of the first lyra masters.
In the younger generation nostalgia has a more dominant character leading to a general
idealization of the past generation and especially of their emotional capacity and power. This has
resulted in a nostalgia for past arothymia, nostalgia for the nostalgia of past longing. This self-
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referential nostalgia reproduces the personal longing of the young Pontians for the longing of
their grandparents and grandmothers and a characteristic to postmemory veneration of the
previous generations’ memory narratives. It also reflects the community-formulating character of
contemporary parakathia. Although it imposes a weighty legacy on contemporary practice,
arothymia for arothymia grants contemporary practice a special aesthetic and emotional capital,
which is fundamental for the community value of parakathia. Regardless of the unattainability of
parakathi authenticity, younger generations have recontextualized the practice in relation to their
own needs and ideas, exceeding the traditional practices in many aspects of social justice
(patriarchy and professionalism) and creatively employing new technologies. Hence, they have
essentially transformed the unattainable into the occasionally possible, and nostalgia into a
longing for a nostalgia that is no longer here.
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSIONS

I think it is useful to open this final chapter with a Pontic anecdote.174
A truck driver is stranded in a Pontic village due to mechanical problems. Waiting for the
damage to be fixed he decides to spend his evening in the local coffee house. Entering the
coffee house, he encounters a peculiar sight. The men of the village sit silently. Every
once in awhile, one of them jumps up and shouts a number: “Number 31,” or “Number
56,” etc. Upon the announcement of the number the others burst into laughter. Some of
them also clap, or add comments of the type, “This is one of the best!” or “Yes, this is a
classic!” Some numbers are received better than others, generating more laughter. The
truck driver, perplexed and curious, decides to ask about what is happening. He
approaches an elder and says:
- Pardon me, uncle [barba], may I join your table?
- Of course, my child [lit. root].
- I am not from here…
- I know. You are our guest...
- Can you please tell me what’s going on here?
- Well, we are sharing Pontic anecdotes.
- Pardon me uncle, but the only thing I hear is numbers, mere numbers…
- Exactly. You see, there are so many Pontic anecdotes, and they are so similar, and we
have heard them so many times, that we came up with a system. We have assigned a
number to every anecdote. This way you do not have to narrate the entire thing, you
just announce the number. It saves us time and allows us to laugh more.
- I see… so you mean that even I can tell an anecdote, just by shouting a number?
- Of course! Wanna try?
Upon this suggestion, the elder got up and asked his co-villagers’ to give space to the
guest. The truck driver, obviously embarrassed but fearing that a denial might be read as
an insult, got up and shouted the first number that came to his mind:
- Number 326!
No description can hold justice to what followed. The villagers massively burst into
uncontrollable laughter. Some of them were laughing so loud that they could not breathe.
Some fell off their chairs, others clapped enthusiastically, shouting “Amazing!
Extraordinary! Unique!” Those sitting closer to the truck driver got up and tapped him
endearingly on the back while others were trying amidst their laughter to order treats and
ouzo for the funny guest.... After the enthusiasm had somehow eased, the astonished
truck driver turned again to the elder.
- What did I say? What did I reference?
And the elder replied while wiping tears of joy,
- I do not have a clue! That was a new one!

174

I “collected” it during my military service from the Lieutenant Manolis Aggelakis, a non-Pontian Greek
Macedonian of East Thracian refugee origin.
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There are three reasons why I like this anecdote. The first and most obvious reason is the way it
makes fun of Pontians and Pontic anecdotes together, by reducing the jokes down into a
classifying enumeration—mere simulacra of humor.
The second reason is that using numbers to reference an entire narrative in the space of
the coffeehouse reminds me a bit of the poetics of parakathi. Of course, tunes and verses are
much more than mere numbers and they are not classified within any kind of system. However,
there is the element of reference. Another fact that this anecdote recalls is the centrality and the
importance of the context: the conventions of the performance and the mood of the participants.
The third and most important reason is that the anecdote somehow reminds me of my
research and myself. I identify with the truck driver. I joined the Pontians and their parakathia
for a little bit more than a year. I participated humbly in their music making, more in the
socialization part of parakathia. After this circumstantial and partial presence, I have written a
long text about what I experienced. Regardless of its size and cultural capital, this dissertation is
much like the enumerated anecdotes: a simulacrum of the actual Pontic reality of the muhabeti
that can become potentially a complete sign, depending on the mood of the readers, their
interests and sensitivities, and their understanding of the conventions of ethnography and
dissertations. Ethnography is a shot in the dark, pretty much like the random number uttered by
the truck driver.
If this dissertation manages to evoke a response somehow similar to that of the truck
driver’s number (hopefully without as much laughter), it will be successful. Maybe it says
something new. Ethnographies are meant primarily as sensitive transferals of the Other’s reality;
they do not necessarily function in a context of groundbreaking discovery. Maybe this analysis
reveals micro-relations between realms of thought, categories, and established concepts, making
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the latter more flexible by revealing partial misunderstandings and omissions. Maybe it just
verifies something already known, but in a new way.
There is one thing that can be said in full confidence about this dissertation: the realities,
situations, relations, and in general factors and aspects of Pontic musical life that it leaves
untouched, are overwhelmingly more than those it presents. An ethnographic text is not defined
so much by what it says but by what has been left outside the ethnographic description. Like the
discourse of ethnographic subjects, ethnography, albeit an authoritative narrative, is partial and
incomplete. It is framed and defined by the excluded narratives. This dissertation has touched on
but excluded a large array of realities and topics. In the following final pages I will summarize
the factors that I think frame this dissertation, and that can be subjects for further research.
Rituals of Nostalgia and Groupness
It is clear in this dissertation why parakathi practices carry such an important cultural
and social capital for Pontians. An ideal parakathi entails practices rich in emotionality,
collective memory, and cultural difference. Optimal parakathia can be described as cases of
identity intensification and materialization (Ahmed 2004: 24). They allow the materialization of
identity representations: representations of the personal and collective selves. Personal and
collective identities are materialized through the intensifying dialogical circulation and
negotiation of emotions.
Emotional intensification is possible through the transformation of feelings, personally
felt psychosomatic sensations, into emotions, categories that reference intellectual, bodily, and
psychological phenomena. The communication and communion of the personal feelings
intensifies them, leading to emotional responses and dialogue. Intensification and transformation
take place through the dialogical performance of poetic metaphors and musical indices that
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function as personal allegories of experiences, memories, and their associated feelings. These
musico-poetic signs, tunes and verses, connect the personally felt with shared representations of
feeling, called emotions. Hence, tunes and verses are used as emotional semiotics, comprising an
emotional code. As such these signs of emotionality are often understood as independent from
the very contexts of performance, as carriers of affect, of pre-cognitive emotionality. Like every
powerful emotional practice, parakathia performances demonstrate and negotiate the fluidity
between emotion, feeling, sentiment, and affect. They offer holistic emotional experiences that
collapse the distinction between intellect and body.
The dialogical character of parakathia is significant for their function as processes of
intensification. Dialogue in parakathia is the main element both of the very musico-poetic
practice, the exchange of sung rhyming distichs, and of the macro-structures of such events, as
alternation between verbal socialization and singing. The dialogical circulation of emotion-signs
results in an allegorical negotiation of emotional subjectivities. The participants materialize
themselves as emotional subjects, inventing and discovering their self-definitional emotionality,
the psihi. The expressions of the psihi are ideally externalizations of pain. When the musicopoetic dialogue circulates and intensifies the self-definitional emotions of pain, the parakathi
becomes a performance of empathy, where the participants “lay their souls bare” like “open
wounds.” The pain is metaphorically and allegorically materialized and intensified through the
emotional code of the parakathi repertoire. The mirroring of the participant’s pain through an
appropriate musico-poetic response, the responsive laying bare of the tablemate’s soul, leads to
an inter-subjective emotionality. Dialogical musico-poetic allegorical confession allows the
emergence of feelings of connectedness between tablemates: the very emergence of the
parakathi group, the parea.
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An ideal parakathi is an experience of emotional belonging and of belonging to an
emotional group. Emotionality in general and the particular emotions negotiated and expressed
stick to the participants and to their shared experience—the episode—of groupness and
connectedness. Pontians, a category of ethno-regional belonging to the Greek nation, acquires
the connectedness and the groupness of the parea. The parakathying parea emerges, thus, in
between the collective and the personal materializing of the sense of emotional belonging, the
community of sentiment of the Pontic Greeks. In other words, groupness as Pontic collectivity is
materialized through experiencing the emotional connectedness of the parakathi. The intensified
emotionality emerges as a characteristic of the Pontic psyche, and at the same time Pontic
identity is mediated as the emotional attachment to Pontic representations of emotionality. The
subject feels Pontian, feels like the Pontians do, and feels for the Pontians.
Parakathi performance and repertoire are parts of Pontic cultural heritage. They are
understood as cultural elements that originated in a different place and time. The transformative
and intensifying emotionality of parakathi relates directly and inextricably to its cultural value as
part of Pontic tradition. Verses and tunes do not only signify emotions and personal feelings;
they also mediate collective narrative histories: narratives of Pontic historical and cultural
continuity. These narratives are parts of the Pontic collective memory: the open-ended,
dialogically negotiated, texts about the Pontic past, the ancestral homeland, and the trauma of the
Pontic genocide and dislocation. Verses and tunes emerge as emotional sign-vehicles in the
intersection between personal and collective narrative histories. They metaphorically mediate
shared representations of a traditional Pontic emotionality; they index the memories that define
the parea; they allegorize personal narrative histories and past experiences; and they entextualize
and index Pontic collective memory.
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The narratives of Pontic collective memory are both oral and written, both communal and
authoritative. They reproduce the conflicting character of Pontic collective memory between
centrally promoted discourses for the canonization of the collective and alternative memory
discourses that concern parts of the collectivity. Regardless of the Pontic consensus about the
genocide, the success story of the Pontic integration, and the dual trope of victimization and
heroism, Pontic collective memory remains plural. It entails competitions between sub-Pontic
groups and the struggle of the Pontians to win the acceptance and respect of Greek society.
Parakathi practice emerges in relation to all these struggles and competitions. This is testified to
beyond doubt by the contested character of the repertoire, the need to classify as many distichs
and tunes as possible as parts of micro-regional repertoires.
Parakathia are performances and experiences of Pontic identification because they allow
the individual to connect with Pontic heritage and Pontic collective memory. The latter takes
place through the experience of practices of re-membering. Optimal parakathia mediate and
intensify the viomata, the emotional memory capital of the previous Pontic generations,
especially that of the beloved, longed for, or longing grandparents. In this way optimal
parakathia constitute performances of postmemory. They allow contemporary cosmopolitan
Pontians to commemorate the memories and longing of their grandparents. This is how
parakathia facilitate the negotiation of Pontic narrative histories. They constitute in themselves
performances of personal narrative histories, where the participants reconnect with the
“authentic” Pontians of their personal past. The need for this reconnection and its practice lies at
the core of Pontic postmemory: the passionate desire to keep the late ancestor’s memory
discourse and history alive. Postmemory encounters tradition through virtue. The preservation,
cultivation, and honoring of the ancestors’ memory discourse is not simply the satisfaction of
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personal emotional desire. It is also an ethical act of resistance against the compartmentalization
of the being by the contemporary way of life, the cultural graying out of mainstream culture, and
the destructive agency of modernity.
Parakathia as performances of postmemory, tradition, and emotional re-membering,
negotiate feelings of absence. The most powerful topics or objects of re-membering are absent
from everyday life: grandparents, their memory narratives, and the ancestral homeland. Hence,
parakathia are performances also of longing and nostalgia. Arothymia, connoting both nostalgia
and longing, is the most powerful emotion of pain expressed and negotiated in optimal
parakathia. The parakathying group emerges as a community of longing and nostalgia.
Nostalgia and longing are present in parakathi in a nesting fashion. Different tropes of nostalgia
intertwine and mesh through the holistic character of the musico-poetic performance: nostalgia
for the ancestral homeland, for the beloved late grandparents and their memories, for the
legendary holistic parakthia of the golden era, for the agrarian life, and for childhood.
Nostalgia is the desire for the unattainable and as such a realization of the latter. This is
why nostalgia is a central component both of modernity and of postmodernism: of the realization
of the uncertainty of the future and of the unattainability of the ideal (Boym 2001; Kavouras
2010). Nostalgia is central to every collective identity discourse, especially in nationalism and
ethnicity. The identifying individuals desire an unattainable golden era that never really existed,
or if it existed at all, is appreciated as golden post factum (Bartra 1992). Contemporary Pontians
identify with a way of life that does not belong to them and is not any longer possible.
Pontic nostalgia and longing evolve around these representations of the unattainable. Past
parakathia are understood as encapsulating ideal qualities of the traditional way of life.
However, as parakathi memories demonstrate, this ideal never really existed as a general rule.
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Rather than a stable reality, the agrarian Eden of Pontic tradition was the exceptional experience
of some parakathia’s commensality. In fact, contemporary parakathia, although a priori
conceived as simulacra of the authentic parakathia of the past, present more of the qualities that
the Pontic nostalgia discourse elevates as central to the Pontic way of life. The very nostalgia for
the unattainable imagined past is the main reason for the success of contemporary Pontians in
building harmonious communities, at least through performance.
In conclusion, nostalgia is the sentiment par excellence of Pontic identity discourse, of
Pontic tradition, and of the Pontic parakathia. Being Pontian means to feel nostalgia like a
Pontian, to be nostalgic for Pontos and the Pontic past, and to be empathetic toward the more
powerful and “authentic” nostalgia of previous generations. These feelings, negotiated as
emotions through parakathi practice, enable the emergence of Pontic emotional communities.
Whether the parakathia communities, the parees, exist beyond the compartmentalized space of
the tavern depends on the parea.
Pontic Narratives and Practices of Belonging
There are numerous narratives, practices, and contexts that concern directly the Pontians
and parakathi but have been left outside this dissertation. I will attempt here a concise
presentation of five majors trajectories and how they connect to parakathi practices.
Pontic Routes and Pilgrimages
The most obvious drawback of this dissertation, as with every monograph, is its relatively
restricted scope. Although, I have demonstrated the centrality of parakathia for Pontic identity
discourse, parakathia are neither the only Pontic musical practices important for identity nor the
only of an insider character. Participation in the Pontic folkloric associations and Pontic nightlife
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obviously constitute also practices of Pontic identification, although they are not strictly of an
insider character.
There is one practice of Pontic identification that is recognized as of special emotional,
insider, and personal status for most Pontians: visits to contemporary Pontos. Pontic Greeks
regularly organize trips to visit the villages, churches, and cities of their ancestors in
contemporary Karadeniz, in Turkey. I have decided for such visits to locations of former Pontic
Greek presence to adopt the Pontic terminology and call them: memory pilgrimages. 175 Such
journeys constitute practices characteristic of nostalgia and postmemory (Boym 2001: xiii;
Hirsch 2012).176 Since the rapprochement between Greece and Turkey in the early 2000s,
memory pilgrimages have become a standard procedure of Pontic enculturation and Pontic
identity awakening and are part of a broader trend among populations of refugee origin, in both
Greece and Turkey.177 A common characteristic of all such memory pilgrimages is the presence
of at least one Pontic lyra player who provides a sort of soundtrack for the trip and musical
means for the negotiation of in situ longing.178 In addition, the Pontic musicians of the touring
groups engage regularly in table music sessions, essentially parakathia, jamming with local
Turkish, usually Pontic Greek-speaking, musicians. Shared repertoire between Pontic Greeks and
Karadeniz locals becomes the common ground for the forging of translocal, but regionally
Pontic, experiences of community.

175

In Greek: proskinimata mnimis.

176

Boym begins her celebrated monograph on nostalgia with a narration about such a visit (2001: xiii).

177

Memory pilgrimages of Turks back to their ancestors’’ areas of Greek Macedonia and Crete have occupied
the Greek public opinion and have attracted the interest of Greeks of Pontic and Asia Minor identity. In many
cases, groups of Greeks and Turks have organized pilgrimages together visiting each other’s places of origin,
reflecting on the similarities of the refugee experience and memory. See Clarck 2006 and Hirschon 2006[2003].
178

The lyra players are hired. Their travel expenses are covered and they also get a small payment. Usually
there is one musician per trip. The name of the musician is advertised along with the trip.
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Memory pilgrimages to Pontos are closely related to the negotiation of Pontic identity
discourse. They emerge often as life-changing experiences, viomata, in their own right. Many
interlocutors value the pilgrimages as transformative experiences that lead to a reevaluation and
reunderstanding of Pontic heritage and tradition—a fact that resonates with the designation of
such visits as pilgrimages in the first place (Turner 1973). The Pontians that have visited the
ancestral homeland form a vocal and dynamic subgroup within the Pontic community and are
especially sensitive about their Pontic identity. The contact of these Pontians with locals of
contemporary Karadeniz, especially with Pontic-speaking Muslims of the areas south of
Trabzon, is also described as a self-changing experience.
There are two reasons why such pilgrimages are pertinent to this dissertation. First is the
centrality of parakathi in these pilgrimages. While parakathia are Pontic insider events, here
when taking place with local Pontic-speaking Muslims in the houses and caffés of the latter, they
become practices of cultural bridging. Of course the bridge here is between two culturally related
groups. How this cultural relation is interpreted differs, but in general Pontians and Karadeniz
Pontic-speaking Turks recognize their historical, linguistic, and musical interconnections.
Parakathia here are used for the building of a connectedness that alludes to a trans-state Pontic
groupness. This groupness may be a revival of the Greek pre-1922 Pontos, a revival of premodern Ottoman multi-ethnic culture, the emergence of a new kind of Greco-Turkish
Pontic/Karadeniz regional transnationalism, any combination of these three, or all of the above.
The character of the group might differ according to the particular participants, interpreters,
performance occasion, point of view, and locality. In any case, parakathia experiences and the
resulting sense of belonging are here redefined.
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The second reason pertains to identity theory. The metaphor of identity frontiers, instead
of boundaries, focuses on the processual and often self-transformative character of identification.
Pilgrimage, a route of special emotional, personal, and spiritual transformative character, can
have a seminal importance in the negotiation of collective identity (Turner 1973). Pilgrimage
constitutes a special kind of route (Clifford 1993): an enactment of narrative history. Bauman
made a clear connection between identity and pilgrimage, conceiving the latter as a metaphor of
modernity. According to him the destination in pilgrimage, “the epicenter out there” (Turner
ibid.), is a topographical and spiritual telos: the place of beginning and as such of real belonging
and return. Hence, pilgrimage might encapsulate an identity essentialism, typical of modernity:
the construction of an identity of ontological authenticity (1996).
An examination of Pontic memory pilgrimages in relation to these approaches holds
special interest. Memory pilgrimages are distinctively different from their religious counterparts.
The place of return does not have the transcendentally eternal ontology of the religious site.
Especially for refugee descendants, the place of return mediates the loss of the ancestral
homeland. The site of pilgrimage is a site of loss, trauma, and reflective nostalgia (Boym 2001:
49–57). While Boym, agreeing with Bauman, describes nostalgia as characteristic of modernity,
in Pontic memory pilgrimages as practices of postmemory, may suggest a postmodern (or late
modern) nostalgia. The emergence of a transnational regional Karadeniz/Pontic identity through
memory pilgrimages and the denial of Pontic pilgrims to return to the place of origin might
demonstrate the impasses of modernity: the impossibility of the secure inclusion into a category
of authenticity. This is a hypothesis that deserves further study and elaboration.
Soundscapes and Identity Frontiers
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One factor that has been relatively neglected in this study is the soundscape within which
Pontic music, parakathi included, acquires its symbolic capital as a representation of Pontic
cultural heritage. While I provide a concise representation of the Pontic music world, the broader
reality in which Pontians negotiate their musical identity is for the most part neglected. The
concept of soundscape has been used extensively in ethnomusicology and the anthropology of
music. Defining what a soundscape is can be difficult, as it entails a point of view, or, better say,
of hearing. An Archimedean description of any musical reality is impossible. Soundscape
emerges always as a kaleidoscopic representation of a complex musical whole. The musical
world changes depending on the point from which it is approached. This is not a drawback. On
the contrary a study of the soundscape of Pontic music involves an ethnographic representation
of how certain Pontians, affiliated with specific genres and musical practices, view the broader
musical world in which they place their musical particularity.
The very genre categories used for the classification of Pontic music suggest proximities,
inclusions, and relevance to broader groups and categories of non-Pontic music: Greek music,
music of the Balkans, cosmopolitan music genres, folk music, traditional music, etc. In short, this
study would be much more complete if it could host also an analysis of the soundcapes that
contextualize the concepts of “traditional” and “neopontic” music. In this dissertation I have
demonstrated the self-inclusion of the Pontians in the Greek nation through the use of the idea of
tradition. However, traditional music in Greece (paradhosiakia) is much more than a mere
category. It is an experiential category, related to the cultivation of multiple senses of belonging
that might not be homological to Greek nationalism. It entails a negotiation of Greek national
identity in relation to historical and cultural heritages that lie beyond the official understanding
of Greek national continuity (Kallimopoulou 2009).
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Neopontic music might constitute an even more interesting case for a soundscape-focused
examination of identity frontiers. Such a study can offer insights into senses of Pontic belonging
that lie outside official Pontic identity discourse. The “hybridic” character of neopontic musical
repertoires and practice, which imitates Greek popular music, seem to be related closely to
representations and negotiations of citizenship, cosmopolitanism, and/or modernity. The
similarity of neopontic to Greek popular music suggests that it may be a Pontic attempt to make
a musical statement of Pontic Greek citizenship, of inclusion in the broader trends that describe
cosmopolitan Greek musical life. The sharing of styles, practices, and discourses with genres of a
broader transnational dissemination, like arabesk and Balkan dance music, suggests an attempt
of some Pontians to negotiate a regional cosmopolitan self-representation through neopontic
music, to claim a place in transnational regional networks. Similar practices can be examined in
other musical cases (Buchanan 2007b; Dawe 2007b; Kavouras 2010).
In addition, the modernity claim of neopontic musical discourse makes a point about
Pontic modernity. This claim is less straightforward than it seems. Neopontic music has been
around for more than thirty years and has acquired stylistic characteristics and practices of some
sort of constancy that suggest a neopontic tradition. The possibility of a tradition of Pontic
modernity constitutes in itself an interesting case for a study of how cosmopolitan concepts and
discourses, like modernity, acquire local aesthetic representations and manifestations that
mediate in their turn regionalist and nationalist ideas. Finally, an examination of the broader
soundscapes of Pontic, traditional and neopontic, music can provide interesting views on the
Pontic character of certain sub-repertoires, namely of the music of Western Pontos and Kars.
Both categories involve repertoires and styles distinctively different from those of East Pontos,
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that present challenging, and according to some Pontians problematic, relations to the Pontic
musical Other (Turkish music) and to sonic representations of hybridity.
Pontic Music History
A third realm of inquiry deserving further attention is Pontic music history. Music history
is usually defined in relation to written sources. In the Pontic case there are three factors that
would make a historical approach particularly useful. First of all, there is a kind of Pontic
musical history through a relatively rich folkloric scholarship that dates from the 1870s. The
work of the first Pontic folklorists, although burdened with the philological essentialism of early
nationalist folklore, can at least offer a record of dominant tendencies and views regarding the
history of certain Pontic musical genres and forms, the dhistiho form included. Secondly, there is
a rich oral history about Pontic lyra players that has remained outside the scope of the synchronic
approach of Pontic salvage folklore. The latter focuses on token Pontic traditions disregarding
often memories from musicians and aficionados about the individual musicality of certain lyra
legends. Third, there is a large amount of archival evidence regarding the work of Pontic
musicians scattered in the internet and personal archives.
An attempt to delineate a Pontic musical history would provide a critical analysis of these
interwoven memory narratives and mediations. After all, the work of the pre-1922 folklorists, the
oral memories about legendary musicians, and the circulated recordings and videos all play a
significant role in Pontic identity and musical discourses. A presentation of the relation between
Pontic senses of belonging and parakathi is at least partial without an examination of these
accounts and the internet mediation of the Pontic musical past. A historical account of Pontic
music could provide also some answers regarding the emergence and negotiation of Pontic
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musical genres and styles. The issue of style is of special interest for the additional reason that it
is directly related to musical affect.
Alternative repertoires: liveness and affect
One of the main conclusions of this dissertation is that affect, at least in the way the
Pontians understand it, refers to a precognitive and premediated emotionality that allegedly
exists outside the feeling subject, within the musical product. The experience of affect is, thus,
closely related to musical style, both as surprise or vioma as erlebnis, and as habit, embodied
vioma. In both cases, the emotional autonomy of the musical product is recognized as musical
liveness. There is an emotional substance that lives within the very musical piece. Hence, the
participatory discrepancies, and structural surprises in general, the devices that mediate liveness
of sound, play a central role. Musical liveness necessitates the disruption of the mainstream
musical forms.
In contemporary practice of Pontic traditional music, liveness is sought in old-fashioned
repertoires and techniques, like that of parakathi, that allegedly were formulated before the
elevation of the lyra on stage. Another alternative repertoire that is often recognized as especially
affective is that of the Pontic tulum. The tulum, due to its relative neglect by music theorists and
folklorists, its relatively recent appearance on stage, and its pastoral use, is often associated with
musical affect. This affect is described as a recognition of obfuscation. Tulum music has not been
described, notated, and performed in the organized way that lyra music has—a proof, allegedly,
of tulum music’s incompatibility with symmetry, the prosaic, commercialism, and the
adulteration of tradition. Non-canonized temperament, idiosyncratic timbre, and rhythmic groove
(see Appendix D and tracks 5–8) endow tulum music with a distinctive personality, often
interpreted as an affective embodiment of corporeality and nature. These representations inform
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further a discourse of Pontic feeling, identity, and authenticity, often through idyllic images of
Pontic pastoralism and the urban-rural dichotomy.
There are two aspects of this process that deserve special attention. First, a study of tulum
could tell us something about the relation between musical sound as cognition and as embodied
sensation (Rice 2008[1997]). Secondly, a bagpipe revival is broadly in both Greece and Turkey.
This phenomenon cannot be described as a centralized movement. It consists of independent
local folkloric movements that take place according to micro-regional sensitivities and realities.
A comparative examination of this revival can reveal how cosmopolitan discourses of musical
pastoralism are localized differently. It would also demonstrate how similarities in material
culture, and a focus on similar musical objects, influence bagpipe revivals in different locations
that seem to be unrelated.
Musical Emotionality, Masculinity, and the Translocal Poetics of Pain
Issues of gender have been touched on in this dissertation, but only lightly. Gender, and
especially masculinity and patriarchy, has been extensively studied in Greece, but mainly in
agrarian social and cultural contexts (Cowan 1990; Herzfeld 1988[1985]; Sutton 2000[1998]).
Studies that address gender roles in urban environments and in relation to representations of
modernity again concern rural migrants and refugees (Hirschon 1998[1986]). Urban masculinity
and patriarchy and their musical negotiations has been partially studied in monographs on Greek
rebetika (Tragaki 2007). The urban reality of the majority of contemporary Pontians and also of
the contemporary, albeit rurally originated, parakathi poses an interesting challenge for a
musical study of gender.
The challenge is even greater due to the fact that gender does not seem immediately as
relevant to parakathi and Pontic music tradition. Gender emerged in the discourse of my
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interlocutors’ comparisons between the rural and the urban, the past and the present (see Chapter
9), but never in straightforward discussions about parakathi poetics. This is not surprising. It
resonates with one of the main conclusions of feminism. Gender subjectivity is taken for granted
as a natural ontological category (Butler 1993).
Masculintiy and patriarchy are related in particular ways to emotionality. In the Greek
agrarian context emotionality is presented as an exemplary female capacity, resonating broader
cosmopolitan discourses. This is the case especially for psychological pain, as exemplified by the
supremacy of women in mourning practices. Men should suffer silently (Alexiou 2002;
Auerbach 1989; Caraveli-Chaves 1980 and 1986; Danforth 1982; Seremetakis 1991). A
hypothesis of both historical and anthropological character that would necessitate a comparative
study of musical practices across contexts, is that men claim certain pain-related musical
practices as exclusively theirs in order to counter their exclusion from other contexts in which
pain is expressed. Such a hypothesis redefines musical performance and negotiation of pain as
reactions to a self-oppressing patriarchy. It also resonates with the approach of mourning studies,
which counter the body-intellect dichotomy. The expression of pain is not a symptom of lack of
control or weakness, but on the contrary, of empowerment.
Finally, a study of Pontic music in relation to gender and especially of parakathi can
elevate again interesting overlaps between the Pontic and the non-Pontic. Male emotionality,
pain, and exceptional masculinity exist in similar representations through a variety of popular
and folk Greek, Balkan, Middle Eastern, and Mediterranean musical genres. The preference that
many Pontians show for Turkish arabesk, Greek rebetika, and Greek blue-collar bouzouki
popular music (laiko) seems to be related much more to representations of male emotionality
than with similarities of musical style. After all, one of the main arguments of this dissertation is
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that the stickiness of emotions allows common representations of subjectivity. The aesthetic
preference of Pontians, parakathi fans included, for musical genres of male emotionality,
suggests the sharing of a common representation of male subjectivity with non-Pontians, an
unquestionable proof of the non-Pontic identities of Pontians. This representation suggests
structures of feelings that might be the glue for the cultural areas of the once Ottoman lands with
all their Islamic, Byzantine, Slavic, and classical Greek heritages. It might also define a frontier
between the Mediterranean space and its neighboring cultural areas. However, this hypothesis
needs considerable work.
Contemporary parakathia aficionados and musicians re-create worlds of emotional and
empathic communication that resonate with broader realities, soundscapes, tropes of
emotionality and subjectivity, representations of musical affect and nature, and dense, but
overlapping, narrative histories. This dissertation is a first attempt to present the practice of
parakathi in relation to some of these overlapping trajectories, as they kaleidoscopically emerge
in the identity discourse and the senses of belonging of the genre’s practitioners.
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APPENDIX A
GLOSSARY

The transliteration of the terms according to the International Phonetic Alphabet is provided in
the bracket [] right of the term and it is based on the University of Victoria on line directory.
http://web.uvic.ca/ling/resources/ipa/charts/IPAlab/IPAlab.htm
I provide the phonetic transliteration only for Greek vocabulary. In parenthesis right of the word
I provide the language of origin/etymology of the term.
Aggion [aɟ íon] (A.Gr.): Lit. vessel. One of the names for the Pontic bagpipe.
Ahpastikon [axpastikón] (P.): Tune of departure, from the phrase “as pashumes,” let’s go.
Akritas, (pl.)akrites [akrítas, akrítεs] (Gr.): Border (lit. edge) warrior; the frontier guards of the
Byzantine Empire.
Akritika [akritiká] (Gr.): The songs of the akrites
Amanes [amanέs] (Gr.): The Ottoman Greek equivalent of the gazel, songs of free meter on the
Ottoman urban makam fashion.
Aneforia-Kateforia [anεforía-katεforía] (P.): Uphill-downhill, descriptions of the route for
Gümüşhane to Trabzon; uphill referred to the ascending of the Zygana/Çimen mountains,
downhill to the desending of the same mountains towards Trabzon.
Anthropiá [anθropiá] (Gr.): Benevolence, humanness
Arabesk (Tr.): Genre of Turkish popular music heavily influenced by the Arabic music of
the 1960s (initially).
Arghaletka [arγalέtka] (P.): Repertoire (tunes, songs, and music style) from the Pontic village of
Arghali in the area of Simohoria, south of pre-1922 Trabzon.
Arothymia [aroθimía] (P.): Longing and nostalgia.
Arothymo [aroθimó] (P.): To long, to be nostalgic.
Ashik (Tr.): Turkish minstrel of love.
Askavli, askavlos [askávli, áskavlos] (P. and A. Gr.): One of the names for the Pontic bagpipe.
Aski [askjí] (Gr.): Bag.
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Atsiapat [atsjapát] (P.): The slow dance with which sera begins. It is in 7/8.
Autos [aútos] (pl.)auti and autlari (P.): The third personal pronoun in Pontic Greek; autlari is the
same thing with the adding of the Turkish ending lar with the Greek final -i-. It was used
as a derogatory denomination by the local Greeks to address the Pontians.
Bouzouki [buzúkji] (Gr. [Tr.]): Greek plucked lute instrument with three or four double strings; it
has dominated Greek popular music since the 1930s.
Bouzoukia [buzúkja] (Gr. [Tr.]): Plural or bouzouki, synechdochically for nightclubs and their
pop music in which bouzouki is the solo instrument.
Cem (Tr.): The Alevi sacred ceremony or religious worship ritual.
Curbet (Al.): Exile, immigration, being abroad, in Greek kurbeti.
Davul (Tr. [Ar.]): Double headed barrel shaped membranophone (drum), spread from North
India all the way to the Balkans and Morocco, in Greek dauli.
Defi, def [dέfi] (Gr. [Tr.(Ar.)]): Single headed framed membranphone (drum). In Greek it refers
to the one that has cymbals on its ream.
Dhipat [ðipát] (P.): Moderate paced dance in 9/8, from the area of Trabzon, known also as
ikodhespiniakos (dance of the hostsess) or omal from Trabzon (“even”/adante dance from
Trabzon) with long melodic forms; the majority of the tunes are narrative songs or
ballads.
Dhiplarisma [ðiplárisma] (Gr.): Literally, doubling; it refers to the diaphony producing technique
and sound in the Pontic tulum.
Dhiplohordia, diplohordia [ðiploxorðía] (Gr.,P.): Two string technique and texture. It refers to
the diaphonic and the parallel polyphony textures of the Pontic lyra.
Dhistiho, (pl.) dhistiha [ðístixo] (Gr.): Distich.
Dhionisiakos [ðionisiakós] (Gr.): Dionysian and Bacchanalian.
Ekstasiakos [εkstatikós] (Gr.): Ecstatic
Elinas (elenas, Hellenas) [έlinas] (Gr.): Greek national.
Entehno (pl.)entehna [έndεxna] (Gr.): Literally “artistic;” it refers to a genre category of refined
poetry usually for solo voice; the singer is often the songwriter.
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Epitrapezio (pl.)epitrapezia [εpitrapέzjio, εpitrapέzjia] (Gr.) Table songs. General category of
songs that are performed around the table, in parakathia.
Karsilamas [karsilamás] (Gr.[ Tr.]): Category of line and couple dances from Anatolia.
Katathesi psihis [katáθεsi psixjís] (Gr.): To lay your soul bare.
Kefi [kjέfi] (Gr. [O.Tr. (Ar.)]): From the Ar. Keif; psychological state of personal engrossment,
commonly experienced in music performances.
Kemane, kemanes [kjεmanέs] (Gr.[Tr.]): Three stringed, vertical fiddle from Anatolia and the
Balkans.
Kementzes [kεmεntzέs] (P.[Tr.(Frs.)]): The Black Sea fiddle, or lyra.
Kladhi (pl. kladhia) [klaðjia] (Gr.): Lit. branch; in Pontic music for any music part that does not
belong to the tune.
Konak (Al., [Tr.]): Lit. house; In Al. also for nightlong social gatherings of social drinking and
dialogical singing.
Konserva [konsέrva] (Gr. [It.]): Can and canned food; metaphorically in Pontic Greek music
terminology for unimaginative, deprived of personality, mechanical music performance.
Kosmos [kósmos] (Gr.): People, world, cosmos.
Lahanidha [laxaníða] (Gr.): Green cabbage boiled and served with olive oil and lemon.
Lei tmotiv (Ger.): Characteristic melody or melodic fragment associated with a specific persona.
Lyra[líra] (Gr): Generic name for vertical fiddles in Greece; also the name of the Ancient Greek
plucked instrument used for the accompaniment of poetry.
Makam (Ar.): In Greek as makami or “road”/”path”; general name for the musical mode plus its
melodic structures and general modal relations, as well as for any programmatic elements
and moods it is connected with.
Makrin kayte [makrín kaitέ] (P. and Tr): Lit. long tune. The Pontic name for uzun hava, the
equivalent of amane and gazel, songs of free meter.
Mantinadha [mandináða] (Gr.): Poetic and music form from the Aegean that has a distich based
structure very similar to that of the Pontic epitrapezia.
Matsouka [matsúka] (P.[Tr.]): The area southern of Trabzon and north of the Zygana mountains.
Matsoukatka [matsukátka] (P.): Repertoire from Matsouka; it refers often to long tunes.
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Meraki [mεrákji] (Gr. [Tr.]): Curiosity and restlessness for learning, doing, and n general life;
also passion/devotion for a creative occupation.
Meraklis [mεraklís] (Gr. [Tr.]): The person who has meraki.
Mezes (pl.) mezedhes [mεzέs, mεzέðεs] (Gr. [Tr.]): Small dishes that accompany the
consumption of alcohol, similar to tapas.
Millet (Tr.): Nation, ethnic group.
Miroloi (pl.) Miroloya) [mirolói, mirolóʎa] (Gr.): Lament or dirge.
Monohordhia [monoxorðía] (P. and Gr.): The technique and texture of playing only one string of
the lyra.
Muhabeti, muhabet, or muabet (pl.) muhabetia [muxabέti, muxabέt, muabέt, muxabέtjia]
(Ot.[Ar.]): Small talk, communication, friendship and speaking, all night social gathering,
and metaphorically also parakathi, especially the music part (see Chapter 5).
Muhabetlis [muxabεtlís] (Gr. Ot.Tr.[Ar.]): The person of the muhabeti.
Murali (Hd.): Kind of recorder.
Neopontiaka, neopontiaki (neopontic) [nεopontjiaká, nεopontjiakjí] (Gr.): Genre of Pontic music,
heavily influenced by arabesk, Greek, Balkan, and American popular music.
Nihteri or nychteri [nixtέri] (Gr.): All night social gathering.
Omal [omál] (P.): Lit. smooth/even; for dance it refers to slow and medium paced dances.
Orghano (pl.) orghana [órγano, órγana] (Gr.): Instrument, tool, music instrument.
Otia [otía] (P.): Lit. ears; also the pegs of the Pontic lyra.
Palmos [palmós] (Gr.): pulse.
Paniyiri (pl.) paniyiria [paniʎírjia] (Gr.): Village fair, rural massive dance event.
Paradhosi [paráðosi] (Gr.): Tradition.
Paradhosiaki musiki [paraðosiakjí musikjí] ] (Gr.): Traditional music.
Parakathi or parakath (pl.) parakathia [parakáθi, parakáθ, parakáθia] (P.): The Pontic word for
mihteri or muhabeti.
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Paraloyes [paraloʎέs] (Gr.): Genre of narrative poems and songs with gory, parnomal, or splatter
content.
Parastasi [parástasi] (Gr.): Performance on stage, show.
Parea [parέa] (Gr. [Ld.]): Friendship, companion, companionship, company.
Parhari [parxári] (P.): Lit. next toeh village or by the village; Pasture.
Parharomana [parxaromána] (P.): The mature woman that was responsible for the cowherds.
Patari [patári] (Gr.): Loft and platform, also for the nightclub and public dance event stage.
Petaghma (pl.)petaghmata [pέtaγma, pεtáγmata] (Gr.): Throwing, flying, jerking; in Pontic
terminology for the jerky movement of the fingers that produces fat alternations and
mordent between two dijunct pitches.
Pipiza [pípiza] (Gr.): Kind of short, high pitched zourna.
Pista [písta] (Gr. [It.]): The dance floor of the nightclub and synecdochically Greek nightclub of
Greek pop.
Ponemeno [ponεmέno] (Gr.): Pained and carrying pain.
Psihi [psixjí] (Gr.): Soul and psyche.
Psihismos [psixjismós] (Gr.): psyche and psychological condition.
Rebetika [rεbέtika] (Gr.[Ot.Ar.]): Genre of lumpen and outlaw Greek music cultivated mainly by
1922 refugees from the urban centrrs of the Ottoman Empire.
Retsina [rεtsína] (Gr.): Type of cheap Greek wine that is resin flavor from the barrel it is kept in.
It has a characteristic taste.
Riqq (Ar.): Small frame drum, what the Greeks call defi.
Romanía [romanía] (P.): The land of the Romans: Byzantine Empire, Pontos, Greece.
Romeikon yenos [romέikon ʎέnos] (P.): The natio of the Romans: the Byzantines, the Pontians,
Greeks.
Romios [romjiós] (Gr.): The citizen and subject of the Roman, meaning Byzantine, Empire;
Greek, of Greek natio.
Rubato (It.): Of free meter.
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Rum (pl.)Rumlar, (Tr. [Gr.].): Roman, member of the Roman millet, meaning of the millet of the
Roman Empire (Byzantine), aka Eastern Orthodox and/or Greek Orthodox.
Rum millet (Tr.): the ethno-social and religious group of the Romans, meaning the Eastern
Orthodox in the Ottoman Empire.
Seliavli, seriavli [ʂεliávli, ʂεriávli] (P.): Lit. the flute of the hand; Pontic generic term for
recorder.
Sera [sέra] (P.): Pontic dance of fast tempo, complex figures and male vigor.
Sevdas [sεvdás] (Gr. [Tr.]): Psychological pain usually from love; in Pontic Greek romantic love.
Sinhordhia [sinxorðía] (Gr.): Chord used by some Pontians for dhiplohordhia.
Simfonia [simfonía] (Gr.): Agreement. In music used for symphony and consonance; by some
Pontians used for dhiplohordhia.
Simohoria [simoxórjia] (Gr./P.): Pre-1922 area neighboring Trabzon, south of the city
Skopos (pl.)skopi [skopós, skopí] (Gr.): Tune
Smirnia [smirɲá] (Gr.): Woman from Smyrna (Izmir), insultingly used in the 1920s for
prostitute.
Soutzoukaki (pl.) soutzouakakia [sutzukákji, sutzukákjia] (Gr. [Tr.]): Meatballs of a characteristic
cone-type shape cooked with tomatoe, cumin and other spices.
Souvlaki (pl.) souvlakia [suvlákji, suvlákjia] (Gr.): Grilled skewers.
Stremma (pl.) stremmata [strέma, strέmata] (Gr): Greek land unit that equals 1000 km2.
Takiyah (Frs.): The glottal vocal tremolo in Iranian music.
T’ emeteron [t εmέtεron] (P.): Our own, one of us. Phrase of community inclusion and social
intimacy.
Tik, (pl.) tikia [tik, tíkjia] (P. [Tr.]): Standing, vertical; name for a large family of Pontic dances,
the most common are lagefton, so ghonaton/dhiplon, monon, tonya, tromahton,
Tis tavlas [tis távlas] (Gr.): Lit. of the table; The Greek continental equivalent of the Turkish
uzun hava; songs of free meter.
Trapezi [trapέzi] (Gr.): Lit. table; also synecdoche for dinner, banquet, and symposium; also for
the Pontic muhabeti/parakathi.
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Tremolo or tremulo [trέmolo, trέmulo] (Gr.): Shivering, trembling, shaking; In music for
tremolo; in Pontic music, generic term for both trills and mordents.
Tsabuna, [tsabúna] (Gr. [Tr.]): Kind of bagpipe from the Greek islands almost identical to the
Pontic aggion/tulum
Tsifteteli [tsiftεtέli] (Gr. [Tr.]): Lit. of two strings, it refers usually to a belly-dance like genre in
double meter.
Tsipuro [tsípuro] (Gr.): Greek for rakiya; heavy in alcohol spirit produced fromt he distillation of
grapes; similar to grappa
Tsolias, (pl.) Tsoliadhes [tsoljiás, tsoljiáðεs] (Gr. [Tr.]): Member of the Greek presidential guard;
uniform, allegedly, of the Greek revolutionaries of 1821.
Tulum, tulumi [tulúm, tulúmi] (Gr. [Tr.]): Bag made from animal skin; In Pontic Greek one of
the words for bagpipe.
Turkospori [turkóspori] (Gr.): Turkish seeds or seeded by Turks. Insulting and derogatory
denomination of the locals for the Asia Minor refuges in general.
Tzakisma (pl.) tzakismata [tzákisma, tzakísmata] (P. and Gr.): Smashing, breaking, break.
Tzatziki [tzatzíki] (Gr. [Tr.]): Sauce or salad made with yogurt and garlic.
Ud (Ar.): Lute type instrument of the Middle East.
Ussak (Ar. Tr.): Mode (makam) in Arabic and Ottoman classical music
Uzun hava (Tr.): Genre of songs with free meter.
Violatoras, (pl.) violators [vjiolátoras, vjiolátorεs] (Gr. [It.]): Violinist, derogatory for those who
play the lyra like if it was a violin with no dhiplohordhia; wanna be violinsts.
Vioma, (pl.) viomata [víoma] (Gr.): Life experience; both for experiences that change someone’s
life and for habitual experiences that make somebody’s life.
Yalanci (Tr.): Fake or lying. In Greek it exists as a culinary term to describe lent appropriate
rendition of dishes that normally have meat. Metaphorically references the empty, cheap,
and fake version of something, a meatless dish.
Yaurtovaptismenos (pl.)yaurtovapitsmeni [ʎaurtovaptismέnos, ʎaurtovaptismέni] (Gr.): Baptized
in yoghurt, religious insult for the Anatolian Greeks.
Yenos [ʎ έnos] (Gr.): Genus and natio.
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Yermanotsolias (pl)Yermanotsoliadhes [ʎ εrmanotsoljiás, ʎεrmanotsoljiáðεs] (Gr.): German
tsolia; for the nazi security forces formed by Greeks; synecdoche for traitor.
Zadruga (Sl.): Concept for the extended family unit of South Slavs.
Zil, zili [zil, zíli] (Tr., P. and Gr.): Cymbal also high pitched lyra.
Zilokapano [zilokapáno] (P.): Lyra of a middle register between the zil and the kapan.
Zurnas [zurnás] (Gr. [Tr.(Frs.)]): Double reed aerophone common all the way from India to the
Balkans; Also known as Turkish horn, due to its use in the Ottoman military bands.
Today it is a characteristically Roma insturment.
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF LISTENING EXAMPLES

Track 1

Muhabeti/parakathi, introduction and first tune.
Agios Panteleimonas (Nea Santa) of Kilkis, Greek Macedonia, 1/15/2012.
Lyra: Serafeim Marmaridis; Singer: Labis Pavlidis.
Field recording.

Track 2

Muhabeti/parakathi, introduction, warm-up.
Agios Panteleimonas (Nea Santa) of Kilkis, Greek Macedonia, 1/15/2012.
Lyra: Serafeim Marmaridis.
Field recording.

Track 3

Muhabeti/parakathi, introduction, introductory kladhi.
Agios Panteleimonas (Nea Santa) of Kilkis, Greek Macedonia, 1/15/2012.
Lyra: Serafeim Marmaridis.
Field recording.

Track 4

Muhabeti/parakathi, introduction proper: establishing mode and tune.
Agios Panteleimonas (Nea Santa) of Kilkis, Greek Macedonia, 1/15/2012.
Lyra: Serafeim Marmaridis; song: Labis Pavlidis
Field recording.

Track 5

Basic melodic structure: tulum/aggion tik tune.
Aggion lesson. Thessaloniki, Greek Macedonia, 6/6/2012.
Aggion/tulum/askavli: Giorgos Siamidis.

Track 6

Basic tik riff-kladhi and variations.
Aggion lesson. Thessaloniki, Greek Macedonia, 6/6/2012.
Aggion/tulum/askavli: Giorgos Siamidis.

Track 7

Kladhi and tune in performance; introductory kladhi and tune/song.
Personal ghlendi; Western Greek Macedonia, Kozani area.
Aggeion/Tulum/askavli: Giorgos Aramatanidis, excerpt from a longer recording.
Giannis Tsanasidis personal collection.

Track 8

Transitional kladhi, between two tunes.
Personal ghlendi; Western Greek Macedonia, Kozani area.
Aggeion/Tulum/askavli: Giorgos Aramatanidis, excerpt from a longer recording.
Giannis Tsanasidis personal collection.

Track 9

Example of the lyra’s musical role in parakathi I:
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Improvisation based on kladhi between unes in muhabeti/parakathi; example of
kladhi-interlude use. The kladhi is variation of the introduction performed in
tracks 2-5.
Agios Panteleimonas (Nea Santa) of Kilkis, Greek Macedonia, 1/15/2012.
Lyra: Serafeim Marmaridis; Song: Labis Pavlidis.
Field recording.
Track 10

Example of the lyra’s musical role in parakathi II:
Extended “filling-kladhi”; extended improvisation at a point with no participation.
Although it is the same performance like in tracks 2-6 and 11, the musician uses
the same kladhi.
Agios Panteleimonas (Nea Santa) of Kilkis, Greek Macedonia, 1/15/2012.
Lyra: Serafeim Marmaridis; Song: Dimitris Yopaz Soteriadis.
Field recording.

Track 11

Example of climax in muhabeti/parakathi:
Continuous exchange of sung verses.
Agios Panteleimonas (Nea Santa) of Kilkis, Greek Macedonia, 1/15/2012.
Lyra: Serafeim Marmaridis; Song: Labis Pavlidis, Dimitris Yopaz Soteriadis.
Field recording.

Track 12

Muhabeti/Parakathi, introduction by the lyra. Same introductory kladhi as 2-5.
Diatonic tune.
Georgiani, Veroia prefecture, Greek Macedonia, 6/27/2014.
Lyra: Filippos Kesapidis.
Field recording.

Track 13

Muhabeti/Parakathi, introduction by the lyra. Same introductory kladhi as 2-5.
Diatonic tune.
Nea Santa, Kilkis perfecture Greek Macedonia, 3/27/2012
Lyra: Dimitris Piperidis.
Field recording.

Track 14

Muhabeti/Parakathi, introduction by the lyra. Same introductory kladhi as 2-5.
Diatonic tune, measure addition (as example of PD).
Thessaloniki, Greek Macedonia,
Lyra: Thanasis Stilidis.
Field recording.

Track 15

Comparative compilation of muhabeti exclamations
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APPENDIX C
PARAKATHI INTRODUCTION AND FIRST TUNE: TRANSCRIPTIONS

I.

Transcription of track 2: Introduction, first 13 seconds: warming up.

II.

Transcription of track 3: Introduction: descending to a, establishing the tune.
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III.

Transcription of track 4: Introduction proper: establishing the mode, introducing the
tune (0:23-1:13).
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IV.

Transcription of the tune sung in track 1. The tune in its most complete and simplest
form: three sections (aa’b); the lyra accompanies syllabically. This is a general
transcription of the tune. Every time it is performed, there are differences.
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APPENDIX D
ELEMENTS OF MUSICAL STRUCTURE: EXAMPLES

The transcriptions are not meant as detailed depiction of what is performed. They are meant
as approximate guides. Also, given that Pontic music is based on micro-variations of
repeated melodic segments, the transcriptions are approximations of what is described or
performed as the most common rendition of the tune or kladhi. Finally, I have transcribed all
the tunes and melodies on tonalities that aloow a simple depiction of the music sound, not
neccesarily on the tonalities that are performed in the exanples.

I. On the relation between ornamentation and melodic condensation/melody and kladhia
building
i.

Simple, analytical melodic version.

In this tune the melody is renderred with as few embelishments as possible.
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ii.

Condensed, complete, or embelished version with petaghmata, mordents on adjunct
pitches and tremola, trilles and mordents on neighboring pitches.

Condensed and analyzed melodic fragments can be cobmined according to the desires of the
musician. The main goal is to perform in a varried way.

II. Aggion tune: simple and complete.
Tik tune, aggion lesson, Giorgos Siamidis 6/6/2012, track 6
Analytical melodic version (two first measures):

Condensed version (entire tune); this is the most typical, complete so to speak, version of the
tune and the one suitable for dancing. Notice the dhiplarisma (Dp), the production of diaphony,
through dhiplasmata. Diaphony is what differentiates agion from ghaval music. The notation is
approximate. The Pontians think of these tunes always in 5/8 but they do not necessarily perform
them with absolute accuracy in the meter. Participatory discrepancies have been solidified
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stylistically as metric deviation. The gifted listener will notice that the melody is not exactly on
5/8 but lies closer to 9/16. This is the result of performing with “pulse:” palmos or groova.

III. Kladhi and variation/improvization
Tik, aggion lesson, Giorgos Siamidis 6/6/2012, track 7. This is the kladhi that Giorgos Siamidis
taught as typical of the specific tune.
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IV. Examples of melody building/construction; kladhia and tune aggion
Tik dance cycle song medley; track 8. Part of a 14 minutes recording
Source: Giannis Tsanasidis’ personal collection and archive
Location and date: The specifics (village, date etc.) are not mentioned. The recording is of a
live performance. Most probably the songs are performed in a private party. It does not seem to
be a paniyiri. The songs are tiks and are performed in a dance-like fashion but there is no davul.
The repertoire, the instrument, and the artist, Ioannis Aramatanidis, suggest that the performance
took place in North Western Greek Macedonia, in the prefecture of Kozani, among Matsouka
Pontians.
Similar remarks can be made here regarding the rhythm. The musician thinks the piece as being
in 5/8 but he tends to emphasize the irregularity of the meter approaching closer to 9/16. This
inconsistency is similar to the previous example. It is an intentionally cultivated and internalized
style that makes the piece “alive,” it endows it with pulse.
Aggion: Ioannis (Yannis, Yannes) Aramatanidis
Song: various singers, not clear
0:00-0:37

Introduction

0:00-0:12

Kladhi A

0:12-0:16

bridge-like passage through a melodic analysis of kladhi A

0:16-0:18

Kladhi B, in reality cadential phrase, but without reaching the tonic

0:19-0:28

Kladhi A’ (variation of A based on the combination of the A and B)

0:29-0:37

Cadential kladhi,

0:37- 2:12

1st tune/song and interlude kladhia; all the interludes are either variations
of kladhi A’ or variations of the cadential phrase/kladhi

V. Example of tune transition
Tik dance cycle song medley, agion/tulum track 9; part of the same 14 minutes, a little bit later,
recording as track3
0:00-0:13

Variation on the cadential kladhi

0:13-0:23

New kladhi; introduction of the next tune

0:23-0:53

2nd Tune.
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